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This thesis has investigated the behaviour of model fluke anchors in sand. The work has been
carried out in three stages. In the first stage, anchor pull-out tests were conducted by varying
the anchor fluke geometry, the shank to fluke angle, the relative density of the sand, the depth
of embedment, the anchor interface roughness and the shape of the sand surface. Based on
the experimental results a method of calculation of the maximum holding capacity of the
anchor fluke involving these parameters has been derived.

In the second stage, the anchor flukes were instrumented on both sides with stress
transducers. The transducers have been designed to measure the normal and the shear
forces on the anchor fluke. These were used to obtain the net normal force, the rotational
moment and the burying force on the anchor fluke.

Two conditions of the stability of the fluke were considered and these incorporated the
burying force and the rotational moment of the fluke.

In the third stage the kinematics of the anchor fluke and the deformation of the surrounding
sand has been studied. The anchor fluke moved in a complex combination of translation and
rotation, with rotation dominating the final motion before failure.

Theoretical analyses involving the upper and lower bound theorems of plastic collapse and
the limit equilibrium method have been carried out. These have shown good agreement with
the experimental results. Comparisons have also been made with published reports on similar
work.
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CHAPTER ONE

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

This chapter is organised in three parts. Part A provides a review of the problem associated with

anchor selection and the present design standards. The second part, Part B, provides a review

of the behaviour of the embedment anchor. In Part C, a brief report is included on the outline of

this thesis.

1.2 Part A: Problems associated In anchor selection

1.2.1 Objectives

The objects of 1.2 Part A are

1. to discuss the problems associated in the selection process of the seabed anchor system; and

2. to summarise seabed anchors described in the design standards.

1.2.2 Seabed anchor selection

For a long time anchoring has been considered to be an art, "good anchoring" often requires

on-site creativity. Anchor behaviour varies considerably with seafloor condition, anchoring

characteristics and mooring line type and size. A thorough understanding of the roles these

parameters play in controlling anchor behaviour is believed not to exist. As a result, new

problems often accompany new anchoring situations. These problems can be overcome usually

by an experienced anchor installer, but at significant cost in time and money. A better

understanding of anchor behaviour, in particular, as it relates to the engineering properties of

seafloor soils would reduce the probability of occurrence of on-site problems and, in general,

would enhance mooring integrity. Good anchoring capability would no longer reside with very

few, very experienced individuals because the technological basis for anchor selection and design

would be expanded.

1.2.3 Advancement In offshore operation

The advancement in offshore exploration and the finding of hydrocarbon fields In the North Sea

and other similar places has resulted in the continual improvement of marine equipment. Heavy



ships that were mobile had to stay at one point to support the operation. Furthermore there

began other activities offshore, the stationary sea-cages used in salmon farming are a good

example. Therefore anchoring criteria has widely varied and is changing rapidly.

Puech (1984) points out the reason for the changes in anchoring requirement from traditional

marine operation to current offshore application as follows:

a) the increase in force in the lines from maximum of 100 tonnes to 500 tonnes,

b) mooring in the traditional marine operation has been on only one line, however, this has

changed in offshore application to several lines, as much as 12 lines,

c) traditionally ships anchored on sheltered port sites in calm sea but In current offshore

operation anchoring may have to take place in difficult sea, with sloping seabed and on isolated

site,

d) traditionally mooring was conducted in shallow water but in current offshore operation this may

take place in deep water,

e) very little sea bed data existed in traditional marine operation but current offshore applications

have to be preceded by geotechnical and geophysical surveys of the sea bed,

f) recovery of an anchor was done by the ship itself and has been an easy operation, however,

present offshore applications took place with specialised auxiliary vessels with considerable

traction capacity due to the heavy load and the number of lines involved.

1.2.4 Problems associated with selecting seabed anchor system.

The recent rapid growth of the Scottish salmon farming industry has highlighted a requirement

for design information on the behaviour of sea-cage anchors. Selecting an anchoring system

for these sea-cages has been a major design problem. High loads coupled with deep water and

a sloping sea bed makes the use of empirical relationships unreliable. Extrapolating from existing

anchor data to design the mooring system is also becoming unacceptable, this Is because the

in-situ soil properties and soil mechanics concepts have rarely been applied in the selection and

design of any sea anchoring system. Empirical relationships, such as the rating of anchor

efficiency, (the ratio of anchor holding power to the actual weight of anchor) have long been the

2



standard means available for anchor selection. However. the recent advent of high strength steel

and hollow sections have caused such empirical relationships to become increasingly

inappropriate.

The need for a rational approach to predict accurately the resistance of anchors in the sea bed

has become apparent in their design. There Is a growing demand in the aquaculturallndustry for

a simple and cost effective anchor system for sea-cage mooring.

1.2.5 The Oeslgn Standard.

The British Standard BS6349:Part 6:1989. Maritime Structure. Section Three. gives a brief

summary of the different types of anchors available in practice. These are. Deadweight anchors.

drag embedment anchors. piled anchors and other special anchors. It also reports on the holding

power of anchors in general.

1.2.5.1 Deadweight anchor

Deadweight anchors consist of a solid block of steel or concrete. They rely on their weight and

friction with the seabed to generate holding power. They are. however. not very efficient due to

the traction force being only a fraction of the weight to be handled. In large sizes they require

heavy lifting equipment for installation and recovery. When the action of hooks. designed to

plough the seabed. is combined with the effect of the dead weight the efficiency can be increased

considerably. Fig 1.1 shows the several variations of the dead weight anchors.

1.2.5.2 Drag embedment anchors.

Drag embedment anchors penetrate the sea bed and generate their holding power by building

up a wedge of material in front of the anchor fluke. These anchors are generally known by their

type or trade name. Some are manufactured and supplied under licence others exclusively by

designers. These anchors include hook anchors. stockless anchor. articulated stock anchors and

high holding power anchors.

Hook anchors are the earliest form of ship anchor they are made of cast iron or wood. They are

reliable on all types of sea floor but their efficiency is very low compared with the modern

anchors.
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Stockless anchors replaced the hook anchor at the turn of the century and are widely used today

in the shipping industry. They are robust and are well suited for varying seabed conditions but

do not have the most efficient holding capacity by modern standards because it is stockless and

therefore has a small fluke area.

Articulated stock anchors, are a hybrid between the hook anchor and stockless anchor. Stocks

were added to the anchors to give greater stability and roll resistance when penetrating the

seabed. Articulation between the fluke and the shank allowed for adjustment to suit different soil

conditions and better stowage.

High holding power anchors were developed during the last two to three decades due to the

offshore petroleum industry requirement to moor large structures in exposed locations offshore,

thus requiring holding power in the range of 200 to 500 tonnes. The most efficient types are the

Bruce anchors, the Steven range and Flipper delta anchors. Fig 1.2 shows the illustration of

embedment anchor configuration.

1.2.5.3 Piled anchors.

Piled anchors consist of tubular steel piles driven or drilled into the seabed with 'padeyes'or other

fittings which allow connection to mooring chains and wires, they are used for long term mooring

because once installed they usually can not be removed.

1.2.5.4 Special anchors

These are anchors developed for special circumstances, e.g.they may be used where an unusual

mooring requirement exists.

The various types of anchor include vibro-driven anchors which are formed of an anchor plate

which is vibrated into seabed and rotates such that it mobilizes the resistance of the soil. Other

special anchors include suction anchors which provide resistance by creating a vacuum in the

drum on the sea bed and penetrant anchors which are pushed into the seabed and open up to

provide resistance to upward force.
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Sinker dead weight anchor Squat clump dead weight anchor

Open frame with weighted comer

High lateral capacity a free fall dead weight anchor

Free fall (DELCO) efficient uplift

Concrete slab with shear keys

Mashroom dead weight anchor

Slanted skirt a uni-directional dead weight anchor

Fig 1.1 Several variations of Dead Weight Anchor
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Bruce Embedment Anchor

Vryhof hook type Embedment Anchor

Vryhof Stevin Embedment Anchor

VryhofStevshark Embedment Anchor

Stockless Hall type Embedment Anchor

Flipper Delta Embedment Anchor

Stock Danforth Embedment Anchor

Delta tri le Embedment Anchor

.Fig 1.2 Several variations of Embedment Anchor
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1.2.5.5 Anchor holding power and efficiency.

Anchor efficiency is defined in BS 6349, 1989 as the holding power divided by the anchor mass.

It is also reported that holding power is a function of the mass of the anchor and its ability to

mobilise the passive resistance of the soil by penetrating the seabed. For drag embedment type

of anchors BS 6349,1989 states, the holding power as being a function of a) fluke area, b) fluke

to shank angle and c) shear strength of the soil. The insufficiency of the above definition will be

presented in the discussion that has been given in Chapter Seven where the Author refers to the

shortcomings of the current design practice.

1.3 Part B: Behaviour of seabed anchors

1.3.1 Objectives

The objectives of Part B, 1.3 are:

1. to study the behaviour of seabed anchors;

2. to examine the kinematics of embedment anchors; and

3. to explore the different phases in the development of maximum holding power.

1.3.2 General behaviour of seabed anchors

1.3.2.1 Introduction

The behaviour of the various anchors described in section 1.2.5 can be arranged into two

categories depending on the way they produce holding power. These are anchors which produce

holding power by their deadweight or due to gravity and anchors that produce holding power by

embedding part or the whole of their structure in the seabed.

1.3.2.2 Behaviour of deadweight or gravity anchors

These anchors have been described in Section 1.2.5.1 and shown in Fig 1.1. They resist mooring

forces from vertical and horizontal loads which are of the order of their weight. They may include

not only anchors that rest on the sea floor but also some anchors that may be partially or even

completely buried in the sea floor. The primary advantage of deadweight anchors stems from

their ability to resist uplift forces. This permits the use of shorter mooring lines and reduces the

large area required in many mooring points. In addition deadweight anchors can be used

effectively on relatively thin sediment layers where other anchors are not appropriate. The

disadvantages of dead weight anchors are their relatively larger size and weight compared to

other anchors. Transportation and installation of a high capacity dead weight anchor requires
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large crane barges and other heavy load handling equipment. They are also robust and have a

holding power generally independent of the seabed conditions. Because of these facts the study

in this project deals exclusively with embedment type anchors.

1.3.2.3 General behaviour of embedment anchors

The embedment anchors shown in Fig 1.2 are anchors that are designed to resist horizontal

forces by embedding themselves. These anchors generate most of their holding capacity by

mobilising the shear strength of the soil in which they are embedded. They vary from low

capacity, shallow-burial temporary mooring anchors to high capacity, deep-burial permanent

mooring anchors. Their prlnclpal advantage is that they have a high holding capacity to weight

ratio. They range in size and type, for example, a high capacity, up to 65 tonnes can be

achieved. Embedment anchors are standard off-the-shelf equipment and can provide continuous

resistance even though the maximum capacity is exceeded. They are also recoverable and can

be inspected for cracks and damage and can either be repaired or replaced.

1.3.2.4 Performance of embedment anchors

The performance of an embedment anchor depends on a number of factors:

a) articulation of the anchor components,

b) weight distribution of the anchor,

c) the aspect ratio of the anchor fluke which equals to WIL, where W=width and L=length,

d) depth of embedment,

e) seabed slope,

f) shear strength of the soil and

g) interface contact friction between the anchor and the sea bed material.

1.3.3 Kinematics of embedment anchors.

There are two stages of anchor action before the maximum holding capacity is achieved. These

are the surface action of the anchor and action after final embedment.

1.3.3.1 Surface action of anchors.

This stage is divided into two phases; Fig 1.3 shows these phases. In the first phase the anchor

opens its fluke and starts to dig Into the surface and this Is known as the opening phase and in

the second phase the anchor fluke starts to penetrate Into the seabed, which Is known as the

penetration phase.
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1.3.3.1.1 The opening phase

In this phase the anchor fluke takes a tripping position by rotating towards the front. This phase

also continues as the fluke breaks the surface and enters into the soil. Opening is essentially

generated by the push of the soil against the components located behind the articulated axis;

these may be the crown or the palms. The rotational moment thus created causes the fluke to

rotate. As the result of this action a distinctive shank to fluke angle is formed during the first stage

of penetration and this angle is called the tripping angle 60 trp: In an extreme case, if the shank

to fluke angle is wider than 60 trp the anchor may tip and penetration is hindered. Similarly an

excessively narrow 60 trp angle favours clod formation in front of the fluke. Taylor {1981}

reported this angle as varying between 150 and 200, i.e., 150 ~ 60 trp ~ 200•

Opening defects occur mainly because of an unfavourable distribution of weight. This Is the case

of the stockless anchors in which most of the weight is located at the back and so acts to

counter the opening moment. In an extreme case, such an anchor may lie flat and slide along

with the fluke upward and so never opens.

The value of 60 trp is governed by factors a, b, f, stated above in Section 1.3.2.4, that is, by the

articulation of the anchor, the crown thickness in stockless anchors, the palm spacing in some

special cases and the shear strength of the seabed soil.

1.3.3.1.2 The penetration phase

Penetration of the fluke takes place by the simple action of the weight of the anchor Wa and the

drag force Of exerted on the shank by means of the line. The anchor then tries to dig deep into

the seabed until the shank is lying flat on the surface.

Anchor penetration may be smooth or disjointed. Smooth penetration is said to occur when the

anchor opens to a maximum, followed by anchor burial. Disjointed penetration is said to happen

when the anchor first penetrates smoothly and suddenly stops, which is then followed by another

smooth penetration and burial.

The different ways in which anchors penetrate into the sea bed generally depend on the aspect

ratio of the fluke, W/L ratio, weight distribution and articulation of the anchor, as well as the

characteristics of the soil into which it penetrates. Anchor penetration is considered to be

complete when the point at which the shank meets the fluke is flush with the seabed surface, at

this instant the anchor is said to be in its embedded position.
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Surface action of anchors
1. The weights behind ( the crown & plams)

help the anchor to break the surface.

2. The thrust of the soil against the crown & plams
generate a rotational moment on the fluke.

3. The rotation of the fluke is increased further.

4. Opening is compeleted and the fluke begins to
penetrate freely into the soil under the weight
of the anchor and the horizontal traction
exerted by the shank for further burial.

Fig1.3 The different stages of embedment anchor opening
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1.3.4 Actions of anchors at final embedment

Like the surface action there are two phases in this stage. These are the burial of the anchor and

the stability of the anchor during further dragging.

1.3.4.1 Burial of anchors

When an articulated embedment anchor is embedded, the fluke angle increases from its initial

value at the time of tripping to a final value imposed by a blocking system. In a fixed shank

anchor the fluke angle is set to the optimum value of penetration and subsequent burial. This

optimum value of the shank to fluke angle plays a decisive role in the behaviour of the anchor.

Once the anchor is embedded, in most cases it is followed by more or less deep burial of the

fluke under the surface of the soil. This is the stage responsible for maximum capacity of the

anchor and is also the stage that is least documented. All the factors stated in Section 1.3.2.4

have some effect, however, the important ones are the shank to fluke angle, the aspect ratio of

the fluke, depth of embedment, sea bed slope, shear strength of the soil and interface friction.

After the anchor has reached its final embedment position, further dragging to attain the

maximum capacity causes the following;

(1) the anchor will lift up and tend to rotate due to the soil pressure against the shank, causing

a rotational moment, as a result it loses its capacity, or

(2) the anchor will bury itself further there by causing the fluke to dig deeper in the soil, as a

consequence it becomes more effective and the holding capacity increases to maximum.

In most cases the maximum capacity of an anchor is directly dependant upon how deeply it

becomes buried, irrespective of all other factors. That is to say, under a given condition of

anchoring system, anchors capable of burying themselves have higher capacity than anchors that

are not. Therefore the knowledge of anchor burial is of the greatest importance in the study of

anchor behaviour, especially from the soil engineering point of view. Knowing the resistance force

to the burial of the anchor fluke, it is possible to explain and understand the general behaviour

of anchors.

The resistance to burial force is caused by a combination of forces acting In front and at the back

of the anchor fluke. It is possible to define the burial force based on the resolution of all these

forces vertically. These forces are the net normal force Nfnet and the net shear force Sfnet with

respect to shank to fluke angle 6 and the angle of rotation ~cr . Details of the derivation of Nfnet
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and Sfnet are given in Sections 5.7.2 to 5.7.3 and Fig 5.23a shows the definition of the burial

force.

That is

Bfnet = Sfnet [sin(6+ Per) - Nfnetcos(6+ Per)

= Nfnet sin(6+ Per)tan ~ - Nfnetcos(6+ Per)

= Nfnet [sin(6+ Per)tan ~ - cos(6+ Per))

Note tan ~ = Sfne/Nfnet

(1.1)

To the Author's knowledge, only the work by Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979) has attempted to

measure the burial force. They measured the loads applied by the shank to the soil by fitting the

shank with a floating base plate and three small load cells to measure the total normal and

tangential loads applied by the shank to the soil. This method has two main shortcomings.

Firstly the measurement is restricted only to the case of a shank laying on the surface of the soil.

That is, it is impossible to make any measurement of the embedment ratio H/h > 1, where H

is the depth from the sand surface to the toe of the anchor fluke and h Is the projected depth

of the anchor fluke.

Secondly, because the shank was instrumented only on one side, on Its base, the soil displaced

above the shank can not be measured. This occurs during the continuing forward movement of

the anchor as the soil in front of the fluke heaves above the shank, as the result of dilatancy, a

phenomenon prevalent in sand when the highly irregular shape sand grains lift over one another.

This will have a significant effect on the measured value. A better approach to the problem of this

kind would have been to instrument the shank on both sides, on Its base and its top, this way

the net effect would be measured.

1.3.4.2 Stability of anchors

The stability of an anchor can be divided into two categories. The first is the overturning of the

anchor along its axis and the second is the lifting of the anchor in a vertical plane.

Instability of the first kind is essentially governed by the articulation and weight distribution of the

anchor and can be avoided by the use of the stock and other weight stabilisers; however

stabilisers have been known to have many drawbacks and these include a tendency for the

anchors to twist and their bulky nature so hindering the burial of the anchor. The optimum design

for overturning must be, the design of an anchoring system by which the action of the soil mass
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advancing over the surface creates a stabilising moment for the overall anchor structure.

Instability of the second kind is governed by all the factors of the first kind including the shank

to fluke angle, the soil shear strength, the anchor roughness, aspect ratio, depth of embedment

and sea bed slope. This type of stability is also controlled by the requirements described in

Section 1.3.4.1 about the burial of the anchor, and what keeps the anchor buried in the seabed.

1.4 Part C: Outline of the Thesis

1.4.1 Objectives

The objectives of 1.4 are to present a brief report on the contents of this thesis.

1.4.2 Thesis profile

The work in this thesis was initiated due to the escalation of the offshore operations that

transpired in last two decades and is chiefly related to the growth of the aqua cultural industry and

the offshore salmon farms. The North Sea hydrocarbon field operations have also demanded a

progressive development in various offshore equipments. Large offshore structures were forced

to hold a fixed position at a given point on high sea for a long period. Therefore anchors that

were considered to be a temporary holding system had to be designed as a long term mooring

points. A detailed study into the general behaviour of these anchors has become important in

their design.

The thesis is an investigation into the holding capacity, the burial force and stability of anchor

fluke. The fluke is a major structural component of an embedment anchor. It penetrates into the

seabed and is subjected to most of the anchoring force. A previous study by Ura & Yamamoto

(1979) on Hall anchors has shown that 60-70 % of the holding capacity to be generated by the

fluke. It is believed that a detailed laboratory model study on the fluke contributes an input into

the overall design of this type of seabed anchor. This is done by the examination of the forces

and rotational moments acting on the fluke.

Chapter Two presents:

a) a report on published literature in sea bed model anchors,

b} discussion on the attempts made by various researchers to clarify the influence of soil shear

strength on sea bed model anchor tests,

c) a review of the earliest model studies for earth pressure problems relevant to the project,
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d) an examination of model studies in ground anchors in civil engineering and

e) a brief contrast between ground anchors and sea bed anchors.

In Chapter Three the experimental studies carried out are reported. These include details of

design principles of the apparatus, the model anchor flukes, the measuring units, the soil shear

strength and the preparation of the soil sample. The experimental programme involved the use

of tanks in the laboratory into which instrumented model anchor flukes were embedded. The

anchor flukes were tested in dry sand. The behavior of model anchor fluke in a dry sand is similar

to submerged condition as the pore pressure dissipates quickly in a slowly pulled anchor fluke.

The density was controlled using different techniques, hence enabling both loose and dense

conditions to be defined. Since the principal objective of this study was to examine general

behaviour, rather than to consider relative minor refinements, the effective anchor fluke shape has

been chosen to be rectangular. Thus, this study deliberately omits the minor components such

as the stock or the stabilizers. Similarly, these have not been included in the computations of the

holding power, the burial force, the shank to fluke angle and the stability of the anchor fluke.

In order to study the burying force and the critical shank to fluke angle, the anchor-sand interface

stresses were measured in front and at the back of the fluke. For this purpose, strain gauged

transducers with the capability of measuring both shear and normal stress were designed and

embedded in the anchor fluke, and these are reported in detail in Chapter Four. Also reported

in Chapter Four are the method of measuring the anchor fluke movement and the deformation

of the sand mass in front and at the back of the anchor fluke. These were measured via

transparent side wall. Here markers were placed on the sand wall interface in a grid arrangement.

Photographs were taken at regular Intervals to follow the displacement of the markers and the

incremental displacement of a corner of the grid arrangement of markers on the transparent

interface was measured. This was used to calculate the incremental and cumulative shear strain,

the trajectories of major principal strain increments and strains, and the trajectories of zero

extension lines. The purpose of studying the trajectories was to estimate the shape of the failure

plane of the sand surrounding the anchor fluke. Earlier findings by James (1965) showed that

the rupture surface and the directions of zero extension lines to be coincident. This result has

been confirmed by all subsequent tests in earth pressure problems and the simple shear

apparatus.

In Chapter Five results of the experimental work are described. The maximum holding capacity

of the anchor fluke Of and the corresponding displacement of the shank point ~l t are reported.

These are compared against the embedment ratio H/h, with respect to the shank to fluke angle
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eo, the aspect ratio W/L and the relative densities of the sand. Also presented are measured

interface normal stresses 0 i and shear stresses 't'i in front and at the back of the anchor fluke

with respect to depth d i below the sand surface. Results of experimental work involving the

anchor fluke movement and with respect to the passive and active earth pressures are discussed

in detail. Coupled with anchor fluke movement, the deformation pattern of the sand surrounding

the anchor fluke is investigated. Contours of the incremental shear strain t>y and cumulative

shear strain Ym' trajectories of the major principal strain increment 'l and ~,zero extension lines

IX and ~ are presented. These are used to estimate the geometry of the failure surface of the

surrounding sand which is discussed in Chapter Six. The contact stresses measured were used

to derive the net normal force Nfnet and its point of action, the net total shear force Sfnet' and

the moment Mfnet on the anchor fluke. The net normal force Nfnet and the net shear force Sfnet

in turn were used to derive the net burial force Bfnet. The net burial force Bfnet was presented

with respect to the shank fluke angle e from which the critical shank to fluke angle eeri t is

established. The net rotational moment Mfnet and the net burial force Bfnet were utilized to

study one of the most important aspects of anchor fluke kinematics, i.e, its stability. Two

conditions of anchor fluke stability are considered and discussed in detail.

In parallel with the experimental model study a theoretical model was formulated and this has

been reported in Chapter Six. Three different approaches were considered :

a) the upper bound theorem of plastic collapse,

b) the lower bound theorem of plastic collapse and

a) the limit equilibrium approach.

Comparison of the experimental findings with the theoretical analysis are reported in Chapter

Seven. Also reported in Chapter Seven are the application of the findings of this project including

the method of calculating the maximum holding power Of. the net normal force Nfnet• the net

burial force Bfnet, the critical shank to fluke angle Bert and the rotational moment Mfnet·

Finally, Chapter eight summarizes the conclusions deduced from the research and areas of future

research are recommended.
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CHAPTER TWO

2 HISTORICAL REVIEW

2.1 Objectives

The objectives of Chapter 2 are:

1. To report on the published literature in seabed anchor model studies.

2. To discuss the attempts made by different researchers to clarify the influence of soil

properties in seabed model anchor tests.

3. To review earlier model studies for earth pressure relevant to this project and to examine

model studies of ground anchors in civil engineering.

4. To present the contrast between ground anchor and seabed anchoring.

2.2 Published literature on seabed anchors

2.2.1 Introduction

Sailors in antiquity used stones attached to lines to stop their crafts from drifting and these were

the simplest type of deadweight anchors. The Greeks and the Romans introduced the use of

hook anchors which were first made of wood, but were progressively strengthened by metal

parts. During the Middle Ages there was a complete absence of Innovation and this period

extended until the mid-nineteenth century. Despite its obvious importance, over the course of

these years, modernisation of anchor design has been limited and, as a consequence, changes

in anchor shape have been few. Anchors depicted on coins about 400 BC appear to have been

much the same as those used by Nelson. Both designs carry small fixed flukes set at

approximately 700 to the shank and a large stock to stabilize the anchor and thus to maintain

a consistent pull when dragged. It is, possibly, this stabilization which has made such an anchor

acceptable over so many years.
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2.2.2 The earliest literature on anchor trials

The first recorded anchor trials were conducted by the British Admiralty in 1850, 1885and 1895,

Dove (1960). These tests were extensive and were conducted in order to select the most

effective type of anchor, yet little appears to have been done to improve efficiency. During this

period many anchor patents were taken out, so many and varied in fact, that it is hard today to

define a new design without infringing an existing patent. Yet no really new and more effective

anchor has been Introduced that is suitable for larger ships.

2.2.3 Recent reports on seabed anchor model studies

Model studies in mooring, involving the design of marine anchors started early this century.

Howard and James (1933), Leahy and Farrin (1935), Towne and Stalcup (1960) carried out

experimental model studies at improving anchors for permanent mooring. They reported a

number of empirical formulae relating maximum holding capacity to the moment about the soil

surface of the horizontal projection of the fluke area.

Dove (1950, 1960)made a similar experiment with a fixed fluke mooring model anchor rather than

movable fluke. He proposed that the holding capacity of a model anchor to be related to fluke

area. The anchor efficiencies he reported were in the order of 3 to 5 times the anchor weight, but

he neglected the important factors, such as the properties of the soil, including the shear strength

and relative density of the soil.

Researchers including Bruce (1973) and Klaren (1977) emphasized the importance of anchor

stability in order to attain the correct attitude at the commencement of dragging, and during

dragging. Peuch and Paillard (1978) examined the Influence of fluke angle and other geometric

parameters on anchor rotational stability experimentally.

Published literature on this subject is relatively scarce since soil loading on the anchor has not

been clarified. Modern mooring anchors have been obliged to be designed on the basis of

previous experience, rather than on a rigorous design procedure, even for long term floating

structures. Therefore, designing anchors to satisfy the mooring requirement posed a difficult

problem in anchor selection. Usually, selection relied on engineering judgment formed from

previous experience or manufacturers claims. To help relieve the uncertainty in the selection

process, the US Navy carried out an anchor test programme at their Civil Engineering Laboratory

in Port Huenem, California, reported on by Taylor (1980, 1981). This was a major work on the

subject of embedment anchors. Although the programme represented a significant step in the
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development of the design of these types of anchors, the results were still presented in terms of

efficiency, i.e. the ratio of anchor holding power to the actual weight of the anchor.

The efficiency in anchors becomes unreliable when the size of an anchor is varied slightly.

Furthermore, these data were for four specific locations, and therefore may vary considerably for

other seabed conditions. This raises further questions about the general applicability of the

programme.

Similar work has been done on plate anchors by Beard (1980),Taylor, Jones and Beard (1979).

Having realised how important the property of the soil was, they recommended that the general

selection should be preceded by the definition of the proposed conditions of operation, Including

soil property.

Further studies of anchor behaviour includes a report by Puech (1984). He compiled detailed

information on the behaviour of anchors based on manufacturers brochures and technical

literature including research material that had been carried out by the Institute Francaisdu Petrole

(IPE) in co-operation with the Centre National Pour l'Exploitation des Oceans (CNEXO)and the

Association de Recherche en Geotechnique Marine (ARGEMA).The report attempts to stipulate

the parameters directly governing the behaviour of new large capacity anchors and then works

out the method for predicting their holding power.

However, important parameters such as the shank to fluke angle were omitted in the calculation

of maximum holding capacity. The report also failed to link the anchor maximum holding power

to the local rotational movement of the fluke and the stability of the anchor. Further discussion

will be presented In Chapter Seven where the Author compares his findings with the French

method.

2.2.4 Model studies In seabed anchor and the Influence of soli property

There has been an attempt by different writers to apply the classical earth pressure theories to

anchor design. One such attempt was made by Casbarian, (1967), using Rankine's earth

pressure theory. His work, however, looked exclusively at the translation of Inclined plate

anchors pulled at the assumed centre of action of the resultant force and ignored the fact that

an anchor pulled by its shank experiences rotational moment. It is the rotational moment that

gives the anchor a tendency to dig into the soil or lift up with overturning effect.

Puech and Pallard (1978) presented results of field and model tests. The different components
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of the anchors, such as shank length, fluke to shank angle, fluke spacing, and anchor roughness

were all varied to determine their effect on the ultimate holding power of the anchor. Although

the writers report the effect of soil property they did not give a detailed description on the

subject.

Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979) applied Coloumb's earth pressure theory of soil failure. Their

study generated a relationship between holding power and depth of embedment. They also

estimated the forces acting on the shank and the fluke. However, they did not predict the

maximum depth to which a particular anchor can be expected to penetrate the soil.

Consequently, it was not possible for them to estimate the maximum holding capacity. They

recommended a further study to assess the resistance to burial of the anchor components.

A similar method was used by Ura and Yamamoto (1980) to design a roll-stable stockless anchor.

Carchedi (1984) adopted Lelievre's et al (1979) method for sloping sea bed. He also used

Rankine's earth pressure theory and Mohr's circle construction to calculate the stress acting on

the fluke. This stress was then multiplied by the fluke area to give the holding power of the

anchors in the direction of the shank.

All the previous attempts that describe the behaviour of anchors from a soil mechanics point of

view did not fully explore the importance of soil parameters. In most cases parameters such as

soil relative density, the shear strength of the soil and interface friction between the anchor and

the soil are not discussed. Progressive rotational movement of the anchor has also not been

reported in detail.

Only one method attempted to measure the burying force, Lelievreand Tabatabea (1979),which

is one of the factors which dictates the maximum capacity of an anchor. Instead the methods

described above have tended to concentrate on minor detail which are only relevant to one

particular design.

2.3 Model studies In earth pressure problems In civil engineering

2.3.1 Introduction

The manner in which soil behaves in-situ is complex and is dependent on a large number of

parameters. The introduction of structures such as anchors in the soil presents even more
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parameters for its description. It is also difficult to predict the nature of soil-anchor interaction

in-situ by proof testing the anchors, as the behaviour of each anchor can be ascertained only by

an individual test and the result is strictly applicable to that anchor only.

Many researchers, e.g. (Bassett 1970, Roscoe 1970, James 1973,Maddocks 1977) have pointed

out that, on the whole, field tests yield valuable information. However, field tests are very

expensive and cannot be considered by the research engineer as a routine method of

investigation, unless there are ample funds readily available.

Laboratory models however, can provide greater speed, more control over a significant number

of parameters and greater flexibility in the investigation. Careful design which idealises many of

the practical situations can allow a researcher to study the effect of specific parameters and to

gain a better understanding of the interaction between the soil and the anchor throughout the

loading of the anchor.

James (1971) has classified model studies into three categories.

Category I

Model tests which aim to predict the behaviour of specific prototype structures; here all features

that are special to the prototype are simulated in the model, and principles of similarity between

the model and the prototype must be satisfied.

Category II

Tests that use models as prototypes in their own right and compare the observed behaviour of

the model with that predicted by some method of analysis. The model must conform with the

assumption made in the analysis. This type of test does not provide necessary information that

is directly applicable to the full scale prototype but can establish certain design principles

particularly with regard to the use of soil strength parameters and soil behaviour established in

laboratory tests.

Category '"

This type of test uses models in which the principles of similarity are not of primary Importance

and are designed specifically to reveal detailed information on the behaviour of the soil and the
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nature of soil structure interaction. This information may be used to develop methods of analysis

of the model and will lead to a rational approach to the full scale design problem.

The work described in this thesis falls into category III. The aim has been to study the soil-anchor

interaction of a model anchor fluke in dry sand.

2.3.2 Earlier model studies In earth pressure.

In this sub-section earlier model studies in earth pressure relevant to this work will be discussed.

The first recorded model measurement of passive earth pressure was by Terzaghi (1920). He built

a small wall 50mm high and found that in order to minimize the effect of side friction the width

should be more than twice the height of the wall. Terzaghi forced the wall into a fill of coarse

sand by applying loads to the wall through a string attached at the lower third of the wall as

shown in Fig. 2.1. Vertical and horizontal components of the earth pressure were measured as

well as wall movements, but there are some doubts about these components since they were

measured separately from two tests.

Franzius (1924) used a rigid wall of height 600m and 1000mm width, however, his results were

affected greatly by side friction since the width to height ratio was 1.66. Streck (1950), discussed

the work of Franzius as shown on Fig 2.2, and continued his work by using a 2000mm x
2000mm wall. He also used paper and grease along the side bin, by which the side friction was

considered to be reduced. The vertical and horizontal components as well as the wall movements

were measured.

Terzaghi (1932) built a larger scale apparatus 2000mm high x 4000mm x 4000mm to study earth

pressure exerted by backfill under different kinds of wall movements. The displacement of the wall

was very small (0.001h where h is the height of the wall).

Tschebotarioff and Johnson (1953), shown in Fig. 2.3, made passive earth pressure model studies

on the effect of restraining boundaries using a tank 3000m x 1750mm x 1200mm and the

measuring wall 600mm high. The side walls of the tank were suspended from a cable having

dynamometers to measure the effect of vertical forces and they had also horizontal forces

transmitted to the sides. To alter the mobilization of wall friction, the wall was forced downwards

in one test and upwards in another test, as it was pushed into the sand. The value of (KJ, the
coefficient of passive earth pressure, was calculated by dividing the horizontal load by (H) taking

into account the friction along the sides.
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Roscoe, Arthur and James(1963, 1964), developed an x-ray technique for measuring the strain

through the soil mass. The strain field which is discussed in detail in Chapter Five, was

determined by measuring the displacement of leadshot placed at regular grid positions. This

method was used to determine the stress distribution through the soil in an earth pressure model.

The principal dimensions of the wall were 150mmx 150mm, contained between glass plates. The

wall could be rotated by an axle about point (0) by applying the force MI r where(M) is the

moment and (r) is the radius as shown in Fig.2.4 The force F, distance d and tan~ are found

at any stage of the test.

Rowe (1952) and Rowe and Peaker (1965) measured the passive resistance by means of an

articulated wall. From their test results a relationship between tan~ and the mobilised angle of

shearing resistance 4>m was established which is applicable under the range of stresses used

during their tests. By assuming a wall displacement of 5% of the wall height (h) to represent

failure, tables were obtained for the determination of Kp' the coefficient of passive earth pressure

and ~, the interface frictional angle. These have become widely accepted and are reproduced

in most standard text books.

Kezdi (1972) arranged earth pressure problems into three separate groups. The first group was

that of an earth mass at rest where no displacement and no straining occurs. The at rest

condition is strictly fulfilled only in the infinite half-space at rest, which should be taken into

account in some practical problems, e.g., heavy structure at rest.

In the problem of the second group, horizontal forces in the earth mass are to be determined.

This group includes retaining wall problems, sheet piles, timbering or cuts and ground anchors.

The relative displacement between soil and construction element may cause the soil either to

expand or to contract, that is. an active pressure or a passive pressure.

In the third grouP. he described the problems in which vertical forces prevail. Theseare problems

of foundation; stress, deformation and failure of the soil masses beneath a foundation structure.

The works of Terzaghi (1920). Rowe (1952) and Rowe and Peaker (1965), show that, for

measuring load and stress, the effect of side friction is highly significant if the width to depth ratio

of the test tank is less than 2.0.

Consequently. the work of Roscoe, Arthur and James (1963, 1964), described above may have
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suffered from side friction and the measured loads might have been 20% higher because the

portion of sand near the side will have a higher resistance. However, Bransby and Smith (1975)

showed that the effect of side friction on observed displacement and strain due to a relatively

narrow wall was likely to be small. In the description of the experimental work undertaken by the

Author, the effect of side friction as stated above was considered for measuring load, the test

tank was designed in accordance with the discussion presented here, I.e.the width to length ratio

was greater than 2.0, however deformation was measured with a relatively narrow wall.

2.4 Ground anchors In civil engineering

2.4.1 Introduction

There are many examples in civil engineering design where the requirement to resist pull-out

forces acting on structures and foundations embedded in the ground has to be met. These can

be buried footings used to support a transmission tower, retaining walls, parts of bridges and

tension roofs, as well as submerged pipelines subjected to uplift pressure.

In all these cases an attractive and economic design solution may be achieved by the use of

tension members that are fixed to the structure or foundation and are embedded in the ground

to sufficient depth that they can resist the pull-out force with adequate safety. These members

are referred to as ground anchors. Frequently these buried structures may be idealisedas anchor

plates. Their size varies widely, and ground anchors of a few to several hundred tons working

capacity are in use.

Generally ground anchors are used to resist forces in any direction. Because of the extensive

design requirement, a range of ground anchor types, construction methods and design

philosophies has been developed over the years. Today the most commonly used ground anchor

unit is the grouted bar or tendon which develops resistance to applied load by the mobilisation

of shear forces near the soil-anchor wall interface.

Hanna (1968), reported that in sand the anchorage zone may be a hemispherical shape

depending on the method of construction used and the uniformity of the ground. The anchor

unit in addition to the anchorage zone, comprises a tendon which is connected to the structure.

When loaded the tendon stretches elastically and consequently the structure moves when the

load is resisted by the anchor. Many structures cannot tolerate large movements. For this reason

the practice of preloading the individual anchor unit to a load value of up to the theoretical design
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load is often followed. Such anchors are referred to as prestressed anchors, while those which

are not preloaded are known as dead load ground anchors.

2.4.2 Model studies of ground anchors In dry sand

There have been a number of publications dealing mainly with the resistance of model ground

anchors to vertical pull-out forces in uplift tests on horizontal rectangular and circular anchor

plates by several researchers such as, Meyerhof and Adams (1968), Hanna (1968), Little, (1968),

Vesic, (1971), Ovesen and Stroman (1972), Das and Seeley (1975), Rowe and Davis (1982) and

Murray & Geddes (1987). The closely related problem of anchors to resist horizontal loading

seems to have received little attention apart from the important work described by Hansen (1953)

Hueckel (1957), Ovesen (1964), Neely, vcs.. Stewart, J.G. & Graham, J. (1973) and Dickin &

Leung (1983. 1985) who reviewed the problem of strip and rectangular anchors.

The resistance of a dead-load anchor slab whose H/h ~ 1.5 to 3.0, where H is the depth from

the sand surface to the toe and h is the projected length of the anchor, is determined by

assuming ordinary active and passive earth pressure acting on the two sides of the slab. The

method of calculation involves considering both the passive earth pressure Pfp in front of the

anchor and the active earth of the pressure Pfa at the back of the anchor. Therefore the ultimate

resistance of the anchor Pfnet is given as follows.

P fnet = W(P fp -P fa)

where W = the width of the anchor

Furthermore, there is far less information on inclined anchors. The literature on inclined passive

anchors of various shapes Includes papers by Kananyan (1966), Larnach (1972, 1973), Harvey

& Burley (1973), Meyerhof (1973) and Das & Seeley (1975). Recently Murray and Geddes (1989)

(2.1)

have reported the passive resistance of an inclined plates in dry sand.

In all the above cases the approximate determination of the collapse load involves either the

method of characteristics or the limit equilibrium method which are frequently combined with

empirical correction.

Rowe and Davis (1982). however, used the finite element method to analyse the load-deflectlon

behaviour of anchor plates up to collapse. Emphasis was placed on the effect of local yield on

the load deflection response and in some cases the adoption of displacement-related practical

failure load (which may be less than or equal to the collapse load) is advocated.
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In recent years some attention has been given to modelling of anchors in a centrifuge; Dickin and

Leung (1983). The specific weight of soil is increased by subjecting the model to centrifugal

acceleration through rotational motion. When modelled to the correct scale. under similar

boundary conditions. the model experiences the same stress as in the prototype. In order to

predict the behaviour of a prototype. Dickin and Leung (1983) reported on centrifuge tests on

a model vertical anchor plate and compared the centrifuge tests with conventional tests. Their

res ult suggests that potentially serious overprediction of pull-out resistance and underestimation

of failure displacement are made. It was also shown that anchor geometry has a marked influence

on the dimensionless force coefficient and failure displacements which both reducewith increased

width/height ratio. Also the critical embedment ratio decreases with anchor size. However. their

work suggested a strong evidence that the shape factor was independent of the scale.

2.5 Contrast between ground anchors and seabed anchors

2.5.1 Ground Anchors

Ground anchors are structural elements embedded in the ground to resist forces whose lines of

action are in a vertical. horizontal. or inclined direction. They are rigorously designed to be

embedded in a diverse type of soil. The point of application of the force is normally at the

assumed centre of pressure; for example. if the geometric shape of the anchor is rectangular an

assumed pressure distribution with depth in front and at the back of the anchor is estimated. The

passive earth pressure and the active earth pressure are utilised to find the net earth pressure.

then the point of application of the net force is Identified for the anchor block.

Simplified procedures for the design and construction of ground anchors can be described as

follows. As in most civil engineering structural component design. the design and construction

of a ground anchor starts with the preliminary site reconnaissance and desk study. The

reconnaissance may include studying the problems associated with construction. such as access.

service and traffic and the general ground condition and adjacent structures. In a similar manner

the desk study is conducted by analysing existing knowledge found on the proposed site such

as, survey map, aerial photography and bore hole records. After which site investigation may be

required, depending on the quality of information collected in the preliminary stage and on the

size and type of the project. At the final stage of the design, numerical calculations are carried

out to ensure the safety of the anchor selected.
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2.5.2 Seabed anchors

Seabed anchors are devices which attach themselves to the seabed and prevent a ship or marine

structure from moving under the influence of waves and tide. Like ground anchors, seabed

anchors resist forces whose lines of action are vertical, horizontal or in an Inclined direction. The

most important difference that distinguishes seabed offshore anchors from ground anchors is the

manner in which they embed themselves and the way they advance towards maximum capacity.

As described in Section 1.3.3, the process of development of maximum capacity involving the

articulation and kinematics of the anchor before embedment (i.e, the opening stage), the

penetration stage and the embedment. Furthermore the need to remain embedded by achieving

maximum capacity is very critical, (i.e, the burial stage, and the stability stage). In order to open

and penetrate, seabed anchors must be articulated. This is the fundamental distinction between

ground anchors and seabed anchors. For seabed anchors, In most cases the application of the

pulling force is at the shank point, because of this and the ensuing problem associated with their

self embedment, the overturning rotational moment and the uplift force become essential In their

design.

The present practice in seabed anchor design Includes, designing the anchoring system and

applying for certification and approval to manufacture a given patent. In most cases the approval

is conducted by one of the leading classification societies.(Uoyd's Register, DNV, ASS etc.). This

approval involves an independent check of the structural element and overall structural design

of the seabed anchor together with material analysis, physical tests and proof test on completion

of manufacture. Certificates are issued for each anchor showing that it has been approved. These

should correspond with the stamp mark on the anchor. The proof test involves jacking the fluke

away from the shank to a specific force and measuring the permanent set if any, on release of

the proof load.

Seabed anchors are usually recovered with the mooring chains. They can be inspected at this

time for cracks and damage and either be repaired or replaced. In general, seabed anchors are

robust, requiring little maintenance. Some anchors can be recovered with few problems while

others, which rely on burial to achieve maximum capacity, can be very difficult to recover. It is

generally preferable in the case of moorings to leave the anchors as long as possible before

recovering. The action of recovering for inspection will In many cases, impose more strain on the

anchor than may have occurred in service.
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Model studies in seabed anchors started well before ground anchors. But there has not been

continuity in research and development in seabed anchors. However. during the last fifty to sixty

years, (Le, in the post war period of reconstruction and peace time progress), there has been

significant research and development that took place in soil mechanics as a branch of civil

engineering and the construction industry, and there is a profound knowledge on the general

behaviour of ground anchors.

2.5.3 Contrast between dry sand and submerged sand.

The aim of this thesis is to contribute an input to the general understanding of the behaviour of

embedment anchors from the soil mechanics point of view, this is accomplished by studying the

actions of its main component, the anchor fluke. The model studies in this thesis are carried out

in dry sand. The behaviour of an anchor fluke in dry sand is analogous to submerged sand. Pore

pressure in sand dissipates very quickly, therefore a slowly pulled anchor fluke in submerged

sand will act nearly identically to the same anchor pulled in dry sand with all else remaining the

same.

Different unit weight can be substituted for calculation purposes and the general theory remains

unchanged. The following shows the relationship between the submerged and dry unit weights

of sand.

Now, consider a unit weight of sand: the definition of saturated unit weight of sand Ysat Is the

saturated weight of a unit of the sand W5 divided by the total volume V t of the sand.

That is

Ysat = W/Vt
= Yw [(Gs+ e)/(1+e)]

where

(2.2)

Gs = the specific unit weight of the unit sand.

e = the void ratio of the sand.

Yw = the unit weight of water.

The definition of dry unit weight of sand (yd) is a unit of the dry weight of the sand (Wd) divided

by the total volume of the sand V t:

That is

t« = W/Vt
=t; [G/1+e] (2.3)
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Similarly considering a unit weight, the value of submerged unit weight of sand Ysub equals to

the saturated unit weight of the sand less the unit weight of water, ie.,

Y sub = Y sat - Yw

= Yw [(Gs + e)/(1 +e)] - Yw

= Yw [(Gs-1)/(1 +e)] (2.4)

Therefore the relationship between the dry unit weight Yd and the submerged unit weight Ysub

is that the submerged unit weight equals to the dry unit weight less the ratio of the unit weight

of water Yw divided by the total volume of a unit of sand,ie.,

Ysub = Yd -tt; /1 +e) (2.5)

2.6 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter reports of published literature in seabed anchor model studies were examined.

Attempts made by different researchers to clarify the influence of the properties of the seabed

soil including the shear strength were presented.

A review of earlier model studies in earth pressure relevant to this project were examined and a

discussion on model studies in ground anchoring in civil engineering was presented .

Finally the contrast between ground anchoring and seabed anchoring was reviewed. The main

differences between the two anchoring methods was identified as the technique they employ to

embed themselves and in the manner in which they achieve their maximum holding capacity.

In seabed anchors the development of maximum holding capacity involves the kinematics of the

anchoring system before embedment, (i.e, the opening stage, the penetration stage and its burial

and stability). The burial and the stability phases are responsible for the final attainment of

maximum holding capacity.
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For seabed anchors. in most cases the application of the pulling force is at the shank point.

Because of this and the problem during the process of their self embedment and eventual

recovery. the overturning rotational moment and the uplift force become important in their design.
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CHAPTER THREE

3 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK

3.1 Objectives

The objectives of this chapter are to describe in detail the experimental work. The type and

characteristics of the sand used, the anchor fluke geometry, the types of apparatus and the

measuring procedures adopted are presented. Sample preparation and arrangement of the pulling

mechanism are also addressed. Furthermore the full testing programme, the parameters varied

and their range of values are discussed in detail.

3.2 Introduction

The experimental programme was carried out in three stages. The first stage, Stage I, dealt with

the measurement of anchor holding power (the pulling force of the anchor fluke) Of with respect

to the displacement of the shank point Xf.

The second stage, Stage II focused on the anchor fluke-sand interface stress measurement i.e.,

the normal stress a i and the shear stress 't i in front and at the back of the anchor fluke.

The third stage, Stage III gave measurements of the movement of the anchor fluke and the

deformation of the sand surrounding the anchor fluke. The deformation was observed by means

of a tank with a transparent side and the relative displacements of small 3.0mm and 5.0mm

diameter embedded nylon hemispheres.The movement of the hemisphers was achieved by using

successive photographs which were used to derive incremental strain components and the

direction of zero extension lines. The direction of zero extension lines were in turn used for the

theoretical analysis to qualitatively estimate the shapes of the failure mechanism in front and at

the back of the anchor fluke.

Two different sets of apparatus were designed,

a) Stage One apparatus and

b) Stage Two and Stage Three apparatus.

During the earlier part of the experimental work it was believed that the anchor fluke moved In

a simple translation before the actual failure load was attained. This was the standard method
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adopted in model seabed anchor experiments used by various researchers on seabed model

anchors including Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979). Ura and Yamamoto (1978. 1980).

Carchedi, Naccl, Pekin and Morgan (1984) and Puech (1984) and in the model passive earth

pressure tests described in Chapter Two. Section 2.3.

The researchers on seabed anchors considered the fluke as a translating rectangular plate with

a pulling force applied at the top. As a result they established a relationship between the holding

power and the displacement of the shank point; the point where the shank meets the anchor

fluke. Initially. the Author followed the same line of thought as these researchers and designed

his apparatus to measure the holding power. the displacement of the shank point. the interface

stress in front of the anchor fluke and the deformation of the sand in front of the anchor fluke.

However. during further examination of the results. it became evident that the anchor fluke moved

in a complex combination of translation and rotation. rotation playing the major part. In this

condition both passive and active earth pressures acted In front and at the back of the anchor

fluke. Consequently it became obvious that results of the interface stress measured by anchors

instrumented only from one side were insufficient. Similarly. measurement of the deformation of

the sand taken in front of the anchor fluke only became Inadequate. However. the relationship

between the holding capacity and the displacement of the shank point were not affected as these

were established Independent of the anchor fluke interface stress measurement.

Results of the correlation between the holding capacity and the displacement of the shank point

were used to establish the relationship between the embedment ratio. the aspect ratio ~/L)

where Wand L are the width and the length of the anchor fluke respectively. the relative density

RD. the anchor pulling point and the sloping surface.

In order to study the net effect of the earth pressure acting on an anchor fluke rotating in a sand

mass it was important to instrument the anchor fluke on both sides; in front and at Its back. This

involved a variation in the dimensions of the contact transducers. the anchor fluke and the test

tank. This led to the design of the second set of apparatus. with the aim of measuring the anchor

fluke interface stress. the movement of the anchor fluke and the deformation of the sand

surrounding the anchor fluke. The second set of apparatus was adapted for the two stages (Stage

II and Stage III) by simply changing the size of the test tank.

3.3 Sand properties

The sand used throughout the tests was Levenseat sand having a range of particle size.
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0.15mm - 0.6mm. The 50% passing was 0.3mm with uniformity coefficient 1.7 and specific gravity

measured as Gs = 2.65. The particle size distribution curve is shown In Fig. 3.1. The angle of

shearing resistance was measured in both triaxial tests and direct shear box tests. Fig. 3.2 shows

the effective internal friction angle (4)') against the void ratio of the sand (e) as measured by

these two tests. The direct shear box gave a relatively higher (9%) value of the effective angle of

shearing resistance (4)') compared to the triaxial test for a given void ratio (e). The maximum

dry unit weight of the sand Ydmax was 18.11 kNI m3, i.e., 100% relative density RD and the

minimum dry unit weight of the sand Ydmin was 12.96 kN/m3, I.e., 0% relative density RD, were

achieved for the sand. The angle of repose of the sand 4>repose was 310.

3.4 Stage IExperiments

3.4.1 General arrangement of the model test tanks.

Two test tanks were used for the stage one experiments:

a) Test tank Tl.l, for measuring the holding capacity, displacement of the shank point and the

interface stresses In front of the anchor fluke.

b) Test tank T1.2, for measuring the deformation of the sand

in front of the anchor fluke.

3.4.1.1 Test tank T1.1

The arrangement of the apparatus of the test tank T1.1 is shown in Fig. 3.3 and Photograph 1.

The test tank was made from 15mm thick plywood of dimensions Qength x breadth x height)

2000mm x 1000mm x 500mm and it was supported by nine blocks of timber laid on the floor.

There was a small platform which sat on two "I" section steel beams. The "I" section beams

extended to a third of the tank length. This platform was used to mount the measuring unit; the

dial gauge, the yoke and proving ring. There was a 15mm diameter bar joining the measuring unit

with the wire that was connected to the anchor shank. The anchor is pulled horizontally by means

of a hydraulic jack.

3.4.1.2 Test tank T1.2

Fig. 3.4 and Photograph 2 show the general arrangement of Test tank T1.2. For plane strain

conditions the dimensions of the tank were governed by the size of the anchor to be tested. The

principal inside dimensions of the tank were 300mm x 2000mm x 1000mm. The tank was made

of plywood with formica glued on the inside face. This was done to minimise the ensuing wall

friction. The central region of the longest sides was made of 1000mm x 1000mm, 15mm thick
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perspex to provide the transparent measuring sides. The tank was supported by a mild steel

framework of 50mm x 50mm x 4mm square section welded together. The framework extended

at the four corners of the tank to a length of 1200mm to provide clearance for the feeder hopper.

There were two 200mm x 100mm openings to discharge the sand after every experiment into a

mobile feeder tank. Provision was made to mount a rail system for the traversing hopper on the

top end of the four corners of the tank.

The anchor was pulled by means of a drum. The drum was driven using a variable speed motor.

The speed used in the experiment was 1.0mm/min. Two different sets of methods of measuring

the load and the shank point displacement were adopted.

The load was measured using a mechanical proving ring and an electrical strain gauge proving

ring. The movement of the shank point ( the point the fluke meets the shank) was measured

by means of a moving rod. The rod passed between four pulleys and a pointer was attached to

the rod. The pointer corresponds to a fixed scale placed on the plate supporting the moving

rod.Readings were taken as the pointer passed over the scale, when the fluke was pulled by the

drum. There was also a dial gauge placed using a magnetic base on the plate supporting the

rod which served as an additional check.

3.4.2 Anchor flukes A1.1 to A1.5 used In Stage One

Fig. 3.5 and Photograph 5 & 6 show the shape of the anchor flukes adopted in Stage I. The five

anchor flukes were numbered as AU, A1.2 ... A 1.5 anchors. The model anchor flukes were

designed and fabricated in the Department of Civil Engineering workshop. It was intended to

simulate a large capacity offshore anchor. The model is similar to the Vryhof "hook" anchor

shown in Fig. 3.6. The model is different from the prototype in that the fluke was rectangular and

the shank was not bent. This difference in shape from the simple rectangular geometry helped

the anchor fluke to penetrate the surface at the bottom of the sea and stay In the right balanced

position. Once the anchor had been embedded and was ready to be dragged the shape

difference would be less important. In the work described here it was this embedded phase of

the anchor performance which was looked at in detail. Furthermore, the princlpal objective of this

study was to examine general behaviour rather than to consider minor refinements. The other

reason for selecting the rectangular shape was to ease the ensuing theoretical analysis.

The dimensions of each model anchor fluke are shown in Table 3.1. The fluke width was kept

constant at 300mm and the length was varied in five stages; 300mm, 250mm, 200mm, 150mm,

100mm. The fluke was made from 4.0mm thick steel and had a variable shank length. A shank
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Variation in size of the anchor flukes A1.1 to A1.5 in ( mm )
Anchor No. Width (W) Length (L) W/L The Shank No. of Trans
A1.1 300mm 300mm 1 450mm 5
A1.2 300mm 250mm 1.2 375mm 4
A1.3 300mm 200mm 1.5 300mm 3
A1.4 300mm 150mm 2 225mm 2
A1.5 300mm 100mm 3 150mm 1

Fig 3.5 The model anchor flukes A1.1 - A1.5
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to fluke length ratio of 1.5:1 was adopted, i.e. the length of the shank for a 300mm fluke was

450mm.

A casing was built-in at the back of the fluke to accommodate contact stress transducers when

in position. These contact stress transducers were flush with the front face of the fluke on which

measurements were made.

Table 3.1 The model anchor flukes A1.1 to A1.6

Anchor Width Length Shank No. of

fluke eN) (L) (W/L) length Trans

AU 300mm 300mm 1.0 450mm S

A1.2 300mm 250mm 1.2 375mm 4

A1.3 300mm 200mm 1.S 300mm 3

Al.4 300mm 150mm 2.0 22Smm 2

A1.S 300mm 100mm 3.0 150mm 1

Al.6 300mm 300mm 1.0 450mm 0

The position of the contact transducers was such that their axis coincided with the central axis

of the anchor. Five 50mm x SOmm transducers were placed In the 300mm x 300mm fluke anchor

and four in the 250mm x 300mm. Similarly, three were placed in the 200mm x 300mm anchor,

two in the 150mm x 300mm anchor and one In the 100mm x 300mm anchor. Details of modes

of operation and the general description of these transducers is discussed in Chapter Four.

Provision was made to vary the fluke to shank angle. Rough anchors were made by covering the

fluke with sand paper of similar grain size to the sand used In the experiment. The pull was

applied at the point where the shank and the fluke meet, I.e., the shank point. There were

additional anchor flukes that were pulled at 2/3L where L is the length of the fluke. This was done

to compare anchors pulled at their shank point with those pulled at an assumed centre of

pressure and this was carried out using anchor A1.6 described in Table 3.1.

3.4.3 Programme of the experimental work for Stage I.

In the complete experimental programme of Stage I, 310 tests were conducted over a period of

24 months. Depending on the rate of success it was possible to carry out on average 3 tests
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Table 3.2 Flowchart showing programme of the primary tests
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Table 3.3 Flowchart showing the secondary tests for intermediate points
---_ ..._------------------------------'
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a day. It took about 1.5 hours to conduct one successful test for loose sand and 2.5 hours for

dense sand. The tests were arranged into two sets. These were the primary tests and the

secondary tests. Data of the results for the holding power vs the displacement point are shown

in Appendix A1.

3.4.3.1 The primary tests

The primary tests were fundamental to the whole experimental work and were carried out in stage

(I). The object of these tests were to establish the main relationships between the four principal

parameters; the aspect ratio W/L. the shank to fluke angle e, the relative density RD and the

embedment ratio H/h. The flow chart in Table 3.2 shows a detailed description of the primary

tests. The following tests were carried out. For aspect ratio W/L = 1.0, 1.2. 1.5, 2.0. and 3.0.

shank to fluke angles e = 150• 300• 450,600 and 900 were varied for both loose and dense

sand and embedment ratios H/h = 1.0 and 1.5. Furthermore, for aspect ratio W/L = 1.0, 1.2. 1.5,

2.0, and 3.0 and shank to fluke angle e= 150 & 300• loose sand, additional tests were carried

out on values of H/h = 2.0, 2.5 & 3.0. In the primary set of tests a total of 186 tests were

conducted.

3.4.3.2 The secondary tests

In the secondary tests the parameters that were considered to be relatively less important

compared to the primary tests were Investigated. These parameters were the slope of the seabed.

anchor fluke roughness and anchors pulled at the assumed centre of pressure. Further tests

were also carried out on intermediate shank to fluke angles in order to establish the optimum

shank to fluke angle. Tests that were carried out to measure the deformation of sand in front of

the anchor fluke were also grouped in this set.

3.4.3.2.1 The Intermediate points

For aspect ratio W/L = 1.0,1.2,1.5,2.0.3.0, three additional intermediate shank-ta-fluke angles

eo = 20, 25 and 350 were used on loose and dense sand for embedment ratios H/h = 1.0, 1.5.

A total of 60 tests were carried out on these Intermediate points to establish the optimum shank

to fluke angle. These are shown in Table 3.3.

3.4.3.2.2 Comparison with respect to pulling point

In order to compare anchors pulled at the shank point to anchors pulled at the assumed centre

of pressure further tests were carried out. Aspect ratio W/L = 1.5 was used In both shank to

fluke angle e= 700 for embedment ratios H/h=1.0 and 1.5 . A total of 8 tests were carried out

and these are shown in the flow chart in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4 Flowchart for the secondary tests, comparing pulling points

Pulled at shank point Pulled at assumed center of pressure
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Table 3.5 Flowchart showing the secondary tests for sloping surface
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Table 3.6 Flowchart for secondary tests involving rough anchor flukes

I Rough fluke J_.
W/L=1.0

I
6=15°
6=20°
6=25°
6=30°
6=35°
6=45°
9=60°
9=900

i ~

I H/h=1.0
I H/h=1.5
I

!

Table 3,7 Flowchart for secondary tests involving deformation and movement

Deformation and movement

9=15°
6=30°

6=45°

6=60°

HJh=1.5

Note : Additional tests were conducted for 6 ...30 and 60, dense sand H/h "'1.5
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3.4.3.2.3 Tests on sloping ground

Only one aspect ratio W/L = 2.0 and one sand condition, loose sand, but with varying shank

to fluke angles e = 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, GOOand 90° were tested for sloping ground

both up and down the slope. Embedment ratios HI h=1.0 and 1.5were varied in all cases.A total

of 32 tests were carried out for sloping ground. These are shown in Table 3.5.

3.4.3.2.4 Tests on rough fluke surface

Like the sloping sand surface, only the loose sand condition was used for rough anchors.

However the aspect ratio in this case was W/L= 1.0. Shank to fluke angles e = 15°, 20°, 25°,

30°,35°,45°,60° and goOwere varied in all cases and the embedment ratios H/h=1.0 and

1.5 were also varied. A total of 16 tests were carried out. These are shown in Table 3.6.

3.4.3.2.5 The deformation of sand In front of the anchor fluke

The following tests were carried out to measure the deformation of sand In front of the anchor

fluke, for aspect ratio W/L = 1.0, shank to fluke angles 8° = 15°,30°,45° and 60°, loose

sand conditions and embedment ratio HI h=1.5, four tests were carried out. Four additional tests

were carried out and these were

a)for W/L= 1.0, H/L= 1.5, shank to fluke angle 8 = 60°, rough Interface, dense sand and zero

slope angle,

b)for W/L= 1.0, H/h= 1.5, shank to fluke angle 8= 15°, smooth Interface, loose sand and slope

angle of 5° up the slope.

c) for W/L= 1.0, H/h= 1.5, shank to fluke angle e= 30°, smooth interface, dense sand and zero

slope angle.

d) for WI L= 1.0,HI h=1.5, shank to fluke angle 8= GO°,smooth interface, dense sand and zero

slope angle.

A total of eight tests were carried out. Table 3.7 shows details of these tests.

3.4.4 Sample preparation

There are several methods of density control and the choice of any particular method is

governed by the simplicity, flexibility and the ease of preparing a specimen. The severalmethods

that have been reported over the years can be summarized into two major groups according to

the technique used to control the sand density. These two groups are now described.
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3.4.4.1 Group 1

The control of density within maximum and minimum limits uses Kolbuszewski's (l948a, 1948b)

findings that the density of sand is a function of the intensity and velocity of deposition of the

grains. Thus, for a given height of drop in air, the density increases with decreasing intensity of

deposition to an upper value (DENSE PACKING). With Increasing intensity of deposition the

density decreases progressively to a lower limit value (LOOSE PACKING).

The density of sand formed by deposition is a function of the velocity of the sand particles

immediately before deposition. This velocity is a function of the drag, that is, air or water drag

applied on the particle if the sand is deposited in air or water respectively and the gravitational

force acting on the particles. A sand particle freely leaving a container with an initial velocity of

zero reaches a constant velocity called the terminal velocity after falling through a distance which

is a function of the particle size, drag coefficient and gravitational force acting upon the particle.

This distance is the terminal falling height. For a given mixture of particles a terminal falling

height can be established experimentally beyond which no measurable change in density and

thus terminal velocity of the sand Is observed. Thus, for falling heights above the terminal falling

height the density is independent of the actual falling height since the terminal velocity is reached

before the particle is deposited.

In section 3.5.3.1 the relationship between the density and the sand falling height for different

sand intensities as controlled by the gap setting of the hopper will be discussed in more detail.

It is shown there that the height of fall had no appreciable effect on the density of the sand for

falling heights above 200mm. This means the terminal veiocity has been reached before the

200mm mark.

In the work described here, for the loose condition, the sand was poured hand-operated into the

tank from a height of 250mm. A rectangular steel rail stood over the top of the tank at 250mm

was used as an indicator to maintain a terminal height of 200mm. A cylindrical container (300mm

dia by 300mm deep) was used to pour the sand. The procedure was to place the container

carefully over the rail at different positions along the length of the rail on all four sides and pour

the sand into the tank. This was continued until the required volume of sand was achieved.

Density can be obtained in one of two ways. This can be either by measuring overall density of

the model by weighing the sand before and after deposition or by measuring density at different

parts of the tank which gives an indication of the uniformity of deposition. Several methods have

been suggested for measuring the density at different parts. Kolbuszewski {1948a, 1948b}
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suggested using density pots where their diameter should be not less than 75mm, since smaller

pots give higher porosity, and that the pots should have knife edge tops In order to prevent

particles from bouncing on the top edge. Other methods include suction, I.e. removing by

vacuum a known volume of sand and weighing it (Ovesen, 1962) or penetration resistance of a

circular rod at different parts of the tank (Feda 1961).

In this work the Author checked the uniformity of the sand sample by putting five small pots at

different points and these were recovered carefully using a string attached at their top ends.This

gave a fairly consistent result. The density of the sand is obtained by weighing the sand before

pouring. A value Yd = 14.5 kN/m
3

and relative density AD = 37% was obtained by freely

pouring and was called "Loose Sand".

3.4.4.2 Group 2

Another method of controlling sand density is either by pouring and tamping or by pouring and

vibrating of the bed. This method is only suitable for obtaining high densities. Meyerhof (1948)

reported that a fairly uniform density was obtained using this method, i.e., 75mm layers and a

vibrating hammer. Hansen {1961} and Feda {1961} have, however, stated that the tamping of a

sand layer of 100mm can produce horizontal stresses which may influence the results in bearing

capacity problems.

The density of sand increases with Intensity of vibration up to a maximum and then decreases.

In other words, there is an optimum value of maximum acceleration for particular frequency used

which will give maximum density.

When a sample of sand is vibrated, the individual particles are subjected to additional forces

which push them to roll and translate, both of which involve shearing. During this shearing

process the grains are re-oriented which results in higher density. This reorientation continues

with time of vibration and it is speeded up by increased acceleration until the optimum value is

reached. At higher accelerations the sand is sheared at such a rate that no further contraction

can occur.

One other aspect of the behaviour of sand during vibration Is their loss of shear strength and

liquefaction. In theory, complete liquefaction in sand occurs when the intensity of acceleration

is equal to or greater than the acceleration of gravity. However actual liquefaction under vibration

occurs at a higher maximum acceleration than 'g' accelaration due to gravity which Is due to two

reasons. The first is because, during the time of one cycle, the sand Is unstable only for a small
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fraction of the period and the second is that the interlocking of grains retards liquefaction. Taylor

(1948), suggests that the loss of shear strength and liquefaction occur in sand with vibration

because of the drop in the angle of shearing resistance but asserted that it is the decrease in the

effective normal stress on the shear plane which causes the loss of shear strength and the

liquefaction.

Density increases with increasing time of vibration. The effect of vibration on volume change Is

relatively low at low intensity of vibration and the density keeps on Increasing for a considerable

length of time. Higher intensities of vibration effect volume change in a shorter time.

The effect of the initial density is very important. Sand that is compact can be loosened by

vibration. That is, if one starts with very compact sand, high Intensity of acceleration causes the

sand to dilate as shear takes place. This is the same phenomenon as the contraction and dilation

of sand in the shear box (Bishop, 1966).

In this work, for the dense condition, the sample was prepared by tamping using a vibrating

hammer. Successive 75mm layers of sand were poured In a similar manner as In the loose case

at high intensity of deposition and each layer was compacted. A value of Yd = 16.5 kN/m
3

and

relative density RD = 75 % obtained in this manner and was defined as dense sand.

3.4.4.3 Limitations In preparing the uniform sand sample

There are a number of factors that can contribute to the non-uniformity of the sand sample during

preparation. These include:

1. Deviation from: the prescribed value of vibration frequency, amplitude, Intensity, or duration

of vibration; initial density of the sand and surcharge during preparation for the dense

condition.

2. Round-off errors in reading and calculating volume or weight.

3. Base effects between the toe of the anchor and the bottom of the tank.

4. Variability in shape, size and gradation caused by the sand sample being used repeatedly In

the tests. As a consequence the properties the sand are changed due to the grains being

crushed or rounded and smaller particles being blown as dust.

5. Formation of a gap between the back of the anchor fluke and the adjacent sand during

preparation for a loose sand.

6. A possible error due to movement of the anchor fluke during tamping and vibration in

preparation of sand for the dense condition.
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Inaccuracies due to (1) & (2) above are small and can be minimised by careful preparation.

However the essential errors are due to (3),(4),(5) and (6) and these are now discussed further.

3.4.4.4 Discussion on the limitations of sample preparation.

3.4.4.4.1 The Base Effect

The base effect between the toe of the anchor fluke and the bottom of the tank may have some

influence on the uniformity of the sample. The worst case for this occurs for the condition

W/L= 1.0. The depths between the toe of the anchor fluke and the bottom of the tank for this

condition were 25mm, 43mm, 65mm, 113mm, 175mm, 19Smm, 222mm,and 247mm for the shank

to fluke angles of eo = goO ,700 ,600 ,450, 300, 250, 200, and 150 respectively. A number of

events took place in this condition, one of which was the creation of frictional resistance at the

toe of the fluke. Furthermore, at this contact point, during the process of preparing the sample,

the anchor would tend to compact the sand by exerting its weight resulting In non uniform sand

in that region. The Author made the contact between the toe of the fluke and the sand at the

base to be very small compared to the overall thickness of the fluke. This was done by making

the end rim at the bottom of the fluke a knife edge. Furthermore the anchor positioning method

did not permit the weight of the fluke to exert any pressure. This was achieved by making the

anchor 'float' in the sand.

3.4.4.4.2 Sand grading variability

The Author checked the grading of the sand sample by conducting basic particle size

distribution (PSD) tests every ten experiments. If the sand sample particle size distribution (PSD)

curve showed a significant variation in shape from the initial gradation curve all the sand was

changed. It was found necessary to change the sand every fifty experiments.

3.4.4.4.3 The formation of a gap behind the anchor

One of the problems associated with the Stage I experimental work was the need for the

knowledge of data at the back of the anchor fluke during the preparation of the sand sample. A

small gap was created, at the back of the anchor fluke during the preparation of the sand sample

for an embedment ratio H/h=1.0, loose sand and smaller aspect ratio W/L=1.0, and shank to

fluke angle eo = go, 60 and 45, I.e. angles greater than the angle of repose of the sand. When

the embedment ratio H/h > 1.0, the gap was reduced in width by the surcharge layer of sand

pushing to overcome the difference in depth while levelling itself. For smaller shank to fluke

angles, e 0 = 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 less than angle of repose of the sand, this gap was not

apparent.
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The effect of this gap on the sample preparation was observed during deformation measurement.

The relative density of the sand in front of the anchor fluke was different from the sand at the

back of the anchor fluke. However, it was not possible to substantiate this divergence without

physically measured data, as the anchor fluke was not instrumented at its back. Nevertheless

the holding capacity was measured independent of this gap and it was not affected. The major

limitation of the Stage I apparatus was, instrumenting the anchor fluke only on its front side.

In Stage II experiment the above limitation was rectified. The anchor fluke was instrumented on

both sides. Therefore the Author measured the initial state of stress on both sides of the anchor

fluke. The formation of the gap and the sand density in front and at the back of the fluke will be

discussed in Section 3.5 where the second sets of apparatus are presented.

3.4.4.4.4 Preparation of dense sample at low shank to fluke angle.

For the dense condition of preparation, the sand was placed in layers of 75mm and then the sand

bed was vibrated and the next layer was placed. Table 3.B shows the values of the projected

heights of the fluke h with respect to the aspect ratio W/L and the shank to fluke angle eo. The

is divided the table by means of dashed line steps Into four compartments based on the number

of layers of compaction. It was not difficult to conduct the compaction process at the back of the

fluke for h values in compartments 2, 3 and 4, and two, three and four layers of sand were used

respectively.

However, in the first compartment where the shank to fluke angles were small and the fluke

length was large and all values of h were less than or equal to 75mm, the anchor was buried

completely in one layer of 75mm sand and compaction of the sand by means of vibration was

carried out. The Author did place four small aluminium pots of 80mm diameter and 40mm length

at different points along the centre line of the anchor fluke. Before each layer of sand was placed

the pots were then recovered carefully and the sand was measured, the variation in the uniformity

of the sand was found to be insignificant from the measured unit weight and RD of the sand.

3.4.5 Sample preparation for test tank T1.2

The procedure for sample preparation is similar to the Stage I tank T1.2 and the Stages II & III

experiments. A detailed description and discussion of these stages and their respective apparatus

are given in Section 3.5 & 3.6.
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3.4.6 Anchor pulling procedure

The dial gauge by the proving ring and the displacement measuring devices were set to zero

after the sand sample was prepared and just before the anchor was pulled. Recordswere taken

as the anchor was pulled at a constant rate of approximately 1.0 mm Imln. The anchor is said

to have failed when the pulling force either becomes nearly constant while the displacement is

still increasing for loose sand, or the pulling force reaches its peak value and then decreases to

become nearly constant as displacement increases for dense sand.

Table 3.8 Projected depth h mm with respect to W/L

W/L=1.0 W/L=1.2 W/L=1.5 W/L=2.0 W/L=3.0

, , , ,
Camp. (I) h=78mm ,

h=65mm h=52mm h=39mm h=26mm, , , ,, , , ,, , ,, , , ,eo =15 1 layer , 1 layer , 1 layer , 1 layer , 1 layer, , , ,, , , ,
-------------i--------------i--------------

Camp. (II) h=103mm
,

h=86mm
, ,, h=68mm , h=51mm , h=34mm, , ,, , ,

eo =20 2 layers
,

21ayers 1 layer
,

1 layer
,

1 layer, , ,, , ,, , ,
-------------i-------------- -------------1--------------

Camp. (II) h=127mm
,

h=106mm
,

h=84mm h=63mm
,

h=42mm, , ,, , ,, , ,
eo =25 21ayers

,
21ayers ,

2 layers 1 layer
, 1 layer, , ,, , ,

-------------i--------------~ ~-------------t-------------
Camp. (II) h=150mm

,
h=125mm

,
h=75mm

,
h=50mm, , h=100mm ,, , ,, , ,

eo =30 21ayers
,

21ayers
,

21ayers 1 layer
,

1 layer, , ,, , I, , ,
-------------;-------------- -------------

Camp. (III) h=172mm h=143mm
I

h=115mm
I

h=86mm h=57mm, ,, ,, ,
eo =35 3 layers 21ayers

,
21ayers

,
21ayers 1 layer, ,, ,, ,------------- -------------;--------------- -------------,

h=l77mm
,

h=106mm h=71mmCamp. (III) h=212mm , h=141mm ,, ,
I I

eo =45 3 layers
,

3 layers 21ayers
,

21ayers 1 layerI I
I ,
I ,------------- -------------

I
h=130mm

I
h=87mmCamp. (IV) h=260mm h=216mm I h=173mm I

I ,, I

eo =60 41ayers 3 layers
,

31ayers 21ayers
I 21ayers, ,

I ,
I ,------------- ------------- -------------t-------------,

h=235mm h=l88mm h=l40mm
,

h=93mmCamp. (IV) h=282mm I I, ,, ,
eo =70 41ayers I 41ayers 3 layers 21ayers I 21ayersI ,

I ,
-------------4-------------- ------------- -------------~-------------I I

Camp. (IV) h=300mm I h=250mm h=200mm h=150mm I h=100mmI I
I I
I Ieo =90 41ayers I 41ayers 3 layers 21ayers I 21ayersI I
I I

NOTE : There was already sand in the tank before the final layers were placed as shown in the

respective compartments, (Il, (Ill, (IIIl and (IVl.
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3.5 Stage II Experiments

3.5.1 General arrangement of the model test tanks.

Two test tanks were made for Stages II and III

a) Test tank T2.1, for measuring the holding capacity, displacement of the shank point and the

interface stresses in front and at the back of the anchor fluke.

b) Test tank T2.2, for measuring the deformation of the sand in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke.

3.5.1.1 Test tank T2.1

Fig. 3.7 and Photograph 3 show the general arrangement of Test tank T2.1. The principal inside

dimensions of the tank were 175mm x 875mm x 1000mm and it was made from 15mm thick

wood. It was supported by a mild steel framework square section of 50mm x 50mm x 4mm

bolted together. The framework had a clearance of 900mm to provide for the sand collection tank

and extended at the four corners to a length of 600mm to support a railing system for the

traversing hopper feeder. There are two 200mm x 100mm openings to discharge the sand after

every experiment into a mobile collecting tank. As in Tl.2 the anchor Is pulled by means of a

drum which was driven using a variable speed motor. The speed used in the experiment was

1.0mml min. Two different methods of measuring the load and anchor displacement were

adopted.

3.5.1.1.1 Holding power measurement

The load was measured using a load cell made of brass. It had a hollow circular cross section

tubing with a narrow centre. A Wheatstone bridge arrangement of strain gauges had been glued

on its surface. The strain gauges were protected by a varnish overcoat from the abrasive

environment. This is shown in Fig 3.8. There was also a mechanical proving ring to measure the

holding power.

3.5.1.1.2 Measurement of the displacement of the shank point

The displacement of the shank point was measured by means of a displacement transducer

shown in Photograph 18.The line is connected to this transducer and readingswere taken using

a recording machine called the Orion 3531 DataAcquisition system described in detail in Chapter

Four Section 4.3.6.2 and shown in Photograph 23,
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Wiring Detail
Wheatstone bridge arrangement

Details of the Load cell
Wh bridTh. wiringha a eatstone ~ arral1S_ement

Dimension
X length=50mm
y inside dia =5mm
Z outside dia=15mm
Material Brass
G1&G2 Active strain gauges
01&02 Dummy strain gauge
V Voltage

Fig 3.8 Detail description of the load cell
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3.5.1.1.3 Interface stress measurement

The interface normal stress a i and the interface shear stress t i were measured by means of a

special transducer designed for the purpose. The eight transducers used dimensions of 35mm

x 35mm x 20mm and were fabricated from an Aluminium block and these are shown In

Photograph 19. Each transducer has four normal and 4 shear webs. Foil strain gauges were

attached on both sides of each web. Eight additional strain gauges were placed on the base of

the transducer. Details of the circuits and their operation will be discussed in more detail in

Chapter Four, Section 4.

Table 3.9 The model anchors A2.1 to A2.5

Anchor Shank No.of

no. Width rN) Length (L) 0N/L) length Trans

A2.1 175mm 175mm 1.0 263mm 8

A2.2 175mm 140mm 1.25 175mm 6

A2.3 175mm 105mm 1.67 158mm 4

A2.4 175mm 70mm 2.5 105mm 2

A2.5 175mm 175mm 1.0 263mm 0

3.5.2 Anchor flukes A2.1 to A2.4

Fig 3.9 and Photograps 7 & 8 show the shape of the anchor flukes adopted in Stage II. The four

anchor flukes were numbered as A2.1, A2.2, A2.3 and A2.4. The model anchor flukes were

designed and fabricated in the Department of Civil Engineering workshop. They were designed

on the same line of principle as the anchors used in Stage I except that these anchors were

instrumented on both sides. The dimensions of each model anchor fluke are shown in Table 3.9

and they all had a fluke width of 175mm. The length was varied in four stages, 175mm, 140mm,

105mm, and 70mm,. The fluke was made from 4.0 mm thick aluminium and had a variable shank

length. A shank to fluke length ratio of 1.5:1 was adopted, I.e. the length of the shank for a

175mm fluke was 263mm. The anchors flukes were instrumented on both sides. There were

casings built in the front and at the back of the fluke to accommodate the interface stress

transducers. The transducers were flush with both faces. The position of the contact transducers

was such that their axis coincided with the central axis of the anchor. Eight 35mm x 35mm
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transducers, four on each side, were placed in the 17Smm x 17Smm fluke anchor and six In the

140mm x 17Smm. Similarly, four were placed In the 10Smm x 17Smm anchor fluke, and two In

the 70mm x 17Smm anchor fluke. As in Stage I provision was made to vary the fluke to shank

angle. The pull was applied horizontally at the shank point.

3.5.3 Sample preparation In Stage II experiments

Walker and Whitaker {1967} reported a method of deposition of sand that gave the density at any

required intensity. It consisted of a hopper with an adjustable gap formed by a cut-off blade with

a metal roller attached to the side of the hopper. The rotation of the roller controls the flow of

sand, i.e when it is stationary no sand flows from the gap. The flow of sand is proportional to the

speed of the roller. Here the hopper was driven on a horizontal rail system with an endless chain.

The height of fall was varied as the tank fills with sand.

James, {1967} developed a similar apparatus. He examined the uniformity of the bed after

deposition using an x-ray technique and showed that the density was not uniform across each

of the thin layers that formed the bed. He apparently eliminated the effect of layering by placing

a diffuser mesh and a perforated tray between the sand curtain and the bed.

Andrawes {1970} controlled deposition by adjusting the intensity of deposition and height of fall

using an air activated sand spreader based on a moving sand curtain technique. He controlled

the discharge from the slot In a travelling spreader by varying the air flow through the slot.

After reviewing the methods stated above the Author decided to control the relative density RD

of the sand by varying the intensity of deposition and the height of fall.

3.5.3.1 The traversing sand hopper

The principal dimensions of the hopper are 300mm x 875mm x 350mm Oength x width x height)

and it is shown in Fig 3.10 and Photograph 17. The hopper was supported on four points over

a railing system of length 1400mm. Four pulleys with ball bearings were provided at these points

allowing the hopper to traverse back and forth over the railing system. A curtain of sand was

deposited in a thin layer as the hopper passed back and forth over the test tank and was diffused

by a copper mesh of dimension 87Smm x 1000mm. An endless steel threaded wire was attached

in front and at the back of the hopper. The wire passed over a number of pulley system and then

to the drum shoen in Photograph 16. This gave a mechanism for the hopper to traverse

backwards and forwards. The drum was rotated manually, the wire was always in tension, change

in the direction of the hopper was made by changing the direction of rotation of the drum.
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Sand was poured through the gap or aperture at the bottom of the hopper. The maximum gap

setting of the aperture was 20mm in width. This could be adjusted to an accuracy of O.5mm In

width by means of a gap setting mechanism. This mechanism had a cut-off blade made of steel

plate. welded to a steel bar and screwed to the top of the hopper. Measurements and setting of

the gap were done from the top.

Four settings were adopted as a standard (5mm. 10mm. 15mm and 20mm). Provision was made

for an automatic closing mechanism of the aperture, l.e, when the hopper was stationary sand

was not flowing through the gap.

The rail on which the hopper was traversing was supported by four legs mounted on the four

corners of the test tank, and the height of drop was adjustable for different settings. The hopper

was calibrated by determining the unit weights for different gap settings and heights of drop. A

simple procedure of unit weight y measurement was adopted. Four small pots of 80mm diameter

and 45mm length aluminium were placed side by side along the path of the curtain of sand. After

the pots were filled, the sand surface was skimmed flush with the top of each pot. A simple

formula relating unit weight and volume of the sand In the pot was used to calculate the unit

weight. Figs. 3.11 (a & b) show the relationship between the different gap settings and their

corresponding Relative Density values, and it can be seen that the height of fall had no significant

effect. The Author adopted 250mm as a standard height for convenience. The RD values obtained

at 20mm gap setting are regarded as the loose state I.e, RD= 37% and yd= 14.5kN/m3. 5imilarty

RD obtained at a 5mm gap setting was regarded as the dense statei.e., RD=75% and
3

Yd=16.5kN/m.

3.5.3.2 LImitation In the preparation of sample

Factors (2),(4).(5) and (6) described and discussed in Sections 3.4.4.3 were also relevant to

stage (II). There were additional factors that may have caused non-uniformity of the sample and

these are now discussed.

3.5.3.2.1 The diffuser mesh

As the sand is poured through the aperture it leaves a curtain of sand, consequently this deposits

a layer resulting in a non-uniform sample for each pass as the hopper traverses in both

directions. The Author used a diffuser mesh shown on Photograph 15 to remedy this. The diffuser

mesh consisted of a horizontally placed sieve 3.5 mm, NO.6. The sieve was placed 25mm from

the lower end of the
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hopper and its purpose was to disperse the sand columns to a uniform sand rain and as a result

the formation of layers was minimised.

3.5.3.3 Formation of gap and the Initial stress condition

The other problem associated with the non uniformity of the sand during preparation was due to

the formation of a gap at the back of the anchor fluke. Because the anchor fluke In Stage II was

instrumented on both sides it was possible to record the initial stress levels In front and at the

back.

The initial stress condition and the formation of a gap at the back of the anchor fluke was best

examined by studying the variables involved in affecting the mobilised earth pressure state at the

sand-anchor fluke interface and the surrounding sand mass at the beginning of the test.

These variables are shown in Fig 3.12 and they are the shank to fluke angle e, the effective

normal stress 0' n' the effective vertical stress 0' v' the effective horizontal stress 0' h and the

mobilised coefficient of earth pressure at the initial stage of the experiment ~.

3.5.3.3.1 Relationship between the variables and Km

It is possible to derive a relationship Involving the initial mobilised coefficient of earth pressure

~ and the other variables stated above as follows.

When the anchor fluke is vertical, ie the shank to fluke angle e = 9(t' the normal stress on the

Table 3.10a Initial shear stress In front of the anchor fluke

eo 't1,kN/m2 't2.kN/m
2 't3.kN/m2 't4,kN/m

2 'tav,kN/m
2

15 0.0144 0.0340 -0.004 ·(lO06 0.048

20 0.0327 0.0707 -0.017 -0.025 0.077

25 0.0390 0.1002 -0.019 -0.035 0.107

30 0.0450 0.1414 -0.028 -0.049 0.137

35 0.0465 0.1420 0.0170 -0.079 0.158

45 0.0476 0.1477 0.0250 -0.087 0.167

60 0.0487 0.1490 0.0422 -0.100 0.175
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Table 3.10b Initial stress condition In front of the anchor fluke

I 80 I 'tav·kN/m2 I a' kN/m2 I sin 8 cos 8 I ~ Iv'

15 0.048 0.328 0.250 0.415

20 0.077 0.434 0.321 0.447

25 0.107 0.536 0.383 0.479

30 0.137 0.634 0.433 0.501

35 0.150 0.730 0.470 0.563

45 0.167 0.879 0.500 0.620

60 0.175 1.099 0.433 0.632

Note : The values are reasonable for a norma consol idated sand.K,n
anchor fluke is 0 Ih' Therefore,

~= a/h la'v
= a/h I ydi

y

(3.1)

The value a Iv and d i are known and the value a Ih is calculated from the transducer reading.

Example:

For W/L= 1.0, H/h= 1.0 and loose sand
3

a/h = 0.59 kN/m2, y=14.5 kN/m , and d, =O.088m

Therefore the mobilised coefficient of earth pressure ~=0.467 and this value Is in agreement with

the at rest coefficient of earth pressure Ko for normally consolidated soils. This Is Ko=0.44 and

for loose sand Ka =0.50 as given in Table 3.11.

When the anchor fluke is horizontal, that is, 8 = 0, the normal stress on the anchor fluke is «,
For any angle 00 < e < 900 a normal and shear stress act on the anchor fluke. The direction

of the initial shear stress being dependant on the value of the initial mobilised coefficient of earth

pressure ~ .

This value of the Initial shear stress for normally consolidated soils with ~ < 1.0 is

't i = a' v sin e cos e (1-KJ (3.2)

and for ~ > 1.0.

't i = 0 Iv sin 8 cos 8 (~+ 1) (3.3)
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Therefore

~ = 1 ± [ 't i I (JIy sin e cos e ] (3.4)

The value of the initial shear stress for the anchor fluke sand Interface can be read from the

stress transducers and this are shown in Tables 3.10(a & c). Similarly Tables 3.10(b & d) show

the values of ~ in front and at the back of the fluke respectively. These were evaluated using

Equation (3.4).

Table 3.10c Initial shear stress at the back of the anchor fluke

eo 'ts,kN/m2 't6,kN/m2 't7,kN/m2 't8,kN/m2 'tay,kN/m2

15 -0.007 -0.016 0.0261 0.039 0.053

20 -0.005 -0.014 0.0251 0.057 0.079

25 -0.004 -0.019 0.0460 0.069 0.115

30 -0.016 -0.038 0.068 0.099 0.141

35 Gap -0.039 -0.069 0.223 0.144

45 Gap Gap -0.100 0.239 0.174

60 Gap Gap -0.115 0.256 0.176

Table 3.1Od Initial stress at the back of the anchor fluke

eo 'tay,kN/m2 (J'y+W/A sin e cos e Km % of error

15 0.053 0.329 0.250 0.356 28.8

20 0.079 0.435 0.321 0.434 13.2

25 0.115 0.537 0.383 0.441 11.8

30 0.141 0.635 0.433 0.484 3.2

35 0.144 0.734 0.470 0.568 13.6

45 0.174 0.880 0.500 0.605 21.0

60 0.175 1.100 0.433 0.633 26.6
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The three variables in equation (3.4) are ti ' 0'v & 8.

t; is read from the transducers and the average shear stress t'av=(n+1)/n [t'; ...+ "t'n J,
where n is the number of transducers 0'v = yd; and the shank to fluke angle a in degrees is

adjustable.

3.5.3.3.2 Formation of gap and Comparison of KID & Ko

Ideally the initial stress condition within the sand and at the anchor sand interface should be

equal to that of the value of the loose sand which has a Ko = 0.50, however, because of the

formation of shear stress along the sand-anchor interface, there is a mobilised stress as opposed

to the at rest condition. The value of initial mobilised stress coefficient K.n is dependant on the

size of the shank to fluke angle 8° and the angle of repose of the sand 4>0 repose. The initial

stress condition in front and at the back of the anchor fluke at the same level is different This

is because of the formation of a gap at the back of the anchor fluke and the increase in the

vertical stress due to the additional self weight of the anchor pressing the sand at the back.

3.5.3.3.3 Stress In front of the anchor fluke

The initial stress coefficient or the ratio of the initial horizontal stress to the initial vertical stress

~ at the anchor sand interface for the smaller shank to fluke angles of 8= 15°, 20°. 25° and

30° , was less than or equal to 0.50 which is the value of the at rest coefficient of earth pressure

Ko for loose sand. Larger shank to fluke angles, 8=35° ,45°and 60° greater than the angle of

repose of the sand had ~ values greater than 0.50. The shear stress at the sand anchor

interface for the smaller shank to fluke angles of a= 15", 20°, 25" and 30° was positive for

transducers T1 and T2 indicating that passive stress was being mobilised in that region and the

value of the shear stress was negative for transducers T3 and T4, again verifying that the

mobilised stress at that region was active stress. However, for the larger shank to fluke angles,

8=35°, 45° and 60° greater than the angle of repose of the sand, three transducers (T], T2,

T3 ) showed positive values, indicating the increased passive stress mobilization evenat this early

stage. Only one transducer Ta showed negative stress indicating a smaller active stress region.

3.5.3.3.4 Stress at the back of the anchor fluke

The ratio of the horizontal stress to the vertical stress at the anchor sand interface K.n at the back

of the anchor fluke was less for the same depth at the front. This was because of the fact that

the weight of the anchor increased the vertical stress at the back of the anchor fluke. This in turn

decreased the value of the initial coefficient of earth pressure ~ compared to its companion

stress at the same level in front of the anchor.
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The shear stress at the sand anchor interface for the smaller shank to fluke angles of e = 15°,

20°, 25° and 30° was negative for transducers T5 and T6 Indicating that active stress was

being mobilised in that region and the value of the shear stress was positive for transducers T7

and T8, again verifying the mobilised stress at that region as being passlve stress. However, for

the larger shank to fluke angles, e=35°, 45° and 60° greater than the angle of repose of the

sand some of the transducers had zero readings; for eo =35 transducer T5 read zero stress, for

eo = 45 & 60 transducers T6 & T7 scanned zero stress Indicating possible formation of a gap

at that point while the remaining transducer T8 recorded a positive shear stress.

3.5.3.3.5 The non-uniformity of sand near the Interface region

The worst condition for non-uniformity of the sand sample was near the vicinity of the anchor

fluke. The percentage of error with respect to the value of a loose sand which has a value of the

at rest earth pressure coefficient Ko = 0.50 is given with respect to the shank to fluke angle eo.

The results show that the % of error for the sample at the sand-anchor Interface In front of the

sand becomes larger as the difference between eo and 4>0 repose increases for both front and

back of the anchor fluke. For eo = 15 the % of error was 17% and 28.8% In front and at the back

of the anchor fluke respectively. For eo = 30 the % of error was 0.2% in front & 3% at the back

of the anchor indicating that there is negligible sand disturbance at the interface region for angles

approximately equal to the angle of repose of the sand. For eo = 60 the error was 26.4% in front

and 30% at the back of the anchor fluke showing larger shank to fluke angles create substantial

sand disturbance.

Table 3.11 Typical values for Ko with respect to soli type

by Jaky (1944) Skempton (1961) and Cole and Burland (1972)

Soli Ko

All types, normally consolidated (l-sin 4>')

Compacted, hand tamped 1.0 to 2.0

Compacted clay, machine tamped

over entire backfill 2.0 - 6.0

Clay, over-consolidated 1.0 to 4.0

Sand, loosely dumped 0.5

Sand, compacted 1.0 to 1.5
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I Tabl~ 3.12 Flowchart showing programme ottests for stage" Experiments

Programme of tests for Stage II Experiment

W/L=1.0-.
(J=15°
(J=20°
(J=25°
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6=45°
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•
H/h=1.0
H/h=1.5
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J
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,
Loose
Dense

•

W/L=1.67
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,
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W/L=2.5
I

8=15°
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6=900

,
Loose
Dense
I

Programme of tests for Stage III Experiments

W/L=1.0
J

8=15°
8=30°
8=45°
8=60°

T

C~able 3.13 Flowchart showing tests for Stage'" Experiments

Loose

Note: Additional tests were conducted for 8= 30 and 6O,dense sand H/h= 1.5

•
I Hlh=1.SI
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The effect of the initial stress level is relatively small about 2 % to 4 % compared to the total

failure stress. Therefore its influence on the outcome of the final result Is Insignificant.

Table 3.11 shows typical values of the at-rest earth pressure coefficient Ko for different types of

soils given by researchers, Jaky (1944) Skempton (1961) and Cole and Burland (1972)

3.5.4 Programme of the experimental works for Stage II

In the Stage II experimental programme a total of 72 tests were conducted. The object of these

tests were to establish the relationships between the earth pressure in front and at the back of

the anchor fluke and the parameters: the aspect ratio WIL, the shank to fluke angle 5, the

relative density of the sand RD and the embedment ratio H/h. The flow chart In Table 3.12

shows a detailed description of these tests. For aspect ratios W/L = 1.0, 1.25, 1.67, and 2.5,

shank to fluke angles e = 15° I 20, 30°,35°, 45°, 60° and 90° were varied for both loose and

dense sand conditions and embedment ratio of H/h=1.0. Only one aspect ratio, W/L=1.0 was

tested for HI h = 1.5 and the loose sand condition.

Because of the complex nature of the movement of the fluke, which Involved translation and

rotation, with rotation playing the major part, both active and passive earth pressures were found

to be acting in front and at the back of the anchor fluke. This was the reason why the anchors

were instrumented on both sides. The proportions of the active and passive earth pressures In

front and at the back of the fluke will vary depending on the positions of the centre of rotation

along the length of the anchor fluke. Data of the experimental results are shown In Appendix B.

3.6 Stage III experiments

The same apparatus used for the Stage II experiments were utilised for the Stage III experiments,

but the test tank which was replaced. The test tank T2.1 was changed for T2.2. The general

arrangement for test tank T2.2 is shown In Fig 3.13 and Photograph 4. The principal dimensions

of test tank T2.2 were 1000mm x 400mm x 178 mm. Oength x depth x width) The two longest

sides ( 1000mm x 400 mm ) were made of 15mm thick perspex; both providing transparent

windows. A grid arrangement was made on these sides to measure the displacement of the small

hemispherical markers which were placed on the interface between the side wall of the tank and

the sand. The preparation of the sand sample was similar to Stage II except the width of the

openings of the hopper was changed from 875mm to 175mm. This was done by placing a small

closing mechanism of 350mm on both sides of the 875mm opening.
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Only one anchor fluke A2.5 with no interface transducers used In this test. The principal

dimensions of the anchor fluke A2.5 were 175mm x 175mm.

3.6.3.1 Placement of markers for displacement measurement

Researchers who developed the method of deformation measurement using markers have used

several techniques to place the markers in position. Arthur (1962) meticulously positioned the

hemispherical nylon balls in a grid pattern against the glass by hand after he poured each layer

of sand. This method was use only for dense sand. Lord (1969) suggested the Idea of temporarily

holding steel markers in position by means of an electromagnetic field while the sample Is

poured. He produced a coil of 2500 turns of two strands enamelled copper wire. Through the

centre of the coil was placed a core of thin steel plate which lead the flux to the pole-piece which

had a "tooth" corresponding to the required position of each marker. He could successfully hold

the hemispheres, but randomly, and as the attractive force was weak, any disturbing force could

either dislodge them or cause them to move. In addition, the coil overheated very rapidly so this

method did not appear satisfactory.

The Author first tried to position lead shot markers into a grid pattern by pressing them into 4mm

holes. The holes were closed using a small rod flush on both sides. This method was good for

dense sands, but for loose sands the lead shot tended to dislodge and move to the central

position.

The Author decided to use nylon/ plastic hemispheres which were first used successfully by

Lord (1969) and shown in Photograph 22 . This method is rather less sophisticated. A small

amount of grease (petroleum jelly) was smeared on the flat surface of the nylon hemispheres

which were then pressed against the grid point on the side wall as shown In Photograph 9. The

adhesive property of the grease held them in position while the sand was poured. However, when

the sand mass was deformed, the normal stress between the sand and the nylon hemisphere

enabled the friction between them to be developed so that the hemisphere moved with the sand.

At the same time the grease reduced friction between the nylon and the side wall. Once the test

was finished, and the sand removed from the tank, the hemispherical markers and any sand

grains contaminated with the grease were scraped off, cleaned, and washed with acetone to

remove the grease. They were used again for later tests.

3.7 Compatibility between Stage II and Stage III experiments

The principal objective of the stage III experiment was observe the anchor fluke movement and
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to estimate the shape of the failure plane qualitatively in front and at the back of the anchor fluke.

The sand used in the Stage II and Stage III experiments, the model anchors tested and the stress

level induced were the same in both experiments. Therefore, any incompatibility between the two

stages of the experiments must come from the effect of side friction between the sand sample

and the test tank T2.2 in the Stage III experiments.

The Author will aim to estimate the magnitude. of the error resulting from side friction. A relatively

simple case will be adopted to clarify the ensuing calculation.

Consider the anchor fluke, shown in Fig. 3.14, of projected depth h and width W which has

experienced a complex movement with rotation dominating the final part of the movement, just

before faiiure. Experimental evidence discussed in Chapter Five indicates that the point of rotation

varies between O.SL to O.7L, where L = the length of the fluke measured from the top of the

anchor fluke to the centre of rotation marked 0 on the figure. In this circumstance both passive

earth pressure and active earth pressure act in front and at the back of the anchor fluke. The

frictional contact area between the sand and the side wall of the tank is covered in the region

ABCOE. This area was divided into four regions with respect to the type of earth pressure and

its location was summarised in Table 3.14

Table 3.14 Summary of the location and type of the mobilised Interface friction

Depth from

Region Earth pressure Location surface

AOOE Passive Front Yp1

BCO Passive Back Yp2

COO Active Front Ya1

ABO Active Front Ya2

The largest mobilised interface friction is located in the passive earth pressure region described

here as region AOE in front of the anchor fluke. Therefore Its effect must be the worst case

compared to the other three regions described above.

Now in the region AOE assume the length AE=3z a typical value used by Bransby (1975) in his

passive earth pressure experiment and also assume that the total normal stress to varies linearly

along that region. Therefore the total normal force Np1 due to the passive earth pressure in front
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a) Assumed shape of mobilised side friction

Act va at t e back

h

h

~ Direction of rotation

E

Direction of movement

z Passive in front

b) Approximate shape of mobilised side friction

A Direction of rotation

~ __ ~ (~~~~~~~ 3_Z__ ~~ ~E

z

Active in front

c
~-- 3(h-z) ·1

Fig 3.14 Calculation of side friction between sand and test tank
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of the anchor fluke is given as

Npl =zWopll2 (3.5)

where z = the depth of embedment from the sand surface to the centre of rotation. W = the

width of the fluke. 0pl is the average normal passive stress in front of the anchor fluke. The

frictional force due to the sliding of the region AOE can be calculated by considering a thin

horizontal strip of width dYpl below the surface. Adapting a conservative approch the lateral

stress along the strip is constant at a value one half of the normal stress on the wall at depth Ypl.

The total transverse force normal to the paper Tpl' on the sliding block is

Tpl = J0Z [(z-Ypl) (3z) (Op1/2) (Ypl/z)] dYpl (3.6)

= 0plz2/4 (3.7)

The total side friction Fwpl on the two sides of the sliding block is then

Fwpl = 2J.l Tpl' where u = the coefficient of friction (3.8)

= J.l0pl z2/2 (3.9)

The net normal force Nplnet due to the passive earth pressure Is the total force Npl less the

force Fwpl due to side friction and so the proportional error Ef due to side friction must be

Ef = (Npl - Nplnet) I( Nplnet )

= ( Fwpl ) I ( Npl - Fwpl )

= 1/[(W1 J.lZ)-1]

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

Note z has two values

a) z = 0.5Ltan6 for 6 < 4>repose'

b) z = 0.7Ltan6 for 6> 4>repose'

(3.13)

(3.14)

where O.5L and O.7L are the average positions of the centre of rotation along the length of the

anchor fluke for small and large shank to fluke angles 6 respectively. Therefore

Ef = 1/[(W/L O.5j.ltan6)-1]. 6< 4>repose' (3.16)

e, = 1/[(W/L 0.7j.ltan6)-1]. 6> 4>repose' (3.17)

The Author used the value of the coefficient of friction J.l = 0.1 between the sample tank and the

soil. which is an extreme case used by Bransby (1975). and Table 3.15 shows the error Er due

to side friction with respect to the aspect ratio W/L.
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Table 3.15 Pecentage of error Ef due to side friction

Er % W/L=1 W/L=1.25 W/L=1.67 W/L=2.5

8=150 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.5

8=300 3.0 2.4 1.8 1.2

8=450 7.0 5.6 4.1 2.8

8=600 12.1 9.7 7.3 4.8

Clearly the value of error due to side friction increases with a decrease in the aspect ratio W/L

and increases with the shank to fluke angle 8 (Table 3.15), The highest value of the percentage

of error due to side friction was, Ef = 12.1 % for W/L=1.0 and 8=600; this value is less than

that reported by Bransby {1973}. Furthermore the purpose of the Stage'" experiments as

described above was to estimate the shape of the failure plane qualitatively and the effect of such

an error of 12.1% on the shapes of the failure surface is small.

3.8 Summary and Conclusion

In Chapter Three the experimental work was described in detail. The experimental programme

was accomplished in three stages.

The first stage, Stage I, looked at the measurement of anchor fluke holding power {the pulling

force of the anchor fluke} and its displacement. The anchor fluke-sand Interface stress and the

deformation of sand in front of the anchor fluke was also measured In Stage I. However further

analysis into the results disclosed that the interface stress and the deformation of sand measured

only on one side to be incomplete. Because of the complex movement of the anchor fluke earth

pressure acted on both sides of the anchor fluke, at its front and back. The general arrangement

of the test for Stage I apparatus had been discussed and reported In detail.

The purpose of the second stage, Stage II, experimental arrangement was to measure the

interface stress on both sides of the anchor fluke Ie, to remedy the limitations of Stage I. Here

the anchor fluke was instrumented with stress transducers on its opposite sides. This way the net

effect of the interface stress was calculated from which the components of the forces acting on

the anchor fluke were studied. Detailed descriptions of Stage II apparatus had been presented.
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The deformation of the sand surrounding the anchor fluke was studied In Stage III. The test

apparatus for Stages II and III were the same except for the test tanks which had been adopted

for plane strain in Stage Three.

The programme of the tests and the parameters varied were presented as flow charts. The

characteristics of the sand used, the geometry of the anchor flukes tested, the loading

mechanism and the load and displacement measuring device were also discussed in detail.

Preparation of the sand sample, the initial condition of stress in the sand mass, the formation of

gap at the back of the anchor fluke and the limitations of the different apparatus were examined.

Compatability between Stage II and Stage III were examined and the percentage of errors due

to side friction was estimated and discussed.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4 CONTACT STRESS AND DEFORMATION MEASUREMENTS

4.1 Objectives

The objectives of Chapter Four are to review the various reported methods of contact stress and

deformation of sand measurement in earth pressure problems and to discuss the methods

adopted by the Author in this project.

4.2 Introduction to Chapter Four

Chapter Four is presented In two parts. The first part deals with the discussions of various contact

interface stress measurement methods developed over the years In earth pressure problems and

the method adopted by the Author. In the second part, anchor fluke movement and measurement

of deformation will be addressed in detail.

PART I

4.3 Normal and shear contact stress measurement

4.3.1 Introduction

Most methods of analysis of earth pressure rely on certain assumptions beyond that of the

Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. In most cases the overall angle of friction at the Interface has to

be assumed, for those methods for which a failure mechanism is assumed. Furthermore for the

frictional circle and the log-spiral methods the centre of pressure or the position of the point of

action of the resultant force has to be assumed also.

Several researchers Hueckel (1957), James (1965), Peaker (1965) and Bransby (1968), all have

made a successful attempt to measure the contact normal stress. They found the distribution of

passive earth pressure to be non-linear with depth inconsistent with that predicted using the

conventional method of calculation I.e.

(4.1)
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where Pp the passive earth pressure ~ the coefficient of passive earth pressure and H = the

depth and y the unit weight of the embedded soil.

Hueckel, Kwasniewski and Baran (1953) pressed an instrumented rigid vertical square plate

embedded in sand in a horizontal direction in order to measure the distribution of passive earth

pressure on the surface of the plate. They found a pressure distribution which was non linear.

James (1965) rotated a wall about the top, Bransby (1968) rotated the wall about its toe and he

also translated the wall, finding the contact stress distribution shown in Fig 4.1.

They compared their results with the linear relationship stated in equation 4.1 above. The findings

suggested that the stress distribution was non linear and that calculations based on equation 4.1

could grossly simplify a given problem. Therefore the measurement of the boundary stress

distribution in earth pressure problems has become of paramount Importance and this will be

discussed in the first part of this chapter.

4.3.2 Contact stress measurement.

It is possible to summarise into two groups the various types of contact stress transducers

reported in the literature.

a) Deflecting Diaphragm.

b) Deflecting Piston.

Both methods may use one of the following techniques:

i) Hydraulic

ii) Vibrating wire

iii) Pneumatic gauge

iv) Electrical inductance or capacitance

v} Seml-conductors

vi) Electrical resistance foil gauge

The deflecting diaphragm method has been used by Walker (1966) and Fagnoul, Bonnechere &

Bolle (1972). An earlier pressure cell that used special strain gauges to measure the deformation

of the diaphragm in contact with soil was produced by Redshaw (1954).

The Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, (Bjerrum, Kenny and Kjaernsli, 1965) together with the

Building Research Station in Great Britain, (Thomas and Ward, 1969) developed a vibrating wire

earth pressure cell (Fig. 4.2). The principle of operation Is simple. As the diaphragm (C)
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Top of the Wall

Toe of the Wall

o Normal stress

···.B
.' .. ' ......................... D

LEGEND
Normal stress distribution on wall by Bransby (1968)

NUMBER SUBJECT
A Rotated about the Toe
B Rotated about the Top
C Translated into dense sand
0 Equation 4.1

Fig4.1 Normaland ~tress distribution in front of a rotating and translatingwall
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280 mm
- I

1

A = Deflecting wire
B = Holding block for the deflecting wire
C = Diaphragm

Fig 4.2 Cross-sectional view of the vibrating wire earth pressure cell by Thomas and Ward (1969)

A

8

A = Flexible diaphragm
B = Tempreture compensation chamber

Fig 4.3 Cross-sectional view of the boundary stress transducer by Peaker (1965)
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deflects. the tension in the wire (A) increases and the resulting change in frequency of vibration

is monitored electronically.

Peaker (1965) measured the normal stress in his retaining wall experiment with a small hydraulic

transducer. A space behind a flexible diaphragm (A), Fig. 4.3, is filled with water and connected

via drainage lines to a fine bore burette. The movement of water in the burette gives an

indication of the deflection of the diaphragm and hence the normal stress on the face of the cell.

Temperature compensation was achieved by means of chamber (B).

The second type i.e. deflecting piston has been used by Kallstenius and Bergau, (1956). A

closed hydraulic system containing a gauge (B) is used to measure the pressure. Electrical

contacts shown in Fig. 4.4 and the boundary stress transducer of Aganual and Venkatesan (1965)

shown in Fig 4.5 are used during replenishment of the fluid in hydraulic (A) system and allow

movement of the active face of the cell to be monitored and controlled.

In general the deflecting piston types have advantages over the deflecting diaphragm, as

discussed by Bransby (1973). For example, a diaphragm cannot accurately measure an eccentric

normal load because there is a possibility of soil arching over the face of the cell. However, the

U.S. Crops Engineers 1944, (Trollope & Currie, 1960), reported that, if the deflection is kept below

1/2000 of cell diameter. soil arching can be minimal.AlI the transducers listed above have the

disadvantage that they only measure the normal stress acting on the active face of the cell.

To the Author's knowledge the only contact stress transducer that can measure the normal stress,

the eccentricity of the normal stress and the shear stress simultaneously is the transducer that

was developed originally at Cambridge University by Arthur and Roscoe (1963, 1964). Over the

years this contact transducer has been modified by different researchers and in this thesis it will

be called the Cambridge Transducer.

The essential feature of the design of the Cambridge transducer is an elastic member that is

strain gauged and some portion of which suffers a measurable linear strain when load Is applied

to the active face of the transducer. In such a situation the transducer face behaves In the same

manner as a deflecting piston.

If the transducer is to measure the normal load, shear load and moment, it is desirable that the

strain caused by each of the three loads should occur in different portions of the transducer.

Therefore three separate circuits are arranged. each of which is only sensitive to one applied
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250 mm

fA
A = Hydraulic fluid
8 = Closed hydraulic system

Fig 4.4 Cross-sectional view of the hydraulic pressure transduce of Kallstenus and 8ergau (1958)

.
E
Eo
~-,

A = Hydraulic fluid
8 = Closed hydraulic system

Fig 4.5 Cross-sectional view of the boundary stress transducer of Aganual and Venkatesan (1965)
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load, and each give a direct measurement of the magnitude of that load. For shear load the

elastic member must convert that shear load to linear strain, as strain gauges measure linear and

not shear strain.

4.3.3 Design and mode of operation of the contact transducer

The contact transducer was cut from a solid high-grade aluminium alloy of Young's Modulus

70 kN/ mm2 in the workshop and was designed to measure the contact, normal stress, the shear

stress and the eccentricity of the normal load. The fundamental principle of the design was

based on the work developed by Arthur and Roscoe (1963, 1964), Stroud (1971) and

Bransby (1973).

There were four normal webs, two on two sides, and four shear webs on one side. Foil strain

gauges were attached to both sides of each web. The dimensions of the webs were chosen so

that the webs would resist failure in compression by Euler buckling under the expected loads,

and yet the webs were also small enough to deflect sufficiently to give an adequate output on

the strain gauges. An additional factor that was taken Into consideration was that the allowable

deflection of the active face had to be compatible with the deflection of the webs. Bransby (1973)

has shown that the maximum strain in the webs should be no more than 20001lE! so the

corresponding deflection of a web of 10mm is 201lm. For 50mm wide cells, the full deflection,

assuming that the active face of the cell was stiff, would be about 1/2500 of the cell width. The

dimensions of the webs were chosen to suit the level of loading it would withstand, the size of

strain gauge available and to be practically workable in the workshop. They were designed to

a maximum working stress between 1/3 and 2/3 of the proof stress. The loads in the normal

webs depend on the magnitude of the applied normal load, (N), and shear load, (5), as well as

the geometry of the cell. The expression for the total force in each pair of normal webs (nL)

on the left and (nR) on the right under the action of an applied shear load (S) and applied normal

load (N) on the left and right hand webs for a centrally applied load was given by Stroud (1971),

where

nL = N/2 - S(b/a) (4.2)

nR = N/2 + S(b/a} (4.3)

Where a, b are shown in Fig. 4.6. Comparison of the Author's cell and three other cells,

including Stroud's (1971), Is given in Table 4.1.
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a

A) The Author's transdJcer B) Arthur' 5 transducer

Tb

Cl Bassette's transduoer D) Strood's transducer
L__ __J

N

Comparision of the transducers
A) Author B) Arthur C) Bassett D) Stroud

NUMBER SUBJECT
a Width
b Depth cA shear web
N Normel force
S Shwforce
nL Load on the left web
nR Load on the right web

----------------------------------------------------------~

Fig 4,6 Comparision of the Author's transducer (A) with those designed by Arthur (B) I Bassett (C) & Stroud (D)
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The Author deliberately chose a cell of Stroud's type because the normal webs of Stroud's cells

are much more sensitive due to their relatively low bla ratio.

Table 4.1 comparison of the different cells

Note N Is the total normal force

I Type of Cell I a I b I bla I nL I nR I
Author's 35.0mm 4.0mm 0.089 0.411N 0.S89N

Arthur's 40.7mm 25.4mm 0.625 -D.125N 1.125N

Bassett's 27.8mm 16.8mm 0.603 -Q.l03N 1.103N

Stroud's 31.0mm 2.Smm 0.084 0.416N O.S84N

4.3.4 Principal dimensions of the transducers

A total of thirteen transducers were made. Five transducers, Trst, were made for Stage I

experiments. to study the interface stress In front of the anchor fluke. Similarly eight transducers.

Trs2, were made for the Stage II experiments, to measure the contact stress In front and at the

back of the anchor fluke.

The transducers Trs1 correspond to the anchor flukes A1.1 to A1.5 and have principal dimensions

of 50mm x 50mm x 26mm and transducers Trs2 correspond to the anchor flukes A2.1 -A2.4 with

principal dimension of 35mm x 35mm x20mm. Both transducers have similar web dimension of

4mm x 1mm in cross section and were 6mm and 10mm long respectively. Twenty-four strain

gauges were glued on to each transducer. Eight gauges were glued to the shear webs. one on

both sides of the four webs and eight strain gauges on the four normal webs. Eight dummy

gauges were glued on the top sides of the base block to complete the circuit. The gauges were

connected to three separate bridge circuits. circuit one for the shear web and circuits two and

three for the normal webs.

Fig. 4.7 shows these circuit diagrams. A steel plate top cap was placed on transducer Trs1 and

an aluminium plate top cap was placed on transducer Trs2.
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TOP VIEW

.-G1-G"U- - -1-
xII II

i "_ ~_~___,J_I

/,/ ~1 ... t-----y----+-1
Shear web

Strain gauge

SIDE VIEW

z

SECTION A-A
Normalweb

G1
~a

........,..G2~~D1

illmD3lliill

Wiring Detail
,-----
i

I22'ZZZ2J b

END VIEW

A

1 Dimension Trs1 Trs 2
IX 50mm 35mm
;y- 50mm 35mm
Z 26mm 20mmIMaterial Aluminium AluminiumI: !Top plate 50x50X3mm 35x35x3mm

1--' --::==============================================~

Circuits 2 & 3

Details of the Transducers
All transducers have 4 normal & shear webs

Circuit 1

Wiring details
h d both id f h bsStrain aauaes are attac e on SI es 0 t ewe

NUMBER SUBJECT
a& b NormalWab
G1,G2,G3&G4 Str&ingauges
G1U..,G8U lkld. side gauges
D1...D4 Dummvgalge
V Voltage

Fig 4.7 Detail description of the stress transducers
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I-----+~- Calibration block

Transducer

Hanger
Normal loads

L--_--Clllibraticn block

Transducer

,__ I----Hanger
L-----t

Normalloads

~ Shear loads

Fig 4.8 Arrangement for the calibration of the stress transducers
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4.3.5 Calibration of the stress transducers

The arrangement for calibration of the transducers is shown in Fig. 4.8. A similar calibration

arrangement was adopted for transducers Trs1 and Trs2. A normal load was applied with a

hanger on to a calibration biock which lay on the measuring face of the transducer. The shear

load was applied by a small pulley system.

The method described by Stroud. (1971) was adopted as a standard procedure. There are three

equations that relate the forces applied to the output voltage from the strain gauge circuits.

V1 = A1N + AzM + A3S (4.4)
Vz = A4N + AsM + A6S (4.5)
V3 = A7N + AsM + ~S (4.6)
or in matrix form

(4.7)

where V1• Vz. V3• are the output voltages for the two normal circuits and the shear circuit

respectively. N is the normal and S the shear circuit. If the applied normal force Is not acting

at the geometric centre of the contact transducer a moment M is generated in the webs whose

value is given by (M - NEe) where Ec is the eccentricity of the normal force. A1• Az. A3.... etc.

are calibration constants all of which are determined experimentally.

Figs. 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 shaw typical curves that these constants were derived from. This was

done by a simple loading programme in which two applied loads were held constant while the

third was varied as follows:

a) Put 5 = 0

Ee = 0 but vary N

(OV1/aN) M,S ,. A1 (4.8)
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(4.9)

(4.10)

Thus if V" V2 and V3 are plotted separately against N and A" A4 and AT may easily be obtained.

b) Put N = constant,

5 = 0 and vary Ec then

(4.11 )

(4.12)

(4.13)

c) Finally, put N = constant,

Ec = 0 but vary 5 then

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

Calibration is completed once the constants are determined. The relevant contact normal load

N, shear load S and the eccentricity corresponding to the output voltage are found by solving

the equations 4.14 - 4.16. Table (4.2) shows the calibration constants for the five transducers.
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s=o N=Variable

Calibration curves for varying normal load ( N )
10

Shear force ( S = 0 ) and the eccentricity (E=O)
Legend

___ VI =·5.47 N
___ V2=·5.69 N
-A- 1/3=0.70 N

r-
~

~ r-.~
~

~ ~

~

~

·10

s
E-(J)
C)s
(5
>

·30

·50
o 2 3 4

Normal load (Kg)
5 6 7

Fig 4.9 Calibration curves for the transducer Trs2 1 with N variable
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S=Variable
N...Constant

Calibration curves for varying shear load (S)
Normal force (N = constant) and the eccentricity (E=O)o~~----~~~~=t======~~======i=======~

~o+---------~------~---------r--------'_------~
o 0.5 1 1.5

Shear Load (Kg)
2

Fig 4.10 Calibration curves for the transducer Trs2 1 with S variable
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'E=variable
fr---,t::.. N=Constant

s=o

eo

Calibration curves for varying eccentricity (E)
Normal force (N= constant) and shear force 5=0

Legend
___ V1 =-38.9 M
_____ 'J2a-Z3.36 M
__._ '13=-4.9 M60

~, -.
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Fig 4.11 Calibration curves for the transducer Trs2 1 with E variable
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Table 4.2 Calibration Constants

Cell Calibration Constant for Trs 1
No

A, A2 A3 A4 As A6 A7 A8 A9

1 1.3 4.7 4.4 1.1 3.3 1.7 0.2 -0.7 -1.2

2 1.5 5.5 3.8 1.3 3.2 2.5 0.16 -0.6 -1.3

3 1.2 3.2 5.2 1.8 4.5 1.8 0.13 -o.s -1.7

4 1.3 4.8 8.5 1.7 5.8 2.1 0.52 -o.a -1.2

5 1.6 4.0 3.6 1.6 6.7 1.9 0.31 -0.1 -1.5

Table 4.3 Calibration Constants

Cell
No Calibration Constant for Trs 2

A, A2 A3 A4 As A6 AT A8 Ac;

1 -5.5 -38.9 -5.3 -5.6 -23.4 -0.20 0.70 -4.9 -9.2

2 -4.5 -35.0 -3.8 -6.1 -33.5 -0.50 0.56 -2.9 -8.3

3 -4.6 -30.0 -5.2 -5.8 -31.5 -0.80 0.63 -3.7 -6.7

4 -5.0 -42.5 -8.5 -6.4 -23.6 -0.66 0.52 -4.5 -7.2

5 -4.3 -39.5 -3.6 -4.4 -27.1 -0.58 0.61 -5.3 -6.5

6 -3.6 -35.0 -3.5 -5.4 -30.0 -0.61 0.57 ~.8 -7.2

7 .0.2 -34.6 -4.9 .0.0 -28.3 -0.71 0.56 .0.4 .0.0

8 -4.8 -40.2 -5.2 -5.5 -21.3 -0.65 0.81 -6.5 -7.1

4.3.6 Recording unit and power supply

Two sets of recording units were utilised to measure the output voltages.

4.3.6.1 Stage I recording units

The output voltage from each bridge circuit was measured by two SGA 1100 Series 191nch Rack

Strain Gauge Amplifiers System. This unit is capable of measuring voltage to a very high degree

of accuracy, and is fitted with the following facilities.

I) The amplifier

The amplifier provides choice for
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a) full bridge (four wires), 1/2 bridge (3-wires), or 1/4 bridge (3-wires)

b) zero balance indicator option with red and green LED.

c) wide and narrow zero adjustment options

d) bridge supply variable (0-12V) or current (0-20mA) set 10-turn front panel adjustment

e) each module has its own stabilizer unit

Ii) The supply unit

Provides bulk power for 13 amplifier modules with 13-way switch for bridge voltage and output.

Iii) Reading and recording

Read-out of 3-4 (digit LED read-out) 12mm high with selector switch (13 ways) for measuring

each channel output and bridge supply is provided. This way the read-out voltage for the

required load is recorded manually corresponding to each transducer and its circuits and this

voltage is used to solve the equations 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 simultaneously. A simple procedure was

adopted to solve the equations. A computer program called simultaneous given in Appendix A

was utilised to solve the above equations, and the voltage readings were put into a data file to

be read out.

4.3.6.2 Stage Two and Three recording units

The recording device utilized for stage II and III was the ORION 3531 D. The ORION 3531 D Data

Acquisition system shown in Fig 4.12a has a display unit with front panel controls, a built in

printer and a micro floppy disk drive. Control and programming was achieved using the front

panel keys in conjunction with prompt message which appears on the integral display. The built

in disk drive is used for storage of measurement data and to replay previously logged data. The

printer gives instant printout of measured data and programme listing. ORION 3531D has a 200

point input/ output capability which can be configured to user requirement. This is achieved using

the appropriate selection of optional plug-in modules.

Input connectors

The wire from the contact stress transducers, load cell, and displacement transducer were taken

to screw terminals located within plug-Input Connectors, fitted to each selector. Each connector

is totally enclosed and Incorporated with wiring clump Fig 4.12b shows the Input Connectors with

their cover removed.

4.3.7 Errors In normal and shear stress measurements

A number of factors may give rise to errors in the measurement of the stress acting on the

tra nsd ucers.

a) Recording errors
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Fig 4.12a The Orion 3531 Data Acquisition system
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Fig 4.12b Input connectors with cover removed
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b) Errors in the determination of calibration constants during calibration.

c) Hysteresis and non-linearity of the elastic member and of the strain gauges.

d) Random drift, perhaps caused by temperature fluctuation, in the output voltage from a cell

when constant load is being applied to the cell.

e) Errors due to the effect of loads other than those the cell is designed to measure.

The errors due to (a), (b), and (c) were checked by the Author by taking zero readings before

and after the tests and were found to be insignificant. The largest error was due to (d). Since

the previous method of checking the errors did not give any Indication of voltage fluctuation

during the test, the Author devised another method to estimate this random drift. This consisted

of monitoring the circuit over a period of time equal to the length of the test. The maximum

drifts over the voltage reading for the three circuits was (±0.005mV). The errors due to the

accuracy of the reading were noted to be (±0.002mV), and the maximum deviation from the

gradient of a straight line were ±0.0025mV. Bransby (1968) and Smith (1970) calculated the

amount of this maximum error caused by the factors stated above. They assumed the errors

to be normally distributed and the maximum overall probable error (VmJ in the incremental

voltage in millivolts to be the square root of the sum of the squares of the maximum Individual

errors Vei caused at different stages i.e.,

Vme = J[ Ve,2 + Vel + Ve32 - Ven2 ]

Therefore Vme= J[(0.0052 + 0.0022)] = 0.006 mY.

(4.17)

Thus, for the first transducer Trs2 and Its set of calibration constants,

A, = -5.5
A4 = -5.6
A7 = 0.70

A2 = -38.9
As = -23.4
Aa = -4.90

A3 = -5.3
A6 = ..().20
~ = -9.20

The maximum probable error in normal load (Ni) shear load (Si) and eccentricity (Ec) on a

single transducer is given as

Error in Ni = 0.006 J[(-5.5)2 + (-5.6)2 + (0.70)2]

= 0.048 N

Error in NEci = 0.006 J[(-38.9)2 + (-23.4)2 + (-4.90)2]

= 0.27 Nmm

Error in Si = 0.006 J[(-5.3)2 + (-0.20)2 + (-9.20)2]

= 0.064 N
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Therefore the maximum probable error in the eccentricity (Ec;) when the normal

load is 10 Newtons.

Error in Ec; = MIlO

= 0.27/10

= 0.027mm

Thus in summary, typical maximum probable errors in measured stress will be

a) Error in 0; = 0.039 kN/m2

b) Error in 't; 0.052 kN/m2

c) Error in Ec; = 0.027 mm

The above are assumed to be maximum errors which occur In each transducer. The error In the

net force (Nfnet) the shear force (Sfnet) calculated for the (175 x 175) mm2 anchor at shank to

fluke angle 6=60 0 is found as follows:

Error in Nfnet = 006V[4xO.0392]

= 0.0006kN

Error in Sfnet = 0.008 V[4 (0.052)2J

= 0.0008 kN

An example of calculation of the normal net force for 6=600 is given in section 5.7.6.7 and has

a value of Nfnet = 0.085 kN

Therefore the percentage of error in the calculation of the Nfnet is 0.07%.

It should be noted that these are maximum errors and that the working errors are expected to

be significantly less than these.

PART II

4.4 Stage III. anchor fluke movement and deformation of sand surrounding the anchor fluke

4.4.1 Introduction

Knowledge of movement of any structural element and deformation of the surrounding sand is
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essential to all experimental work and standard laboratory tests or in model studies in soil

mechanics. Conventional laboratory deformation measuring methods such as Triaxial tests

provide the average overall deformation (strain) in the axis of the sample by measuring the

relative displacement of the load platen.

The deformation obtained in this manner does not reflect the true behaviour of the sample. This

is due to the non-uniform distribution of strain in the sample and. in the case of partly saturated

soils. the variation in the degree of saturation in the sample. Therefore a knowledge of the

load-deformation relationship that applies directly within the soil sample or on the soil specimen

should give a better understanding of the mechanism of failure. Furthermore. in the analysis of

the upper and lower bound theorems of plastic collapse for passive earth pressure problems.

it is very important to establish the true collapse mechanism as this governs the exact solution.

Hence the study of the deformation of the soil material at every stage of the loading history within

or on the soil mass helps in the establishment of the true collapse mechanism qualitatively. In the

following sections the Author will present the various methods of deformation measurement by

other workers and the method adopted by him in this project.

4.4.2 Deformation measurement by other workers

Over the years many workers have made successful attempts to measure deformation. However.

owing to the difficulty of measuring deformation (strain) within the soil mass. comparatively few

workers have attempted to study this factor in order to derive a stress-strain relationship for soil

which can be used to obtain an improved solution to soil mechanics problems. Roscoe. Arthur

and James (1963.1964). Butterfield. Harness and Andrawes (1970) are notable exceptions. The

late Professor Roscoe and his co-workers developed at Cambridge a method of determination

of strain distribution within a soil sample in the early 1960s using the x-ray radiographic method.

The method of radiography was first introduced to soil mechanics by Gerber (1929) in Zurich

and Davis and Woodward (1949) at Berkeley. California USA. but the importance of their work

was not widely appreciated at the time. The Cambridge group used the same basic

experimental technique as Gerber but they went an important step further. They calculated the

dimensionless deformations (strain) from the displacement measurements of radiographic images

of lead shot markers embedded at a regular pattern in the soil sample. Subsequently. several

researchers have used this method of strain measurement; Bransby (1968). Lord (1969). Smith

(1972). Milligan (1974). Wang and Arthur (1985). Similarly Butterfield. Harness and Andrawes

(1970) at Southampton University made a successful attempt to measure the planar displacement

field by a method known as stereo-photogrammetry. The method uses photographs of planar
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displacement of points before and after deformation. Photographs of a planar side of a

specimen are taken from a fixed camera position point. When these photographs are viewed

stereoscopically the apparent surface shows distinct topographical features related to the

displacement. As a consequence it is possible to obtain the volumetric and shear strain

contours for a given plan.

Since the work by the Cambridge and the Southampton teams. there have been other techniques

developed to measure soil deformation. Feeser (1984) reported on a method called orthographic

trace recording. In this method the sample is covered with a fine mesh of location points. These

points are expected to change their position freely during the application of external load in

accordance with the behaviour of the sample. By directing a camera towards the sample and

using an open shutter the change in position can be ascertained as a trace on the photographic

plates. The main limitation of this method Is that it is less suitable for sand grains.

Pater and Niewuenhuis (1987) used a laser technique to obtain sand displacement. This was

done by taking black and white pictures made with a flashlight before and after deformation of

the sand surface behind a giass window. The displacement field is obtained between two

exposures with the aid of the interference pattern that is formed by directing a laser beam

through the negative. The interference pattern reflects the displacement of the Individual sand

grain acting as speckles in speckle interferometers. These workers failed in their first attempt to

find a laser speckle by using the standard laser speckle interferometers method in which the sand

surface is photographed in laser light before and after deformation. due to lack of interference.

Although this method looks impressive due to its implementation and exploitation of laser beam

technology, it is. however. in its infancy. and Is also not without its limitations. Firstly. Its

application is limited to planar or radial symmetry otherwise the volume change is indeterminate.

Secondly. a homogeneous sand is required. which is difficult to achieve because density of sand

adjacent to the window is likely to deviate more or less from the average density of the sand

mass. The above limitations apply to all planar displacement measurements. however the specific

short-coming of the laser method is that only a limited displacement range can be covered in a

single picture. from about 0.2 to 1.0 mm. To extend this range several pictures have to be

combined with different displacements. which gives rise to further error.

4.4.3 Method adopted by the Author

The different methods stated in Section 4.4.2 give relatively good results. Of all the methods. the

most well accepted procedures were the radiographic and the stereo-photogrammetry methods.
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However, the initial outlay for the X-ray tube, the planer machine for the stereo-photogrammetry

and the subsidiary equipment puts the technique beyond the reach of many laboratories.

An alternative method is the use of photography at intervals to follow the displacement of markers

on the sample specimen against a transparent side wall. This technique gives a similar record

to the radiographic methods and follows the same basic assumptions and principle. It is this

method that the Author has adopted for measuring the displacement field. The main advantages

of this method are its low cost and its use of readily available materials. The major limitation

associated with the method Is the inevitable interfacial friction between the side wall and the soil

test specimen. Thus strain at mid-plane will be larger than the strain at the side interface.

Wang and Arthur (1985) measured these differences by comparing strain (in- plane strain)

computed from radiography of markers along the central plane of a sample of loose Leighton

Buzzard sand and the strain computed from photographs of similar markers placed on the side

of a transparent side wall. The results showed that consistently smaller strains were found on the

plane containing the markers on the sand side wall interface than those In the central plane.

They also carried out a similar test on a dense sand. The strains calculated from the sets of

photographs were again consistently smaller than those computed from radiographs. They

suggested that there is an empirical relationship between the two measurements with a

correction factor K. That is:

Corrected mean strain = K (observed mean strain).

Wang and Arthur (1985) found the value of this factor to be K=1.15. Fig 4.13 shows this

comparison between the photography and radiography methods.

4.4.4 Photographic method

In the photographic method of anchor fluke movement and deformation of the sand surrounding

it measurement, a camera is set on a tripod at a fixed point 3.0m - 5.0m meters in front of the

object, that is, the transparent side of the test tank T2.2 showing the anchor fluke A2.S. In order

to obtain a clear image flash light is used. When the camera is focused on the image no

disturbance is made once pulling the anchor starts. The most important aspect of the
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photographic method for anchor fluke movement and deformation oi the surrounding sand

measurement was that the plane containing the film must be held perpendicular to the plane

containing the measuring side wall during exposure. This is maintained by fixing the camera

rigidly into one position for all successive measurements. This also helps to make any slight

distortion of the image that may have occurred to be the same for all the Increments. Any tilt

or deflection from this camera axis will produce a photograph whose scale varies from one part

to the other. Butterfield, Harness and Andrawes (1970) found that a tilt of 20° can produce an

average error of 1.5% in the value of the shear strain increment calculated.

Fig. 4.14 shows the camera position. Another aspect of the photographic method Is that the film

must be stable, ie. its coefficient of expansion in all directions needs to be constant. The quality

of the camera lens is not of prime Importance as long as a sharp Image can be obtained. More

than three photographs were taken for a single test where every photograph represents an

increment.

4.4.5 Method of measurement of displacement of markers

To increase the accuracy of the calculated strain parameters It Is very important to havea reliable

method of measurement of displacement of markers from the photographic plates. This Is

because a large number of displacements of markers have to be measured and consequently

speed as well as accuracy is essential.

While on a two weeks visit to the Engineering Department of Cambridge University and to the

Roscoe Memorial Library in the spring of 1987 the Author had the privilege of seeing some of the

earlier displacement measuring machines for radiography and photographic methods. A brief

account of this is given before details are given of the method the Author himself used.

Roscoe, Arthur, and James (1963, 1964) used two different methods to measure Incremental

displacement. Theseare the praetor-microscope and the orthogonal displacement meter.The first

measures the magnitude and direetion of the displacement of markers from a fixed point while

the second gives the orthogonal components of the displacement of the markers. The main

advantage of the second machine is that the recording of displacement is semi-automatic.

Lord (1969) used this orthogonal displacement meter to analyze his photographic films and found

this method to be moderately accurate, but extremely slow to operate, since it requires

approximately two minutes to measure the displacement of a single marker. In Lord's case, there
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were about 900 markers whose displacement had to be measured for each increment and about

150 hours were required to complete one test; this was practically impossible. This lead him to

search for an alternative method. He used a system known as CLARA (Counting Lines Automatic

Recording Apparatus) that is used by nuclear physicists to measure the tracks of nuclear particles

in a bubble chamber. He found that using this system it was possible to record the co-ordinates

of markers twice in lS-20 seconds.

The Author had Dr Jame's permission at the Soil Mechanics Group, Cambridge University, to use

the orthogonal displacement meter provided the photographic negatives were compatible with

the machine, which would have required the negatives to be enlarged to 28" x 17" on stable

transparent material. This presented some difficulty, which prompted the Author to look for an

alternative method. This was provided by the availability of a machine at the Mechanical

Engineering Department of Heriot-Watt University.

4.4.6 Ferranti Mercury Measuring Machine

The machine was originally made to provide fast and accurate measurement of engineering

components in two or three dimensions. A display unit provides the operator with a read out of

the co-ordinates of a point. This machine is shown on Fig 4.1S.

The measuring procedure is simple. The datum axis of the photograph is aligned with one of the

axes of the machine, shown In Figs 4.16 and 4.17. The photograph Is clamped with tape securely

(without tension) to a glass plate on the work table. The probe Is set to the datum and the

associated display unit is set to zero. The probe is then moved to the respective marker points.

Normally only one setting is required for a given increment In both axes. The Author checked

the reliability of the machine and found it to be consistent. The machine has O.OOSmm resolution

and accuracy of O.025mm and it travels S08mm in X axis 406mm In Y axis. The work table has

a size of S58 x 457mm. This way the co-ordinates of each marker were recorded and the data

entered for every successive increment.

4.4.7 Derivation of strain from measured displacement

Most of the assumptions considered for strain derivation from measured displacement of markers

in radiography apply for the method used by the Author. Roscoe, Arthur and

James (1963, 1964), Bransby (1968) and Lord (1968) have stated the following assumptions.

a) The mass of sand defined by one mesh of the marker network strains uniformly
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b) There is no relative movement between the markers and neighbouring sand grains

c) The vertical plane containing the marker network remains the same

d) Increments of displacement are small compared to the diagonal length

e) Any small variation of the geometry of the network during a strain increment has negligible

effect on the calculated result.

Figs 4.18 and 4.19 shows a typical triangular element. If the triangle is assumed to strain

uniformly, its behaviour is governed by a linear relationship of displacement field (Bransby. 1968;

Lord 1969; James, 1973). Given by:

u=B+Cx+Dy

v = F + Gx + Hy

(4.18)

(4.19)

where u, v represents the displacement of a lead shot in X and Y directions respectively and B.

C, D, F. G, H are constants.

Now, if i, j, Ie. are the subscripts denoting corners of the triangle then by substituting (ui, vi'

Xi' Yi),(Uj,Vj'Xj'Yj) and (Uk'Vk ,Xk'Yk)into equation 4.18 and 4.19 we get:

a)

ui = B + CXi +DYi

uj = B + CXj +DYj

u" = B + Cx" +Dyle.

b) Vi = F + GXi +HYi

Vj = F + GXj +HYj

v" = F + Gx" +Hyk.

(4.20)

(4.21)

Solving B,C,D and F,G,H the strain increment may be evaluated as follows:

~ex = -[~u/~x]y

=-C

= - E(Yj(uru,,))jjk I (Yj(xrxk))ijk) (4.22)

~ey = -[ ~vl ~y]x

=-D

= - E«Xj(vrvle.»jjk/(xi(YrYk))jjle.

~eXy= -[(~u/~Y)x+(~v/~x)y]

(4.23)
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= -1/2 [ G + H)

= -1/2 [ ~«xi(UrUk))ijk/(xi(YrYk));jl< + ~((Yi(VrVI<));jl</(Yi(XrXI<))ijl<)] (4.24)

Equations 4.22, 4.23, and 4.24, are set in such a manner that the Author's measured co-ordinates

of the corner of the triangle using the Mercury Machine described in 4.4.6. can suitably be

substituted. Other modifications were necessary to obtain the actual incremental displacement,

this was done by representing the incremental displacement by a series of equations such as

u, = xf - Xi (4.25a)

(4.25b)Vi = Yf - Yi

Where Xf'Yf are the final states of the marker and xi'Yi the initial states of the markers.

This way the strain increments ~eX,~ey,~€y and the cumulative strain €x'€y'€xy,are calculated

at the centre of every triangle.

The Mohr's circle of strain increment for a triangle and corresponding direction In the physical

plane are shown in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21. It is possible to derive the following parameters.

a) The maximum incremental shear strain

(4.26)

b) The volumetric strain increment

~v = ~el + ~e3

= ~e - ~ex y (4.27)

c) The direction of the principal compressive strain to X axis

~ = Y2 tan-1 [(2 ~eXy)1 (~€x-~ey)] (4.28)

d) The rate of contraction (IN 1~y) and the angle of dilation

(4.29)
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James (1963) presented the angle", as the angle between the direction of zero linear strain (zero

extension and zero compression) and the major principal compressive strain Increment. This Is

shown in Fig 4.21 and carries the relationship

u = rc/2 - 2", (4.30)

Therefore

'" = 1/2 cos-1(~V/~y)

Similarly", can be evaluated from

'" = % tan-1 [v'(~y2_ ~l)2)/~u]

(4.31)

(4.32)

The inclination of the direction of zero extension OA, OB on Fig (4.21 ) to the X axis are denoted

as (X and p where,

(X = e + '" = e + rc/4 - u/z

p = ~ - '" = ~ - rc/4 + u/2

(4.33)

(4.34)

The foregoing derived strain components have all been on Incremental strain. In the tests, as

many as three increments were analyzed so that cumulative strain Information was also calculated

based upon

€x = ~ ~€x (4.35)

€y ~ ~ey (4.36)

€Xy = ~ ~eXY (4.37)

From these basic strains, cumulative strain component Ym corresponding to the Incremental ~y

are derived from equations 4.26 to 4.37 Inclusively.

4.4.8 Steps In the calculation of the strains

All calculations were performed using a computer software programme called XYMATHS,

described in Appendix F.

a) Each triangle was defined by three markers at each corner. Input data was prepared in which

the triangle number was followed by the co-ordinates of markers, i.e. data pertaining to Individual

tests such as initial and final co-ordinates of triangles as measured on the Mercury measuring

machine were input into the computer.
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b} Three markers associated with each triangle were selected.

c) The initial and final co-ordinates of the markers as described in equation 4.2Saand 4.2Sbwere

read.

d} The three basic strain increments were calculated for each triangle from equations. This was

repeated for all triangles.

e} The incremental strain components were derived for each triangle from the basic strain

increment in (d).

f) If there were further strain increments to be analyzed the final co-ordinates of each marker for

the current increment became the Initial co-ordinates for the next Increment.

g) The cumulative strain was the summation of the Increments of strain components considered.

h} The co-ordinates of the triangle centroid, the strain increment and the derived incremental and

cumulative strains were all calculated.

4.4.9 Plotting Incremental shear strain

Once the relevant values of Incremental and cumulative strains had been calculated these were

plotted as a spot point on a scaled grid. Points of equal strain were joined to give the contours,

and both incremental t>y and cumulative ym shear strains respectively were plotted on the initial

triangular centroid position. This could produce a slight error in the case of incremental shear

strains t>y but for cumulative shear strains ym it was justifiable because cumulative strains

represent behaviour of a particular element from its initial state.

To find the directions of the principal compressive strain e and strain" and the direction of the

zero extension lines a and p, short lines were drawn at the calculated angle to the horizontal so

that the middle point of the line corresponded in its position to the centroid of the triangle to

which it is referred. The ends of these lines were then joined to give the trajectories of the

respective direction.

4.5 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter details of the design and mode of operation of contact stress transducers and

methods of measuring of the anchor fluke movement and the deformation of the sand

surrounding the anchor fluke have been discussed.

The principle and mode of operation of the contact stress transducer adopted in this project is

similar to that of the Cambridge contact transducer, particularly to that of Stroud's (1970).

However, the Author's transducer is more sensitive than Stroud's; this was achieved by
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manipulating the geometry of the rectangular web bearing the strain gauge.

The photographic method of anchor fluke movement and deformation of sand surrounding the

anchor fluke was adopted. Successive photographs of a triangular grid of a transparent wall of

test tank T2.2 showing the anchor fluke A2.5 and the surrounding plastic hemispheres were taken.

A maximum of three increments In one test was observed. Displacement of each corner of the

grid represented by the hemispherical plastic was read using a measuring machine and this In

turn was used to derive the anchor fluke movement and the respective strain components.

The derived strain components also contain the directions of the major principal compressive

strain ~ and strain Tt and the direction of the zero extension lines (E, and p. The findings of

these parameters are discussed in detail in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE

5 RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

5.1 Objectives

The objectives of Chapter 5 are to present the experimental results, report on the relationship

between the various parameters stated in Chapter 3, to analyze the data and discuss the results.

5.2 General Introduction

In this chapter the results of the experimental work are presented and analyzed.

Results of the experimental work in Stage One are described. The maximum holding capacity of

the anchor fluke Of and the corresponding displacement of the shank point xf are reported as

dimensionless coefficients Pc and Xc respectively, where Pc=Of/yWh2 and Xc=[xf/h * 100] %.

These are compared against the embedment ratio H/h, with respect to the shank to fluke angle

eo, the aspect ratio WI L and the relative densities of the sand.

Also presented are the results of the experimental work in Stage Two, including measured

interface normal stresses a i and shear stresses 't i in front and at the back of the anchor fluke

with respect to depth d i below the sand surface.

Results of Stage Three experimental work involving the anchor fluke movement and its effect on

the earth pressure are discussed in detail. Coupled with anchor fluke movement the deformation

pattern of the sand surrounding the anchor fluke is investigated. Contours of the incremental

shear strain tJy and cumulative shear strain 1m, trajectories of the major principal strain

increment "l and ~, zero extension lines a. and P are presented. These are used to estimate the

geometry of the failure plane of the surrounding sand which is discussed in Chapter Six.

The contact stresses measured in Stage Two are used to derive the net normal force Nfnet and

its point of action, the net total shear force Sfnet' and the moment Mfnet on the anchor fluke.

The net normal force Nfnet and the net shear force Sfnet in turn are used to derive the net burial

force Bfnet. The net burial force Bfnet is presented with respect to the shank fluke angle e from

which the critical shank to fluke angle ecri t is established.
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The net rotational moment Mfnet and the net burial force Bfnet are utilized to study one of the

most important aspects of anchor fluke kinematics, I.e, Its stability. Two conditions of anchor fluke

stability are considered and discussed in detail.

5.3 STAGE I

5.3.1 Maximum holding capacity and displacement

Introduction

In this section the holding capacity of an anchor is defined, the results of the experimental

findings are presented and an analysis of the results with respect to the different parameters Is

given.

5.3.1.1 Definitions

a. The maximum holding capacity of the anchor fluke

The maximum holding capacity of the anchor fluke Is defined as occurring at a point where the

pulling force reaches a maximum value or where the displacement of the shank point takes place

under essentially constant force.

b. Displacement of the shank point of the anchor fluke

The displacement of the shank point of the anchor fluke Is defined as the movement of the shank

point due to the horizontal drag applied by the pulling wire. It is measured relative to a fixed

point outside the tank.

5.3.1.2 Repeated tests

During the early stages of the experiment, Itwas necessary to conduct the same tests repeatedly,

in order to establish the reliability of the apparatus, the preparation of sand sample and the

dependability of the measuring units. Table 5.1 shows the results of the comparison of the

repeated tests for Tests 1,7,11,16,21and 24.

It was found that repeated tests both in dense and loose sand yielded values of maximum

holding capacity Of within 3% of the mean. The displacement at ultimate capacity showed

slightly higher variation. These variations are shown In Table 5.2 .
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Table 5.1 Repeated tests Value for Of

Test No Initial Of Repeated Of Mean (kN) (%) Error

(kN) (kN)

1 0.152 0.158 0.1550 1.94

7 0.179 0.176 0.1775 -0.85

11 0.580 0.608 0.5940 2.36

16 2.400 2.470 2.4350 1.44

21 1.120 1.150 1.1350 1.32

24 1.400 1.360 1.3800 -1.45

Table 5.2 Repeated tests for ~lt

Test No Initial ><u l t Repeated Mean (%) Error

(mm) Xult (mm) (mm)

1 3.25 3.44 3.3450 2.84

7 3.50 3.73 3.6150 3.18

11 4.00 4.27 4.1350 3.26

16 12.50 11.94 12.2200 -2.29

21 10.50 10.76 10.6300 1.22

24 9.00 9.36 9.1800 1.96

5.3.2 Load displacement relationship

Typical load/ displacement plots are shown In Fig 5.1. It can be seen from the curves, that the

load displacement relationship slightly deviates from a perfect linear relationship before the

maximum holding capacity is reached. This is probably due to a combination of factors,

including the complex mode of the anchor fluke movement, the progressive change in

effective shank to fluke angle 6' = (6 + Per) with respect to the angle of repose of the sand

4>repose' the local change in the relative density RO of the sand near the vicinity of the anchor

fluke, after the pulling process has been applied. Furthermore the position of the centre of

rotation of the anchor fluke changes continuously, resulting with variation in the earth pressure

which is reported in Section 5.4.4. Results of the load/displacement relationship for these

tests are given in Appendix A.
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5.3.3 Examination of the maximum holding capacity

This section presents the description and interpretation of the results of variables as shown In

their respective figures and these are discussed in detail.

5.3.3.1 Description and Interpretation of the holding capacity

The holding capacity of the anchor fluke is best examined by expressing it in dimensionless

form involving the principal parameters including its geometry, surface roughness, the relative

density of the sand RD, and the surface slope of the seabed with respect to the embedment

ratio H/h.

Figs. 5.2a to 5.2e show these dimensionless force coefficients Pc={Df/yh2W) as a function

of the embedment ratio H/h with respect to the aspect ratio W/L, the shank to fluke angle eo
and the relative density of the sand RD. The results showed that Pc increased with increase in

HI h and eo, it also increased with the relative density RD of the sand, that is dense sand had

larger Pc values than loose sand. The values of Pc decreased with Increase In aspect ratio

W/L. Further discussion on the variation of these parameters with respect to the holding

capacity is given in the following sections.

5.3.3.2 The Displacement Coefficient Xc

Typical plots for the displacement coefficient Xc against the embedement ratio H/h are shown

in Fig. 5.3 and the remaining data is given In Appendix A. The displacement coefficient

Xc=[xf/h * 100]% corresponding to the force coefficient Pc increased considerably more for

loose sand than for dense. Xc also increased with an increase in eo and H/h but decreases

with an increase in WI L. Displacements of the shank point accompanying the holding

capacity will not be examined in detail, as the complex movement of the entire anchor fluke

and the deformation of sand surrounding the anchor fluke will be examined In detail in

Section 5.5.

5.3.3.3 The geometry of the anchor fluke

One of the shortcomings of the present practice for the design of anchor flukes is that it

incorporates only the area of the fluke as the principal design parameter. While this is partly

correct it must be noted here that the use of the area without considering the aspect ratio can

give misleading results. This is discussed in Chapter Seven, where the results of these

findings are compared with published theoretical and field works. In this section the geometry

of the anchor fluke is expressed as a dimensionless ratio with respect to its width Wand

length L, i.e. the aspect ratio W/L. For anchor flukes tested in this project, an increase in the
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aspect ratio W/L decreased the force coefficient Pc' This means that for a given anchor shank

to fluke angle eo, depth of embedment H/h and RD relative density of sand, large W/L have

a smaller holding capacity. This means anchor flukes whose width are greater than their

length ( with in the limits of the tests conducted in this thesis, i.e, constant width and

1.0 < W/L < 3.0 ) results with smaller holding capacity, regardless of their total effective area.

The other parameter directly related to the geometry and which is established by adjusting the

length with respect to the vertical depth is the shank to fluke angle eo. For a given

embedment ratio HI h, aspect ratio WI L, and relative density RD, the force coefficient Pc

increases with increase in shank to fluke angle eo.

5.3.3.4 Sand density and anchor fluke surface roughness

Sand density and surlace roughness were found to have a profound effect on the maximum

holding capacity of an anchor fluke already embedded. The holding capacity increased with

both density and anchor roughness. However, roughness of the fluke increases the sand-

anchor fluke interlace frictional angle ~5' which in turn decreases the penetration angle of the

fluke. Carchedi (1984) has pointed out that sand density and roughness at the opening and

penetration stage can cause a substantial decrease in holding capacity. He stated that

roughening the anchor can cause a 25% decrease in holding capacity. Similarly making the

sand dense may cause a 75% drop in holding capacity. As soil density is increased, anchor

friction and shank bearing capacity increases thereby limiting the anchor burial. For an

already embedded anchor fluke at a given depth of embedment the change in density of sand

from dense state to loose state decreases the value of the dimensionless force coefficient Pc'

However, an increase in the surface roughness of the anchor fluke increases the value of Pc

and the corresponding displacement. This is shown in Fig. 5.4.

5.3.3.5 Depth of embedment

Pc increases with increase in embedment ratio HI h. Throughout the testing programme the

data from each series of tests showed that the holding capacity was directly dependant upon

the depth of embedment of the anchor, I.e. anchors that have a large embedment ratio also

have a large maximum holding capacity. This means any change made to the anchor or soil

that makes it more difficult to become embedded causes a corresponding decrease in holding

capacity. Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979) acknowledge the problem associated with predicting

the maximum depth to which a particular anchor can be expected to embed in a soil. They

suggested the stock, the shank and the towing chain, or cable, to be the components

influencing how deep an anchor may embed. It emerged from the findings in this project that
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the problem in predicting the depth is not only influenced by the stock, the shank and the

chain, but also by shear strength of the soil, the aspect ratio W/L of the anchor fluke, the

shank to fluke angle (eO) and the slope of the bottom of the sea. Any change to anyone of

the above has a profound influence on the holding capacity as shown in Figs 5.2a to 5.2e.

5.3.4 Sloping surface and point of pulling.

Previous data by Puech (1984) and Carchedi (1984) recommended that, an angle of pull

much greater than 5° the seabed surface, after the anchor fluke has embedded In the

seabed, decreases the holding capacity drastically. For this reason all the anchor tests used a

pull angle of 0°, i.e. anchors were pulled parallel to the sand surface. In practice this could

be conducted by attaching a large dead weight to the anchor chain some distance in front of

the anchor. The holding capacity decreased for anchors pulled down the slope iO =10 and

increased for anchor pulled up the slope of iO = 10. In the tests conducted in this project,

eo =45 & 60 showed larger values up the slope while eo = 15 & 30 gave better results down

the slope. Pc decreased for anchors pulled down the slope and increased for anchors pulled

up the slope. Fig. 5.5 and Table 5.3 show this relationship. Pci=100 and Pci=oo are force

coefficients for iO = 10° and 0° respectively.

Table 5.3 Sloping seabed

Shank to fluke angle eo Pci=100/P ci=00 Pci=100/P c i=O" Pci=o/P c i=O°

Down the slope 1= 10° Up the slope 1= 10° 1=0°

Small angle 15 & 30 0.98 1.15 1.0

Large angle 45 & 60 0.95 1.25 1.0

One of the parameters varied in the test programme was the position of the point of pull.

Ground anchors in general use their geometric centre or their centre of pressure as a point of

pull. Contrary to these, seabed anchors are pulled from the shank point, the reason for this

being their self embedment and their consequent recovery. The work In this project set out to

examine the factors affecting the above two conditions and found that anchors pulled at the

shank paint have a smaller holding capacity compared to anchors pulled at a point 113L from

the toe of the anchor fluke where L is the length of the anchor fluke. This Is shown In Fig.5.6

5.3.5 Analysis of the holding capacity

The Author used the least square method to designate a mathematical operation to the data

points of Peas a function of the embedment ratio H/h shown In Figs 5.2a to 5.2e. This was
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done by employing a common equation form using total error minimisation. A PC computer

programme called XYMATH reported in Appendix F. was utilised to search for the best data fit

from thousands of candidate equation forms. In all cases the correlation coefficient was over

0.98 where 1.0 was a perfect fit. Equation 5.1 was the best qualified equation to defined the

raw data an example for Tests 1- 10 is shown in Fig 5.7. Therefore.

(5.1)

where Ca and n are constants for the anchor fluke and dependent on the shank to fluke

angle e with respect to the relative density of the sand RD and aspect ratio WI L The values

of Ca and n for various shank to fluke angle e. RD and W/L are given in Figs. 5.8a and ab.

respectively. Therefore the ultimate holding capacity Of is derived as follows.

Now

Pc =Of/yh2W

:. Of = Pcyh2W

Substituting for Pc from Equation 5.1

Of = Ca(H/ht yh2W

but h = L sin e

Therefore.

(5.2)

Equation 5.2 involves all the primary parameters discussed in the previous sections. These

include the density of the soil. the depth presented in the form of the embedment ratio H/h.

the geometry of the anchor fluke donated by the aspect ratio W/L and the shank to fluke

angle e .

The application of Equation 5.2. is described in Section 5.12 where selection of an anchor

fluke is examined. Furthermore the method of calculations involving Equation 5.2. Its

advantages and shortcomings are reviewed in Chapter Seven where the Author compared his

findings with other similar reports.
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Fig 5.7 Graph of Po vs H/h showing Po = C. (H/h)"
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5.4 STAGE II

In this section discussion on how the limitations described about Instrumenting the anchor

flukes only on one side was rectified is reported. This was done by Instrumenting the anchor

flukes using a stress transducer on their front and at their back, to measure the normal force

Ni and shear force Si and the eccentricity of the normal force Eel' The failure local normal

stress ai' and the local shear stress "ti are derived from N; and SI respectively. The local

normal stress a; was assumed to be distributed linearly over the length of the transducer.

The other assumption made was that the local shear stress "t lover each cell was constant

over the length.

The distribution of the contact normal and shear stresses are mainly dependant on the shank

to fluke angle e, the angle of repose of the sand cl>repose and the center of rotation of the

anchor fluke. Figs 5.9{a to j) and Appendix B show the distributions of the normal stresses

and shear stresses acting on the fluke for varying H/h, W/L and eo. These stress

distributions were recorded just before the failure load. The kinematics of the anchor fluke

shown were for the increment after rotation has commcened, I.e, after 50 % of the failure had

been applied.

5.4.1 Distribution of local Interface stress for e> cl>repose

The maximum normal stress distribution recorded both in dense and loose sand was on

transducers T2 and T3 in front of the anchor fluke. The shear stresses recorded by

transducers Tl, T2 & T3 were positive indicating that passive stress was acting In that region.

Transducer T4 in front of the anchor fluke read negative shear stress as an evidence for active

earth pressure. The change in sign in the shear stress values was also another confirmation of

the existence of the point of rotation between transducer T3 and T4 in addition to the

observed point of rotation during examination of the anchor fluke movement.

The normal stresses at the back of the anchor fluke were very small on transducers T5,T6 &

T7. The corresponding shear stresses were negative Indicating the formation of active earth

pressure in that region. As in the front of the anchor fluke, there was a change in the direction

of the shear stresses at its back, between transducers T7 and TB. Transducer TB read a

positive shear stress. Figs 5.9a to 5.ge show the approximate centers of rotation and the

stress distributions in front and at the back of the anchor fluke.
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a)AnchorflukeA2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 8=90 " Loose sand.

a & T kN/m20.0 1p.o
Axis for the back of the fluke

01

o
-10.0
! a & TkN/m2
10.0 30.0 40.0-1 .0 20.0

Axie for the front of the fluke

E,.2
Back of the fluke Front of the fluke

175 ~a,

Depth in (mm)

b) Anchor flukeA2.1, H/h= 1.0,W/L= 1.0, 8=90 " Dense sand.

o I -10.0
! a &TkN/m2

40.0 50.0Axis for the back of the fluke
-10 10.0 20.0 30.0o

AxIl for the front of the fluke
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/3.. .. Angle 01 rotation

8=go •

Final posititX'l_1 ''-=._Initial position
I

rr, T2. T3 -- - Ta a,. QOIUCI.,. .. tranllluce,.

Fig 5.9a & b No~al stress a and shear stress t in kN/m2 vs depth in mm
"
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c) Anchor flukeA2.1 , H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 8=60', Loose sand.

o & T kN/m~o.o
!

1,0.0 01 -10.0
Axis for the back of the fluke -1 0

____ ~~.O r- ~I ~10~.~0 .2~0~.0~ __ ~3~0~.0~~~40~.0~ __
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30 TO ,,,
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Depth in (mm)

Front of the fluke

d) Anchor fluke A2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0, 8=60 " Dense sand.

o & T kN/m~O.O 10.0
! ! 01 -10.0 0& T kN/m2

Axis for the back of__ th_e_fl_u~..:..;::;0__ ....,.0 '~1:.:0:.:.;.0=--_.....:::=.0:.:.0~_~30:.:.:.:.0=--_--I..",;40~.0:......._

Back of the fluke
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Depth in (mm)

Anchor fluke movement
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.: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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Axis for the front of the fluke

Front of the fluke

Legend
-a-a kN/m2
--<>_. T kN/m2
CR '" Cent.r of rotatione..... ActIve In front
Et.., = Passive in front of1!uke
Et..z = Passive at the back
E..z = ActIve at the back
8 = Shank to fluke angle
f3. == Angle of rotation

Fig 5.9c & d Normal stress 0 and shear stress T in kN/m2 vs depth in mm
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e) Anchor fluke, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 9=45', Loose sand

0&, kN/m210.0

Axis for the back of the fluke
5.0
!

-5.0, 0& ,kN/m2

20.0-5,.0 ,5.0 10.0 15.0

Axis for the front ~ the fluke

Front of the fluke

Depth in (mm)

1) Anchor fluke A2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0, 9=45 " Dense sand.

0& T kN/m210.0
Axis for the back of t~e fluke

015.0
!

-5.0 0&, kN/m2
20.0,5.0 10.0 15.0-5..0 o

Axis for the front of the fluke

E., :t'----- 0 e." \
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¥ 100,. .CO? \

125

Depth in (mm)

Ancnor.fluke movement

r: 8=45'~.~,{,~-":::-
CR~/

"'-."'-
FinelPO_~'

11,12,13···18 ... contacI .... tranld......

Legend
-o--a kN/mZ

·0..·T kN/mz
eR '" Center of rotation
e_1 ,.. Active In front
Et..1 = Passive in front of fluk.
e., = Passive at the back
~ = Activ. at the back
8 = Shank to fluke angl.
~.. .. Angl. of rotation

Fig 5.ge & f Normal stress a and shear stress r in kN/m2 vs depth in mm
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g) Anchor fluke, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 9=30', Loose sand.

o & T kN/m24.0 .
!

2.0
! 01 -2,0

Axis for the back of the fluke - ° o 2.0 4.0 6.0
Axis fOl' the front of the fluk.
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Back of the fluk.
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Front of the fluke

h) Anchor fluke A2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0, 9=30 ',Dense sand. .

o & T kN/m210.0 5.0 0 I -5.0 a & T kN/m2
Axis for the back ofth._fl_Uk_·.....::_~'!'!O__ ~04- __ ..!.1 5_._0 1....°_.0 15_._0__ ....1.-2_0_.0__

Back of the fluke

Anchor fluke movement

~·.L~7·,::::::='
eR '--- .~',

FlNII podion "<,

T1. T2, T3 • -- TD .,. ClDntacI _.,,.,,oewc:.n

" " '---------._

Axis for the front of the fluke

Depth in (mm)

Front of the fluke

Legend
~(I kN/m2
. -0- .. T kN/m2
CR :a Center of rotation
e." = Active In front
e.." = Pallve In front of ftukee. = Pa.lve at the back
e. = Active at the back
9 = Shank to ftuk. angle
~'" = Angle of rotation

Fig 5.9g & h Normal stress a and shear stress r in kN/m2 vs depth in mm
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i) Anchor fluke A2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 9=15, Loose sand.
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Axis for the front et the fluke
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j) AnchorflukeA2.1, H/h=1.0, W/L=1.0 9=15, Dense sand
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Legend
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CR = Center of rotation
~., = Active in front
1:", = Passive in front of fluke
~ = Passive at the back
~ = Active at the back
B = Shank to fluke angle
{J", = Angle of rotation

Fig 5.9i & j Normal stress a and shear stress T in kN/m2 vs depth in mm
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5.4.2 Distribution of local Interface stress for 6< 4>repose

Unlike the larger shank to fluke angles the smaller shank to fluke angles had their maximum

normal stress distribution recorded both in dense and loose sand on transducers T1 or T2 in

front of the anchor fluke. The shear stresses recorded by transducers T1 & T2 were positive

as evidence of the action of passive stress. Transducers T3 & T4 in front of the anchor fluke

read negative shear stress as an indication for active earth pressure. Here the change in sign

in the shear stress values occurred between transducer T2 and T3 in front of the anchor

fluke. This confirmed that the paint of rotation had moved to a different position by the length

of one transducer towards the centre of the anchor fluke. The change in the position of the

center of rotation was also observed during the measurement of the anchor fluke movement.

The normal stresses at the back of the anchor fluke were very small on transducers T5 & T6

and their corresponding shear stresses were negative. Indicating the formation of active earth

pressure in that region. As in the front of the fluke there was a change in the direction of the

shear stresses at the back between transducers T6 and T7. Transducers T7 & Ta read positive

shear stress Indicating the formation of passive stress. Figs S.9f-j show the approximate

centers of rotation and the stress distributions in front and at the back of the anchor flukes.

5.4.3 The distribution of the local Interface friction "SO
The distribution of the local angle of Interface friction & 5 and the results from shear box tests

for different interface frictional angle conditions between sand and steel and sand and

aluminium are given respectively in Tables S.4a and S.4b. both in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke in dense and loose sands.

Values of the shear box results for the peak Interface frictional angle for sand to polished

aluminium are given in Fig 5.10 & Table 5.4b and range between "5 = 240 - 28.50 which

compares favourably with the experimental findings in Table S.4a. i.e. "5 = 20.50 - 270•

The negative signs for & 5 values on Table 5.4a are due to the change in signs experienced by

the shear stress 1: values along the opposite part of the centre of rotation and as the result of

the passive and active earth pressures acting on the anchor fluke.

5.4.4 Earth pressure

In the previous section the anchor fluke interface stress and its position were defined. In this

section the earth pressure in front and at the back of the anchor fluke is discussed in detail.

Figs. 5.11a-h and 5.12a-h show likely positions of the anchor fluke after the pulling force has
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Frictional angle <Ssvs Relative Density (RD)
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Fig 5.10 Graphs of interface frictional angle 6. vs Relative Density RD in (%)
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been applied. In order to investigate the earth pressure acting in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke the parameter ~cr is introduced. That is,

(5.3)

Table 5.48 Values of the local sand-anchor fluke Interface frictional angle tJ 50

Values of the local sand-anchor fluke interface frictional angle tJ 0
s

RD eo T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8

loose 15 24 25 -26.5 -26.5 0 0 0 0

dense 15 23.6 19.5 -26.6 -25.0 -26.4 -24.7 24.2 24.5

loose 30 25.0 25.0 -24.7 -24.9 -25.9 -24.0 22.4 25.2

dense 30 28.7 22.2 -20.0 -25.0 -28.0 -20.0 22.3 22.3

loose 60 24.7 25.1 24.0 -20.0 -20.5 -20.2 -20.7 21.8

dense 60 20.0 21.5 22.7 -22.9 -22.0 -21.8 -21.5 21.3

loose 90 22.8 22.3 22.2 -24.0 -21.5 -20.5 -22.1 22.0

dense 90 21.8 24.2 22.7 -24.8 -22.6 -24.0 -27.7 21.7

where z is the projected distance from the point of rotation to the top of the anchor fluke and

h the projected height of the anchor fluke.

~cr is a function of the shank to fluke angle e, the angle of repose cl> repose of the sand and

the passive and active earth pressures Ep and Ea respectively acting in front and at the back

of the anchor fluke.

Figs 5.11 and 5.12 show a general representation of the variations of the positions of the

center of rotation of the anchor fluke with respect to the kinematics of the fluke including

translation and rotation and a combination of rotation and rotation which are discussed in

detail in Section 5.5. The earth pressures acting in front and at Its back can be described in

relation to these variations in the positions of the centre of rotation.
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Fig 5.11 Positions of the center of rotation inside the plane of the fluke
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><t=displacement of shank point due to translation
~r=horizontal component of displacement of shank point due to rotation
><t=displacement of shank point at maximum holding capacity

The shank point ><t+ ~r= ><t

><t + ~r= X,
-, Xs '> ~c

-,
\
\ 'i"~'-'-"'-""'-'-"'-'-"

c) C", = 1 d) 0 < Ca < 1 (. near to toe)

h

l_ ,
g) Ca <0

h) Ca .. • ..

Pur. translation at the active type

Fig 5,12 Positions of the center of rotation outside the plane of the fluke
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Table S.4b Interface frictional angle 35 as measured In direct shear box test

Interface frictional angle 3s as measured in direct shear box test

Conditions and y=14.5 y=15.0 y=15.5 y=16.0 y=16.5 y=17.0

material (kN/m3) (kN/m3) (kN/m3) (kN/m3) (kN/m3) (kN/m3)

Peak sand to 10.0 10.5 11.5 11.0 11.0 11.5

polished sand

Residual sand 33.8 34.5 35.0 36.0 38.0 38.0

to sand

Peak sand to 34.0 35.0 36.5 37.5 40.0 42.5

sand

Peak sand to 33.3 34.0 35.0 36.0 37.0 38.0

rough surface

Peak to 24.6 25.2 25.1 25.6 28 28.5

polished

Aluminium

Consider the fluke to displace horizontally as shown on Figs. 5.11a and 5.12a, I.e., during

pure translation. For ~cr = + 00 and e > cl> repose' in these conditions passive earth pressure

Ep and active earth pressure Ea act in front and at the back of the anchor fluke respectively.

However, for shank to fluke angles 8 < cl> repose' only the passive earth pressure Ep acts in

front of the anchor fluke. A gap developes at its back and the sand behind the anchor fluke

rests along the line of the angle of repose cl> repose'

Similarly consider the conditions where the anchor fluke displaces in combination of

translation and rotation and where the position of the point of rotation is at the toe of the fluke

or below the toe of the anchor fluke, i,e for ~cr > 1.0 and ~cr = 1.0. This conditions are

shown in Figs. 5.11b, 5.11c, 5.11c, 5.12b and 5.12c. For 8 < cl> repose' Ep and Ea act on the

anchor fluke. However, for shank to fluke angles e > cl> repose only Ep is important as a gap

may developed at the back of the anchor fluke.
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Table 5.5a Summary of the possible positions of the center of rotation and the earth

pressure acting in front (1) and at the back (2) of the anchor fluke.

I I
e < 4> repose e > 4> repose

~cr - zlh
FRONT(l) BACK(2) FRONT(l) BACK(2)

a)

~ = + 00 Efp1 Efa2 Efp1 gapcr

Pure translation of

passive type

b) Efp1 Efa2 EfP1 gap

~cr> 1.0

c) Efp1 Efa2 Efp1 gap

~cr= 1.0 .

* *d) and e) Efp1 & Efa1 Efp2 & Efa2 Efp1 & Efa1 Efp2 & Efa2

o < ~cr < 1.0

f) Efa1 Efp2 Efa2 EfP2

~cr= 0

g) Efa1 EfP2 Efa2 Efp2

~cr< 0

h)

~cr= - 00 Efa1 Efp1 Efa2 Efp2

Pure translation of active

type

Note: ( * ) condt t ion d) U< ~ < l.U, tor the center ot rotat ton (eR) nearer to tne top andcr
condition el 0< ~cr < 1.0, is for the center of rotation ( eR) nearer to the toe of the anchor
fluke

Furthermore, consider the conditions in Fig. 5.11d, 5.11 e 5.12d and 5.11e where the point

of rotation is between the top and the toe of the anchor fluke, i.e, 0 < ~cr < 1.0. In this

particular cases both passive Ep and active Ea earth pressures act In front and at the back

of the anchor fluke regardless of the magnitudes of both the shank to fluke angle e and the

angle of repose of the sand 4> repose. This conditions will be discussed in detail in the

following section.
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Finally consider the conditions ~cr = 0 and ~cr < 0, ~cr = - 00, Figs. 5.11 f to h and figs

5.12 f to h where the point of rotation is either above, or at the top, and in pure translation of

the active type, where the anchor fluke is moving in the opposite direction, active pressure

acts in front of the anchor fluke and passive pressure acts at the back of the anchor fluke.

Summaries of the above discussion with respect to the parameters involved influencing the

earth pressure are given in Tables 5.5a.

5.4.5 Results of the experimental findings

Experimental findings revealed that only those cases in Figs 5.11a. 5.11d. 5.11e. S.12a. S.12d

and 5.12e took place during the progressive pull out of the anchor fluke. Earth pressure due

to translation took place before the 50% of the failure load was reached followed by an earth

pressure due to the combination of translation and rotation. Finally pure rotation was

responsible for the earth pressure at failure. Summary of these Is given in Table 5.5b.

In general there was a distinct contrast in the results of the earth pressure between the

smaller shank to fluke angles e < <l>repose and the larger shank to fluke angles e > <l>repose

both for loose and dense sand.

5.4.5.1 Small shank to fluke angle e < <l>repose

As described in the previous section for small shank to fluke angles e less than the angle of

repose of the sand <I> repose' at the early stage of the application of the pull out force, before

50% of the failure force was achieved, pure translation was observed. with a small gap being

formed at the back. This was confirmed by the contact transducers In front and at the back of

the anchor fluke which read a passive earth pressure Ep in front of the anchor fluke and 0

stress at the back. However, once 50% of the failure force had been reached. up to the final

point of failure both Ep and Ea were recorded In front and at the back of the anchor fluke.

as shown in Fig 5.13.

5.4.5.2 Large shank to fluke angle e > <l>repose

For large shank to fluke angle e greater than the angle of repose of the sand <I> repose' the

contact transducers at the back began recording much earlier in the experiment. Fig 5.13

shows that possible translation took place between (0/0(= 0.0 - 0.25). During the remainder

of the pulling process a combination of translational and rotational movement took place, with

passive pressure Ep and active earth pressure Ea acting both in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke up to the point of failure.
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Table 5.5b Experimentally observed positions of the center of pressure and the

accompanying earth pressure acting on anchor fluke.

I I
e < 4> repose e > 4> repose

~cr - zlh
FRONT(1) BACK(2) FRONT(1) BACK(2)

a} ~cr = + 00

** ( Pure translation of Efp1 Efa2 Efp1 gap

passive type)

b} Efp1 & Efa1 Efp2 & Efa2 Efp1 & Efa1 Efp2 & Efa2

0.5 < ~cr < 0.7

Note: ( ,n,) Thl 5 ta~ es place before :,u of the epot rec pullout force has been achieved.

It is interesting to note that the contribution of each component to the net effect is controlled

by the position of the centre of rotation. however the passive earth pressure Efp1 in front of

the anchor fluke is by far the largest and dominates the final outcome of the net result. The

passive pressure at the back EfP2' the active pressure in front Efa1 and the active earth

pressures Efa2 acting at the back vary with the position of the centre of rotation.

5.5 STAGE III

5.5.1 Anchor fluke movement and the observed deformation

Introduction.

Movement of the anchor fluke and the earth pressure acting in front and at the back are

reponed in detail and deformation of the sand is presented according to the derived strains.

5.5.2 Anchor Fluke Movement

In soil mechanics it is very important to assess the failure load as well as movements of any

structural component embedded within the soil subjected to working loads. It will then be

possible to design the component in the soil and the superstructure as a unit. As with any

structural element in the ground that experiences intricate sets of forces and displaces in a

complicated manner. the anchor fluke moves in a complex combination of translational and
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rotational movement. It is possible to study these movements as an incremental displacement

at any stage between the initial and the final positions of the anchor fluke. The cumulative

effect of these incremental displacements is the final moved position of the anchor fluke. The

character, type of displacement and final position of the anchor fluke is controlled and

influenced by the different parameters ( e, H/h, RD, ~s ) involved in resisting the applied

force, however, the most important parameters are the shank to fluke angle e and the angle

of repose of the sand 4> repose.ln order to analyze and rationalise this complicated motion it is

useful to state the three different modes of movement described briefly in the previous section

which were also shown in Figs 5.14a (i to iii)

i) Pure translation of the anchor fluke

ii) Pure rotation of the anchor fluke and

iii) The combination of translation and pure rotation.

Experimental study into the anchor fluke movement and the deformation of the sand

surrounding the fluke was conducted in a transparent tank filled with sand showing the length

of the anchor fluke. Photographic and physical examination of the movement of the anchor

fluke was conducted to establish the initial and final position. Thus the Intricate movement of

the fluke could be looked at in detail quantitatively. This was done by Introducing a plane

co-ordinate system of (X,V) shown in Fig 5.14b containing the anchor fluke and defining the

initial and final positions on the anchor fluke with respect to the co-ordinate system.

Now assume that the anchor fluke is rigid and let a (Xi,Vi ) and P (Xf'Vf) be the Initial and

final points on the section of the plane containing the anchor fluke respectively. Let the

subscripts (i) and (f) represent the initial and final positions of the anchor fluke respectively.

Therefore the perpendicular length between the initial and final position of the anchor fluke is

derived as follows. Consider a straight line defining any position of the section through the

rigid plane containing the anchor fluke when it moves as shown on Fig 5.14b and let its

equation be,

ax-ev-e-c (5.4)

where a.b, and c are coefficients that may be found experimentally.

If P(Xf'V f) is any point on the fluke at its final position, the V co-ordinate of P Is ( V f ) and its

X co-ordinate is

(- bV f -c ) / (a ).
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The length

RP = Xf - [(-bY, - c) I ( a )]

= (aXf + bY f + c) I(a )

but

(5.5)

tan Per = - alb and

sin Per = (a)1 J(a2+b2)

therefore

(5.6)
(5.7)

PO = PR sin Per
= ± [(ax, + by, + c) I( a )] x [( a)/J(a2+b2)] (5.8)

This way x, the displacement of the shank point due to rotation fluke Is also obtained

Equation (5.8) represents the perpendicular length between the section through the plane

containing the fluke at its initial position and any point on the fluke at its final position. Signs

of the perpendicular for points on the opposite side of the anchor fluke are negative. The

usual convention in this work is to take the perpendicular from the origin as positive.

Fig 14a (i to iii) also shows the different stages of the displacement of the shank point. The

displacement of the shank point at failure force x, given as the sum of displacement of the

shank point due to translational displacement xt and the horizontal component of the

displacement due to rotation xhr' I.e,

(5.9)

where

xr = the rotational displacement of the shank point,

xhr = the horizontal component of xr and

xf = the displacement of the shank point corresponding the failure force.

The above quantitative method is used to define the three modes of anchor fluke movement

as follows.

5.5.3 Definition of the modes of anchor fluke movement

a) Pure translation occurs when all the perpendicular lengths from points on the final position

of the anchor fluke to the straight line containing the anchor fluke at its initial position are

equal. This means that the straight line containing the anchor fluke at Its Initial position Is

parallel to the straight line containing the final position of the anchor fluke.
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Shank point

Initial position

\ , Y F!~!__~_~~~~-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.-

T
h

-~ -, ,
c" = +00

a) Pure translation

Initial position
-,

Shank point -,
Final position

b) Pur. rotation

Rotation commenced

Initial position "~,,
~ -,

Final position

,/

x + ~r= X,

c) Combination of translation and rotation

x,=displacement of shank point due to translation
~=displacement of shank point due to rotation
Xw=vertical component of the displacement of shank point due to rotation
~r=horjzontal component of displacement of shank point due to rotation
x,=displacement of shank point at maximum holding capacity

Fig 5.14a Definition of modes of anchor fluke movement
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Measurement of anchor fluke rotation
6
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Fig 5.14b Definition of the co-ordinate system for the rotation of anchor fluke
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b) Pure rotation takes place when two or more perpendicular lengths from points on the final

position of the fluke to the straight line containing the flukes initial position are not equal, with

an intersection and a common stationary point on the fluke i.e. the center of rotation CR .

c) The anchor fluke is said to have experienced a combination of translation and rotation,

when in the anchor fluke's recorded movement before failure the incremental displacement

had experienced both rotation and translation.

5.5.4 Centre of rotation of the anchor fluke

The point of rotation of the anchor fluke is the point of intersection of the section through

containing the anchor fluke initial positions and final positions of the anchor fluke. These were

obtained either by tracing the photographs of the incremental displacement of the anchor

fluke movement or by physically measuring the positions of the anchor fluke against a set grid

system and solving the simultaneous equations (5.10) and (5.11) containing the Initial and final

positions of the anchor fluke.

aXi + bYi + c = 0

dXf + eY f + 9 = 0

(5.10)

(5.11)

where a.b.c.d,e & g are constants that are found experimentally again the subscripts (i) and

(f) represent the initial and final positions of the anchor fluke respectively. Once the center of

rotation of the anchor fluke is established it is possible to analyze the earth pressure acting in

front and at the back of the anchor fluke.

5.5.5 Measurement of the anchor fluke movement

Experimental results show that, initially, In a" cases, the anchor fluke displayed a translational

movement. However, as the pull out force was increased rotation played the major part.

Table 5.6 Shank to fluke angle e vs Rotational angle Pcro

Shank to fluke angle eo 15 30 45 60

Rotational angle Per 0 9.2 14.6 16.2 19.4

Measurement of the anchor fluke movement was accomplished using a co-ordinate system

described in the previous section. These are shown in Fig (5.15a to 5.15d). The angle of

rotation Per which is defined as the angle between the initial and the final positions of the
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8

Measurement of anchor fluke rotation
9=30, W/L=1.0, H/h=1.5, Loose sand, PQ=0.65, PR=2.6, QR=2.5, ,ecr=14.6
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Legend
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Fig 5.1Sa Measurement of anchor fluke rotation for B=300
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Measurement of anchor fluke rotation
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Fig 5.15b Measurement of anchor fluke rotation for 8= 15
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Fig 5.15c Measurement of anchor fluke rotation for 8=60°
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Measurment of anchor fluke rotation
15 8=45, W/L=1.0, H/h=1.5, Loose sand, PQ=O.90,PR=3.2, QR=3.1 and ,8=16.2
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Fig 5.15d Measurement of anchor fluke rotation for 8=45°
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section through the plane containing the anchor fluke, as shown on Fig 5.15a to 5.15d varied

with the shank to fluke angle. Per increased with increase in shank to fluke angles 8. Table

5.6 shows this variation. The centre of rotation varied considerably with respect to the size of

the shank to fluke angle 8, Table 5.7 presents the variation in position of the centre of rotation

of the anchor fluke. Two distinct features had been noticed for an aspect ratio W/L= 1.0, these

were;

a) For shank to fluke angle eo = 60 and 45 Oarger than the angle of repose of the sand) the

centre of rotation was approximately h/3 from the toe of the anchor fluke;

b) However, for smaller shank to fluke angles 8° = 30 and 15 less than the angle of repose

4>reposeof the sand it was approximately h/2 .

. Table 5.7 Position of centre of rotation for W/L-l.0

Shank to fluke angle 8 15 30 45 60

Projected depth of the anchor fluke 0.045 0.088 0.124 0.152

(h) m

Centre of rotation to the top (z) m 0.024 0.051 0.091 0.125

~ er= z/h 0.53 0.56 0.74 0.82

5.5.6 Discussion on the anchor fluke movement

5.5.6.1 Small shank to fluke angle

As described in the previous section on earth pressure, for small shank to fluke angles e less

than the angle of repose of the sand 4>repose' at the early stage of the application of the pull

out force pure translation was visible, with a small gap being formed at the back. However,

once 50% of the failure force had been achieved, as shown in Fig 5.13, a combination of

rotation and translation occurred until 80% - 90% of the failure force was reached. The final

10% of the failure force was Instigated by pure rotation of the fluke. Once rotation had

commenced, the angle of rotation increased with the same rate of increase of the pull out

force up to failure. At failure for small shank to fluke angle 8 = 15 and 30 less than the angle

of repose of the sand 4>repose'The values of parameter ~cr defined In Section 5.4.4 indicating

the centre of rotation, ~cr=0.53 and 0.56, and the rotational angle Per = 9.2° and 14.6°

respectively. Dense sand showed slightly decreased rotational angle compared to loose

sands and there was no significant difference In the position of the centre of rotation for loose

and dense sand.
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5.5.6.2 Large shank to fluke angle

Tests with large shank to fluke angles 6 greater than the angle of repose of the sand 4>

repose' showed a very small combination of translational and rotational movement at the

earlier stage of the application of the pull out force, I.e., when the pull out force is less than

50 % of the final failure force. As the pull out force was Increased beyond this mark a visible

point of rotation was established and the anchor fluke displayed no signs of translation until

the final failure. For larger shank to fluke angles 6 = 450 and GOO, greater than 4> repose of

the sand, the value of parameters indicating the centre of rotation were ~er = 0.74 and 0.82

and the rotational angle ~er = 16.20 and 19.40 respectively. Once again dense sand

showed a small rotational angle compared to loose sands and no significant change was

noticed on the difference in the position of the centre of rotation.

The position of the anchor fluke at failure was notable, it had shifted progressively with the

applied pull out force to a new effective anchor fluke position and this was given as

6'0 = (6+ ~er) and shown in Table 5.8. Smaller shank to fluke angles had a lesser effect

on the rotational angle Per' The larger shank to fluke angles displayed a similar performance

to a rigid wall embedded in the ground with an applied horizontal force at its top.

Table 5.8 The effective position of the anchor fluke to the vertical 6'0

Shank to fluke angle 60 15 30 45 GO

Rotational angle Per 0 9.2 14.6 16.2 19.4

6'0 = (6 + ~er) 0 24.2 44.6 61.2 79.4

5.6 Deformation of sand

5.6.1 Introduction

Deformation of sand is presented according to the derived strain that was described in

Chapter Four. In the same chapter methods of selection and presentation of incremental and

cumulative shear strain were also examined.

Results of directions of the major principal compressive strain and the zero extension line

defined in Chapter Four will be given. Finally, formation of the rupture surface will be reported.
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These will be used as the basis for estimating the geometry of the failure mechanism for the

theoretical analysis carried out In Chapter Six.

5.6.2 Selection and presentation of t,y and cumulative ym shear strain contours.

Contours of the incremental shear strain t,y and cumulative shear strain Ym are plotted for

three increments ranging from D/Df = 0.50 to 0.B7. It is possible to have shear strain values

for DIOr = 1.0, however, it must be noted that the calculated shear strains will be in error at

some points. This is because one of the assumptions about deformation of the triangles

applies only before the actual peak Is attained; once this point Is reached discontinuous

deformation occurs with the eventual formation of a rupture plane. Therefore the strain for any

triangle cut by a rupture plane will be in error. It must also be made clear that before the

overall peak load is reached some local discontinuity might form In the soli structure.

Perhaps the most common place where this can occur Is adjacent to the shank point or to

the toe of the fluke. In this circumstance the Author selected the triangles to suit the

displacement pattern. It is possible to plot a large number of shear strain contours. However,

these have been deliberately restricted to incremental shear strain t,y and cumulative strain

Ym values of 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.07, and, O.OB.In some cases In order to clarify the

patterns, intermediate values have been plotted.

5.6.3 Contours of t,y and Ym for Loose sand

The contours of t,y and 't« have a generally similar pattern for large shank to fluke angles I.e.

a = 450 & GO°. This pattern changes distinctly for shank to fluke angles a = 150 & 300•

5.6.3.1 a- 600 & 450 Fig 5.168 and 5.16b

There is a continuous shear strain contour band starting In front and at the back of the fluke.

A shear strain bulb formed at increment 1 had Its value Increased from 0.01 to 0.02 at

increment 2, both at the back and in front. By Increment 3 the contours had Increased to

0.03, and it had formed Into a distinctive feature, the cumulative strain contour clearly showing

these patterns. For ao = 45 the shear bands were relatively straight at the back and In front

of the fluke. For ao = 60 the shear strain contours follow a curved pattern In front of the

fluke with a characteristic of a log spiral curve.

5.6.3.2 a - 150 & 300 Figs. 5.16c and 5.16d

The first incremental shear strain contour was spread Irregularly without any distinct feature.

Further increase in the applied load resulted In the development of strain continuity In front

and at the back of the fluke. This was clear at increment 2. Also at this stage bulbs of strain
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contours formed in front and at the back of the fluke. The general feature which manifested

itself on the cumulative strain plot was the development of a concave high shear band

emanating from the toe of the anchor and joining up with the principal shear zone. The

shapes of these shear strain bands were common to tests at e= 15° and 30°.

5.6.4 Contours of ay and Ym for dense sand

5.6.4.1 6 .. 60°. Fig. 5.16e

As in loose sand, earlier shear band formation was observed at Increments No. 1 and 2, also

there was a small shear bulb formed near the shank point. A further Increase in the applied

load resulted in the formation of a shear zone that had a curved shape as in the case of loose

sand. The cumulative shear strain plot has a distinct narrow band showing the shear zone

suffering high strain represented by the shaded region on Fig 5.16e. This probably represents

rupture plane formation.

5.6.4.2 eo - 30° Fig 5.16f

The general feature of the incremental shear strain aY is similar to that of loose sands but

their magnitudes are relatively smaller and the concentration of the bands is well defined at

the earlier increment.

For the cumulative shear strain Ym the formation of a concave shear band concentration was

clear at Increment NO.2. The other feature observed was that the curvature of the curved

band of shear strain was smaller compared to the loose sand.

5.6.5 Directions of major principal compressive strain and zero extension lines.

A rupture surface will form in the region of high strain and will be oriented along those

directions in the velocity field across which discontinuity of velocity can occur, i.e. zero

extension lines.

Theoretically the rupture surface (I.e. velocity discontinuity) will be coincident with the

direction of zero extension for perfectly plastic non dilating materials. Shield (1953) has

extended this concept to ideal sand with constant (,'max) and angle of dilation (u) equal to

"max' The equations derived in Chapter 4 Section 4.4.0 gave the strain data containing the

information about their direction. James (1965) was the first to notice this, and showed

experimentally that the rupture surface and the directions of zero extension lines to be

coincident. James's tests were confirmed by all subsequent tests in earth pressure problems.
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1) Ina.",ent No 1
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Sand ourface

3) Increment No 3
D/Df = (0.76-0.83)

Sand surface

4) Cumulativw
O/Of-(O.O-O.63

Sand surface

Fig 5.16a Contours of incremental 6,¥ and cumulative '¥ m

strain for W/L= 1.0 , L= 175mm,H/h= 1.5, (} "=60 and loose sand
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1) Increment No 1
D/Df= (0.0-0.52)

Sand surface

0.00' . -:»: Initial polition

/~ft
Final polition /3"

3) Increment No 3
D/Df= (0.71-0.80)

Sand surface

.01

0.01

2) Increment No 2
D/Df= (0.52-0.71)

Sand surfaco

4) Cumulative
0/01- (0.0-0.60)

Sand surfaco

Fig 5.16b Contours of incremental 6,¥ and cumulative '¥ m

strain for W/L= 1.0 , L= 175mm,H/h= 1.5, 6 °=45 and loose sand
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1) Increment No 1
D/Df= (0.0-0.56)

Sand surface

- ~itial position

Final~ e;

3) Increment No 3
D/Df=(0.74-O.87)

2) Increment No 2
D!Df=(O.56-O.74)
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4) Cumulati\18
D/01- (0.0-0.87)
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Fig 5.16c Contours of incremental 0" and cumulative" m

strain for W/L= 1.0 • L= 175mm.H/h = 1.5. e ·=30 and loose sand
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1) Increment No 1
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2) Increment No 2
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3) Increment No 3
D/Df= (0.76-0.84)

Sand surface

4) Cumulative
0/01= (0.0-0.84)

Sand surface

Fig 5.16d Contours of incremental 6"t and cumulative "t m
strain for W/L=1.0 , L=17Smm,H/h=1.0, 9 0=15and loose sand
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1) Increment No 1
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3) Increment No 3
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Fig 5.16e Contours of incremental 6"6 and cumulative "6m
strain forW/L=1.0, L=175mm,H/h=1.5, e °=60 and dense sand
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1) Increment No 1
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Fig 5.16f Contours of Incremental6"t and cumulative "i m
strain for W/L=1.0 • L=175mm.H/h-1.5. 9-30· and dense sand
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In order to have a continuous field these directions were presented as trajectories. The

trajectories of the major principal compressive strain will be referred to as (~) and (,,)

respectively. The trajectories of the zero extension lines will be referred to as (a) and (B).

respectively.

These trajectories were drawn only in regions for which the data were fairly consistent so that

smooth curves could be drawn. Once again there was a distinct difference In the shapes of

the trajectories for the large shank to fluke angles e= 60° and 45°. Figs.5.17a and 5.17b

respectively. and for small shank to fluke angles 8=30° and 15°. Figs 5.17c and S.17d

respectively. as in the shear strain contours .

Figs 5.17e and S.17f are for e=60° and 300 respectively and show the shapes of the

trajectories for dense sand.

For 8 = 450 and 600, the observed deformation In front and at the back of the fluke for the

(a) trajectories shows a log-spiral shape. This was consistent both for loose and dense sand.

For 8= 150 and 300, the (a) zero extension lines in front and at the back of the fluke for

both loose and dense sand follow a reversed log-spiral curve from the earliest Increment up to

the cumulative stage. The respective (B) zero-extension lines and the trajectories (,) and (,,)

show the same pattern as the (a) extension line.

Figs (5.17a to 5.17f) also show that, for loose sand, the zero-extension lines cut the major

principal strain increment trajectory (~) and strain trajectory (,,) at varied angles of

intersection with their position changing. But they Intersect at approximately constant angles

for dense sand. James and Bransby (1971) first observed this phenomenon, that sand dilates

at a constant rate, i.e. (v) the angle of dilation is constant during deformation.

5.6.5.1 Formation of rupture surface and zero extension lines

Using x-ray techniques James and Bransby (1971) observed the formation of rupture surfaces

in dense sand. Narrow bands of sand suffer shear deformation and as a result dilate

sufficiently for the change in the density to become evident on the radiograph. They

compared this observation with the measured trajectories of zero extension lines and their

comparison resulted in good agreement. Therefore as described earlier In the opening

statement of Section 5.6.5, the rupture surface will form in the region of high strain and will be
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1) Inaement No 1
0/01= (0.0-0.52)
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3) Increment No 3
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2) Increment No 2
D/Df =(0.52-0. 71)
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4) Cumulative
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--------

Fig 5. 17b Trajectories of major principal strain!; & '1 zero extension lines
a and f3 for W/L= 1.0 ,L= 175mm,H/h = 1.5, 8=45 •and loose sand
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3) Increment No 3
0/01= (0.0-0.56)

Sand surface

3) Increment No 3
0/01= (0.74-0.87)

Sand surface

3) Increment No 3
0/01= (0.50-0.74)
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4) Cumulative
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Fig 5.1 7c Trajectories 01major principal strain ~ & T] zero extension lines
a and f310r W/L= 1.0 ,L= 175mm,H/h= 1.5,9=30 •and loose sand
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1) Increment No 1
D/01= (0-0.52)

Sand surface

2) Increment No 2
0/01= (0.52.0.76)

Sand surface

3) Increment No 3
D/Df=(0.76-O.64)

4) Cumulatl .....
D/01- (0.0-0.84)

Fig 5.17d Trajectories of major principal strain s, & '7 zero extension lines
a and.B for W/L=1.0 ,1=175mm,H/h=1.0, 6=15 ·and RD=70 %
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1) Increment No 1
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Fig 5. 17e Trajectories 01 major principal strain!; & 11zero extension lines
a and,8 forW/L=1.0 ,L=175mm,H/h=1.5, 6=60· and dense sand
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oriented along those directions in the velocity field across which discontinuity of velocity can

occur, i.e. zero extension lines.

In the tests conducted here, because the strain data were derived from photographic

displacement measurements, the above comparisons of areas of high shear deformation and

density changes with the measured shear strain and zero extension lines cannot be made.

However the Author used the shapes of the zero-extension trajectories as the basis for his

study in the theoretical analysis of the upper and lower bound theorems of plastic collapse

mechanism, in order to search for the ideal failure surface. This is presented in Chapter six.

5.7 Forces and moments acting on the anchor fluke

5.7.1 Introduction

When the pull out force is applied to the anchor fluke it begins to move in a complex

combination of transiation and rotation with rotation contributing the major part. Because of

the complex nature of the movement a number of forces act in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke in relation to the position of the centre of rotation. The centre of rotation itself is

dependent on the shank to fluke angle, the aspect ratio and the angle of repose of the sand.

These forces and rotational moments, shown in Figs S.18a & S.lBb, acting on the anchor fluke

are due to its own weight Wa, the anchor pull out force Of' a combination of active earth

pressure Ea and passive earth pressure Ep in front and at the back of the anchor fluke, the

net side friction between the sand in contact with the anchor fluke sides Fnet' the anchor end

bearing Ba' the end friction SFeb and the shank shaft friction SFa' Ba' SFeb and SFa were

found to be in the range of (0.05 - O.OB)% of the drag force and are negligible.

5.7.2 Definition

Resolution of the forces acting on the anchor fluke is shown in Fig S.19a. In general the net

normal force Nfnet is defined as

Nfnet = Nfp1 - Nfp2 + Nfa1 - Nfa2 + Wa(cos8+ Per) - Of sin(8+ Per) + Fnet sin(8+ Per)

(5.12)

where

Nfp1 = the normal passive force In front of the anchor fluke at failure

Nfp2= the normal passive force at the back of the anchor fluke at failure

Nfa1 = the normal active force in front of the anchor fluke at failure

Nfa2 = the normal active force at the back of the anchor fluke at failure
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a) Free body diagram showing direction of forces and moment

Final position
Sand surface

h H

'er = Z/hL ~

MIne'/__.......-.

oi

i ~"r"l .
/ "Initial position

for rotation

--. --
Direction of pull

• Center of rotation

b) Diagram of force polygon for the forces acting on the anchor fluke

/. Fig 5.18 (a & b) Forces and rotational moment acting on the anchor fluke
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and similarly the net rotational moment Mfnet acting on the anchor fluke is

Mfnet = Nfp1 dp1+ Nfp2 dp2-Nfa1 da1 -Nfa2 da2 + Wacos(6+ Per) dwa

-o, sin(6+ Per) dda ± (Sfp1 +Sfa1-0f cos(6+ Per»dt

±(Sfp2+Sfa2+Wasin(6+ Per»dt + Fnet sin(6+ Per) V2L

(5.13)

where

dp1= distance between Nfp1 and the centre of rotation

dp2= distance between Nfp2 and the centre of rotation

da1= distance between Nfa1 and centre of rotation

da2= distance between Nfa2 and centre of rotation

dwa= distance between Wasin(6+ Per) and centre of rotation

dda= distance between 0fsin(6+Per) and centre of rotation

dt = the depth of the transducer

L = the length of the anchor fluke

Therefore

Mfnet = Nfnetdfnet

where

dfnet = the distance between Nfnet and the centre of rotation

(5.14)

5.7.3 Calculation Nfnet, Mfnet and dfnet

The assumed earth pressure distribution in front and at the back of the anchor Is shown In

Fig. 5.20a with the side friction calculation shown In Fig. 5.20b. The passive and active earth

pressures acting on the anchor fluke depend on the angle of repose of the sand. the shank to

fluke angle 6. the aspect ratio W/L and the ratio ~er=z/h which indicates the centre of

rotation of the anchor as shown in Fig. 5.19b.

5.7.3.1 6 > cl>reposeand W/L-l.0

For aspect ratio W/L= 1.0 two conditions have been noticed. These were,

1) The parameter indicating the centre of rotation ~ er was greater than 0.7 I.e., ~er > 0.7 for

shank to fluke angles greater than the angle of repose of the sand 4>repose.

2) For shank to fluke angles less than the angle of repose of the sand 4>repose'~er was

between 0.5 and 0.7 I.e, 0.5 < ~er < 0.7 .

Consider Fig. S.lga as a typical setting of the anchor for shank to fluke angles greater than

the angle of repose of the sand.
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...
a) Normal and shear forces acting on the anchor fluke
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b) The net normal force and the net moment acting on the anchor fluke
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Fig 5.19 a & b Resolution of forces acting on the anchor fluke
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Fig 5.20 (a & b) Formation of passive and active'earth pressure

I
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a) Passive and active earth pressure
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b) Calculation of the anchor fluke side friction.
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Fa1=zt/sin9 "t (zJ2)tanc5.
F.a= (h-z)t/sin9 (z+ (h-z»", tan6.
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The passive and active components of the net normal force are

Nfp1 = [(n+O.S)/n]ltW {0T1 +OT2+ 013}

Nfp2 = [(n+O.S)/n]ltW {OT8 }

Nfa2 = [(n+O.S)/n]ltW {OTS+OT6+ 0T7}

Nfa1 = [(n+O.S)/n]ltW {0T4}

(5.15)

(S.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

Where n = the number of transducers, 0T1,oT2,oT3-oTi are the normal stress measured by

each transducer and on = NfTi IA, where A= area of the transducer, It = the length of the

transducer, W = the width of the anchor fluke and NfTi = the normal force on the ith

transducer.

The contribution of the passive and active force components to the moment are,

Mfp1 = Mfp1T1 + Mfp1T2 + Mfp113

Mfp2= Mfp2T8

Mfa1 = Mfa1T4

Mfa2= Mfa2TS +MfaZT6 + MfaZT7

(5.19)

(5.20)

(5.21)

(S.22)

Where MfP1T1and MfaZTS denote the moment due to passive force in front of the anchor

fluke on transducer number one and the moment due to the active force at the back of the

anchor fluke on the transducer number five respectively.

Now,

Mfp1 = the moment due to Nfp1

Mfp2= the moment due to Nfp2

Mfa1 = the moment due to Nfa1

MfaZ= the moment due to NfaZ

Therefore, the distance of each force component from the point of rotation is,

dp1 = {Mfp1T1 + Mfp1T2 + Mfp1T3)/Nfp1 (5.23)

dp2 = {Mfp2Ta>/Nfp2 (5.24)

da1 = (Mfa1TS + Mfa1T6 + Mfa1T7)/Nfp1

daZ = (MfaZT4)/Nfp2

(5.25)

(5.26)
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The shear force Sf

The shear force acting at the back and in front of the anchor fluke Is calculated as,

Sfpl = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tT1+tT2+ tT3] (5.27)

Sfp2 = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tT8] (5.28)

Sfal = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tTS+tT6 + tT7] (5.29)

Sfa2 = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tT4] (5.30)

where,

n = the number of transducers, tn' t T2't T3-t Tn are the shear stresses measured by each

transducer, tTi =SfTi lA, where A = area of the transducer, It = the length of the

transducer, W = the width of the anchor fluke and SfTi = the shear force on the ith

transducer.

5.7.3.2 For e < 4> reposesnd W/L-1.0

In a similar manner to the calculation above for smaller shank to fluke angles it Is possible to

calculate the passive and active components of the net force for shank to fluke angles less

than the angle of repose of the sand.

Therefore

Nfp1 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {on +oT2}

Nfp2 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {oT7+ 0TB}

Nfa2 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {oTS+OT6}

Nfa1 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {oT3+oT4}

(5.31)

(5.32)

(5.33)

(5.34)

Similarly as in the larger shank to fluke angle the shear force acting at the back and In front

of the anchor fluke is calculated as follows,

Sfpl = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tn +'tT2]

Sfp2 = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tT7+'tTB]

Sfa2 = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tTS+'tT6]

Sfal = (n+0.5)/n ItW [tT3+'tTd

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)

(5.38)
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The contribution of the passive and active force components to the moment are

Mfp1 = Mfp1T1+Mfp1T2

Mfp2= Mfa2T7+Mfp2T8

Mfa1 = Mfp1T3+Mfa1T4

Mfa2 = Mfa2T5+ Mfa2T6

(5.39)

(5.40)

(5.41)

(5.42)

Therefore the distance of each force component from the point of rotation is

dp1 = (Mfp1T1 + MfplT2)/NfPl

dp2 = (Mfa1T7 + Mfp2Tsl/Nfp2

da2 = (Mfa1T5 +Mfa1T6)/Nfp1

da1 = (Mfp1T3 + Mfa2T4)/Nfp2

(5.43)

(5.44)

(5.45)

(5.46)

5.7.3.3 W/L=1.25

The previous formulae for W/L=1.0 are used for W/L= 1.25 with one less transducer both in

front and at the back of the anchor fluke

5.7.3.4 W/L-l.67

The passive and active components of the net force are

Nfp1 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {oT1}

Nfp2 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {oT4}

Nfa2 = [(n+0.5)/n]ltW {an}

Nfa1 = [(n+O.5)/n]ltW {OT2}

(5.47)

(5.48)

(5.49)

(5.50)

The contribution of the passive and active force components to the moment are

Mfp1 = Mfp1T1 (5.51)

Mfp2= Mfp2T4 (5.52)

Mfa1 = Mfa1T3 (5.53)

Mfa2= Mfa2T2 (5.54)

Therefore the distance of each force component from the point of rotation is

dp1 = MfP1T1/NfP1

dp2 = Mfp2T/Nfp2

(5.55)

(5.56)
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da1 = Mfa1T3/Nfp1

da2 = Mfa2T2/Nfp2

(5.57)

(5.58)

The shear force Sf

The shear force acting at the back and In front

Sfp1 = {n+0.5)/n ItW [tn]

Sfp2 = {n+0.5)/n ItW [tT4]

Sfa1 = {n+0.5)/n ItW [tT3]

Sfa2 = {n+0.5)/n ItW [tT2]

The moment

Mfp1 = Mfp1T1 +Mfp1T2

Mfp2= MfaZT7+ MfPZT8

Mfa1 = Mfp1T3+Mfa1T4

MfaZ = MfaZTS + MfaZT6

(5.63)

{5.64}

(5.65)

{5.66}

(5.59)

{5.60}

{5.61}

{5.62}

Therefore the distance of each force component from the point of rotation is

dp1 = {MfP1T1 + Mfp1T2)/Nfp1

dp2 = (Mfa1T7 + MfpZTS>/NfpZ

da2 = {Mfa1T5 +Mfa1T6}/Nfp1

da1 = {Mfp1T3 + MfaZT4}/Nfp2

5.7.3.5 W/L-2.5

The normal force

Nfp1 = [{n+0.5)/n]ltW {on}

Nfa2 = [{n+O.S)/n]ltW {oTZ}

The shear force
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(5.74)

The moment

MfP1 = Mfp1T1

Mfa2= Mfa2T2

(5.75)

(5.76)

The distance of each force component from the point of rotation is

dp1 = (Mfp1T1)/Nfp1

dp2 = (Mfa1T7)/Nfp2

(5.77)

(5.78)

This way the distance between the point of rotation and the line of action of the net normal

force Nfnet is calculated as follows I.e.

(5.79)

5.7.4 The total shear force

Similarly the total shear force in front of the anchor fluke Is

(5.80)

and the total shear force at the back of the anchor fluke Is

(5.81)

5.7.5 The resultant force

The resultant passive force in front of the fluke Is given as
2 2

P fp1 = ./[Nfp1 + Sfp1 ] (5.82)

and

The resultant active force In front of the fluke Is given as
122P fa1 = v [Nfa1 + Sfa1 ] (5.83)

The resultant passive force at the back of the fluke Is given as
122P fp2 = v [Nfp2 + Sfp2 ] (5.84)

and

The resultant active force at the back of the fluke Is given as
2 2

Pfa2 = ./[Nfa2 +Sfa2] (5.85)
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5.7.6 The side friction

Fig. 5.20b shows the method adopted for the calculation of the side friction force. It is

assumed to be the algebraic sum of the side frictional forces acting above and below the

centre of rotation of the anchor fluke. Therefore,

Fnet = Fa2± Fa1

= [zt/sine (z/2)y tanasJ ± t(h-z)/sine (z+ (h-z))y tanas
(5.86)

where

z = the distance between the top of the fluke and the point of rotation

h = the projected height of the fluke

t = the thickness of the anchor fluke

as = the limiting anchor sand interface frictional angle

5.7.7 Example of calculation of the net normal force N net and Its line of action.

Consider the following anchor fluke setting
3

H/h= 1.0, W/L=1.0, 6= 600 ,H= 0.152m, h= 0.152m, It=O.035m, y=14.5 kN/m

W =0.0221 kN & Df=0.310kNa

Now

Nfp1 =3.5/3XO.035XO.175{11.45+ 13.26+9.61}

=O.24528kN

Nfp2 =1.5XO.035XO.175{4.14}

=0.03813kN

Nfa2 =3.5/3XO.035XO.175{O+2.0+2.20}

=O.030kN

Nfa1 = 1.5XO.035XO.175{16.02}

= O.147kN

Therefore from equation (12)

Nfnet = NfP1 - Nfp2 + Nfa1 - Nfa2 + Wacos(6+ Per) - Of sin(6+ Per) + Fnet sin(6+ Per)

=O.246-O.038+0.147-O.030+0.01914-{).269+0.0097

=0.085 kN
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The contribution of the passive and active forces to the moment are

Mfp1T1= 11.45XO.001225x.076=O.01061 kNm

Mfp1T2= 13.26XO.001225x.045 =O.00730kNm

Mfp1T3=09.63XO.001225x.015 =O.00177kNm

Mfp2T8= 04.14XO.001225x.015 =O.00070kNm

Mfa1T4= 16.02XO.001225x.015 =0.00029kNm

Mfa2TS=OO.OOXO.001225x.076=O.OOOOOkNm

Mfa2T6=02.00XO.001225x.045 =O.00110kNm

Mfa2T7= 02.20XO.001225x.015 =O.00040kNm

Thus.

Mfp1 = O.0085kNm

Mfp2= O.0007kNm

Mfa1 = 0.00029kNm

Mfa2= O.00015kNm

Therefore

dp1=34.65mm

dp2=Ol.83mm

da1=50.78mm

da2=04.42mm

Therefore the rotational moment is

Mfnet =O.00105kNm

dnet =0.00105/0847

= 12.39 mm from the centre of rotation. that is 64.99mm from the toe of the anchor fluke

h = the projected height of the anchor fluke

Results of the normal stress. the shear stress. and the net normal force Nfnet are given in

Appendices Band C respectively

5.8 Analysis of the net normal force Nfnet

The net normal force is presented as a dimensionless coefficient Ne = (Nfnet/Wyh2). Ne is a

function of the shank to fluke angle e and the relative density of the sand RD. The values of Ne

planed against the shank to fluke angle e are shown In Figs 5.21 (a to d) and Appendix D.
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I Fig 5.21a Net Normal force coefficient Nc vs shank to fluke angle
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Fig 5.21c Net Normal force coefficient Nc vs shank to fluke angle
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Fig 5.21e The coefficient CNe1 vs Aspect ratio W/L
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Ne increases with decrease in the shank to fluke angle a. The rate of increase was also very high

for smaller shank to fluke angle, (a < <I> repose)' In general loose sands showed smaller Ne

values compared to dense sands. Ne also increased with the aspect ratio W/L. The Author used

the least square method to designate a mathematical operation to the data points of Ne as a

function of ao, a similar method used in the analysis of the coefficient of the holding capacity

the anchor fluke. The best equation that defined the data points was,

(5.87)

where CNe1 and CNe2 were found experimentally and are given in Fig. 5.21 (e & g)

5.8.1 Relationship between (Nfp1' NfpZ' Nfa1 & NfaZ) and Nfnet

In stage one experiments emphasis was placed on what was happening in front of the anchor

fluke. This lead to the measurement of the passive stress in front of the anchor fluke only. It was

anticipated that the anchor would move in pure translation with rotation playing a minor role, with

the result that a gap would be created at the back of the anchor fluke and a small stress, or no

stress, would occur at the back of the anchor fluke. However, further investigation of the anchor

movement revealed that the anchor moved in a complex combination of rotation and translation,

rotation dominating the movement, both passive and active earth pressure acting In front and at

the back of the anchor fluke.

In this section a relationship between the normal force components in front of the anchor fluke

Nfp1 & Nfa1 and at the back of the anchor fluke NfaZ & Nfp2 and the net force Nfnet is

established. This is best done by plotting Nfp,/Nfnet' Nfa,/Nfnet' NfaZ/Nfnet and Nfpz/Nfnet

against the shank to fluke angle a with respect to sand unit weight, aspect ratio W/L and depth

of embediment HI h.

Figs. 5.22 (a & d) shows such a relationship and the following equations, Equations (5.88 to 5.95)

have been derived from these figures forW/L=1.0 and H/h=O. Similar relationships have been

given in Tabis 5.9 (a & b) for W/L= 1.25,1.67, and 2.5.

For W/L-1.0, Loose sand

Nfp1/Nfnet = 0.050 a + 0.06 (5.88)
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a) Nfp/Nfnet vs shank to fluke angle 8 in degree
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For W/L= 1.0, Dense sand

Nfp,/Nfnet = 0.0526 + 0.16 (5.89)

For W/L-l.0. Loose sand

Nfp2/Nfnet =-0.0046 - 0.10 (5.90)

For W/L-l.0. Dense sand

Nfp/Nfnet =-0.00446 - 0.22 (5.91)

For W/L ...t.n, Loose sand

Nfa,/Nfnet = 0.0066 + 0.125 (5.92)

For W/L-l.0, Dense sand

Nfa,/Nfnet = 0.0078 + 0.175 (5.93)

For W/L-l.0, Loose sand

Nfa2/Nfnet =-0.00476 - 0.025 (5.94)

For W/L-l.0. Dense sand

Nfa2/Nfnet =-0.00388 - 0.150 (5.95)

Table 5.98 Relationship between (Nfp1' NfpZ• Nfa1 & Nfa2) and Nfnet for loose sand

W/L Nfp,/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfa,/Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

1.0 0.058+0.06 -0.0048-0.10 0.0068 +0.13 -0.00478 - 0.025

1.25 0.048-0.12 -0.0028-0.12 0.0058+0.067 -0.00148-0.084

1.67 0.038+0.31 -0.0016-0.018 0.0018+0.0014 -0.00116-0.002

2.5 0.026+0.02 0 0 -0.1606-0.0009

Table 5.9b Relationship between (Nfp1' NfpZ• Nfa1 & Nfa2) and Nfnet for dense sand

W/L Nfp,/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfa,/Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

1.0 0.056+0.16 -0.0046-0.22 0.0076 + 0.175 -0.00388-0.150

1.25 0.046+0.38 -O.0028-<l.12 0.00328-0.097 -0.00208-0.112

1.67 0.0348+0.03 -O.0028-<l.11 0.0036-0.087 -<l.00108-O.002

2.5 0.0246+0.02 0 0 -0.00046-00061
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Therefore it is possible to use these curves and the values of the net normal force Nfnet to

estimate the respective components of normal forces Nfp1• Nfp2• Nfa1• and Nfa2 acting In front

and at the back of the anchor fluke.

5.9 The net burial force Bfnet

The net burial force Bfnet is defined In terms of the net normal force Nnet. This Is done by

resolving the net normal and the net shear force vertically and horizontally respectively as shown

in Fig 5.23a.

Therefore.

Bfnet = Nnet [tan~ sin(6 + ~er) - cos(6 + Per)] (5.96)

Puech (1984) defined the mechanism of burial of an anchor as the stage after penetration when

the shank and the variable length of the traction line disappeared Into the seabed. He also

discussed the different parameters that have marked influence during the process of anchor

burial. These parameters were the shank geometry. the characteristics of the traction line and the

shank to fluke angle. 6.

5.9.1 Shank geometry

The geometry of the shank includes its length. the shank bearing area and its streamline. and

these have an important influence on the burial of an anchor. Puech (1984) reported that the

results performed on a scale model showed shorter shanks to be more efficient. It was also

confirmed that in practice. for a given soil. the highest efficiency was obtained with a short-shank

anchor, provided the fluke angle can be adjusted accurately. However. burial will not be possible

if the shank bearing area is more than 13% of the fluke area.

Carchedi (1984) investigated the effect of the ratio of the shank to fluke length. He carried out

eight series of tests with shank to fluke length ratios of 1.0. 1.25. 1.5. 1.75. and 2.0. 2.25. 2.5 and

3.0 for different shank to fluke angles 6. The aim of the Investigation was to find the anchor

with the best characteristics. I.e. the highest ultimate holding capacity. The study confirmed that

no one anchor design had a marked increase In ultimate holding power. As a result he chose a

shank to fluke length ratio of 1.5. Which has been adopted as the standard shank to fluke length

by the Author in this work.
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5.9.2 Traction line

The burial of an anchor is substantially affected by the type of traction line. In practice three

arrangements are common, these include a line consisting of a steel wire rope directly connected

to the shank i.e. cable only, the line incorporating chain I.e. chain only, and a combination of

cable and chain. The presence of chain link in front of the anchor hinders anchor burial, as the

maximum cross section of a chain is several times greater than the cable. The procedure in this

work has been to use a stainless steel wire of 4mm. diameter and It is assumed that the traction

line makes a tangent to the shank.

5.9.3 Shank to fluke angle eo
The burial force Bfnet is a function of the shank to fluke angle a and this is given In Appendix

D for values of a= 150,200,250, 300,350,450,600 & 900 with the results shown In

Figs 5.23(b to e).

The burial force Bfnet was found to vary with the following parameters:

1. The burial force Bfnet is a function of the shank to fluke angle ao•

2. For the range of shank to fluke angles a=15° to 900 stated above, the burial force Bfnet has

a maximum value. Once the maximum point Is attained the burial force Bfnet decreases with

increase in shank to fluke angle e.
3. The value of the burial force Bfnet increases with an Increase In the relative density of the

sand. This is because the angle of internal friction of the sand has a higher value in the dense

sand condition due to the interlocking force of the compacted sand grains surrounding the

anchor fluke.

4. The burial force Bfnet decreases with an increase in the value of W/L, the aspect ratio.

5.9.4 Analysis of the Burial Force Bfnet

The Author used the least squares method to designate a mathematical operation to the data

points of Bfnet as the function of the shank to fluke angle ao, as in the holding capacity analysis,

using a common equation form by employing total error minimisation. The best equation that

defined the data points was

Bfnet = CBn + CBf2 a + (CBf3 la) (5.97)

Where CBfl, CBf2, & CBf3 are coefficients that can be found experimentally. These coefficients

depend on the aspect ratio (W/L), and the relative density of the sand RD and their values are

shown in Figs. 5.23 (f to h). The maximum value of Bfnet can be obtained by putting
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Resolving the net normal and shear forces vertically
B.....= SIMIsine9+~a) - N.....cos (9+~a)

= ~taneS sin(9+~CI) - N.....cos (9+~a)

= N.....[taneSsin(9+~a) - cos (9+~CI)]

Note: taneS= ~/ N.....

Fig 5.23a Definition of the burial force Bfnet
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Fig 5.23f Burial force coefficient CBf1 vs aspect ratio W/L
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Fig 5.23h The burial force coefficients CBf2 and CBf3
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(dBfnet)/de = 0 (5.98)

Therefore.

ecrt = J[CSf3/CSf21 (5.99)

where ecrt is the critical shank to fluke angle whose values are discussed In detail in the

following section

5.10 The critical shank to fluke angle (eOcrt)

The results discussed in the previous section show that there is a shank to fluke angle eo for

a particular anchor fluke at which the burial force Bfnet Is an optimum. This angle Is defined as

the critical angle eocrt and the variation of this angle with the different parameters such as WIL,

H/h and RD are discussed as follows. The critical angle eocrt is a function of the width to

length ratio WIL and Fig 5.24 shows this relationship. The critical angle is relatively large for

W/L= 1.0 and smaller for W/L=2.5

2. The critical angle Increased with an Increase In the relative density RD of the sand.

5.10.1 Analysis of the critical angle eocrt

Mathematical operation was placed using total error minimisation into the data points of eert as

a function of the aspect ratio W/L. The standard deviation was 0.03 and this can be represented

by the following equation:

eocrt = a + (b I(W/L) (5.100)

where a & b can be obtained experimentally as shown In Table 5.9

Therefore the critical angle eocrt as given by the above equations is a function of the aspect

ratio W/L and varies with the relative density of the sand.

Table 5.10 Values of constants a and b, with respect to sand relative density

Constants Loose Dense

a 15.5 20

b 13.3 18.5
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5.11 The Burial force and stability of the anchor fluke.

There are two types of anchor instability. These Include lateral Instability mostly observed

during anchor penetration and instability caused by the anchor up-lifting In a vertical plane

through the traction line. Instability of the first kind is fundamentally related to geometry and

to manufacturers design. These include fluke slenderness, weight distribution, fluke spacing

and manufacturers tolerance or service conditions.

Puech (1984) expressed instability of the second type as a path accident. He considered a

free articulation anchor with two relative positions of the articulation axis and the barycentre of

the force applied to the anchor and arrived at the conclusion that the stability of the anchor is

dependant on the relative position of barycentre of the applied force and these may be

overcome by the addition of

a) a shank element articulated above the barycentre and

b) a shank element blocked before the critical penetration angle is reached

5.11.1 Conditions of stability

There are two conditions for an anchor fluke embedded In the seabed to remain burled and

sustain maximum holding capacity.

5.11.1.1

Condition 1

The net burial force as defined above must not be less than or equal to zero.

Bfnet ~ 0

Nnet [tan~ sin(6 + Per) - cos(6 + Per)] ~ 0

Nnet tan~ sin(6+ Per) ~ Nnetcos(6+ Per)

(5.101)

(5.102)

This means that the vertical component of the net normal force always has to be less than or

equal to the vertical component of the net shear force. Any structural element of the anchor

fluke that gives rise to an increase In the vertical component of the net normal force greater

than the limit encourages instability by up lifting.

Confirmation of this condition is shown clearly In Figs 5.23 (a to d) i.e., the burial force is

negative for shank to fluke angle 6 greater than 600• However, it must be noted here that

shank to fluke angles 6 greater than the critical angle 60 ert can prevent anchor penetration.
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5.11.1.2

Condition 2

The second condition is that the net rotational moment must be equal to or greater than zero

(5.103)

NfPldpl +Nfp2dp2+Wacos(6+ ~cr)dwa±(SfP2+Sfa2+Wasin(6+ ~cr)dt+Fnetsin(6+ ~cr)0.5L~

Nfa1 da1+Nfa2 da2 +Of sin(6+ ~cr)dda ±(Sfp1-Sfa1 +Of cos(8+ ~cr) dt

(5.104)

This means that the positive rotational moment, i.e. the anti-clockwise moment must always

be less than or equal to the negative or clockwise rotational moment.

The positive rotational moment is chiefly generated by the normal component of the passive

earth pressure Nfp1 & NfP2 in front and at the back of the anchor fluke respectively and the

normal component of the weight of the anchor fluke Wacos(6+ ~cr)' The contribution of the

shear force (Sfp2+Sfa2+Wasin(6+ ~cr) and the frictional force Fnet is relatively small.

The negative rotational moment Is mainly caused by the vertical component of the drag force

Of sin(6+ ~cr) and the active earth pressure Nfa1 & Nfa2 In front and at the back of the

anchor fluke respectively. Again the contribution of the shear force [Sfp1-Sfa1 +Df

cos(6+ ~cr)] is comparably small as the lever arm dt is the width of the fluke.

Therefore any structural element of the anchor that gives rise to the negative moment

enforces anchor instability.

The centre of rotation CR is established from Fig 5.25. An approximate length of the distance

of the normal force component from the centre of rotation had been established using

Fig 5.26. This was found by assuming that each component of the normal force acts at the

centre of pressure and using the local stress distribution curves in front and at the back of the

fluke. Therefore the average values of dp1 = 0.41z, dp2 = O.60(h-z), da1 = O.65(h-z) and

da2=0.43z.
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5.12 Discussion on the selection of an anchor fluke.

5.12.1 Introduction

The anchor fluke is the principal component of an anchor and It is subjected to most of the

anchoring force. Its selection process is also rather complex. This is because the parameters

that affect its holding capacity and stability are interrelated and act simultaneously on several

functions. For example; the addition of stabilisers may be fundamental to guarantee stability,

yet their presence hampers burial. Similarly a long shank broadens the range of an anchor,

but curtails its performance. Puech (1984) reported on his study on the selection of an anchor

by describing the unavailablity of an all purpose anchor, but concluded his remarks by

referring to the existence of an anchor that may be adopted to solve a particular problem. The

selection process may be arranged In two parts, these are the geometry and holding capacity

conditions, and the stability conditions.

5.12.2 Geometry and holding capacity

1. The first step in anchor selection and design must be the organization of the necessary site

information. This includes oceanographic data, seabed topography, sediment type and

thickness and mechanical property of the seabed material. These data can either be obtained

by consulting documents such as marine maps and sedimentological maps or by prior

knowledge of an area. If these seem insufficient, a geophysical or geotechnical survey may

need to be accomplished.

2. The second step is to establish the anchor fluke geometry i.e., the aspect ratio W/L of the

fluke. In most cases existing models don't have a clearly defined fluke shape. In these

circumstances an effective width Wand length L is estimated, from which the fluke area is

derived. The weight of the anchor is also estimated at this stage.

3. The critical shank to fluke angle eo crt can easily be calculated using Equation 5.100, Table

5.9 and Fig 5.24. Puech (1984) has suggested that eo crt angle normally approaches closely

to the critical penetration angle of the anchor fluke or may be slightly smaller than the critical

penetration angle of the anchor fluke. Therefore there may not be a possible conflict between

these two angles.

4. Establish the Holding capacity Of from Equation 5.2. This involves employing the aspect

ratio W/L from step 2 above. The embedment ratio H/h Is estimated with respect to soil

relative density. Dense soils normally have lower embedment ratios and loose sands have
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larger HI h values. The normal practice should be to take HI h= 1.0 - 1.5 for dense sand and

HI h= 1.0- 3.0 for loose sand. The constants Co and n are read from Figs 5.8 (a&b) with

respect to RD, W/L and 6. Roughness of the anchor fluke at this stage gives a conflicting

choice, a compromise must be reached between maximum capacity and the ability to

penetrate into the seabed. Dense sand with a rough anchor interface may hamper penetration.

A correction factor given in Table 5.3 is applied for a sloping surface depending on the

orientation of the slope. The position of the shank point Is a good judgment to be In

agreement to maintain improved penetration, deep burial and stability. In general, a pull-out

point further away from the barycentre of the external force may reduce the holding capacity.

5.12.3 Stability

The stability conditions described in sections 5.11.1.1 & 2 are established as follows;

1. The net normal force Nfnet=Ne Wyh2 and Ne Is calculated from Equation 5.87 &

Figs 5.21(a to f).

2. Find the roughness ~5
0 of the plate. This Is easly established by carrying out a direct

shear box test.

3. Evaluate the burial force Bfnet from Equation 5.97 and check the first stability

condition using Equation 5.102.

4. Calculate the normal force components in front Nfp, and Na1 at the back of the fluke

Nfp2 and Nfa2 ' using the net force ratios Nfp,/Nfnet' Na,/Nfnet' Nfa2/Nfnet and

NfpzlNfnet given in Equations (5.88 to 5.95) and the curves in Figs 5.22 (a to c).

5. Estimate the position of the centre of pressure CR using Fig 5.25 and find the lever

arm for the normal force components using Fig 5.26.

6. Check the second stability condition using Equation 5.104

The steps that had been devised in this section are to help recognise the fundamental forces

and moments acting on the anchor fluke. It is believed that this may serve the following

purposes

a) to understand the behaviour of the different parameters involved with respect to the diverse

anchor manufacture makes available on the market and the action of the anchor fluke

configurations

b) to develop a better structural component that may enhance overall anchor performance

and

c) to commission new designs.
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5.13 Summary and Conclusions

The maximum holding capacity Of of the anchor fluke and its corresponding displacement xf

described in Stage One experiment in Chapter Three were presented as dimensionless

coefficients, Pc and Xc' respectively and were compared against the embedment ratio H/h,

with respect to the shank to fluke angle eo, the aspect ratio W/L and the relative densities

RD of the sand, as the result method of calcultion of the maximum holding capacity Of that

involves the primary parameters was proposed.

Stage Two experimental results including the Interface normal stresses a i and shear stresses

1:i in front and at the back of the anchor fluke were given with respect to depth di below the

sand surface. These were used to obtain the net normal force Nfnet and its point of action,

the net total shear force Sfnet' and the moment Mfnet on the anchor fluke. The net normal

force Nfnet and the net shear force Sfnet in tum were used to derive the burial force Bfnet.

The net normal force has been presented as a dimensionless coefficient Nc = Nfnet I Wyh2

and this has been found to be a function of shank to fluke angle e and the relative density

RD.

Anchor movement and its effect on the earth pressure that were reported in Stage Three

experiment were discussed in detail. Three modes of anchor movement were considered;

these were translation, rotation and combination of translation and rotation. It was concluded

that the anchor experienced a complex movement incorporating a combination of translation

and rotation, rotation dominating the major part. It was concluded, as the result of this

complex movement both active and passive earth pressure were generated in front and at the

back of the anchor fluke.

The Deformation of sand in front and at the back of the anchor fluke was observed.

Incremental shear strain t,y, cumulative shear strain ym and the trajectories of the major

. principal strain " & ~ and the zero extension line a: & p were also obtained from the

measured incremental displacement and these were used to estimate the geometry of the

failure mechanism.

Furthermore the burial force Bfnet was presented with respect to the shank fluke angle e
from which the critical shank to fluke angle ecri t is established.
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Two conditions of stability were considered, for the anchor fluke not to lift up and turn over

losing its holding capacity. The first condition involves the net burial force Bfnet and the

second involves the rotational net moment Mfnet and these were examined in detail.

Finally based on the findings of the work an anchor fluke selection procedure was presented

and discussed.
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CHAPTER SIX

6 DESCRIPTION OF THE THEORETICAL STUDY

6.1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of chapter six are:

1. to report the theoretical methods adopted in this work

2. to derive mathematical formulae defining the failure surfaces and rationalise the geometric

failure surface predicted in the experimental study.

6.2 INTRODUCTION

The solution to theoretical problems in soil mechanics is often approached by two distinct

methods. These are the analysis of the stability of the soil mass and the analysis of the

elasticity of the soil under stress.

Stability problems deal with conditions of ultimate failure of soil mass, such as earth pressure

problems, bearing capacity, and stability of slopes. The solutions to these problems are often

obtained using the theory of perfect plasticity.

On the other hand elasticity problems deal with stresses and deformation of the soil before

failure occurs. The solutions to these problems are often obtained by using the theory of linear

elasticity. For example, the stress under a footing, or behind a retaining wall, the deformation

of a tunnel or excavation and the first stages of settlement problems belong in this category.

The theory of elasticity is based on the establishment of a linear relationship between stress and

strain. The theory of perfect plasticity takes Into account that soil is linearly elastic only up to

a certain value, which is called the yield value, after which the soil leaves the linear elastic range

and enters the plastic flow range. In order to maintain plastic flow, the stress must remain at

the yield value but can never exceed this value. When the stress drops below this value, any

change of strain is of a purely elastic nature.

It is practically impossible to have a solution that includes the complete plastic flow range

because it is too complicated. Furthermore, as the governing factor in most soil mechanics
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problems is plastic collapse, the formulation of an efficient method for computing the collapse

load is of more immediate practical interest to engineers than the study of the whole range.

Therefore in view of these facts it becomes necessary to study the limits of the plastic flow

range and this is carried out using the theory of limit analysis.

In recent years a great deal of attention has been paid to limit analysis In soil mechanics and

an appreciable amount of information is now available as a result of much research.

Perhaps the reason for this might be that, no matter how complex the geometry of a problem

or loading is, it is always possible to obtain a realistic estimate of the collapse load using limit

analysis. When this is coupled with its other merits, namely Its relative simplicity, it can be

appreciated that it Is a working tool with which every researcher should be conversant.

Limit analysis is not the only method of assessing the collapse load of stability problems In soil

mechanics. The other standard and widely accepted techniques used in soli mechanics can

be summarised into two groups: the slip line method and the limit equilibrium method. The slip

line method attempts first to derive the basic differential equation, which then makes It possible

to obtain the solution of various problems by the determination of the so-called slip-line network.

The limit equilibrium method attempts first to create a simplified mode of failure which then

makes It possible to solve various problems by Simple statics.

In this thesis the limit analysis of plastic collapse and the limit equilibrium method are

considered to give theoretical solutions to the passive resistance of the anchor fluke and then

these solutions are compared with the laboratory test results and published Information.

6.3 Theorems of plastic collapse and the assumptions used In limit analysis

6.3.1 The assumption of perfect plasticity and Coulomb's yield criteria

In soil mechanics the stress-strain relationship Is obtained either from simple shear box tests or

triaxial tests. This Is usually characterised by an Initial linear portion and a peak, or failure,

stress followed by strain softening (for dense sand) to its critical state and then to a residual

stress. Fig.6.l shows these different stages of stress strain relationships.

The stress condition that applies at the critical state represents the ultimate strength of the soil
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(i.e its critical state strength) and this is the lowest strength that the soil will reach provided that

the strains within it are reasonably uniform and not excessive in magnitude. The residual

strength of a soil only operates, in the case of clay, after the soil has been subjected to

considerable strain with layers of soil sliding over other layers. It is important that the difference

between the two strengths is appreciated. Skempton (1964) showed the residual angle of

friction of london clay, 4>r to be laC> whereas Schofield and Worth (1968) reported that the

same soil at critical state condition had an angle of friction 4>cv of 22V2C> •

In limit analysis, it is necessary to ignore the work softening feature of the stress-strain diagram

and to take the stress-strain diagram consisting of two straight lines Fig. 6.1 (OA) and (AB).

This way of idealising the real material in order to have a plastic flow at constant stress is called

the assumption of perfect plasticity. For limit analysis this idealisation represents the average

stress over an appropriate range of strain, hence this gives a wider scope for the validity of the

assumption. The choice of the yield value is made In such a way that It is less than the peak

value and more than the critical state value. Its relative position between these two limits is

determined both by the properties of the soil and by the geometry and boundary stresses in the

problem to be analyzed.

6.3.2 Failure criteria for 5011

The condition of the transition of soil from an elastic state to a plastic flow state under complex

stress is called the yield criterion. It is generally assumed that plastic flow occurs when, on any

plane at any point in a mass of soil, the shear stress ( 'tn) reaches an amount that depends

linearly upon the cohesion stress ( c'), the normal effective stress ( 0' n> and the effective angle

of shearing resistance ( 4>').

'tn = c' + a' n tan 4>' (6.1)

This equation was first suggested by Coulomb (1776) and Is called Coulomb's criterion.

Coulomb's yield condition Is best expressed in terms of the principal stress components

( a' ,), (a' 2) and (a' 3)' For this, the appropriate way Is to use Mohr's (1882) graphical

representation of the normal ( a' n> and shear stresses ('tn) (Fig 6.2.). Here Coulomb's
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Fig 6.2 Mohr's representation of stress and the Coulomb yield criterion
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criterion is represented by the two straight lines. If a state of stress a',. a' 2 and a' 3 are such

that the Mohr's circle lies within the wedge shaped region. the soil remains In the elastic range.

Plastic flow occurs when the largest of the circles touches the two straight lines. From this it

is possible to re-write Equation (6.1) In an alternative form using Mohr's circle.

a', (l-sin4>') - 0'3 (l+sin4>') -zc'cose' = 0

For a cohesionless medium (c' = 0). Equation (6.2) becomes:

(6.2)

(0',/0' 3) = (l+sin4>') 1 (l-sin4>') = tan2(45°+ 4>'/2)

(6.3)

6.3.3 The Yield Surface

More generally. when the principal stress components a',. a' 2 and 0'3 are used as

co-ordinates. the Coulomb's yield curve in two dimensions becomes the Coulomb's yield

surface in three dimensions. Fig 6.3 shows this representation. The yield surface Is a right

hexagonal pyramid equally inclined to a',. 0'2 and 0'3' The hexagon drawn with a full line

in Fig 6.4 is a section of the pyramid by the line whose equation Is

(6.4)

This plane is called the deviatoric plane. The deviatoric plane passes through the origin and Is

perpendicular to the straight line a', = 0'2 = 0'3' The above presentation of Coulomb's

rule in three dimensions. interpreted in terms of Mohr's circles. Equation (6.2) leads to only one

possible yield surface in three dimensional space as shown by Shield (1955). This Is generally

considered to be the correct formulation of the yield conditions In three dimensions.

6.3.4 Concepts of failure and assumption In soli deformation

During plastic flow it is usually assumed that the principal axes of stress and strain Increments

are coincident (James. 1964). It must be noted here that this assumption determines the

direction of strain increments and their components. not their relative magnitude.
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The total strain increment may be written as

(6.5)

Where (~e:e) and (~e:~ are elastic and plastic strain increments. respectively. The (~e:e) is

related to the stress through Hook's law. The (~E:~ depends on the state of stress through

appropriate kinematic assumptions about the deformation.

6.3.5 Conditions of normality and the plastic potential

The three main characteristics of the theory of plasticity are yielding. strain hardening or strain

softening and flow.

For an understanding of the above statement it is better to describe the stress-strain behaviour

of a hypothetical metal like material. Figs. 6.5 and 6.6 represent the stress-strain relationship

of such a material. If the sample is loaded beyond V to some point G and then unloaded. on

reloading it will yield at G when the new yield stress Is a' 9 and there will be a new yield curve

Ga, Gc (Figs. 6.7a and b). This expansion of the yield curve due to plastic strain along VG

is known as strain hardening. The relationship between the change (0' 9 - a' y) of yield stress

and the plastic strain from V to G is known as a hardening law.

The flow rule relates the ratio of various plastic strains in an increment of plastic deformation

to the state of stress causing that plastic deformation Atkinson (1981). Figs. 6.B (a and b) show

the stress (0' a • a' c ) superimposed on axis (6 e:Pa I 6e:Pc), Point 0 In Figs. 6.B a and b

is represented by the stress vector 0 00 made up of components o'lJ and 0' c' The sample

suffers an increment of plastic strain ~e:P OR made up of components ~e:Pc and 3e:PlJ' The

gradient de:P/ de:Pc of the vector of the plastic strain Increment Is related to a vector stress.

This plastic behaviour contrasts with perfectly elastic behaviour where the gradient of the vector

of strain increment depends wholly on the change of stress.

The flow rule defines a precise relationship between the gradient (dePa)/ (dePc) of the vector of

strain increment and the vector stress 0'. It is conventional to define a plastic potential such

that the vector strain Increments are orthogonal to the plastic potential as Illustrated In Fig.6.Ba.

In fact part of the plastic potential in Fig. 6.Ba is similar to the part of a yield curve In Fig. 6.7b

and the flow rule may be specified as the relationship between a plastic potential and yield

curve. In particular. If the plastic potential and the yield curve coincide. the material is said to

have an associated flow rule and normality condition applies. that Is the vector strain Increment

is normal to a yield curve. This is clearly shown in Fig. 6.Bb.
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Fig 6.6 Stress-strain curve for a hypothetical metal like material
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6.3.6 Principle of virtual work and the assumption of small changes In geometry

In the study of the theorems of limit analysis of plastic colapse it is necessary to assume that

the change in geometry of a body that occurs is small, in the sense that all the calculated

original undeformed dimensions will be used in the equilibrium equation. That is, if the

equilibrium equation is established for the state of the problem, it will be assumed that the

overall dimensions at the moment of collapse have altered by a negligible amount. Thus the

same equations can be used to describe the undeformed and deformed states of the problem.

The method by which the limit theorem is proven and applied is by the principle of virtual work.

The equations of the principle of virtual work use two independent sets, the equilibrium set and

the compatibility set.

Therefore
Equilibrium set

! !-----!
i{T; (~u;)} dA + f{F; (~u;)} dv = f{ G;j (~e;j)} dv

t t t
Compatibility set

(6.6)

Where the integration is over the whole area (A) and volume (v), of the body.

The quantity (Ti) and (Fi) are the external forces on the surface and body forces in a body,

respectively. (G;j) is any set of stress, real or otherwise, which Is In equilibrium with (Fi) In

the body and (T;) on the external surfaces. These are shown in Fig 6.9.

a) From Equilibrium at the surface

T· = G·· n,
1 J 1 J (6.7)

Within the body

(OGj/ilxj) + F; = 0 (6.8)

(6.9)

where (n;) is the outward unit normal vector to the surface element as shown in Fig. 6.9.

b) From compatibility

2(~€j i) = (a(~ui)1 ilxj) + (a(~uj)1 ax; (6.10)
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The above principle of virtual work relationships are generally applicable for most engineering

materials and are used for proofs of the limit analysis. These proofs of the upper bound and

lower bound will not be presented here as they are fully described in many standard text books

of structural mechanics. e.g. Drucker (1962). Davis (1968). Chen (1975). and Atkinson (1981).

For completeness the Author will give the definitions of the theorem of plastic collapse.

6.3.7 Theorems of limit analysis

a) Theorem (I) (lower bound).

If there is a set of external loads (Ti) on the stress boundary (At) which is in equilibrium with

the state of stress (0 ij) which nowhere exceeds the failure criteria for the material. collapse

cannot occur and (T i)' (F i) are the lower bound to the true collapse.

b)Theorem (II) (Upper bound).

If there is a set of external loads (Ti) and a mechanism of plastic deformation (~ei) and (Ui}

such that the increment of work done by the external load In an increment of displacement

equals the work done by the internal stress. collapse must occur and the external load is an

upper bound to the true collapse load.

c) Theorem (III)

Initial stress or deformation has no effect on plastic limit or collapse load provided the geometry

is essentially unaltered.

d) Theorem (IV)

Addition of (weightless) materials to a body without any change in position of the applied loads

cannot result in lower collapse load.

e) Theorem M
A limit load computed from a convex yield surface which circumscribes the actual surface will

be an upper bound on the actual limit load. A limit load computed from an inscribed circle will

be a lower bound on the actual collapse load.

f) Theorem (VI)

Any set of loads which produce an assemblage of elastic-plastic bodies with frictional interface

for the condition of no relative motion at the interface will produce collapse for the case of finite

friction.

g) Theorem (VII)

Any set of loads which produces collapse of an assemblage of elastic- plastic bodies with

frictional interfaces for the condition of no relative motion at the interface will produce collapse

for the case of finite.
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a) Equilibrium Set

2(oeji)= (a5ui)/axj+ (a5uj)/axi

6~

b) Compatibility Set

Fig 6.9 Two independent sets of equations of virtual work
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h) Theorem (VIII)

Any set of loads which will cause collapse of an assemblage of elastic-plastic bodies with friction

interface will not produce collapse when the interfaces are • cemented • together with a

cohesionless soil the effective angle of internal friction of the soil cI>' is equals to th Interface

frictional ~.

I) Theorem (IX)

Any set of loads which produce collapse for material with associated flow rule will produce

collapse for the same material with non associated flow rule.

6.4 THE UPPER BOUND OF PLASTIC COLLAPSE

The basic principle on which the upper bound of plastic collapse is established Is as follows.

Firstly a valid mechanism of plastic collapse must be assumed which satisfies the mechanical

boundary condition. Here a mechanism Is said to be valid If the small change In displacement

within the body due to the mechanism Is compatible or kinematically admissible. That Is, the

mechanism must be continuous in the sense that no gap or overlaps develop within the body

and direction of the plastic strain, which Is defined by the mechanism, must in tum define the

yield stress required to calculate the dissipation. This is known as the yield criteria and

associated flow rule.

Once a mechanism is established, the expenditure of energy by the external load (including the

soil weights) due to a small displacement defined by the assumed mechanism must be

calculated. The external work done is determined by multiplying the vertical components of

displacement by the soils self weight. Then, the internal dissipation of energy by plastically

deformed regions which are associated with the mechanism is calculated.

Therefore as stated in the upper bound theorem, the imposed load cannot be carried by the soil

mass If, for any assumed failure mechanism, the rate of work done by the external force

exceeds the internal rate of dissipation. Equating of external to internal rate of work done for

any such valid mechanism thus gives an unsafe upper bound on the true collapse or limit load.

The upper bound collapse load calculation, once the work equation is formed, is solved in terms

of the variables that define the assumed mechanism. The final step in the analysis is to seek

the particular layout or the value of the variable which Is the least or most critical.
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The author used a semi-graphical method and a computer software programme called X-V

maths described in Appendix 8 to find the minimum value.

6.4.1 Directions of slip plane

Consider a simple slip plane shown in Fig. 6.1oa. The direction of the slip plane Is assumed

to coincide with the direction of zero extension lines (James, 1965).

Now the ~ trajectories are given by

~ = [450 + (v/2)] (6.11)

where u = the angle of dilation. Thus, In a material suffering continuous strain, any slip plane

that occurs must intersect at an angle (J.L), as shown in Fig. 6.10.

Where

J.L = (90-v) (6.12)

In the upper bound mechanism of plastic collapse it is assumed that the material remains rigid

while all deformation in an increment of collapse occurs. This takes place due to the relative

sliding across the slip plane. Since there is no continuous strain, there are no limitations on the

direction of the slip plane which makes up the mechanism. A suitable upper bound can often

be obtained by having slip planes intersect at (90 - u) to each other. For the situation in this

thesis, u = 4>'will be assumed i.e. the slip plane will intersect at 90 - 4>'.

Slip planes may be straight or they may be curved. Fig. 6.1ab, shows a short section of a slip

plane, the material on one side is stationary, while the material on the other side undergoes an

increment of displacement ~v at an angle 4>' to the slip plane. Consider a section of a

log-spiral curved slip plane between two radii r and r+~r at an angle ~w. From the geometry

of Fig.6.1ne and in the limit,

dr/rdw = tan 4>'

rB/rA = exp (dw tan4>')

(6.13)

(6.14)

Where (dw) is the angle between the radii rA and rB' later, In the analysis of an upper bound,

this equation is used to form the displacement vector along a log-spiral failure plane.

6.4.2 Upper bound solution mechanism (A)

Now consider the mechanism in Fig.6.11. The rate of external work done (EWD) due to self

weight in any region is simply the vertical component of the displacement In that region
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multiplied by the unit weight of the region.

Assume the quadrilateral AGDE experiences the same vector displacement and is divided into

congruent triangles by the diagonal AD. That Is the area of

Il AGD == Il ADE (6.15)

Therefore the area of the quadrilateral may be arranged in such a way that

Area (0AGDE) = Areas (Il AGD + Il ADE)

Therefore the work done by the region is given as

(6.16)

(6.17)

For region (AGD)

EAGD = 112 y (H-h)2Va [sin(8+p)sin(8+p+21)/sin(8+p+21))

[tan(8 + P)/tanl + tan(8 + P))2[ (1 +tanl)(tan(8 + P) +tanO)2/tan2(8 + p)tan20 tan(O-l))

(6.18)

Therefore the work done by

EAGDE =(H-h)2y Vo [sin8sin(8+p+21)/sin(8+p+21))

[tan(8+ p)/tanl +tan(6 + P))2[(1 +tanl)(tan(8+ P) +tanO)2/tan2(8+ p)tan20 tan(O-l))

(6.19)

EGBC= -112 y(h-z)2Vo [sin(8+ P)cos(8+ P-4»)/cos(8+ P)cos(8+ P-4»

(6.20)

EGBF= -1f2y(h-z)2Vo [cos cI>/cos(6+ p)sin(6+ P-4»

(6.21)

(6.22)

Now consider the following upper bound forces In front and at the back of the anchor fluke due

to the failure mechanisim in Fig 6.11. PuAp1 and PuAp2 are the upper bound solution (A) forces

due to passive earth pressure in front and at the back of the anchor fluke respectively. Similarly

PuAa1 and PuAa2 are the upper bound solution (8) force due to the active earth pressure in front

and at the back of the anchor fluke respectively. Let PuAnet be the net upper bound force for

solution (A) shown In the highlighted circle for net force and moment acting on the anchor fluke

in Fig 6.11. The components of the net forces and moment are similar to the general forces

shown on Figs 5.18 (a and b). only the subscripts have been modified to correspond the

relevant theoretical method in use. PuAp1 corresponds to the upper bound solution (A) passive

force in front of the fluke.
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The rate of energy dissipation by the sliding friction for solution (A) smooth interface EFA with

respect to the appropriate earth pressure are EFAP1 EFAP2 for passive in front and at the back

respectively and EFAa1and EFAa2for active in front and at the back respectively.

For smooth anchors (~<4»

EFAp1= PUAP,tan~ Vo1

EFAP2= PUAP2tan~Vol.

EFAa1= pUAa,tan~ Vo2

EFAa2= PUA1tan~ Vo3

(6.23a)

(6.23b)

(6.23c)

(6.23d)

For rough anchors (~ ~ 4»

When the internal frictional angle of the soil is equals to or greater than the interface friction

angle, it is assumed that the Interfaces are "cemented • together and the relative displacement

at the interface equals to zero. Therefore the energy dissipation for coheslonless soil Is zero.

This is the case for a rough anchor i.e., (~ ~4>/).

The displacement components shown in Fig 6.11 can be expressed in terms of the horizontal

displacement V0 •

For smooth anchors (~<4»

a) V1 = Vo sin(6+ P)/cos(21-6+ P)

b) Vo1 = Vosin(" +21-6+ p)/sln(21-6+ P)

c) V2 = Vosin(8+ P)/cos(8+ P-4»

d) V02 = Vosin(8+ P)/cos(8+ P-4»

e) V3 = Vo sin(8+ P)cos4>/sln(8+ P-4»

f) V03 = Vo sln4>/sln(8+ P-4»

g) V4 = Vosin(8+ P)/cos(8+ P-4»

h) Vol. = Vocos(8+ P-4>)/cos(4)-6+ P)

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

(6.28)

(6.29)

(6.30)

(6.31)

For rough Interface (~>4»

a) V1 = Vo sin(8+ p +4»/COS(21-6+ P)

b) Vo1 = Vosin(" +21-6)/sin(21-6+ P)

c) V2 = Vosln(8+p+4»/cos(8+P-4»

(6.32)

(6.33)

(6.34)
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d) V02 = Vosin(6+ P)/cos(6+ P-cI»

e) V3 = Vo sin(6+ p+~)cos~/sin(6+ P-cI»

f) V03 = Vo sin~/sin(6+ P-cI»

g) v4 = Vosin(6 + P + cI»1 cos(6 + P-cI»

h) V04 = Vocos(6+ P-cI»/cos{cI>-6+ P)

(6.35)

(6.36)

(6.37)

(6.38)

(6.40)

Similarly

a) VUAP1= v; (sin(6+ P) +tan~cos(6+ P))

b) VUAP2= Vo (sin{6+p)+tan~cos{6+P))

c) VuAa1 = Vo (sine+tan~cos(6+ P))

b) VuAa2 = v; (sin6+tan~cos(6+ P))

(6.41)

(6.42)

(6.43)

(6.44)

Therefore equating the rate of external work done to the rate of Internal energy dissipation we

have:

For a smooth Interface ( & <~)

The passive energy in front of the fluke Is

EAGDE+ PUAP1VUAP1- PUAP1tan&V01 = 0

PuAp1 = EAGDE/ (tan~V01 - VUAP1)

(6.45)

(6.46)

The passive energy at the back of the fluke Is

EGBF+ PuAp2VuAp2- PuAp2tan& V03 = 0

PuAp2 = EGBK/ (tanaV03-VUAP2)

(6.47)

(6.48)

The active energy in front

EGBC+ PuAa1Vua1 - PuAa1tan~ V02 = 0

PuAa1 = EGBC/ (tana V02-VuAa1)

(6.50)

(6.51)

The active energy at the back

EAGF+ PuAa2VuAa2 - PuAa2tan&V04 = 0

PuAa2 = EGBCI (tan~ Vos-VuAa2)

(6.52)

(6.53)

For rough anchors (~~cI»

Note as In solution (A) the relative displacement equals to zero and the dissipation of energy

is equal to zero.
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Fig 6.11 Upper bound solution mechanism (A)
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The passive energy in front of the fluke is

EAGDE+ PuAp1VuAp1= 0

PuAp1 = - EAGDE/ VuAp1

(6.54)

(6.55)

The passive energy at the back of the fluke is

EGBF+ PuAp2VuAp2= 0

PuAp2 = -EGBK/ VUAP2)

The active energy in front

EGBC+ PuAa1VuAa1 = 0

PuAa1 = -EGBC/ VuAa1

(6.56)

(6.57)

(6.58)

(6.59)

The active energy at the back

EAGF+ PuAa2VuAa2 =0

PuAa2 = -EGBC/ VuAa2

(6.60)

(6.61)

Consider NUAP1I NuAP2' NuAa1 ,NuAa2and NuAnet the normal components of the forces PuAp1'

PuAp2' PuAa1' PuAa2and PuAnet respectively.

Where
~NUAP1= PuAp1 ( 1+ tan~ ]
~NUAP2= PuAp2 ( 1+ tan~ ]
~NuAa1 = PuAa1 [ 1+ tan~ ]
~NuAa2 = PuAa2 [ 1+ tan~ ]

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.64)

(6.65)

Therefore resolving the normal forces acting on the anchor fluke gives the net upper bound

normal force I.e.

NuAnet = NUAP1+ NuAP2+ NuAa1 +NuAa2 - Dfsin{8+p)+ Wa cos(8+P) + Fnetsin(8+p)

(6.66)

Here Of sin{8+ p) and Wa cos(8+ p) are the normal components of the holding capacity and

the weight of the anchor fluke respectively. Fnetsin(8+ P) is the normal component of the side

friction given in Equation 5.86 in Chapter Five. Equation (6.66) Is adopted for the upper bound

mechanism of solution (A).
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6.4.3 The minimum upper bound solution

For a given shank to fluke angle (eO) and depth of embedment ratio (H/h) and soil relative

density RD and 4>'. In Equation (6.66) the only variables that will dictate the shape of the rigid

body are the angles (0) and (1) as shown in Figure 6.12.

Now from Equations 6.62, NUAP1 = PuApl [ 1+ tan~ ]Y.t and the non-dimensional force coefficient

NuANC = NuAP1fyh2W. NuANC has been found to be a function of (0) and (1)

That is

(6.67)

Therefore the function f( 0,1) has a minimum value when 0 & 1 satisfy the condition.

Off en = 0 (6.68)

and

Offal = 0 (6.69)

Solving the equations and substituting the value of (0 and 1) into Equations 6.62 we obtain the

least upper bound for the minimum NuAp1. Because of the unnecessarily long differential

calculus involved in the calculation, a semi- graphical representation will be used in conjunction

with a PC computer software, described In Appendix G, to find the solution to Equation 6.62.

In order to determine the solution to Equation (6.62) by a semi-graphical method we assign a

set of values of 1° = 13,18,30,42,48,58 etc. For every value of (1) we substitute several values

of (0) into Equation (6.62) and compute the corresponding value of the function (t) by utilising

the computer software XV math. If four or five points have been determined the (t) vs (0) can

be traced easily and accurately and this is shown in Fig. 6.12. This way we obtain the point

corresponding to the minimum value of each of these curves. We then trace through each of

these points marked by a small open circle corresponding (t) vs (1) shown on the right hand

side of Fig. 6.12. The minimum value of the (t) vs (1) curve found this way represents the

absolute minimum of the function.

6.4.4 Upper bound solution mechanism (B)

The mechanism considered here is for larger shank to fluke angles. This is based of the failure

mechanism estimated in Chapter 5. The passive earth pressure In front of the fluke is a modified

version of Chen and Rosenfarb's (1973) so called 'Iogsandwich mechanism' adopted for a

translating wall. This mechanism is different from Chen and Rosenfarb's in many ways. Firstly,

the anchor fluke moves In a complex mode of translation and rotation with passive and active

earth pressure acting in front and at the back of the anchor fluke. Secondly (H/h) > 1.
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Therefore from Fig. 6.13a, the rate of external work done for region AGC is given by

EAGC= V:zH2yV1[sincos(p +4>')cos(6+ P-p)]/[cos4>' -cos2(6+ P)cos4>')]
-[V2 (h-z)2] yVo tanpsin(6+ p)sin(6+ P +4>' +900)/sin2(6+ P)cosp

(6.70)

Log-spiral region

(6.71)
After integration,

EACD= { V:zH2yV1cOS2(P+ 4>')cos4>'/sin2(6+ PH1 +8sin24>')}{cos(4)' -p)

[(3sin4>' -3sin4>'coso )+ (cos4>'sine.»exp(-3e.>tan4>')]

+ {sin(6+ P-p)[(cos6+ p-3sln4>'sine.>-cose.>cos4>')exp(-3wtan4>')]}}

(6.72)

The quadrilateral ACEF Is divided into congruent triangles by the diagonal AE. That Is, the area

A ADE = A AFE (6.73)

Therefore the area of the quadrilateral Is arranged In such a way that area

Area (0 ADEF) = Areas (A ADE + A AFE) (6.74)

EADEF= EADE+ EAFE and EADE = EAFE

EADEF= 2EADE = 2EAFE

(6.75)

(6.76)

Assume the whole rigid body Is moving with the same displacement vector (V3)

Now the external work done by triangle A ACE

EADE= {(V:z)yH2V1cos(1. +4>')sin(6-1-e.> + P)cos(6-1-e.»exp(-3wtan4>')}/

{sin26cos4>' cos(S-l-e.> + P-cI>')}

(6.n)

Therefore

EADEF= {yH2V 1cos(l + 4>')sin(6-1-e.>+ P)cas{6-1-e.> )exp(-3wtancl>')}/

{sin2(6 + P)cos4>'cos(6-1-e.> + P-cI>')}

(6.78)

The rate of work done by the region GBC Is given as

EGBC= -V:z(h-z)2yVo tanpsinS5in(6+ P +4>+900)/5in2(6+ P)cosp (6.79)

EGBK= - V2y(h-z)2Votan6sincl>' /sin(6+ p)sin(6+ P-cI» (6.80)

EAGJ= V2 Z2VO cot6 sin(90-6+ P +cI»sin(6+ p)/sin (6+ P-cI» (6.81)
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In a similar manner to mechanism (A) the displacement components can be expressed In terms

of Vo

For a smooth Interface 6 <4>'

The passive energy in front of the fluke is

EAGC+ EACO+ EAOEF+ PuBpl VuBpl = PuBpl tan6 VOl

PuBpl = EAGC+ EACO+ EAOEF/ (tan~VOl - VUBPl )

(6.82)

(6.83)

The passive energy at the back of the fluke is

EGBK+ PuBp2VuBp2 = PuBp2tan6 V04

PuBp2 = EGBK/ (tan6 V04-VUBP2)

(6.84)

(6.85)

The active energy in front

EGBC+ PuBal VuBal = PuBal tan6 V02

PuBa1 = EGBCI (tan6 V02-VuBa1)

(6.86)

(6.87)

The active energy at the back

EGBC+ PuBa2VuBa2 = PuBa2tan6 Vos

PuBa2 = EGBC/ (tan6VOS-VUBa2)

(6.88)

(6.89)

For rough Interface and ~ ~4>'
For rough interface the value of the displacement vector at the Intereface is assumed to be

equal to zero therefore the dissipation of energy must equal to zero.

The passive energy In front of the fluke Is

EAGC+ EACO+ EAOEF+ PuBpl VUBPl =0

PuBpl = EAGC+ EACO+ EAOEF/ VuBp1

(6.91)

The passive energy at the back of the fluke Is

EGBK+ PuBp2VuBp2 = PuBp2tan~ V04

Pup2 = -EGBKI Vfp2

(6.93)

(6.94)

The active energy in front

EGBC+ PuBal VuBa1 = PuBal tan~ V02 (6.95a)
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(6.95b)

The active energy at the back

EGBC+ PuBa2VuBa2= PuBa2tan~ Vos

PuBa2= EGBC/ VuBa2

(6.96)

(6.97)

In a similar manner as in mechnlsim (A). NUBP1• NuBP2'NuBa1 .NuBa2and NuBnet the normal

components of the forces PUBP1' PUBP2'PuBa1' PuBa2and PUBnet are derived.

Therefore resolving the normal forces acting on the anchor fluke gives the net upper bound

normal force i.e.

NuBnet = NUBP1+ NUBP2+ NuBa1 +NuBa2 - Dfsin(6+p)+ Wa cos(6+P) + Fnetsin(6+p)

(6.98)

Here again Of sin(6 + P) and Wa cos(6 + P) are the normal components of the holding capacity

and the weight of the anchor fluke respectively. Fnetsin(6+ P) is the net normal component of

the side friction given in Equation 5.86 in Chapter 5. Equation (6.98) is adopted for the upper

bound mechanism of solution (8). The minimising procedure is similar to that in mechanism A

and is shown in Fig 6.14. (6.90)

6.4.5 The lower bound of plastIc collapse

The lower bound method is different from the upper bound method because the equilibrium

equation and yield conditions are the Important criteria. The virtual work equations and

compatibility are not considered. The conditions required to establish such a lower bound

solution are essentially as follows:

a) A complete stress distribution of the stress field must be found. everywhere satisfying the

differential equations of equilibrium (Equations 6.46 and 6.47,see below).

b) The stress field at the boundary must satisfy the stress boundary condition.

c) The stress field must nowhere violate the yield condition.

As stated In part (a) above. In order to calculate a lower bound we are required to study a state

of stress that Is in equilibrium with the external loads which nowhere exceed the appropriate

failure criteria. A suitable state of stress may vary smoothly from place to place or there may

be a sudden jump or discontinuities. but in all cases equilibrium must be satisfied.
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Consider the equilibrium of an element in the X-Z plane with ~x and ~z and normal and shear

stresses which vary through the element which Is shown on Fig. 6.15. The resolution of forces

and stresses in the vertical and horizontal direction gives;

where y is the unit weight of soil. Equations 6.46 and 6.47 are the general equilibrium
equations.

6.4.6 Discontinuous stress field
It may be useful to divide a soil body into several stress zones, in the construction of an

equilibrium distribution of stress, which does not violate the yield condition. The equations of

equilibrium do not violate the yield condition and the stress field will satisfy the equations of

equilibrium in each zone and also the stress field will be continous in each zone. However, the

stress field on the boundary may not be identical. Therefore exploiting the possibility of

discontinuity of stress between two adjacent stress Is appropriate.

Atkinson (1981) considered the stress discontinuity in Fig. 6.16a,which shows an element of soil

split by a stress discontinuity. He showed that, as long as the conditions of equilibrium are

satisfied. the stress in the zone A to one side of the discontinuity need not be the same as the

state of stress on the other side. He also resolved the stress in the direction normal to the

discontinuity and took moments about a corner to find;

, ,
o na = 0 nb (6.101)

(6.102), ,
't na = 't nb

These two are equilibrium equations and satisfy all the conditions for the element to be In

equilibrium. Atkinson (1981) also showed that the corresponding Mohr's circles of total stress

for the states of stress in the parts of the element In the zone (A) and (8) in Fig. 6.16b. On

either side of the discontinuity the circles pass through a common point (C) where the states

of stress (0' na' -'t' na) and (0' nb' -T' nJ are those on a plane parallel with the discontinuity.

The state of stress (a' tao 't' tal and (a' tb, 1" tJ at opposite ends of the diameter from (C)

represents the stress on the plane normal to the discontinuity.

Therefore it is possible to conclude that as far as equilibrium is concerned one can have a
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Fig 6.17 Direction of major principal stress across a discontinuity
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discontinuity across the boundary, although the stress components are continuous across the

boundary.

6.4.7 Rotation of the major principal stress direction.

The direction of the principal stress changes as it crosses a discontinuity Fig. 6.17 shows this

change in direction, and this rotation will be given by

(6.103)

The state of stress In regions (A) and (8) represented by the Mohr's diagram of stress In Fig.

6.17(a)and (b), may be defined by parameters (sa' ta) and (Sb'tJ, where,

s = 112[0, + 03]

t = Y2[0, - 03]

(6.104)

(6.105)

Now for drained loading the failure envelope Is given by

t = Ontan <1>' or

t= s sin <1>'

(6.106)

(6.107)

as shown in Fig. 6.17 and these will be used to calculate the change In stress along the

discontinuity. In Fig. 6.18 point (C) has co-ordinates of (o'na,-tna) and (o'nb' -t'nJ and

hence angle (<I>',J is the angle of shearing resistance mobilised on the plane of discontinuity.

In order to use the geometry of Fig. 6.18 In a more detailed manner, It will be re-drawn In Fig.

6.19.

Now, define an angle (M,
where

tJ. = (900 - ~w)

From the geometry of Fig. 6.19

(6.109)

sin tJ. = AD/t' a and

sin <1>'m = AD/s' a

(6.110)

(6.111)

From Fig 6.18
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It follows that

sin4>'m = sin Il sin 4>'

Therefore

sin4>'m = cosew sin4>'

Once again from Fig. 6.19

DE/sa = sin (Il + 4>',J

OF/sb = sin (Il - 4>',J

DE = OF

(6.112)

(6.113)

(6.114)

(6.115)

(6.116)

Hence

sblSa = sin(1l + 4>',J I sin(Il-cl>' m)

(6.117)

and from equation (6.110)

s'b/s'a = cos(Ow-cl>',J/cos(~w+4>',J (6.118)

Thechange in stress across the discontinuity is simpiy related to the direction of rotation of the

major principal stress.

6.4.8 Lower bound solution (A)

Fig. 6.20 shows a simple stress field for smooth anchor fluke. The nature and formation of the

earth pressure in front and at the back of anchor fluke due to the complex nature of the anchor

fluke movement has resulted into the establishment of four independent regions and stress

fields. This has been confirmed by the expermental evidence into the measurement of the

interface stress described in Chapter 5.

a) the passive region in front of the anchor fluke; region 1

b) the active region In front of the anchor fluke; region 2

c) the active region at the back; region 3

d) the passive region at the back of the fluke; region 4.

Each region is separated by a single discontinuity and the state of stress is represented by

element (Ai) in region iA and element (8i) in region iB'

Now consider region 1

From the Mohr's circle In Fig. 6.21

sinll = sin4>'m Isin4>' (6.119)

The angle between the direction of the major principal stress and the horizontal In region (1~
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is (6w) and from the Mohr's circle geometry Fig. 6.21.

26w = (A +4>'J

Now from Equation (6.115 ) we have

sin4>'m = sinA sin4>'

and. from Equation (6.121)

sb/sa = cos(~w-4>'ml I cos(~w+eII'ml

But from (Fig.6.20)

Sa = o'v (l-sin4>')

where

(6.120)

(6.121)

(6.122)

o'v = Ylp"V I sin (e+~)

Hence from equations 6.121.6.122 and 6.123

Sb = Y1p1Y (1- sin 4>') [cos(6w-4>'Jl I [sin(e+ P)cos(6w+4>Jl

Now the normal stress on the anchor interface with the soil is equal to (0' 1P1)

Therefore

(6.123)

(6.124)

0'Lp1 = s'b(l +sinell'cos2~W) (6.125)

0'Lp1 = YLP1y[(1-sin cI>')(cos(~w-4>'J(l +sincl>'cos2~W)]/ [sin(e+ P)cos(~w+4>'Jl

(6.126)

The passive lower bound normal force in front of the anchor fluke N LAp1is given by

NLAP1 = fahoLPl dYLpl (6.127)

NLAP1 = Y2h2y[(1- sin 4>')(1+sincl>'cos2~W)(COS(~w-4>'J)]/

[(sinCe+ ~)cos(~w+ eII'ml)] (6.128)

Similarly

The active lower bound normal force in front of N lAal is given by
o

NLAa1 = J (h-z) 0pLal dYLal (6.129)

NLAa1 = V2(h-z)2y[(sin 4>'-1)(1 +sinell'cos2~w)(cos(~w-4>'ml)]1

[(sinCe+ ~)cos(~w+ eII'ml) (6.130)

The lower bound active normal force at the back of the fluke (N lAa2) is given by
h

NLAa2 = fa 0La2 dYLa2 (6.131)

NlAa2 = Y2h2y[(sin 4>'-1)(1+sincl>'cos2~w)(cos(~w-4>'J)]1

[(sin(e + ~)cos(~w+ eII'ml))

(6.132)

Similarly

The lower bound solution A passive normal force (N lAP2) is given by
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J (h-z)
NLAp2 = 0 0 Lp2dYLp2

NLAP2= V2(h-z)2y[(sin 4>'-1)(1 +sin4>'cos2~w)(cos(~w-4>',J)]/

[(sinCe+ P)cos(~w+4>',J)]

(6.133)

(6.134)

Note:the quantities

2t,w = [4>'m + sin -1 (sin4>'m/sin 4>')]

Therefore the net normal force N LAnet for lower bound solution A is calculated as

NLAnet = NLAP1+ NLAP2+ NlAa1 +NLAa2 - Dfsin(e+ P}+ Wa cos(e+ P) + Fnetsin(e+ P)

(6.135)

Equation 6.135 is used to produce the lower bound net normal force coefficient

N LAc= N LAnet/h2yW.

Once again Df sinCe+P) and Wa cos(e + P) are the normal components of the holding capacity

and the weight of the anchor fluke respectively. Fnetsin(e+ P) is the normal component of the

side friction given in Equation 5.86 in Chapter 5.

6.4.9 Stress fan method

In the previous Section 6.4.6 a single discontinuity was utilised. however in the stress fan

method the two regions are separated by more than one discontinuity.

Now regions A and B as shown in Fig. 6.22a are separated by four discontinuities. Their

corresponding Mohr's circles are shown in Fig. 6.22b.

Points C' a and C' b corresponding to point C' shown in Fig. 6.22b represent the state of

stress on the outer discontinuity.

From the geometry of Figs. 6.19 and 6.22b

wa = [450 + V24>'m-V2~w]

wb = [450 + V24>'m+ V2~W]

(6.136)

(6.137)

where 4>'m is the mobilised angle of shearing resistance.

The change of stress across a single discontinuity Is given by

S'b/s'a = cos(~w-4>',J/ cos(~w+4>',J

~s/s = 2[sin~wsin4>'m/cos(~w+4>',J]

(6.138)

(6.139)
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where 4>'m is given by Equation (6.113 I.e. sin4>'m = cosew sin4>'

Hence the change of stress (~s) across the whole fan must be found by summing the change

of stress (~s) across each discontinuity in the fan I.e.

~(~s) = s (6.140)

Now assuming that the stress fan consists of an Infinite number of discontinuities so that the

state of stress varies smoothly throughout the fan as the number of discontinuities becomes

large. Thus, as ~w .. 0 and from equation 6.58 as the value ( 4>'J tends towards (4)')

i.e. Where 4>' is the failure angle of shearing resistance of the sand

4>'m .. 4>'

Thus we have

wf = AW

and

wa = wb = [450 + %4>']

(6.141)

(6.142)

(6.143)

This is shown in Fig 6.23a and the corresponding Mohr's circle Is shown In Fig 6.23b. There

will be an infinite number of stress circles, each corresponding to the state of stress In a sector

of the fan between the outer circles. In the limit as ~w .. 0, we have [(sin~w .. ~w)] while

[(cosaw"l)].

Hence,with 4>'m .. 4>' and from equation 6.139

ds' /dw = 2s'(tan 4>') (6.144)

Therefore integrating through the fan from region A to B In Fig 6.22

s' b / s' a = exp(2wftan4>') (6.145)

6.4.10 Lower bound solution (B)

Figs 6.24 (b) show a simple stress field for smooth anchor fluke. As In solution A there are four

independent regions

a) the passive region In front of the anchor fluke; region 1

b) the active region in front of the anchor fluke; region 2

c) the active region at the back; region 3

d) the passive region at the back of the fluke; region 4.

Each region is separated by a stress fan and the state of stress Is represented by element (Ai)

in region lA and element (Bi) In region iB. Now consider region 1A The region Is separated from

region (B) by a stress fan,with a fan angle,

(6.146)
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The loading state in Fig 6.24a Is reduced to an equivalent loading system in Fig 6.24b. Therefore

from equations 6.145 and 6.146 and substituting for wfp1 we have

S'b/S'a = exp [1800-2(8+P)) tan~'

Now from the geometry of Fig 6.21 and 6.24b

s' a = q' /(l-sin ~')

and

Sb = 0' pi (1 +sin~')

where

(6.147)

(6.148)

(6.149)

q' Lp1= (H-h)y +YLP1Y) is the passfve surcharge load In front of the anchor fluke In Fig 6.24b and

0' Lp1 = [(1 +sin~')/{l-sin~))exp(l80° -2(8+ p»tan~')(H-h+YLP1)Y (6.150)

Therefore the passive lower bound normal force In front of the fluke N LBp1Is given as

NLBP1= foz[(1 + sin~') 1(1-sin~'} exp(1800-2(8+ PH tan~')(H-h+YLp1)y]dYLP1

= tan2(45° +~') exp(1800-2(8+ P»(H-h+z)y (6.151)

Similarly the lower bound active normal force NLBa1in region 2 In front of the fluke Is given as

NlBa1 = Je (h-z) [(1- sin~')/ (1 +sin~')exp{{l80° -2{8 + PHtan~')(H-h+YLa1)y]dYLa1

= tan2(45° -4>') exp(180° -2(180° -(8+ P»(H-z)y

(6.152)

The lower bound active normal force NLBa2in region 3 at the back of the fluke is given as

NLBa2 = fo (Z)[(1- sin~') 1(1 +sin~') exp{(1800-2{8+ P) tan~')(H-h+YLa2)y]dYLa2

= tan2(45°-4>') exp(1800-2(8+P»(H-h+z}y

(6.153)

The lower bound passive normal force at the back of the fluke NLBP2is given as

NLBP2= fo(Z)[(l+ sln~')/(l-sin~') exp«1800-2(8+P» tan~')(H-h+YLp2)y]dYLP2

= tan2(45° +~'} exp(180-2(8+ P»(H-z}y

(6.154)

Therefore

NLBnet = NLBP1+ NLBP2+ NLBa1 +NLBa2 - Dfsin(8+p)+ Wa cos{8+P) + Fnetsln{8+p)

(6.155)
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Equation 6.155 is used to produce the lower bound net normal force coefficient

N lBc = N lBnet/h2yW.

6.5 THE LIMIT EQUILIBRIUM METHOD

The limit equilibrium method combines features of upper and lower bound plastic collapse rules.

That is, the plane of failure surface is assumed and also equilibrium Is required to be satisfied.

However, the method does not give any consideration to soil kinematics or to the equilibrium

of the internal stresses.

Therefore there are important differences between the bounded plastic method and the limit

equilibrium method. For an upper bound calculation there are strong restrictions on the

permitted shapes of the slip planes while for limit equilibrium calculation there are no such

restrictions and the limit equilibrium mechanism may be allowed as an upper bound.

For a lower bound calculation we are required to examine the state of stress everywhere

throughout the soil, whereas for a limit equilibrium calculation we examine only the overall

equilibrium of blocks of soil by ensuring that the forces on their boundaries are in static

equilibrium. Thus a limit equilibrium solution may not be a lower bound.

Limit equilibrium calculation for the passive earth pressure uses Coulomb's (1776) method

, which is one of the earliest engineering calculations still In current use, although with some

modification. Not only could the failure plane be a straight line but arcs, circles, logarithmic

spirals or some other arbitrary shape failure curves might be considered.

6.5.1 The Graphical method for limit equilibrium

These are simpler and more illustrative than the corresponding mathematical methods. In most

cases in geotechnical engineering it is relatively simple to construct a force polygon. In soil

mechanics we are concerned more with the magnitude of the forces than with their points of

application and consequently force polygons are used to calculate the collapse loads. In this

work, this method is used in the application of the limit equilibrium method to calculate the

collapse load.

6.5.2 The Limit equilibrium Solution (A)

Consider the equilibrium of the block shown in Fig. 6.25 and the corresponding free body

diagram and force polygon which is for smooth anchor fluke.

Therefore the weight of the whole block is given as WAB where;

(6.156)
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where

WAB = the whole weight of the block for solution A,

W EAp1 = the weight of the passive wedge in front of the anchor fluke for solution A,

W EAp2 = the weight of the passive wedge at the back of the anchor fluke for solution A,

WEAa1 = the weight of the active wedge in front of the anchor fluke for solution A,

W EAa2 = the weight of the active wedge at the back of the anchor fluke for solution A,

Wa = the weight of the anchor fluke for solution A.

Now the weight of the block is the product of Its area and Its unit weight y.

The quadrilateral AGDE is divided into congruent triangles by the diagonal AD. That is the area

of the triangle,

A AGD '" A ADE (6.157)

Therefore the area of the quadrilateral may be arranged insuch a waythat the area

o AGDE = Areas(A AGO+ A ADE) (6.158)

The weight of the region (AGD)

WAGD = 112 Y (H-h)2 [tan(6+ ~)/tanl+tan(6+ ~)]2[(1 +tanl)(tan(6+ ~)+tanO)2/

tan2(6+ ~)tan20tan(O-l)]

Therefore the weight of WAGDE = W EAp1

WEAAP1 = (H-h)2y[tan(6 + p)/tanl +tan(6+ P)]2

[(1 + tanlHtan(6 + P) + tanO)2/tan2(6 + ~)tan20 tan(O-l)]

W GBe = 112Y (h-z)2/ cos(6 + ~)

(6.159)

(6.160)

Now

rw = ro exp(w-wo) tan4>'

rh = ro exp(wh-wO) tan4>'

ro = (H-h)/sin Wo

rh = (H)/sin wh

(6.161)

(6.162)

(6.163)

(6.164)

Therefore the weight of region BCO

WBeo = 1I2y(H2-HhHsin(wh-wO)/sinwo sinwh]

small incremental weight of region BKCO is given as

~WBKeo = 112yrw2 dw
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WBKCO=1f2 fwhwO [ro2 exp 2(w-wo) tan cI>')dw

= Y"yro2[exp 2(wh-wO) tan cI>')

= 1/"y(H-h)2[exp 2(wh-wO) tan cI>']/sin2wo
(6.169)

Therefore the weight of region BKe

WBKC= WBKCO- WBCO

= Y"y(H2-h2){[2exp(wh-wO)tancl>'sinwo sinwh]

/[ sin2wosin(wh-wO)]} (6.170)

Therefore WEAa1=the weight of the active wedge in front of the anchor fluke is given by

WEAa1=WGBKC= WGBC- WBKC
= Y"y(h2-H2-4Hh+4z2){[2exp(wh-wO)tancf>'sinwo sinwh]

/[cos(6+ p)sin2wosin(wh-wO)]} (6.171)

The weight of the passive wedge at the back of the anchor fluke WEAp2is

WEAP2= WFGB=1f2y(h-z)2/cos6sin(6+p-cf» (6.172)

The weight of the active wedge at the back of the anchor fluke WEAa2is

WEAa2 = WAGF= Y2 y Z2/sin3(6+ P) (6.173)

Let the forces PEAP1'PEAa1•PEAp2and PEAa1be the limit equilibrium passive force in front.

active in front. the passsive force at the back and the active force at the back respectively.

Now from Fig 6.25c force polygons and the geometry of the triangles

PEAP1=WEAP1cos(6+ P-cl>')/cos(cI>' +~)

PEAa1=WEAa1 cos(cI>'-p-e)/cos(cf>'-~)

PEAp2=WEAP2cos(cf>')/sin(6+ P +cf>'+ ~-900)

PEAa2=WEAa2cos(cI>')/sin(6+ P +4>'-90°)

(6.174)

(6.175)

(6.176)

(6.177)

Now consider NEAP' • NEAP2'NEAa, .NEAa2and NEAnet the normal components of the forces

PEAP1• PEAP2'PEAa1•PEAa2and PEAnet respectively.

where
~

NEAP1= PEAP' [ 1+ tan~ ]
~NEAp2= PEAP2[ 1+ tan~ ]

(6.178)

(6.179)
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Y.t
NEAa1= PEAa1[ 1+ tan~ I

Y.t
NEAa2= PEAa2[ 1+ tan~ I

(6.180)

(6.181)

Therefore resolving the normal forces acting on the anchor fluke gives the net normal force

Le.

NEAnet = NEAP1+ NEAP2+ NEAa1+NEAa2 - 0fsin(8+P)+ Wa cos(8+P) + Fasln(8+p)

(6.162)

Here Of sin(8+ P) and Wa cos(8+ P) are the normal components of the holding capacity

and the weight of the anchor fluke respectively. Fnetsin(8 + P) Is the normal component of

the side friction given in Equation 5.86 In Chapter Five.

The above failure mode has been chosen to look like the upper bound solution A, except the

log spiral section of the active section in front of the fluke. The two variables A and Cl will

have the same minumum value as shown in Fig 6.12 namly A =30° and Cl=48°. However,

there are two additional variable overseeing the shape of the log spiral section. These angles

are wh and wo' A similar method has been used to find their minumum value thus their

values are wh=45° and wo=35°.

6.5.3 The Limit equilibrium Solution (8)

Fig 6.26 shows the overall scheme, the corresponding free body diagram and force polygon

for limit equilibrium solution B which is for smooth anchor fluke.

The weight of the whole block is given as WBBwhere;

WBB = WEBP1+ WEBP2+ WEBa1+WEBa2 + Wa (6.183a)

where

WBB = the whole weight of the block for solution B,

WEBp1= the weight of the passive wedge in front of the anchor fluke for solution B

WEBp2= the weight of the passive wedge at the back of the anchor fluke for solution B

WEBa1= the weight of the active wedge in front of the anchor fluke for solution B

WEBa2= the weight of the active wedge at the back of the anchor fluke for solution B

Wa = the weight of the anchor fluke.

Now the weight of the block is the product of its area and its unit weight y.

The quadrilateral AOEF is divided Into congruent triangles by the diagonal AE. That Is, the
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area

f1 ADE:; f1 AFE (6.183b)

The area of the region in front of the anchor fluke given as area 0 AOEF = areas t:. AOE +

f1 AFE and these are shown on Fig 6.26.

The weight of the triangular area ADE is given as WADE

where,

WADE = ((%) YH2cos(.t + cI>')sin(6-.t-<&>+ P)cos(6-.t-<&>)} I

{sin26coscl>'cos(6-.t-<&> + P-cI>')}

(6.184)

Therefore the weight of the quadrilateral 0 ADEF is WADEFwhere,

WADEF= {yH2cos(l + cI>')sin(6-l-<&>+ P)cos(6-l-<&>)}1

{sin2(6+ P)coscl>'cos(6-l-<&>+ P-cI>')} (6.185)

The weight of the region AGe is given as WAGewhere;

WAGe = Y2H2y[sincos(p+cI>')/[coscl>'-cos2(8+ P)cos<J>')]-[Y2(h-z)2]y/sin2(8+ P)cosp

(6.186)

The weight of the log-spiral region AeO WAeD

WACD= 1f2H2y Iow{sin8 + P-p-<&>)(8-(exp(3wtancl>')dw}

After integration,

WACD= { 1f2H2y{COS(<J>'-p)[(3sin<J>' -3sin<J>'cos<&>) + (cos<J>'sin<&»exp(-3<&>tan<J>')]

+ {sin(8+ P-p)[(cos6+ p-3sincl>'sin<&>-cos<&>coscl>')exp(-3wtancl>')]}}

(6.187)

Therefore the weight of the passive region in front of the anchor fluke WSp1 is

WEBP1 = WAGC+WACD+WADEF (6.188)

The weight of the active region in front of the anchor fluke,

WEBa1= WGBe = -Y2(h-z)2ytanpsin8/sin8cosp (6.189)

The weight of the active region at the back of the anchor fluke,

WEBa2= WAGJ =_1/2 z2ycot6

The weight of the passive region at the back of the anchor fluke,

WEBP2= WGBK=-'12 (h-z)2ycot6 sin(6+ p)

(6.190)

(6.191)
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Now the forces PEBP1'PEBa1•PEBP2and PEBa1be the limit equilibrium passive force in front.

active in front. the passsive force at the back and the active force at the back respectively.

Now from Fig 6.25c force polygons and the geometry of the triangles

PEBP1=WBP1 sin (0-4>')/cos (0-4>' +6+ P +~) (6.192)

(6.193)PEBa1=WBa1 cos(4)' +6+ P-p)lsin(4)'-~-p)

PEBP2=WBP2 sin(6+ P +4>' + 3-900)/cos 4>'

PEBa2=WBa2sin(6+p+4>'-p)/sin (4)+90)°

(6.194)

(6.195)

In a similar manner to the Limit equilibrium solution A. consider NEBP1• NEBP2'NEBa1.NEBa2

and NEBnet the normal components of the forces PEBp1• PEBP2'PEBa1•PEBa2and PEBnet

respectively.

where
~NEBP1= PEBP1[ 1+ tan3 ]
YzNEBP2= PEBP2[ 1+ tan~ ]
~NEBa1= PEBa1[ 1+ tan~ ]
~NEBa2= PEBa2[ 1+ tan3 ]

(6.195)

(6.196)

(6.197)

(6.198)

Therefore resolving the normal forces acting on the anchor fluke gives the net normal force

l.e.

NEBnet = NEBP1+ NEBP2+ NEBa1+NEBa2 - Dfsin(6+p)+ We cos(6+P) + Fesin(6+p)

(6.199)

Once again Of sin(6+ P) and We cos(6+ P) are the normal components of the holding

capacity and the weight of the anchor fluke respectively. Fnetsin(6+ P) is the normal

component of the side friction given in Equation 5.86 in Chapter Five.

The above failure mode solution B is comparable the upper bound solution B. The two

variables p and w will have the same minimum value as shown In Fig 6.14 namely p=32°

and w=42°.

6.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Chapter six. three techniques of the theoretical study were presented. These were used to

derive mathematical formulae for the normal force coefficients. Nc= Nfnet/yh2W. and the

holding capacity force coefficient. Pc= Df/yh2W. The first two methods used the upper

and lower bound limit analysis of plastic collapse and the third method used the limit

equilibrium method. Each theoretical method considered two solutions.
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In the upper bound limit analysis a valid mechanism of plastic collapse must be assumed

which satisfies the mechanical boundary condition. In this thesis the selection of the failure

mechanism was supported by the experimental predicted shapes described in Chapter Five.

For the upper bound two shapes were considered; the first shape, solution A was selected

corresponding to the geometric failure shape predicted for smaller shank to fluke angles

e = 15° & 30° less than the angle of repose of the sand ci>'repose and the second shape

solution B was chosen to correspond to the geometric failure plane for larger shank to fluke

angles eo = 45 & 60 greater than the angle of repose of the sand ci>'repose' Summary of

the solutions considered is given in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 Summary of the solutions to the methods considered

Method Solution Solution Remark

(A) (B)

Rough and smooth interface

Upper Equation Equation considered, Solution A is applicable for

Bound 6.62 6.98 e<ci>repose and Solution B is for

8>ci>repose

Smooth interface considered,

Lower Equation Equation Solutions A is only applicable for

Bound 6.135 6.155 H/h= 1.0 and Solution B is applicable

for H/h~1.0

Smooth interface considered, Solution

Limit Equation Equation A is applicable for 8<ci>repose and

Equilibrium 6.182 6.199 Solution B is for 8>ci>repose

The lower bound method is different from the upper bound method because the equilibrium

equation and yield conditions are the important criteria. Here a complete stress distribution

for the stress field must be found, everywhere satisfying the differential equation of

equilibrium. Also the stress field at the boundary must satisfy the stress boundary condition.
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Two stress conditions have been considered; the first condition was only applicable for the

embedment ratio H/h=1.0 but the second condition is applicable for embedment ratios

H/h ~ 1.0.

Similar failure plane described above for the limit analysis of upper bound plastic collapse

were used for the limit equilibrium method. Once again two conditions were considered.

Limit equilibrium solution A for small shank to fluke angles a = 15° & 30° less than the

angle of repose of the sand ~' repose and solution B for corresponds to large shank to fluke

angles eo = 45 & 60 greater than the angle of repose of the sand 4>' repose.

The comparison of the values of the force coefficients Pe and Ne calculated using the above

theoretical methods with the experimental predicted values and published works will be the

purpose of the next chapter, Chapter Seven.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

7 COMPARISON AND THE APPLICABILITY OF THE FINDINGS OF THE WORK

7.10BJECTIVES

The main objectives of Chapter 7 are:

a) to compare and discuss the experimental results with the Author's theoretical analysis,

b) to compare the experimental results published experimental and theoretical work and

c) to investigate the shortcomings of the current design methods for seabed anchors and to

demonstrate the applicability of the work described in this thesis.

7.2 General Introduction

This chapter is divided into three parts.

Part A, presents the comparisons of the Author's experimental results of the holding capacity

of the anchor fluke to the theoretically derived sets of formulae for the upper and the lower

bound limits of plastic collapse and the limit equilibrium methods discussed In Chapter Six.

Part B, presents a comparison of the work in this thesis to published reports on seabed

anchors.

Part C presents a discussion on the shortcomings of the present design method for seabed

anchors and the applicability of the findings of the work described In this thesis. A worked

example is used to compare the results of the Author with those of others in relation to the

holding capacity, the critical shank to fluke angle Bert' the net burial force Bfnet and the anchor

fluke stability.

7.3 PART A: COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSWITH THE THEORETICAL

ANALYSIS.

7.3.1 The upper bound solutions

For an upper bound plastic collapse an Infinite number of possible mechanisms can be

suggested. The selection procedure in this thesis has been helped by the experimental findings

discussed in Chapter Five. The Author used the shapes of the zero-extension trajectories as the

basis for typical shapes of failure mechanisms. The shapes of (IX) and (B) trajectories were
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smooth curves (Figs 5.17a-5.17f). In the calculation the values of the frictional angle ~ have

been taken from tests measured using the direct shear box apparatus which is given on

Fig 5.17.

7.3.1.1 Mechanism (A)

The general shape of mechanism (A) is arranged to resemble the outer (ex)trajectory for shank

to fluke angles 6 = 15° and 30° which are less than the angle of repose cl>repose of the sand

and were fitted to a failure surface forming triangular regions in front and at the back of the

anchor fluke. Figs 7.1 a & b allow the comparison of the experimentally and theoretically derived

holding capacity force coefficient Pc with the embedment ratio for the 300mm square anchor

fluke and Figs 7.1 c & d allow the comparison of the experimentally derived net force coefficient

Ne with the shank to fluke angle 6 with respect to the relative density of the sand RD and

interface friction for the 175mmm square anchor flukes. The calculations were performed using

Equation 6.66.

The curve fitting procedure described In Appendix F Is used In all the equations In this chapter,

Chapter 7. Curve fitting is the process of finding the "best" equation which passes through or

near each point of a data set. Because there are an infinite number of curves which pass

through a given set of data points, the choice of "best" curve will often be a matter of judgement

(technical or arbitrary). It Is not uncommon to select a curve which rates lower on Its

correlation coefficient simply because It Is better behaved as It goes to Infinity or passes through

zero. Common technical measures of Mbest" curve are least squares, standard deviation, or

correlation coefficient.

As shown on Figs 7.1 (a to d), the experimental findings compare reasonably close to the

calculated values for 6= 15° and 30° l.e, 6 < cl>repose' However, for the relatively larger shank

to fluke angles 6 = 45° and 60°, mechanism (A) appears to give a significant discrepancy. In

fact this confirms that for smaller shank to fluke angles the failure surface was a reversed curve,

i.e., concave in front of the anchor fluke as opposed to the conventional curves that are convex

in front of the anchor fluke. The additional Information that can be verified through this

comparison was the proportion of the distribution of the passive and active earth pressure In

front and at the back of the anchor fluke. This was controlled by the position of the center of

rotation. The experimental results suggested that the center of rotation for small angles I.e,

6 < cl>repose to be at 0.5L, where L is the length of the anchor fluke and this was applied In

mechanism A. The agreement in the values of the force coefficients was a confirmation of the
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position of the center of rotation for small shank to fluke angles. Furthermore the relative

distribution of the earth pressures was also validated and the passive earth pressure was also

validated and the passive earth pressure In front of the anchor fluke had the largest effect on

the pull out resistance.

7.3.1.2 Mechanism (8)

The shape of Mechanism (8) Is arranged to look like the (a) trajectories for the larger shank to

fluke angle 6=60° and 6 > 4>repose' The center of rotation was at 0.7L. measured from the

shank point of the anchor fluke. Mechanism B had a large convex log-spiral region In front of

the anchor fluke. This large region represented the passive pressure In front of the fluke.

Figs 7.2 a & b show the comparison of the holding capacity force coefficient Pe against the

embedment ratio H/h. the graphs are show both smooth and rough interfaces and 300mm

square anchor fluke. Figs 7.2 c & d were for Ne vs 6 and for square anchor fluke of 175mm and

the comparisons made with the experimental values showed results which were different to

Mechanism (A). The experimental values compared favourably with theoretical results for

relatively large shank to fluke angles 6° =45 and 60° but for small angles 6° =15 and 30°

there was a significant divergence.

7.3.2 Lower bound solutions A & B

In order to complete the bounded theorem of plastic collapse. two lower bound solutions were

presented. The first method was only applicable to an embedment ratio H/h = 1.0. The

second method is formulated to incorporate H/h~1.0. l.e, embedment values greater than

or equal to one. Both the methods gave Identical values for H/h=1.0. Figs 7.3 a & b show the

comparison of Pe against the embedment ratio H/h with respect to y for the 300mm square

anchor fluke and Ne against 6 for a smooth Interface and the 175mm square anchor fluke.

Equation 6.135 was used for solution A and 6.151 was used for solution B. to calculate the force

coefficients. A similar curve fitting technique described for solution A was utilised.

The lower bound solution compares reasonably well by varying the position of the center of

rotation. For smaller shank to fluke angles 6 = 15° and 30°. the center of rotation at 0.5L gave

a good agreement to the experimental result. For large shank to fluke angles 6 = 45° and 60° •

the center of rotation at 0.7L measured from the shank point gave a better agreement to the

experimental result. In general the lower bound solution underestimates the experimental values.
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7.3.3 Limit equilibrium solutions A & B

For limit equilibrium two solutions have been designated. The failure mechanisms have been

arranged to look like the upper bound failure surface geometry except for solution A where a

reverse log-spiral section has been Incorporated. The relationship for Pe vs H/h and Ne vs 6

are shown in Figs 7.4 a & b and Figs 7.4 c & d. Although solution A favours 6=15° & 6=30°

and solution B favours 6=45° and 6=60° respectively, limit equilibrium solutions in general

underestimate the experimental findings. This was also the case for the lower bound solutions

A & B, however, the limit equilibrium solutions approximate better than the lower bound solution

for large shank to fluke angles 6 = 60°.

7.4 PART B: COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED RESULTS

7.4.1 Introduction

In this section the theoretical approaches and experimental findings from published reports on

seabed model anchors are discussed and a comparison with the Author's findings are

presented.

7.4.2 Holding power and the calculation methods

7.4.2.1 Earlier methods

The holding power of a marine anchor has traditionally been expressed by its efficiency defined

as the ratio of maximum cable force to the weight of the anchor. The efficiency of a given

anchor has been provided by its manufacturer in the form of anchor holding power against

anchor weight curves. These ratios were determined either by actual tests or derived from

empirical relationships which do not adequately consider fundamental soil properties.

Furthermore the basis of using efficiency as a means of predicting holding power has a

commercial implication. This was because anchors were marketed by their weight, a good

reason why the efficiency method has been in practice for many years. In general, efficiency

decreases with Increasing model size. The main shortcomings of the efficiency method of

predicting the holding capacity can be described as follows.

a) The classification of the seabed material is arbitrary.

b) Anchor fluke kinematics can not be explained. This hinders the Identification of the different

stages of the anchor fluke embedment, namely anchor fluke opening, anchor fluke penetration

and anchor fluke burial.
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c) Anchor geometry such as the anchor fluke area has not been considered.

Another method of predicting holding power has been by extrapolating the results of a

preliminary tests carried out on site. The evident defect of this method has been cost and In the

case of larger anchors the availability of very powerful tugs. Puech (1984) looked at three types

of extrapolation formulas that have been used in determining the holding power of anchors.

These were;

a) De Parsons (1915) formula, which puts holding power of anchors to be as proportional to

the area of their fluke multiplied by the square of their burial depth. That is,

(7.1)

where T=the holding power, L=the length scale representing both the depth and length of the

fluke and K is an empirical factor.

b) Leahy and Farrin's (1935) formula contradicts (a) above and expresses the holding power

as proportional to the area of the anchor fluke multiplied by Its depth, I.e.,

T=K(SbL)n (7.2)

where T=the holding capacity and Sb = the fluke area, L=the projected depth, K= empirical

factor and n= 1.53

c) The US Navy formula which relates the holding capacity of the anchor with weight of the

anchor and a dimensionless coefficient depending on the soil and anchor type.

(7.3)

where T= holding power, P=the weight of anchor, K and m = dimensionless coefficients

depending on soil and anchor type.

7.4.2.2 Recent methods

Since the advent of contemporary soil mechanics theories a number of holding power

calculations of anchors have been formulated. LeLievere and Tabatabaee (1979) reported an

analytical procedure and discussed the holding capacity of a Danforth type marine anchor

shown In Fig 7.5a In cohesionless soil and the role which each of the anchor components

played during embedment. They used a similar approach to that of Coulomb to determine the
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a)Typical Danforth type anchor (schematic view)

b)Forces acting on LeUevre's anchor

PLAN OF EMBEDDED ANCHOR
STRt!S IILOCk .
CONSIDEREO IN
ANALYSIS

Figs 7.5 a & b Forces acting on LeUevre et. at (1979) & typical Danforth· type anchor
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optimum angle po shown in Fig 7.5b from which the maximum holding capacity for the anchor

being pulled horizontally at a given depth can be determined. Fig 7.5b shows the assumed soil

wedge and the force polygon. The three dimensional wedge is replaced by a wedge of soil

width B.

The following set of equations were developed in order to determine the maximum holding

power T of the anchor shown in Fig 7.5b,

T = SfH + cot(P-4» CNa+W, +Wz+sfy)

W, = 1/2yB(H2-h2)cota

Wz = 1/2 yB(H2)tanp

Sf = 1/3 yKstan <I> (cota+(H3-h3)+H3tanp)

sfH = Sf cosa

sfy = Sf sine

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.9)

Note the Author has adopted LeLievere and Tabatabaee (1979) original symbols, to reduce

confusion and these were, W"and Wz represent the weight of soil above the fluke and failure

plane respectively, Wa is the weight of the anchor and T is the cable pull. The horizontal and

vertical components of the side friction are given as SfH,sfy respectively.

By neglecting the influence of side friction Equation 7.4 was optimised by putting or 1ap = 0

The problems associated with Equation 7.4 were that

a) The failure mechanism has been over simplified.

b) Only translational movement of the anchor fluke has been considered, but for the conditions

given on Fig 7.Sb, which is similar to the Author's experimental setting, rotational movement

must have occurred at some stage in the history of its movement.

c) If rotational movement has occurred and was an essential criteria of movement for the

condition as described in b), the method of analysis should have considered the passive and

active earth pressure at the back of the fluke and the active earth pressure in front of the fluke.

Lelievere and Tabatabaee's (1979) method diverges from the experimental results of the Author's

technique as shown in Fig 7.6. The principal assumptions in the derivation of this method have

been similar to the Author's Limit equilibrium method. The main differences were the shapes of

the failure mechanism and the consideration of rotation of the fluke which generates passive and

active stress in front and at the back of the fluke. Furthermore in the Author's case side friction
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was measured and was included in the calculation, however, Lelievere et.al, (1979) used an

arbitrarily assumed frictional force.

Ura and Yamamoto (1980) reported experimental findings supported by theoretical analysis. In

their studies they looked at the forces acting on the anchor fluke emulating a rectangular plate

of depth 1OOmmand width 50mm. They proposed the following empirical formula for the normal

force coefficient Cn (Note the Author symbol for the normal force coefficient has been Ne)'

(7.10)

Equation 7.10 is unique to Ura and Yamamoto's' experiment for an embedment ratio HI h = 1,

aspect ratio W/L= 0.5, 4>'=350 and Y = 13.5 kN/m3. However, In general the normal force

coefficient was dependant on several factors such as aspect ratio W/L, depth of embedment

(H/h) and relative density of sand as discussed in Chapter Five.

Puech (1984), having examined the efficiency method and extrapolation methods described

above, proposed a new way of predicting the holding power of an anchor fluke. This method

is generally known as the IFP (Institute Francais du Petrole) or the French method. The method

involved the area of the fluke, the mechanical properties of the soil and the depth of embedment

of the soil. For granular soils;

T=YsDGSeA¢
where

y s = submerged unit weight of the soil

DG = anchor burial depth force applied to the anchor.

Se = the equivalent fluke area

A¢ = dimensionless coefficient

This method is the best method in comparison to the others, however, it has the following

(7.11)

shortcomings:

a) It considers a unique anchor design configuration which limits its versatility and application

to universal anchor design.

b} The anchor burial depth has been measured from the initial soil surface to the assumed

center of pressure I.e., the barycentre. The barycentre of an anchor is mainly dependant on the

weight distribution and the center of rotation of the anchor fluke. It Is only possible to locate this

point after considering the center of rotation. This is because the net effect of all the forces and
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moments have to be considered first, which is variable under different seabed conditions and

anchor configuration.

c) The most important parameter that controls the holding capacity of an anchor Is the shank

to fluke angle 8 and this has not been taken Into consideration. Because of this the author had

difficulty in comparing Equation 7.12 to his experimental result. However, the Author assumed

a critical angle of 8ert = 35° and used this to compare with his findings and found it to be In

good agreement, with moderate underestimation. This Is shown In Fig 7.7

Carchedl (1984) divided the failure wedge of soil in front of the anchor fluke shown In Fig 7.8

into three zones. The centre of which is represented by a log spiral failure surface and the end

zones by plane failure surfaces. With the use of small angle approximation and geometry he

developed an equation which can be used to determine the stresses on the anchor fluke.

This stress (a' f) can in turn be resolved Into a force component In the direction of the shank

to determine anchor holding capacity.

a' f = a' 0 [1 +sin<l>'cos2a/l-cos<l>' cos 2",] exp(2tan <I>'(-a+ P)('" + I)}
(7.12)

where a' f is the effective normal stress at failure.

The same shortcomings as in Lelievere et al,(1979) were associated with equation 7.11. In

addition to this it also does not consider the embedment depth but the slope angle (i). Because

Carchedi's (1984) proposal of the equation was only relevant H/h=l the Author is unable to

make any comparison.

7.4.2.3 The Author's method

The Author studied the various methods of calculating the maximum holding power that have

evolved over the years, some of which are in practice at present, and devised a technique that

involves the parameters affecting the holding power of an anchor fluke and may easily be

related to the burial force and the stability of the anchor fluke. In this method the maximum

holding power Of is given as the function of the embedment ratio H/h, the seabed soil

condition y, the geometry of the anchor fluke and its aspect ratio W/L, and the shank to fluke

angle 8.

(7.13)
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The derivation of the method has been discussed in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.5

The following are the advantages of the Author's method:

a) All the parameters that affect the holding power have been considered. The maximum holding

power Of is given as the function of the embedment ratio Hlh, the geometry of the anchor fluke

and its aspect ratio WIL, the shank to fluke angle 6 and the seabed soil condition y.

b} A basic anchor design configuration with simple geometry, square and rectangle shapes were

considered and these may be manipulated for specific design configurations.

c} Compared to the French method the definition of anchor burial depth Is not arbitrary. The

anchor burial depth has been given as a dimensionless ratio, the embedment ratio H/h which

is universal to all design configurations and is Independent of the weight distribution of the

anchor.

d) The most important parameter that controls the maximum holding capacity of an anchor is

the critical shank to fluke angle 6ert and this has been incorporated into the Author's

calculation. This relates the holding capacity to the maximum anchor burial force Bf and also

to the first stability condition.

The limitations of the Author's method Is that it considers a simple geometric shape of square

and rectangular shaped. Although these rudimentary shapes have the advantage of easy

manipulation for specific anchor configuration, they are prone to misuse by over simplification.

The Bruce anchor which has a complex geometry is a very good example and anchors with

widely spaced flukes are another example.

7.4.2.4 Comparison with experimental findings

Puech (1978) presented In-situ test results for two model anchors of different aspect ratios I.e.

(W/L), where (W) is the width and (L) is the length of the fluke. The anchors were pulled in

both sand and mud. Fig. 7.9 shows Puech's results, which are presented as a plot of maximum

holding power against shank to fluke angle 6. It is possible to find the peak value of 8eri t at

a depth 1.6m from the surface. Because the embedment ratio H/h = 7.0, which is a condition

of deep burial and the condition of the soil which has not been described the Author is unable

to make a direct comparison. However It is interesting to note that the 6ert =270, a value for

W/L= 1.6 and loose sand condition shown in Fig 5.24 in Chapter 5 which is comparable to the

value in Fig 7.9.
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In-situ tests for holding capacity of 100 kg model anchors
related to soil conditions and main geometer parameters.
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Figs 7.9 Holding capacity vs shank to fluke angle, Pusch and Pallard (1978)
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Other interesting data are presented by Lelievre and Tabatebaee (1979). They presented results

for Danforth - type anchors and noticed that maximum burial Bf of the shank occurs at

Bert =35-37°. This is also shown in Fig. 7.10a presented as graph of forces Of and Bf vs the

shank to fluke angle B.

Fig. 7.10b also shows a graph of forces Df and Bf against the shank to fluke angle B, for

Ura and Yamamoto (1980). It can be seen that the critical angle Bert is approximately equal to

40° and from the geometry of the fluke (W/L) = 0.5. This was compared to the Author's critical

angle Bert for H/h= 1.5, and this suggests that the fluke probably has embedded approximately

96mm from the surface.

Carchedi (1984) also reported results of mcxfel tests of anchors whose WIL Is equal to 1.3, In

which the holding power is presented against drag distance for different settings of shank to

fluke angle. He found that the maximum holding power occurs when the shank fluke angle Bert

is equal to 25 . According to his findings the density of soil affected the general performance

of anchors but has little effect to the Bert. This was not true in case of the Authors findings.

Because the depth of embedment to which the anchor was embedded was not reported It is

difficult to compare his results. However, as his values corresponds to Hlh = 1.5, Carchedl's

anchor may have embedded (76 mm) from the surface.

7.5 PART C: CURRENT DESIGN METHOD AND APPLICATION OF THIS WORK

In this section the Author review the shortcomings of the design practice and uses his findings

to examine the values of the holding capacity, the burial force, the critical shank to fluke angle

and the stability condition of mcxfel anchors given in published reports.

7.5.1 The current design method

7.5.1.1 Introduction

The thesis originally set out to investigate the different parameters that influence the

performance of an anchor fluke, such as the soil characteristics, the shank to fluke angle eo.
the depth of embedment, the aspect ratio, the Interface friction, and the sea-bed slope. The

study has looked at the above parameters in detail. In the following sections discussions are

presented and the shortcomings of current present design practice with respect to these

parameters is looked at in detail.
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7.5.1.2 Current design trend

The current practice in seabed anchor design includes: designing an anchoring system, then

applying for certification and approval to manufacture a given patent. In most cases the

approval is conducted by one of the leading classification societies, (Uoyd's Register,DNV,ABS

etc.).

Approval involves an independent check of the structural element and overall structural design

of the seabed anchor together with material analysis, physical tests and proof test on

completion of manufacture. Certificates are issued for each anchor showing that it has been

approved. These should correspond with the stamp mark on the anchor. The proof test Involves

jacking the fluke away from the shank to a specific force and measuring the permanent set, if

any, on release of the proof load.

In the design practice there has been no reference made to the effect of the different

parameters such as the soil characteristics, the depth of embedment, the aspect ratio, the

interface friction, and the sea-bed slope in detail. Although new patents may vary In their

articulation with different mechanical arrangements mainly to overcome Instability of a given

anchoring and site problem, the Author believes that there Is a universal need for a design

evaluation checking method based on the above design parameters which can minimise the

ambiguity and the uncertainty In the technicalities of the design and check from the sea bed

anchoring and soil mechanics point of view.

In the sub-secnon that follows the author will comment on the problems associated with the

current design practice.

7.5.1.3 Anchor holding power

In SS 6349 : Part 6 1989 Section 3.7.2 the holding capacity is presented as a function of:

a) the fluke area,

b) the shank to fluke angle eo and

c) the shear strength of the soil.

Furthermore a value is given for the shank to fluke angle eo and for a pre-set modem anchor,

as eo = 32 for cohesive and eo = 50 non cohesive soil.

An equally interesting proposal has been given in a table which is reproduced here as Table 7.2.

This table shows the approximate efficiency of different anchor types and will be discuss later.
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7.5.1.4 Fluke area

The fluke area as described above without the reference to the aspect ratioW/L Is not sufficient

and is misleading, to define the maximum holding power. The Author believes that the aspect

ratio of the anchor fluke to be as important as the fluke area and must be included in the

definition. The holding capacity of two anchor flukes with different aspect ratios but with the

same fluke area may be different. For example an anchor with aspect ratio W/L=4, I.e, Width

W= 0.8m and length L= 0.2m and a square anchor with WI L= 1.0 of WidthW=0.4m have equal

areas of 0.16m2, however, Table 7.1 shows that their maximum holding capacity 0, to be

different with all the other parameters remaining the same. Note, In the calculation, the Author's

method and Equation 5.2 was used, with y = 14.5 kN/m3 and Ca and n values were

established using Figs 5.8a & b. These two different values of 0" with very high discrepancy.

Table 7.1 Holding capacity calculation for the same area and different W/L

Area h3 Y 0,
Ca (H/h)n m2 W/L m3 sec e kN/m3 eo crt kN

4 1 0.16 4 0.0006 2.6 14.5 25 0.36

6 1 0.16 1 0.0130 1.74 14.5 35 1.97

7.5.1.5 The shank to fluke angle eo
The shank to fluke angle eo as described in BS 6349 is not only unsatisfactory but also

confusing for the following reasons:

a) Firstly there are different values of eo that relate to the holding power at different stages of

anchor performance. From the statement provided above it was difficult to determine which

stage it is referring to, namely,

i) eo at the opening stage,

Ii) eo at the penetration stage or

iii) eo at the burial stage.

The Author assumed that the eo values given in BS 6349 relate to the burial stage, I.e, for

maximum holding capacity. The important parameters that describe the holding capacity have

not been reported.

b) Secondly the shank to fluke angle eo Is not only a function of the holding capacity but varies
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with aspect ratio, embedment ratio, anchor surface roughness, soil relative density and seabed

slope.

7.5.1.6 Anchor Efficiency

Anchor efficiency as discussed in Section 7.4.2.1 is the ratio of the holding capacity of the

anchor to the weight of the anchor. Taylor et.al (1979) have shown that anchor efficiency

becomes unreliable when the size of anchor is varied slightly. As can be seen from Table 7.2,

efficiency does not Include the main parameters to define anchor holding capacity. The only

parameter that has been described is the soil condition which has been set very vaguely as a

"poor soil" and "good son". The important parameters including the depth of embedment, the

aspect ratio, the interface friction and the sea-bed slope which havea profound influence on the

holding power have been disregarded.

Table 7.2 Approximate anchor efficiency

Approximate anchor efficiency

Range of efficiency

Anchor type Poor soil Good soil

Silt and soft clay Sand and firm clay

Dead weight anchor 0.3 0.5
Stockless anchor 2.0 5.0
Stock anchor 5.0 10

High holding anchor 10 30
Note Efficiency = Anchor holding capacity/anchor weight

7.5.2 Application of the Author's method

Four model anchor flukes adopted by LeLievre and Tabatabaee (1979), Ura et.al (1979)

Carchedi (1984), Puech (1984) will be considered. The Authors method Is applied to these

anchor flukes and comparison is made with the findings of their respective Of ,6ctr and the

two conditions of stability as follows.

7.5.2.1 Comparison with Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979)
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Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979) Danforth-type anchor type 0-19 has an effective fluke

dimension of W=204mm and L=305, angle of shearing resistance 4>' =34°, dry unit weight

Yd=15.7kN/m3 and the anchor weight Wa=O.085 kN.

Based on his method on anchor fluke selection process and the discussion given in

Section 5.12, the Author will try to find a solution for Of and ecrt Bfnet and the stability of the

model anchor flukes, using the findings of this thesis and give comment.

Now W/L=0.67, yd=15.7 kN/m3 assuming Gs = 2.65 Ysub= Yd -(Yw 11+e)= 9.78 kN/m3,

4>'=34° and H/h=1.0

a) the critical shank to fluke angle ecrt

From Equation 5.100 the optimum shank to fluke angle eocrt'

eoctr = a + bl(WI L),

from Table 5.9 a & b can be obtained and are

a=15.5, b= 13.3, therefore

eoctr = 15.5 + 13.3/(0.67)

This value is in good agreement with that of Fig 7.10a which shows ecrt = 35° - 37° with

respect to the maximum Bf. Therefore having established ecrt' the value of Ca =6.5 and

n =1.27 is determined from Fig 5.ea and 8b,

b) The maximum holding capacity

Equation 5.2 gives the maximum holding capacity, that is,

n 3 eOf = Ca Y (H/h) W/L h sec

= 6.5 x (1)1.27 x 0.67 x 9.78 x (0.305 sin8cri sececrt

= 0.42 kN
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The above value of Of has been found to be less than the corresponding value of Lelievre and

Tabatabaee (1979) is shown in Fig 7.10a

c) The maximum burial force and the first stability condition

The first stability condition is calculated from Equation 5.101 I.e,

Bfnet ~O

-Nfnet[(sin(6etr + ~er)tan&-cos(6etr+ ~er)] ~O

But Nfnet = Of/[1+tan2~]~ and let a=24°. therefore Nnet=0.39 kN and 0.21>0

It must be noted here that the rotational angle ~er=0° was considered which was given by

Lelievre and Tabatabaee (1979). This value of the net burial Bfnet force is the first condition of

stability which was greater than zero. However, it was slightly less than the value shown on

Fig 7.10a. The reasons for this are, the simplified failure surface considered by Lelievre and

Tabatabaee (1979) and the relatively small rotational movements considered.

d) The rotational moment and the second stability condition.

For the second stability condition Equation 5.104 must be satisfied, I.e.

Nfp1 dp1 + Nfp2 dp2+ Wa cos(6+ ~er) dwa~ Nfa1 da1 +Nfa2 da2 + Of sin(6+ ~er) dda

Nfnet =0.39 kN

Now

Nfp1 = Nfnet (0.0506+0.06)= 0.73 kN

Nfp2 = Nfnet (.{).0046{).10)= {).09 kN

Nfa1 = Nfnet (0.00S6+0.125)= 0.13 kN

Nfa2 = Nfnet (-0.00476-0.025)= {).OS kN

Wa =0.085 kN , Of = 0.42 kN

Now the centre of rotation with respect to 6ert =3So is estimated from Fig 5.25.
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This is given as, z/h=O.65 and

h = L sin8crt

=O.304sin 36°

=O.196m, similarly z=O.127m

Therefore from Fig 5.26 and Section 5.11. the lever arms were calculated as

dp1=O.57z=O.0726m

dp2=O.60(h-z) =O.0412m

da1=O.65z=0.0820m

da2=0.55(h-z) =0.0377m

dwa=0.0294m

dda=0.1274m

Therefore substituting the respective values we have

0.73xO.073.{).09xO.041 +0.085cosecrtx029 O!:

0.13xO.082.{).06xO.038 +0.42XO.127

which reduces to 0.101 ~ 0.119, I.e, Mfnet ~ O.

Therefore the second condition was not satisfied and the anchor was not stable and will rotate

about a centre of rotation at a paint, Z= 127.4mm from the initial sand surface. In this situation

some stabilizing load equal to the out of balance load may be added to counter balance the

out of balance weight.

7.5.2.2 Comparison with the work of others

A similar method of calculation was used to calculate the values of Of' eocrt and Bf and for

the two stability conditions for the model anchors flukes reported by Carchedl (1984),

Puech et al (1978) and Yamamoto et al (1979). Summary of the calculation Is presented in

Table 7.3.
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Table 7.3 Comparison with the work of others

WxL Wa Yd Of Stability

Reporter kN kN/m3
6° crtmmxmm kN

Bfnet>O Mfnet>O

Carchedi (yes) (no)

(1984) 150 x 120 0.024 14.0 26.6 0.1300 stable unstable

Ura et al (yes) (no)

(1979) 50 x 100 0.007 13.5 40 0.0135 stable unstable

Puech (yes) (no)

(1984) 800 x 500 0.981 14.0 35 26 stable unstable

Ura's et al (1979) model anchor fluke has a dimension of W=50mm and L=l00mm, angle of

shearing resistance «1>' =34°, dry unit weight Yd= 13.5 kN/m3 and the anchor weight

Wa = 0.001 kN. Calculation using Equation 5.100 gives, the critical shank to fluke angle

Bert = 40°, this value is In good agreement with Fig 7.10b which shows 6crt = 40-450 with

respect to Bfnet. Equation 5.2 also gives the maximum holding capacity Of = 0.114 kN

which is reasonable corresponding the value of Ura's (1979) shown In Fig 7.10b.

The first stability condition was also satisfied I.e, Bfnet ~ O. The second stability condition was

not satisfied and the anchor was not stable and will rotate It requires some stabilizing load equal

to the out of balance load may be added to counter balance the out of balance weight.

Carchedi's (1984) model anchor fluke has a dimension of W=150mm and L=120mm and the

model anchor fluke has a weight, Wa=0.024 kN. 6ert = 26.6 0 was calculated using the

Author's method. which Is a In good agreement, however, the calculated maximum holding

capacity Of = 0.130 kN was less than that reported by Carchedl (1984). Once again the reason

for the discrepancy was the simplified assumption In the passive and active earth pressures
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acting in front and at the back of the anchor fluke and the resulting net earth pressure and Its

effect he has not considered. Here also the first stability condition was also satisfied I.e,

Bfnet ~ 0 and the second stability condition was not satisfied.

Puech (1984) model anchor fluke has a dimensions ofW=800mm and L=500mm and the model

anchor fluke has a weight, Wa = 0.981 kN. 6crt =35 0 was calculated using the Author's

method, which is in good agreement with his test results, however, the test results of Puech

(1984 ) were not possible to compare with the Author's calculated maximum holding capacity,

because his model anchor fluke has high embedment ratio as shown In Fig 7.9. For this model

anchor fluke the first stability condition was satisfied, I.e, Bfnet ~ 0 and the second stability

condition was not satisfied.

7.S SCALE EFFECTS

It is very important to note here that the above calculations and comments are only supported

by model experimental and theoretical methods. The application of small scale test results to

the field situations is severely limited unless suitable 'modelling laws' are established and

correctly applied. Unfortunately soils have extremely complex effective stress-strain relationships.

Not only does an Individual element have a nonlinear elasto-plastic response to loading but the

behaviour may also be anisotropic and dependent on density, stress path, stress level and strain

rate. Such complicated soil characteristics cast considerable doubt on the accuracy of predicted

prototype behaviour from model test data. On the other hand, full scale field tests are expensive

and the difficulty In obtaining field data under closely controlled test conditions greatly reduces

their viability for research purposes. An alternative approach to the problem Is to perform small

model tests in a centrifugal force field.

In a centrifuge model the specific weight of the soil is Increased by subjecting the model to

centrifugal acceleration through rotational motion. When modelled to the correct scale under
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similar boundary conditions, the model experiences the same stress as In the prototype.

Dickin (1983) gave the following scaling laws relating to centrifugal modelling for vertical ground

anchors.

P = N2pp m (7.21)

(7.22)

(7.23)

where the subscripts ( p ) and ( m ) denote prototype and model respectively and P = the

anchor resistance, x = the horizontal anchor displacement p =the flexibility number of the

anchor plate defined by h4/EI where h=the projected height of the anchor, E=the Young's

Modulus and I=the second moment of area.

Dickin (1983) successfully predicted the behaviour of prototype vertical anchor plates using the

centrifuge test technique. He showed that considerable scale errors are incurred by direct

extrapolation of such tests to field scale and his results suggest that an over prediction of pu"-

out resistance and underestimation of failure displacement behaviour are made. Such errors

arise due to the characteristic stress-dependant behaviour of dense sand. This was confirmed

by Dickin's triaxial and compression tests. His tests also confirmed that anchor geometry had

a marked Influence on the dimensionless force coefficient and failure displacement which both

reduce with increased width/height ratio. The critical embedment ratio decreases with anchor

size. However, there is strong evidence to suggest that shape factors are independent of scale,

at least for the range of sizes Dlckin's studied.
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Dickin's remarks on the Importance of an extension of the test programme he reported and

points out the importance of design chart or empirical formula giving force coefficient for various

anchor sizes and soil porosity, and this will reduce the problems associated with scale effects.

However, empirical shape factors can be derived from easily performed conventional model

tests.

7.7 CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

In Chapter 7 comparison has been made with the Author's theoretical analysis discussed in

Chapter Six. Further contrast was also made with published reports on model sea bed anchor

flukes.

The upper bound solutions moderately overestimated the experimental values. The lower bound

solution and the limit equilibrium methods underestimate the experimental results. Comparison

of these two techniques with similar methods by LeLievre Tabatabaee (1979) and Carchedi(1984)

respectively gave good agreement.

The Author has formulated a method of calculating the maximum holding capacity. This method

takes into account all the parameters that influence the behaviour of the anchor fluke including

the soil relative density, anchor fluke roughness, the aspect ratio, depth of embedment and

sloping seabed. A worked example using the Author's method was also discussed.
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APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

Test No.
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.03000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.04600000000000
1.50000000000000 0.06800000000000
2.00000000000000 0.09100000000000
2.50000000000000 0.12200000000000
3.00000000000000 0.15200000000000
5.00000000000000 0.14400000000000
10.0000000000000 0.13900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0, 6°=15, RD=3~
Pc=5.79 Xc=3.75

Test No. 2
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000
2.00000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
7.00000000000000
10.0000000000000
15.0000000000000

o (kN) Y data
0.00000000000000
0.03400000000000
0.06800000000000
0.10100000000000
0.13500000000000
0.16900000000000
0.16900000000000
0.15200000000000
0.16100000000000

End Of Data
PLotTitLe: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L-l.0,H/h-l.2, 6°-15, RD=3~
Pc"6.50, Xc=4.25

Test No. 3
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.09200000000000
2.00000000000000 0.13800000000000
2.50000000000000 0.18400000000000
3.00000000000000 0.23000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.23000000000000
8.00000000000000 0.23000000000000
12.5000000000000 0.21900000000000
15.5000000000000 0.20700000000000
20.0000000000000 0.21400000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L"1.0,H/h=1.5, 8°=15, RD=3~
PC=6.8.77, xc=4.50

Test No. 4
(mm) x data D (kN) V data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.066000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.13100000000000
3.00000000000000 0.19700000000000
3.50000000000000 0.26200000000000
4.00000000000000 0.29500000000000
4.50000000000000 0.32800000000000
7.50000000000000 0.32800000000000
14.0000000000000 0.32800000000000
20.0000000000000 0.31200000000000
25.0000000000000 0.29500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L-1.0,H/ha2.0, 6°=15, RD=3~
Pc-12.51, Xc=5.25

Test No. 5
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
4.00000000000000
5.00000000000000
10.5000000000000
12.5000000000000
15.0000000000000
19.5000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.13100000000000
0.19700000000000
0.26200000000000
0.45900000000000
0.45900000000000
0.45900000000000
0.41300000000000
0.43600000000000



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

25.0000000000000 0.41700000000000
End Of Data

PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTltle:W/L=1.0,H/h=2.5,8°:15, RD=371

Pc=17.50, Xc=5.90
Test No. 6

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.12100000000000
3.00000000000000 0.24100000000000
3.50000000000000 0.36200000000000
4.00000000000000 0.48200000000000
4.50000000000000 0.60300000000000
5.50000000000000 0.60300000000000
8.50000000000000 0.60300000000000
15.0000000000000 0.54200000000000
22.5000000000000 0.57300000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=3.0,8°=15, RD=371
Pc=22.80, Xc=7.0

Test No. 7
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.03600000000000
1.00000000000000 0.07200000000000
1.00000000000000 0.08900000000000
1.50000000000000 0.10700000000000
2.00000000000000 0.14300000000000
2.50000000000000 0.16100000000000
3.50000000000000 0.17900000000000
5.00000000000000 0.17920000000000
10.0000000000000 0.16000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.17000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0,8°=15, RD=75~
Pc=6.02, Xc=3.50

Test No. 8
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.04100000000000
1.50000000000000 0.08200000000000
2.00000000000000 0.12200000000000
2.50000000000000 0.16300000000000
3.00000000000000 0.20400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.20400000000000
7.50000000000000 0.20400000000000
10.0600000000000 0.20000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.19500000000000
20.0000000000000 0.19000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2,8°=15, RD=75~
Pc=6.80, Xc=4.00

Test No. 9
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.10600000000000
1.50000000000000 0.10600000000000
2.50000000000000 0.15900000000000
3.00000000000000 0.21200000000000
3.50000000000000 0.26500000000000
5.00000000000000 0.26500000000000
7.00000000000000 0.26500000000000
10.0000000000000 0.26500000000000
15.0000000000000 0.23900000000000
25.0000000000000 0.25200000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5,8°=15, RD=75~
Pc=8.90, Xc=4.25

Test No.10

II



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I ~rimental data
(COnt.)

(mm) x data 0 (Kn) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.081000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.16100000000000
2.50000000000000 0.20200000000000
3.00000000000000 0.24200000000000
3.50000000000000 0.28200000000000
3.50000000000000 0.36300000000000
4.00000000000000 0.40300000000000
10.0000000000000 0.40300000000000
15.0000000000000 0.40000000000000
20.0000000000000 0.39000000000000
25.0000000000000 0.35000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=2D, 6°=15, RD=75%
Pc=13, Xc=5.00

Test No.11
(mm) x data D ( kN ) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.03000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.04600000000000
1.50000000000000 0.06800000000000
4.000000000000000 0.29100000000000
4.50000000000000 0.42200000000000
5.000000000000000 0.58200000000000
5.00000000000000 0.55400000000000
10.0000000000000 0.56900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0, 6°=30, RD=37%
Pc=5.90,Xc=4.0

Test No.12
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.13900000000000
4.00000000000000 0.41800000000000
6.50000000000000 0.55800000000000
7.00000000000000 0.69800000000000
10.5000000000000 0.69800000000000
16.0000000000000 0.62800000000000
22.5000000000000 0.65900000000000
28.0000000000000 0.66000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:w/L=1.0,H/h=1.2, 6°=30, RD=37%
Pc=7.125,Xc=4.50

Test No.13
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.17600000000000
4.50000000000000 0.52700000000000
5.00000000000000 0.70200000000000
6.50000000000000 0.87800000000000
7.50000000000000 0.87800000000000
10.0000000000000 0.79000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.83400000000000
25.0000000000000 0.83000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5, 6°=30, R0=37%
Pc=8.98,Xc=5.0

Test No.14
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.27200000000000
3.50000000000000 0.54300000000000
4.50000000000000 0.81500000000000
7.50000000000000 1.08600000000000
9.50000000000000 1.35800000000000
12.5000000000000 1.35800000000000
15.0000000000000 1.22200000000000

End Of Data

III



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

PlotTitle:Pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=2.0, eO=30, R0=3~

Pc=13.87,Xc=6.25
Test No.15

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.39700000000000
5.00000000000000 1.19200000000000
8.50000000000000 1.58900000000000
10.5000000000000 1.98700000000000
15.0000000000000 1.98700000000000
20.0000000000000 1.78800000000000
25.0000000000000 1.82500000000000
30.0000000000000 1.79500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTltle:W/L=1.0,H/h=2.5, eO=30, R0=3~
Pc=20.34,Xc=7.05

Test No.16
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.48000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.96000000000000
8.50000000000000 1.44000000000000
10.0000000000000 1.92000000000000
11.0000000000000 2.16000000000000
12.5000000000000 2.40000000000000
15.0000000000000 2.40000000000000
20.0000000000000 2.28000000000000
25.0000000000000 2.30000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=3.0, eO=30, RD=371
Pc=24.58,Xc=8.35

Test No.17
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.13600000000000
4.00000000000000 0.27200000000000

. 4.50000000000000 0.40800000000000
5.50000000000000 0.54400000000000
6.00000000000000 0.61200000000000
6.50000000000000 0.68200000000000
10.2500000000000 0.68200000000000
15.5000000000000 0.68200000000000
20.5000000000000 0.64600000000000
25.5000000000000 0.67000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0, eO-30, R0=75%
Pc=6.125,Xc=4.50

Test No.18
(mm) x data D (kNl y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.16200000000000
2.50000000000000 0.48700000000000
4.50000000000000 0.64900000000000
5.00000000000000 0.73000000000000
6.00000000000000 0.81100000000000
6.50000000000000 0.81100000000000
7.50000000000000 0.81000000000000
10.5000000000000 0.81000000000000
14.5000000000000 0.77000000000000
22.5000000000000 0.79400000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2, 6°=30, RD=75%
Pc=7.30,Xc=4.85

Test No.19
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.25300000000000
0.40000000000000

IV



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

5.00000000000000 0.65000000000000
5.50000000000000 0.67800000000000
6.50000000000000 0.85200000000000
7.00000000000000 0.98000000000000
7.50000000000000 1.00000000000000
12.5000000000000 1.00000000000000
15.5000000000000 0.95200000000000
20.0000000000000 0.98000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5,6°=30, R0=75t
Pc=9.30,Xc=5.10

Test No.20
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.31200000000000
3.50000000000000 0.62400000000000
4.00000000000000 0.93600000000000
5.50000000000000 1.24800000000000
7.50000000000000 1.40400000000000
8.00000000000000 1.48200000000000
9.00000000000000 1.53000000000000
9.50000000000000 1.56000000000000
14.5000000000000 1.49700000000000
20.5000000000000 1.52300000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTltle:W/L=1.0,H/h=2.0,6°=30, R0=75t
Pc=13.98,Xc=6.50

Test No.21
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.22400000000000
3.50000000000000 0.44800000000000
4.00000000000000 0.67600000000000
6.50000000000000 0.78400000000000
7.50000000000000 0.89600000000000
8.00000000000000 1.00800000000000
9.50000000000000 1.12000000000000
10.5000000000000 1.12000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.10500000000000
20.0000000000000 1.10000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L-1.0,H/h=1.0,6°=45, R0=371
Pc=6.125,Xc=4.50

Test No.22
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.29800000000000
4.50000000000000 0.74500000000000
6.00000000000000 0.89400000000000
7.00000000000000 1.04300000000000
8.50000000000000 1.19200000000000
9.00000000000000 1.34100000000000
10.5000000000000 1.49000000000000
15.5000000000000 1.49000000000000
20.0000000000000 1.49000000000000
25.0000000000000 1.40000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2,6°=45, R0=371
Pc=7.40,Xc=4.90

Test No.23
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
4.50000000000000
6.00000000000000
8.00000000000000
8.50000000000000
9.50000000000000
11.0000000000000
15.0000000000000

o (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.37000000000000
0.74000000000000
1.22100000000000
1.29500000000000
1.11000000000000
1.66500000000000
1.85000000000000
1.85000000000000

v



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cant. )

20.0000000000000 1.77200000000000
27.0000000000000 1.70000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.56°=45, RD=371
Pc=9.45,Xc=5.50

Test No.24
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.21000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.56000000000000
5.50000000000000 0.70000000000000
0.60000000000000 0.84000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.98000000000000
7.00000000000000 1.12000000000000
7.50000000000000 1.19000000000000
8.00000000000000 1.26000000000000
9.00000000000000 1.40000000000000
12.5000000000000 1.38000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.25000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.06°=45, RD=75l, Pc=6.30, Xc=4.30
Test No.25

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.41500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.66400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.83000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.99600000000000
7.00000000000000 1.16200000000000
8.50000000000000 1.32800000000000
9.00000000000000 1.41000000000000
9.50000000000000 1.49400000000000
9.50000000000000 1.66000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.58000000000000
18.0000000000000 1.45000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitLe:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2,6°=45, RD=75%,
Pc=7.45,Xc=4.70

Test No.26
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.21000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.84000000000000
5.00000000000000 1.05000000000000
6.00000000000000 1.36500000000000
7.00000000000000 1.47000000000000
8.00000000000000 1.57500000000000
8.50000000000000 1.68000000000000
9.00000000000000 1.89000000000000
10.0000000000000 2.10000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.95000000000000
20.0000000000000 1.90000000000000
25.0000000000000 1.95000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5,6°=45, RD=75l,
Pc=9.60,Xc=5,25

Test No.27
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
5.00000000000000
6.00000000000000
9.50000000000000
10.0000000000000
12.0000000000000
13.0000000000000
15.0000000000000
18.0000000000000
25.0000000000000

o (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.21000000000000
0.42000000000000
1.26000000000000
1.47000000000000
1.57500000000000
1.68000000000000
1.70100000000000
1.89000000000000
1.80000000000000
1.85000000000000
1.85000000000000

VI



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0,6°=60, RD=371,
Pc=6.45,Xc=5.00

Test No.28
(mm) x data 0 (kN) V data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.40000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.84000000000000
6.00000000000000 1.05000000000000
8.50000000000000 1.26000000000000
10.0000000000000 1.47000000000000
11.0000000000000 1.68000000000000
12.5000000000000 1.98900000000000
14.5000000000000 2.21600000000000
18.0000000000000 2.12500000000000
25.0000000000000 2.20000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2,6°=60, RD=371,
Pc=7.55,Xc=5.50

Test No.29
(mm) x data D (kN) V data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.57600000000000
5.00000000000000 1.15200000000000
7.50000000000000 1.44000000000000
9.00000000000000 1.72800000000000
10.5000000000000 2.01600000000000
12.0000000000000 2.30400000000000
14.0000000000000 2.59200000000000
15.0000000000000 2.88000000000000
20.0000000000000 2.73600000000000
25.0000000000000 2.75000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5,8°=60, RD=37%,
Pc=9.80,Xc=5.89

Test No.30
(mm) x data D (kN) V data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.32500000000000
4.00000000000000 0.86800000000000
6.00000000000000 1.73600000000000
8.50000000000000 1.84500000000000
10.0000000000000 2.06000000000000
12.5000000000000 2.17000000000000
15.0000000000000 2.17000000000000
18.0000000000000 2.17000000000000
20.0000000000000 2.00000000000000
25.0000000000000 2.00000000000000
28.0000000000000 1.95300000000000
35.0000000000000 1.90000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.0,6°=60, RD=75~,
Pc=6.50,Xc=4.80

Test No.31
(mm) x data D (kN) V data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.15000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.51400000000000
5.00000000000000 1.02800000000000
7.00000000000000 1.28000000000000
8.50000000000000 1.93000000000000
10.0000000000000 2.18400000000000
12.5000000000000 2.44000000000000
14.0000000000000 2.57000000000000
20.0000000000000 2.50000000000000
25.0000000000000 2.55000000000000
29.0000000000000 2.50000000000000
32.0000000000000 2.50000000000000

End Of Data

VII



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2, 6°=60, RD=75~,

Pc=7.68,Xc=5.30
Test No.32

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.17500000000000
5.00000000000000 0.35000000000000
7.00000000000000 1.05000000000000
8.50000000000000 1.40000000000000
10.5000000000000 2.10000000000000
11.0000000000000 3.15000000000000
12.0000000000000 3.30000000000000
14.5000000000000 3.35000000000000
22.0000000000000 3.30000000000000
27.0000000000000 3.30000000000000
30.0000000000000 3.33000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5, 8°=60, RD=75~,
Pc=10.02,Xc=5.50

Test No.33
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.25100000000000
4.00000000000000 1.89300000000000
4.00000000000000 2.00000000000000
4.00000000000000 2.56000000000000
5.00000000000000 2.56000000000000
10.5000000000000 2.50000000000000
15.0000000000000 2.32000000000000
20.0000000000000 2.45300000000000
25.0000000000000 2.25000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle:PuLling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitLe:W/La1.0,H/h=1.D, 8°=90, RD=3~,
Pc=6.55,Xc=5.00

Test No.34
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.33700000000000
3.50000000000000 0.60200000000000
4.00000000000000 1.20400000000000
4.00000000000000 1.80600000000000
4.50000000000000 2.01000000000000
5.00000000000000 2.70900000000000
5.00000000000000 2.85900000000000
6.00000000000000 3.01000000000000
12.0000000000000 3.00000000000000
18.0000000000000 3.00000000000000
25.0000000000000 2.85900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitLe:w/L=1.0,H/h=1.2, 6°=90, RD=3~,
Pc=7.70 Xc=6.00

Test No.35
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.58800000000000
5.00000000000000 1.56800000000000
5.00000000000000 2.74400000000000
5.50000000000000 2.94000000000000
6.00000000000000 3.33200000000000
6.00000000000000 3.72400000000000
6.50000000000000 3.92000000000000
12.0000000000000 3.85000000000000
15.0000000000000 3.80000000000000
20.0000000000000 3.75000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.5, 6°=90, RD=3~,
Pc=10.5, Xc=6.50

Test No.36

VIII



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

(mm) x data D (leN)y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.61700000000000
3.50000000000000 1.47000000000000
3.50000000000000 2.74000000000000
4.00000000000000 2.94000000000000
4.50000000000000 2.90000000000000
5.00000000000000 2.79300000000000
10.5000000000000 2.65000000000000
15.0000000000000 2.70000000000000
22.5000000000000 2.63500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:w/L=1.0,H/h=1.0, 6°=90, RD=75%,
Pc=6.60, Xc=5.00

Test No.37
(mm) x data D (leN)y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.52000000000000
4.00000000000000 2.08200000000000
4.00000000000000 2.78000000000000
5.00000000000000 3.12300000000000
5.00000000000000 3.40000000000000
5.50000000000000 3.47000000000000
10.5000000000000 3.33000000000000
15.0000000000000 3.10000000000000
22.0000000000000 3.10500000000000
26.0000000000000 3.10000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.0,H/h=1.2, 6°=90, RD=75%,
Pc=7.78, Xc=5.50

Test No.38
(mm) x data D (leN)y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.00000000000000 1.58900000000000
5.00000000000000 1.81600000000000
5.50000000000000 2.27000000000000
6.00000000000000 2.72400000000000
6.00000000000000 3.85900000000000
6.50000000000000 4.08600000000000
11.5000000000000 4.54000000000000
16.5000000000000 4.31300000000000
20.0000000000000 3.95600000000000
25.0000000000000 4.10000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle--W/L:1.0,H/h=1.5,6°=90, RD=75%,
Pc=10.20, Xc=6.50

Test No.39
(mm) x data D (leN)y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.042000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.051000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.065000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.070000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.089000000000000
12.0000000000000 0.080000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.075000000000000
25.0000000000000 0.080000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.0, 6°=15, RD=37%,
Pc=4.90, Xc=3.85

Test No.40
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000
4.50000000000000
5.50000000000000
9.50000000000000
15.0000000000000
20.0000000000000

o (leN)y data
0.00000000000000

0.082000000000000
0.095000000000000
0.11100000000000
0.11300000000000
0.10500000000000
0.10600000000000
0.10000000000000

IX



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

25.0000000000000 0.10500000000000
End Of Data

PlotTitle: pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTitle:~/L=1.2.H/h=1.2. eO=15. RD=371,

Pc=6.25, Xc=4.25
Test No.41

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.083000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.10500000000000
6.00000000000000 0.13800000000000
10.0000000000000 0.13500000000000
15.0000000000000 0.12500000000000
25.0000000000000 0.13000000000000
30.0000000000000 0.13200000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/L=1.2.H/h=1.5, eO=15, RD=371,
Pc=7.55, xc=4.55

Test No.42
(mm) x data D (kN) Y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.081000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.10500000000000
5.50000000000000 0.18200000000000
7.50000000000000 0.20600000000000
8.00000000000000 0.26400000000000
15.0000000000000 0.21800000000000
25.0000000000000 0.20900000000000
32.0000000000000 0.20700000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/L=1.2,H/h=2.0, eOz15, RD=371,
Pc=11.75, Xc=5.20

Test No.43
(mm) x data D (kN) Y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.08100000000000
4.00000000000000 0.10500000000000
5.50000000000000 0.18200000000000
7.50000000000000 0.20600000000000
8.00000000000000 0.26400000000000
15.0000000000000 0.21800000000000
25.0000000000000 0.20900000000000
32.0000000000000 0.20700000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/l=1.2,H/h=2.5, eO=15, RD=371
Pc=14.50, Xc=6.30

Test No.44
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.20100000000000
6.50000000000000 0.25500000000000
7.50000000000000 0.31000000000000
9.00000000000000 0.39100000000000
15.0000000000000 0.39000000000000
18.0000000000000 0.38500000000000
25.0000000000000 0.38000000000000
30.0000000000000 0.38900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/lz1.2,H/h=3.0, eO-1S, RD=371,
Pc=21.50, Xc=7.10

Test No.45
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
4.00000000000000
10.0000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.20600000000000
0.05100000000000
0.08300000000000
0.09300000000000
0.10300000000000
0.10200000000000

x



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.0, 8°=15, RD=75%,
Pc=4.95, Xc=3.50

Test No.46
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.026000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.065000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.091000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.10400000000000
4.50000000000000 0.11700000000000
5.00000000000000 0.13000000000000
10.0000000000000 0.12000000000000
17.0000000000000 0.12500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/hz1.2,eOz15, RD=75%,
Pc=6.30, xc=4.00

Test No.47
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.025000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.052000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.060000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.094000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.12500000000000
4.50000000000000 0.14000000000000
5.50000000000000 0.15700000000000
10.0000000000000 0.15000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.14500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/Lc1.2,H/h=1.5, 8°=15, RD=75%,
Pc=7.58, Xc=4.20

Test No.48
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.035000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.073000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.15000000000000
6.00000000000000 0.19200000000000
6.50000000000000 0.21000000000000
7.50000000000000 0.25900000000000
12.5000000000000 0.25000000000000
18.5000000000000 0.24500000000000
25.0000000000000 0.24000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/La1.2,H/h=2.0, 8°=15, RD=75%,
Pc=12.50, Xc=6.00

Test No.49
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.069000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.13700000000000
3.00000000000000 0.20600000000000
3.50000000000000 0.24700000000000
4.00000000000000 0.31000000000000
5.50000000000000 0.34300000000000
10.0000000000000 0.33000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.32500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.0, 8°=30, RD=37%,
Pc=5.05, Xc=4.10

Test No.50
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.50000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000

0.088000000000000
0.17500000000000
0.21900000000000
0.26300000000000

XI



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I ExperimentaL data
(Cont. )

5.50000000000000 0.30700000000000
6.00000000000000 0.39400000000000
6.50000000000000 0.43800000000000
10.5000000000000 0.43000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.43000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.2,8°=30, RD=371,
Pc=6.45, Xc=4.75

Test No.51
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.13000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.18200000000000
3.00000000000000 0.20800000000000
3.50000000000000 0.31200000000000
4.00000000000000 0.36400000000000
4.50000000000000 0.41600000000000
5.50000000000000 0.46800000000000
6.50000000000000 0.52000000000000
10.0000000000000 0.51000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.51500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.5,6°=30, RD=371,
Pc=7.65, Xc=4.95

Test No.52
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.33000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.50000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.58300000000000
5.50000000000000 0.66600000000000
6.50000000000000 0.75000000000000
7.00000000000000 0.83300000000000
12.5000000000000 0.82500000000000
14.0000000000000 0.83000000000000
18.0000000000000 0.83000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle: W/L=1.2,H/h=2.0,6°=30, RD=371
Pc=12.25, Xc=5.60

Test No.53
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.40700000000000
2.50000000000000 0.54200000000000
3.00000000000000 0.67800000000000
3.50000000000000 0.81400000000000
4.50000000000000 0.94900000000000
5.00000000000000 1.08500000000000
6.50000000000000 1.22000000000000
8.50000000000000 1.35600000000000
15.0000000000000 1.30800000000000
20.0000000000000 1.25000000000000
25.0000000000000 1.32500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle: W/L=1.2,H/h=2.5,6°=30, RD=371,
Pc=19.95, Xc=6.85

Test No.54
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.27100000000000
4.50000000000000 0.67800000000000
5.50000000000000 0.81400000000000
6.00000000000000 0.94900000000000
8.50000000000000 1.08500000000000
9.50000000000000 1.22000000000000
10.0000000000000 1.59700000000000
15.0000000000000 1.55000000000000
18.5000000000000 1.54500000000000
22.0000000000000 1.55000000000000

End Of Data

XII



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTitle: W/L=1.2,H/h=3.0, 8°=30, RD=371,

Pc=23.5, Xc=7.80
Test No.55

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.11400000000000
4.00000000000000 0.26700000000000
4.50000000000000 0.34300000000000
5.00000000000000 0.38100000000000
10.0000000000000 0.34000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.31000000000000
20.0000000000000 0.31500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle: W/L=1.2,H/h=1.0, 8°=30, RD=751,
Pc=4.95, Xc=4.00

Test No.56
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.12000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.24300000000000
4.00000000000000 0.29100000000000
4.50000000000000 0.33900000000000
5.00000000000000 0.43700000000000
6.00000000000000 0.48500000000000
10.5000000000000 0.47000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.47500000000000
20.0000000000000 0.46900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitLe: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/Lc1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=30, RD=75%,
Pc=6.30, Xc=4.50

Test No.57
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.11700000000000
2.50000000000000 0.23400000000000
3.00000000000000 0.35100000000000
3.50000000000000 0.40800000000000
4.00000000000000 0.46800000000000
5.50000000000000 0.52700000000000
6.50000000000000 0.58500000000000
10.0000000000000 0.55000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.55500000000000
22.0000000000000 0.55510000000000

End Of Data
PLotTitLe: Pulling Force vs Displacement ResuLts

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.5, 8°=30, RD=751,
Pc=7.60, Xc=4.70

Test No.58
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000
1.50000000000000
2.00000000000000
2.50000000000000
3.00000000000000
4.00000000000000
5.50000000000000
6.50000000000000
7.00000000000000
10.5000000000000
15.0000000000000
25.0000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.18400000000000
0.23000000000000
0.27600000000000
0.36800000000000
0.46000000000000
0.64400000000000
0.73600000000000
0.82800000000000
0.92000000000000
0.90000000000000
0.90500000000000
0.90300000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=2.0, 8°=30, RD=75%,
Pc=7.60, Xc=4.70

Test No.59
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

XI II



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.14000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.24500000000000
6.50000000000000 0.63000000000000
8.00000000000000 0.70000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.65000000000000
20.0000000000000 0.60000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:l.2,H/h:1.0, 8°:45, R0=371,
Pc:5.15, Xc:4.50

Test No.60
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.22400000000000
4.00000000000000 0.44800000000000
5.00000000000000 0.53700000000000
7.00000000000000 0.71600000000000
8.50000000000000 0.89000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.80000000000000
25.0000000000000 0.85000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:1.2,H/h:1.2, 8°:45, R0=371,
Pc:6.58, Xc:4.80

Test No.61
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.26700000000000
4.00000000000000 0.64000000000000
5.50000000000000 0.74700000000000
6.50000000000000 0.85400000000000
8.00000000000000 0.96000000000000
9.00000000000000 1.06700000000000
12.0000000000000 0.99500000000000
18.0000000000000 0.99000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:1.2,H/h:1.5, 8°:45, R0=371,
Pc:7.85, Xc:5.00

Test No.62
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.25000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.49000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.57200000000000
5.50000000000000 0.65400000000000
7.00000000000000 0.73500000000000
7.50000000000000 0.81700000000000
10.0000000000000 0.80500000000000
15.0000000000000 0.81500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:1.2,H/h:1.0, 8°:45, RD=75%,
PC:5.28, Xc:4.30

Test No.63
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.26000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.52600000000000
4.50000000000000 0.63100000000000
6.50000000000000 0.84100000000000
7.00000000000000 0.94500000000000
7.50000000000000 1.05200000000000
8.00000000000000 1.05200000000000
10.5000000000000 1.00000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.05000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:1.2,H/h:1.2, 8°:45, R0=75%,
Pc:6.80, Xc:4.55

Test No.64
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

XIV



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.30500000000000
4.00000000000000 0.36000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.48800000000000
5.50000000000000 0.61000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.73200000000000
7.00000000000000 0.97600000000000
8.00000000000000 1.09800000000000
8.50000000000000 1.22000000000000
12.5000000000000 1.20000000000000
18.0000000000000 1.21000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L:1.2,H/h:1.5, 80:45, R0:75%,
Pc=6.80, Xc:4.55

Test No.65
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.32600000000000
5.00000000000000 0.54300000000000
6.00000000000000 0.65100000000000
7.50000000000000 0.75900000000000
8.00000000000000 0.86800000000000
9.50000000000000 0.97700000000000
10.5000000000000 1.08700000000000
15.5000000000000 1.05000000000000
22.5000000000000 0.99500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h:1.0, 8°~60, R0:371,
Pc=5.30, Xc:4.80

Test No.66
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.35000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.42500000000000
5.00000000000000 0.56700000000000
7.50000000000000 0.70900000000000
8.00000000000000 0.99200000000000
9.00000000000000 1.13300000000000
10.5000000000000 1.27500000000000
11.5000000000000 1.41700000000000
16.0000000000000 1.30000000000000
24.0000000000000 1.25000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=60, RD=371, Pc=6.95, Xc=5.10

Test No.67
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.32500000000000
3.00000000000000 0.40600000000000
3.50000000000000 0.48800000000000
4.50000000000000 0.65100000000000
5.00000000000000 0.73200000000000
6.50000000000000 0.81400000000000
7.50000000000000 0.97600000000000
9.00000000000000 1.30100000000000
10.5000000000000 1.46400000000000
11.5000000000000 1.62700000000000
18.0000000000000 1.60000000000000
26.0000000000000 1.61000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.5, 8°=60, RD=37%,
Pc=7.98, Xc:5.25

Test No.68
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
4.00000000000000
5.50000000000000
7.00000000000000
8.00000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
0.31600000000000
0.62000000000000
0.75900000000000
1.01200000000000
1.13900000000000

xv



5.00000000000000

APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

9.50000000000000 1.26500000000000
15.0000000000000 1.20000000000000
20.5000000000000 1.21000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.D, 8°=60, RD=75~,
Pc=5.45, Xc=4.50

Test No.69
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.32400000000000
4.00000000000000 0.64800000000000
5.00000000000000 0.81000000000000
6.00000000000000 0.97200000000000
7.50000000000000 1.13400000000000
8.00000000000000 1.31600000000000
9.50000000000000 1.50400000000000
10.0000000000000 1.62000000000000
15.0000000000000 1.60500000000000
21.0000000000000 1.60000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=60, RD=75~,
Pc=6.98, Xc=5.00

Test No.70
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.37600000000000
2.50000000000000 0.56400000000000
3.50000000000000 0.75200000000000
4.50000000000000 0.94000000000000
5.00000000000000 1.12800000000000
7.00000000000000 1.31600000000000
8.00000000000000 1.50400000000000
9.00000000000000 1.69200000000000
10.5000000000000 1.88000000000000
18.0000000000000 1.80000000000000
25.0000000000000 1.75000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.5, 8°=90, RD=75~,
Pc=8.00, Xc=5.10

Test No.71
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.50000000000000

1.49000000000000
10.5.00000000000

15.0000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
1.19200000000000
1.34100000000000

1.4000000000000
1.42000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.0, 8°=90, RD=3~,
Pc=5.50, Xc=5.00

Test No.72
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.50000000000000 1.54400000000000
5.00000000000000 1.73700000000000
5.50000000000000 1.93000000000000
10.00000000000000 1.73700000000000
15.50000000000000 1.70000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=90, RD=3~,
Pc=7.10, Xc=5.50

Test No.73
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
5.50000000000000
6.00000000000000
6.50000000000000

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
1.84800000000000
2.07900000000000
2.31000000000000

XVI



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont.)

10.00000000000000 2.0000000000000000
15.50000000000000 2.18000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/l=1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=90, R0=371,
Pc=8.S0, Xc=6.50

Test No.74
(1TIT1) x data

0.00000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.50000000000000
10.0000000000000
15.0000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/l=1.2,H/h=1.0, 8°=90, RD=75\,
Pc=5.75, xc=4.50

D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000
1.40000000000000
1.57500000000000
1.75000000000000
1.70000000000000
1.67000000000000

Test No.7S
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
4.00000000000000 1.76800000000000
4.00000000000000 1.98900000000000
4.50.00000000000 2.21000000000000
10.0000000000000 2.10000000000000

15.00000000000 2.05000000000000
20.00000000000000 2.15000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/L=1.2,H/h=1.2, 8°=90, RD=75\
Pc=5.75, Xc=4.50

Test No.76
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
5.00000000000000 2.14400000000000
5.50000000000000 2.41200000000000
6.50000000000000 2.68000000000000
12.5000000000000 2.50000000000000

15.50000000000000 2.45000000000000
25.5000000000000 2.400000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/L=1.2,H/h=1.5, 8°=90, RD=75l,
Pc=8.65, Xc=6.50

Test No.TT
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.015000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.025000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.040000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.050000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.045000000000000
10.0000000000000 0.040000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/Lz1.5,H/hz1.0, 8°.15, R0=371,
Pc=4.25, Xc=3.80

Test No.7B
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.025000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.036000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.053000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.063000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.071000000000000
7.00000000000000 0.069000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:~/L=1.5,H/h=1.2, 8°=15, R0=37l
Pc=6.15, Xc=4.10

Test No.79
(mm) x data o (kN) y data

XVII



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I ~rimental data
(COnt.)

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.20000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.25000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.26000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.36400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.49500000000000
6.50000000000000 0.40000000000000
8.00000000000000 0.52500000000000
12.0000000000000 0.52000000000000
18.0000000000000 0.51500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.5,6°=15, RD=371,
Pc=7.40, Xc=4.40

Test No.80
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.045000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.067000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.080000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.093000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.10700000000000
2.50000000000000 0.12000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.13400000000000
10.0000000000000 0.13000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.13200000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=2.0,6°=15,R0=371,
Pc=11.50, Xc=5.10

Test No.81
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.063000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.091000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.10900000000000
2.00000000000000 0.12700000000000
3.00000000000000 0.14500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.16300000000000
3.50000000000000 0.18100000000000
10.5000000000000 0.18000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.17900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=2.5,6°=15,R0=37%,
Pc=15.50, Xc=6.20

Test No.82
(mm) x data D (kNI y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.06000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.07500000000000
2.00000000000000 0.12500000000000
2.50000000000000 0.15000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.17500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.20000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.22500000000000
4.00000000000000 0.25000000000000
10.0000000000000 0.23000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.23000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=3.0,ao=15,R0=371,
Pc=21.75, Xc=7.00

Test No.83
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.025000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.045000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.050000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.057000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.050000000000000
10.5000000000000 0.052000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

XVIII



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(cant.)

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.0,eO=15, RD=75%,
Pc=4.35, Xc=3.40

Test No.84
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.030000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.050000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.065000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.075000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.083000000000000
7.50000000000000 0.080000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.079000000000000

End Of Data
PLotTitle: PuLLing Force vs Displacement ResuLts

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.2,eo=15, RD=75%,
Pc=6.25, Xc=4.00

Test No.84
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
0.50000000000000 0.035000000000000
1.00000000000000 0.055000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.075000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.080000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.095000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.10000000000000
7.00000000000000 0.090000000000000
12.5000000000000 0.095000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement ResuLts

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.5,eo=15, RD=75~,
Pc=7.50, Xc=4.10

Test No.85
(mm) x data D (kNl y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.097000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.10800000000000
3.50000000000000 0.15000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.19300000000000
7.00000000000000 0.19000000000000
12.5000000000000 0.18900000000000

End Of Data
PLotTitLe: PuLLing Force vs DispLacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.0,eo=30, RD=3~,
Pc=4.45, Xc=4.00

Test No.87
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.13700000000000
3.50000000000000 0.16400000000000
4.00000000000000 0.19200000000000
5.00000000000000 0.24700000000000
6.50000000000000 0.24700000000000
10.5000000000000 0.27000000000000
15.5000000000000 0.26900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.2,eo=30, RD=3~,
Pc=6.30, Xc=5.30

Test No.88
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.19900000000000
3.00000000000000 0.23200000000000
4.50000000000000 0.26600000000000
5.00000000000000 0.29800000000000
6.50000000000000 0.32000000000000
7.00000000000000 0.33200000000000
10.5000000000000 0.33000000000000
18.5000000000000 0.33100000000000

End Of Data
PLotTitLe: Pulling Force vs DispLacement ResuLts

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.5,eo=30, RD=3~,
Pc=7.65, Xc=6.00
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APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(Cont. )

Test No.89
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.20000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.25000000000000
4.00000000000000 0.26000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.36400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.49500000000000
6.50000000000000 0.40000000000000
8.00000000000000 0.52500000000000
12.0000000000000 0.52000000000000
18.0000000000000 0.51500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L-1.5,H/h=2.0,eo-30,RD=371,
Pc=12.05, Xc=6.50

Test No.90
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.19500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.23400000000000
4.50000000000000 0.43000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.57400000000000
6.50000000000000 0.65000000000000
8.00000000000000 0.69000000000000
9.00000000000000 0.71800000000000
15.0000000000000 0.71000000000000
20.0000000000000 0.71500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTltle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

subritle:W/L=1.5,H/h=2.5,eo=30,RD=371,
Pc=16.50, Xc=7.00

Test No.91
(mm) x data D (kNI y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.19600000000000
3.00000000000000 0.39200000000000
4.50000000000000 0.58700000000000
5.50000000000000 0.70000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.87900000000000
8.00000000000000 0.88100000000000
9.00000000000000 0.93000000000000
10.5000000000000 0.97900000000000
15.0000000000000 0.97000000000000
26.0000000000000 0.97500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs DisplacementResults

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=3.0,eo=30,RD=371,
Pc=22.50, Xc=7.S0

Test No.92
(mm) x data D (kNI Y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.067000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.10100000000000
3.00000000000000 0.19900000000000
3.50000000000000 0.22200000000000
7.50000000000000 0.21000000000000
12.0000000000000 0.20900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.S,H/h=1.0,eo=30,RD=7S~,
Pc=4.50, Xc=3.50

Test No.93
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.12500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.25300000000000
4.50000000000000 0.28400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.31000000000000
6.00000000000000 0.31600000000000
12.5000000000000 0.31300000000000
15.0000000000000 0.30900000000000

End Of Data

xx



APPENDIX 'A' Stage I Experimental data
(cont. )

PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results
SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/hz1.2,8°=30,R0=75~.

Pc=6.38, Xc=5.90
Test No.94

(mm) x data D (kN) y data
0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.19000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.22800000000000
4.00000000000000 0.30400000000000
5.00000000000000 0.35000000000000
6.00000000000000 0.36000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.38000000000000
10.5000000000000 0.37000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.37500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.5,8°=30,RD=75%,
Pc=7.75. Xc=6.50

Test No.95
(mm) x data 0 (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000 0.20000000000000
3.50000000000000 0.28000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.32000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.40000000000000
10.0000000000000 0.35000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.38000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.0,8°=45,R0=3~,
Pc=4.60, Xc=4.50

Test No.96
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.20500000000000
4.00000000000000 0.25300000000000
5.00000000000000 0.44900000000000
6.50000000000000 0.50600000000000
7.00000000000000 0.56200000000000
10.0000000000000 0.56000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.55900000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.2,8°=45, RD=3~,
Pc=6.45,Xc=4.75

Test No.97
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
1.50000000000000 0.15000000000000
2.00000000000000 0.25600000000000
3.00000000000000 0.40600000000000
5.00000000000000 0.54200000000000
6.00000000000000 0.60500000000000
7.00000000000000 0.67900000000000
10.0000000000000 0.67500000000000
15.0000000000000 0.67000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5,H/h=1.5,8°=45, RD=3~,
Pc=7.80,Xc=4.95

Test No.98
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
3.5000000000000 0.20500000000000
5.00000000000000 0.32500000000000
6.00000000000000 0.42000000000000
6.50000000000000 0.45500000000000
10.0000000000000 0.45000000000000
15.0000000000000 0.42500000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/Lz1.5.H/h=1.0,8°=45, RD=75%,
Pc=4.60,Xc=4.45
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APPENDIX 'A' Stage I ExperimentaL data
(Cont.)

Test No.99
(mm) x data D (kN) y data

0.00000000000000 0.00000000000000
2.50000000000000 0.20500000000000
3.50000000000000 0.35000000000000
4.50000000000000 0.41000000000000
5.00000000000000 0.52300000000000
6.00000000000000 0.60000000000000
7.00000000000000 0.63900000000000
14.0000000000000 0.62500000000000
15.0000000000000 0.62000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitLe: Pulling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitLe:W/L~1.5,H/h=1.2, 8°=45, RD=75~,
Pc=6.45,Xc=4.80

Test No.l00
(mm) x data

0.00000000000000
3.00000000000000
3.50000000000000
4.00000000000000
4.50000000000000
5.00000000000000
6.50000000000000
7.00000000000000
13.0000000000000
17.5000000000000

D (koN)y data
0.00000000000000
0.21000000000000
0.32100000000000
0.41200000000000
0.54100000000000
0.69000000000000
0.73000000000000
0.76800000000000
0.75000000000000
0.76000000000000

End Of Data
PlotTitle: PuLling Force vs Displacement Results

SubTitle:W/L=1.5.H/h=1.5, 8°=45, RD=75~.
Pc=7. 75, Xc=4. 95

XXII



APPENDIX B
STAGE II EXPERIMENTS

NORMAL STRESS ( a ) AND SHEAR STRESS ( '[ ) VALUES

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15· Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 H/h=1.0 RD=37% Loose sand

D xf T=l T=2 T=3 T=4
kN f mm

a r a r a r a r

0.030 3.40 0.85 0.38 2.56 1.19 0.10 -0.05 0.29 -0.145
p x,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

a 't a r a r a r
5.84 7.59

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.21 -0 .10 0.61 -0.32

ANCHOR fUJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/l=1.0 H/h=1.0 RD=75% Dense sand
T=l T=2 T=3 T=4

~~
xf

t a tmm a a r a r

0.036 3.16 0.95 0.43 2.23 1.04 .34 -0.17 .15 -0.07

P,.. x,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8
a t a t a 't a t

6.10 7.8 .22 .11 .52 .24 .29 -0.13 .68 -0.31

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 , H/h=1.0, RD=37% loose sand

D xf T..l T=2 T=3 T=4
kN f nm

a t a r a 't a t

0.115 B.OB 3.85 1.80 8.98 4.20 0.61 -0.28 1.40 -0.65

P X,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

5.38 9.2 a t a t a r a "[

0.39 0.19 0.91 0.91 0.51 -0.21 1.19 -0.56

ANCHOR fLUKE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

8= 30° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/l=1.0 H/h-l.0 RD=75\ Dense sand

~~
xf T,,1 T..2 T",3 T=4
mm

a t a t a r a t

0.135 7.0 4.09 2.24 9.54 3.9 0.55 -0.20 1.30 -0.61

P,. X,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=-8

a t a r a r a t

6.12 8.0 2.60 -1.10.86 0.49 2.01 0.75 1.09 -0.45



ANCHOR FLlJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 H/h=1.0 RD=371 Loose sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4kN f rrrn

a T a t a T a r

0.241 5.60 4.4 1.17 17.6 4.63 7.4 1.90 2.30 -0.58
p X T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.3 4.5 a T a r a T a T

0.63 0.18 1.04 0.31 2.50 2.11 2.77 -0.69

ANCHOR FLlJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L"1.0 H/h=1.0 RD=751 Dense sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f rrrn

a T a r a T a r

0.271 5.32 5.4 2.1 17.50 7.35 8.96 3.80 7.7 -2.31
p X,.. T=5 T=6 T-7 T=8

6.30 4.3 a T a T a T a r

0.55 0.22 0.92 0.32 2.20 0.88 3.6 -1.44

ANCHOR FLlJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60 Anchor fluke A2.1 W/l=1.0 H/h=1.0 R£F371 loose sand
D Xf T"1 T=2 T=3 T-4

kN f rrrn

a r a T a T a T

0.375 7.50 6.5 2.9 26.9 10.86 0.55 12.5 5.14 -1.8
P,.. X T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.45 5.0 a T a r a T a t

0.57 0.19 0.95 0.33 2.3 0.87 4.15 -1.66

ANCHOR FllJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/Lz1.0 H/h=1.0 RD=75t Dense sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 Tz4

kN f rrrn

a T a t a T a "C

0.431 7.60 10.1 3.54 40.5 16.0 16.9 7.1 6.6 -2.8
p X T=5 T=6 T=7 T-8

7.46 6.5 a T a T a T e "C

1.0 0.40 1.6 -0.64 4.00 1.6 7.9 -3.16
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ANCHOR FlllCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 90° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 H/h=1.0 R[F37'4 Loose sand
D xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f rrrn

a t a t a t a r

0.509 8.75 10.5 4.41 46.78 19.7 17.8 7.25 2.36 -1.05

P x T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.55 5.00 a r a r a r a r

0.71 0.28 1.20 0.45 2.90 -1.18 4.70 -1.90

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 90 Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 H/h=1.0 R[F75~ Dense sand

D xf T..1 T=2 T=3 T=4
kN f rrrn

a r a r a r a r

0.589 9.50 15.3 6.12 61.2 27.54 25.5 10.71 4.0 -1.85

Pr X Ts5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.67 5.0 a t a r a t a r

1.20 0.51 2.0 0.89 4.8 2.10 7.88 -3.15

ANCHOR FUJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 15° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0 H/h=1.5 R[F37'4 Loose sand

D xf T-1 T=2 T-3 T-4
kN f rrrn

a r a t a t a t

0.035 3.60 0.95 0.48 2.86 1.39 0.20 -0.09 0.49 -0.185

Pr X,. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

a t a t a t a r
5.94 7.69

0.54 0.18 1.6 0.20 0.21 -0 .10 0.61 -0.32

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 15° Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L-1.0 H/h-1.5 R[F75~ Dense sand
T"'1 T-2 T-3 T-4

~~
xf r rrrrn a a r a r a

0.046 3.06 0.98 0.47 2.43 1.24 .44 -0.27 .25 -0.09

P X,. T-5 T-6 T-7 T=8

a t a r a r a r
6.40 7.0

0.33 .14 .62 .24 .39 -0.15 .88 -0.33
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ANCHOR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 300 Anchor fluke A2.1 \.J/L=I.0 • H/h=I.5. R0=37'X.Loose sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f I1Yl1
a r a r a r a r

0.125 8.19 3.95 1.90 9.15 4.30 0.75 -0.38 1.54 -0.82
P,. X T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

5.48 9.6 a r a r a r a r

0.45 0.19 0.91 0.35 0.55 -0.20 1.29 -0.58

ANCHOR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

8= 300 Anchor fluke A2.1 W/Lzl.0 H/h-l.5 R0=75% Dense sand

~~
xf T"'1 T=2 T=3 T=4
I1Yl1

a r a r a t a r

0.145 7.3 4.19 2.34 9.64 4.1 0.65 -0.25 1.37 -0.62

P,. X T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8
a r 0 r 0 t 0 t

6.19 7.5 0.89 0.52 2.11 0.79 1.13 -0.55 2.67 -1.11

ANCHOR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 450 Anchor fluke A2.1 W/Lz1.0 H/h=I.5 R0=37'X.Loose sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f I1Yl1

a t a r a r 0 r

0.261 5.80 4.9 1.19 18.6 5.23 8.3 3.90 2.70 -0.68
P X,. T=5 T=6 T-7 T=8

6.5 4.4 0 r a r a t a r

0.68 0.21 1.13 0.51 2.60 2.41 2.78 -0.71

ANCHOR FLlJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 450 Anchor fluke A2.1 W/Lzl.0 H/h=I.5 R0=75% Dense sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f I1Yl1

a t 0 r a r a r

0.291 5.52 6.4 3.0 18.70 8.05 9.56 3.95 8.4 -3.51
P X T=5 T=6 Ta7 T=8

6.50 4.2 0 t 0 r 0 t a r

0.75 0.28 1.12 0.46 3.40 0.94 3.8 -1.24
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ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60 Anchor fluke A2.1 IoI/l=1.0 H/h=1.5 R0=371 loose sand
D xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T-4kN f I11Tl

a t a r e r e r

0.385 7.80 7.5 3.4 28.7 10.56 8.85 3.5 5.42 -2.01

P x,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8
6.75 5.3 " r " r a r e t

0.65 0.21 1.25 0.53 2.5 1.07 5.15 -2.06

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

8= 60° Anchor fluke A2.1 IoI/l'"'1.0 H/h=1.5 R0=75~ Dense sand
D xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f I11Tl

o t " t " r " t

0.481 7.80 12.1 5.54 42.5 19.0 17.5 7.5 7.2 -3.0

P X,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8
7.96 6.15 a t e r e t " t

1.2 0.53 1.8 0.72 5.10 2.2 8.2 -3.27

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

8= 90° Anchor fluke A2.1 IoI/L=1.0 H/h=1.5 R0=3n Loose sand
0 xf T"'1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f I11Tl

" r a r a t e r

0.512 9.55 11.4 5.51 47.58 29.2 18.5 8.35 3.16 -1.25

P,.. x,.. T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.64 5.10 e r " r a t " t

0.82 0.33 1.36 0.51 3.21 -1.27 5.20 -2.10

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 90 Anchor fluke A2.1 IoI/L"'1.0 H/h=1.5 R0=75% Dense sand
0 xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

kN f om

o t e t a r e t

0.595 9.60 16.9 6.52 62.2 27.85 26.2 11.31 4.3 -1.92
p X T=5 T=6 T=7 T=8

6.71 4.95 " r e t a T a r

1.22 0.55 2.4 0.93 4.9 2.23 7.96 -3.25
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ANOUlR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor fluke A2.2 W/l=1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=371 loose sand

~~
xf T=l T=2 T=3 T-=4

rrrn

o r " r o r a r

0.023 2.80 0.87 0.38 0.14 -0.06 0.21 -0.087 0.37 -0.148

P Xr T=5 T=6
4.9 7.8 o r a r

0.23 0.09 0.34 0.14

ANCHOR FlllCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor fluke A2.2 W/L"1.25 H/h"1.0 RD=75% Dense sand
0 xf T..l T=2 T"3 T-=4

kN f rrrn

" t a t a r cs t

0.018 2.50 3.16 1.20 0.22 0.09 0.32 -0.13 0.52 -0.20

P Xr T=5 T=6

4.95 3.5 " r cs r

0.52 -0.20 0.32 0.190

ANCHOR FlllCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.2 W/L-l.25 H/h-1.0 R1>-37%

~J
xf T=l T=2 T=3 Ta4
rrrn

o r cs t e r cs l

0.066 3.00 4.5 1.8 5.7 - 2.8 0.33 -0.18 0.33 -0.12

P X T=5 T=6

5.30 4.0 cs r o r

0.50 -0.20 0.88 0.37

ANCHOR FLlICE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.2 W/l"'1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=371 loose sand

~J xf T"'1 T=2 T"'3 T=4
rrrn

o r cs r (1 l (1 r

0.072 2.45 4.48 1.87 7.0 -2.81 2.09 -0.84 0.84 -0.18

Pr X T=5 T=6
5.15 3.5 o r " l

0.71 0.25 1.26 0.44
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ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.2 W/l=1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=3n loose sand

~~
xf T=l T=2 T=3 T-4
rm1

(1 r (1 r (1 t (1 r

0.129 4.50 5.6 2.13 7.98 3.21 4.68 -1.87 0.60 -0.24

Pr X T=5 T=6
5.20 4.5 (1 t (1 't

0.89 -0.37 1.57 0.63

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.2 '.IIL=1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=75~ Dense sand
D f T"'l T=2 T=3 T-4

kN f nm
(1 t (1 r (1 r (1 r

0.148 4.30 7.4 3. io 11.2 4.66 7.50 -3.00 0.81 -0.30

Pr X T=5 T=6
5.30 4.4 (1 t (1 r

1.22 -0.50 2.14 0.86

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.2 '.Ill=1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=3n loose sand
D xf T-l T=2 T=3 T-4

kN f rml
(1 t (1 t (1 r (1 r

0.198 5.90 9.3 3.50 13.9 5.5 7.20 -3.10 0.84 0.30

Pr X T=5 T=6
5.32 4.9 (1 t (1 r

1.26 0.52 2.19 0.90

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.2 '.Ill=1.25 H/h=1.0 RD=75~ Dense sand

~~ Au T=l T=2 T=3 T-4
nvn

(1 r (1 r (1 r (1 r

0.233 5.90 14.9 5.80 21.0 8.42 6.76 -2.80 0.99 -0.38

P XI' T=5 T=6
5.49 4.9 (1 r (1 r

2.62 -0.63 2.62 1.0
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ANCHOR flUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 90° Anchor fluke A2.2 I.//L=1.25 H/h=1.0 R0=3n Loose sand

~~
xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T-4

ITm
a L a L a L a L

0.278 7.70 15.37 6.00 22.5 -9.45 2.91 -1.17 1.10 -0.44

Pr Xl" T=5 T=6
5.60 5.5 a L a L

1.66 0.60 1.47 0.61

ANOIOR flUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 90° Anchor fLuke A2.2 I.//L=1.25 H/h"1.0 RD=75% Dense sand

~~
xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

ITm
a L a L a L a L

0.328 6.30 10.5 3.95 17.4 7.4 3.26 1.20 1.29 0.58
P X T=5 T=6

5.80 4.59 a L a L

3.15 1.45 2.58 0.89

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor flu~e A2.3 WIL"'1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=371

~~
xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

ITm

a L a L a L e L

0.008 2.30 0.48 0.20 1.12 -0.45 0.16 -0.067 0.38 0.16

P Xr
4.3 3.95

ANCHOR flUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6: 15° Anchor fLuke A2.3 I.//L=1.67 H/h=1.0 R0=75% Dense sand

~~
xf T=1 T=2 T=3 T=4

ITm

a L a L a L a L

0.027 2.50 1.16 0.46 1.75 -0.70 0.31 -0.12 0.46 0.16
P_,._ Xr

4.4 3.60
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ANOfOR FlllCE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.3 WIl-1.67 H/h-1.0 RD=3n Loose sand
0 Of T=l T=2 T..3 T"'"kN f nm

a r a r a r a t

0.031 2.50 7.76 3.46 0.32 -0.11 0.39 -0.14 0.60 0.21
Pr )(r

4.45 4.50

ANOfOR fLlICE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=75l Dense sand

~~
xf T=l T=2 T-3 T-4
ITI1l

a r a r a t a t

0.036 2.00 8.96 3.76 2.88 -0.35 0.14 -0.15 0.67 0.30

P x

4.6 3.80

ANOfOR FlllCE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.3 \.IIL=1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=37l Loose sand

0 xf T=l T=2 T=3 Too4
kN f ITI1l

a t a t e r a t

0.061 3.50 12.1 5.21 0.85 -0.34 0.64 -0.23 0.81 0.30

Pr Xr

4.75 4.61

ANOfOR fLlICE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.3 \.IIL:l.67 H/h=1.0 RD=75% Dense sand

~~
xf T=l T=2 T=3 T=4
ITI1l

" t c t o t o t

0.078 4.00 14.10 5.91 0.62 -0.20 0.79 -0.32 1.09 0.38
P x

4.95 5.20
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AMOUlR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

e= 60° W/L=1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=37'l Loose sand
0 xf T=1 T"2 T=3 Talt

kN f rrm

C1 r C1 r C1 t C1 r

0.107 4.50 19.09 8.04 0.52 -0.25 0.95 -0.36 1.23 0.45

P~ x~

5.10 4.95

AMOUlR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=75~ Dense sand

0 xf T"1 T=2 T"3 T=4
kN f mm

C1 r C1 t C1 r C1 r

0.107 4.50 20.7 8.0 0.52 -0.29 1.16 -0.45 1.50 0.60

P X

5.10 4.9

AMotOR FllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 90° Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67 H/h=1.0 RD=3n Loose sand

~~
Xf T"1 T=2 T=3 T-4
nm

C1 r C1 t C1 r C1 t

0.152 5.0 22.7 9.56 -2.92 1.20 -1.20 0.50 1.50 0.60

Pc X

5.45 5.25

AMotOR fllJCE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 90° Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67 H/h=1.0 R0=75~ Dense sand

~~
xf T..1 T"'2 T=3 T=4
rrrn

C1 r a r C1 t C1 r

0.129 5.50 26.4 2.20 0.95 -0.33 1.50 -0.63 , .87 0.79

Pc X

0.14 0.11
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ANCHOR FUJeE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=37% Loose sand I
D xf T-1 T=2

kN f rrm
Cl 1: Cl 1:

0.0008 2.50 0.343 0.141 0.340 -0.130

Pc X,.
3.85 3.75

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 15° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=75~ Dense sand

~J xf T=l T=2
rrm

Cl 1: Cl 1:

0.003 3.00 1.00 0.35 0.133 -0.050
Pc X

3.95 3.85

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 30° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=37% Loose sand

D xf T=l T=2
kN f rrm

Cl 1: Cl 1:

0.017 3.00 1.56 0.650 0.55 -0.15

Pc X

4.1 4.5

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

8= 30° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=75% Dense sand

0 Xf T=l T=2
kN f rrm

Cl 1: Cl 1:

0.024 3.50 2.75 1.10 0.57 -0.23

Pc X,.

4.3 4.20
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ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=3n Loose sand
0 xf T=1 T=2

kN f mm
(1 t (1 T

0.032 3.70 4.9 2.06 0.69 -0.25
Pc X

4.51 4.30

ANCHOR fLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 45° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5H/h=1.0 RD=75% Dense sand
T=1 T=2

3.90 6.200.017
Pc X,..

r (1 T(1

-0.332.60 0.79

4.61 3.5

ANCHOR FLUKE - SAND INTERFACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=37% Loose sand

4.00 0.960.024
Pc X,..

T=1 T=2
T (1

-0.39
(1

2.56.7

4.5 4.31

ANCHOR flUKE - SAND INTERfACE STRESS

6= 60° Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5 H/h=1.0 RD=75% Dense sand

0 Xf T=1 T=2
kN f mm

(1 T (1 T

0.032 4.30 9.9 4.16 1.32 -0.55
p X,.

4.6 4.20
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APPENDIX C
STAGE II CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=371, W/L=1.0, H/h=1.0

0° ~er ° 0'° Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 waeosO' DfsinO' 2FnetsinO' Nfnet Bfnet

15 9 24 0.02615 -0.0062 0.00715 -0.0005 0.0202 -0.0076 0.0000 0.0403 -0.033
25 12 37 0.08500 -0.0100 0.0082 -0.0091 0.0177 -0.0405 0.0000 0.0536 -0.035
30 14 44 0.09820 -0.0130 0.01566 -0.0100 0.01589 -0.0520 0.0000 0.0579 -0.037
35 15 50 0.13500 -0.0185 0.01750 -0.0150 0.01420 -0.0683 0.0009 0.0697 -0.038
45 16 61 0.20929 -0.0380 0.08990 -0.0251 0.01063 -0.1732 0.0019 0.0803 -0.030
60 19 79 0.31045 -0.0381 0.14725 -0.0301 0.00661 -0.3247 0.0028 0.0866 -0.008
90 20 110 0.50930 -0.0430 0.02170 -0.0340 0.00000 -0.3500 0.0060 0.1100 0.051

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL fORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=75% , W/L=1.0, H/h=1.0

0° ~oer eo, Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 ~aeose' DfsinO' 2FnetsinO' Nfnet Bfnet

15 9 24 10.03026 -0.0073 p.00370 -0.0037 p.02020 -0.0093 10.0000 10·0350 -0.033
25 12 37 10.08500 -0.0150 p.0125 -0.0155 10.01772 -0.0405 10.0000 10.0465 -0.036
30 14 44 10.10430 0.0279 10.01407 -0.0220 10.01589 -0.0670 p.OOOO 10·0763 -0.051
35 15 51 10·15500 -0.0305 10.04050 -0.0230 10.01420 -0.0683 p.0009 10.0927 -0.049
45 16 61 10.25638 -0.0333 10·07100 -0.0262 10.01063 -0.1904 10.0022 p.0952 -0.041
60 19 79 10·48178 -0.0609 10·12276 0.0480 10.00166 -0.3732 10.0032 10·1365 -0.013
90 20 110 10.72960 -0.0724 10.15650 0.0571 10.00000 -0.5890 10.0067 10.1743 0.070

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL fORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=371, W/L=1.0, H/h=1.5

0° ~er ° 0'° Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 WeosO' Dfsine' 2Fasine' Nfnet Bfnet

15 9 24 0.02915 -0.0072 0.00765 -0.0006 0.0202 -0.0076 0.0000 0.0403 -0.033
25 12 37 0.09500 -0.0150 0.00890 -0.0097 0.01772 -0.0405 0.0000 0.0536 -0.035
30 14 44 0.10820 -0.0170 0.01660 -0.0110 0.01589 -0.0520 0.0000 0.0579 -0.037
35 15 50 0.14500 -0.0195 0.01850 -0.0155 0.04200 -0.0683 0.0009 0.0697 -0.038
45 16 61 0.21929 -0.0390 0.08990 -0.0255 0.01063 -0.1732 0.0019 0.0803 -0.030
60 19 79 0.32045 -0.0391 0.09725 -0.0307 0.00661 -0.3247 0.0028 0.0866 -0.008
90 20 110 0.52930 -0.0450 0.10270 -0.0345 0.00000 -0.3500 0.0060 0.1100 0.051
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CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=75% , W/L=1.0, H/h=1.5

0° i30cr 8° , Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfal Nfa2 ~acoso' DfsinO' 2Fnetsine' Nfnet Bfnet

15 9 24 0.03526 -0.0093 p.00380 -0.0038 0.0202 -0.0095 0.0000 ~.0350 -0.033
25 12 37 b.08800 -0.0160 ~),0135 -0.0156 0.0177 -0.0416 b.oOOO ~.0465 -0.036
30 14 44 b.10630 0.0289 p.01507 -0.0226 0.0158 -0.0678 0.0000 ~.0763 -0.051
35 15 51 0.15700 -0.0309 b.04350 -0.0237 0.0142 -0.0698 0.0009 ~.0927 -0.049
45 16 61 p.25838 -0.0353 0.07400 -0.0266 ~.0106 -0.1909 p.0026 ~.0952 -0.041
60 19 79 p.48978 -0.0629 p.12576 -0.0488 ~.0066 -0.3736 p.0036 0.1365 -0.013
90 20 llCP.73960 -0.0754 p.15750 -0.0578 p.OOOO -0.5898 ~)'0087 Q_.1743 0.070

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=37%, W/L=1.25, H/h=1.0

eo fu:.!: o 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 "'aCOsO' OfsinO' 2FnetsinO' Nfnet Bfnet

15 8 23 0.0123 -0.0043 0.0022 -0.0034 0.01758 0.0059 -0.00012 0.0301 -0.025
25 10 35 0.05010 -0.0064 0.0035 -0.0055 0.01653 -0.0194 0.00003 0.0388 -0.036
30 13 43 0.08546 -0.0080 0.00409 -0.0064 0.01576 -0.0330 0.00004 0.0577 -0.037
35 14 49 0.09870 -0.0095 0.01750 -0.0071 0.01490 -0.0539 0.00005 0.0606 -0.033
45 15 60 0.13200 -0.0143 0.04290 -0.0113 0.01280 -0.0912 0.00038 0.0712 -0.027
60 17 77 0.17734 -0.0201 0.06587 -0.0159 0.00910 -0.1281 0.00056 0.0886 -0.009
90 18 108 0.28750 -0.0268 0.13500 -0.0211 0.00000 -0.2786 0.0030 0.0990 0.0471

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=75%, W/L=1.25, H/h=1.0

eo i3cr 0 e' 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 wacose' DfsinO' 2Fnetsine' Nfnet Bfnet

15 8 23 0.02905 -0.006 0.00413 -0.0047 0.01758 -0.0046 -0.00014 0.0352 -0.029
25 10 35 0.07810 -0.0075 0.0083 -0.0082 0.01653 -0.0304 0.00004 0.0568 -0.040
30 13 33 0.08976 -0.0116 0.00920 -0.0091 0.01576 -0.0360 0.00005 0.0579 -0.036
35 14 39 0.09980 -0.0135 0.03540 -0.0139 0.01490 -0.0639 0.00006 0.0588 -0.029
45 15 55 0.14200 -0.0197 0.06922 -0.0155 0.01280 -0.1047 0.00048 0.0845 -0.020
60 17 77 0.26881 -0.0241 0.06215 -0.0190 0.00910 -0.2017 0.00067 0.0958 -0.009
90 18 108 0.33750 -0.0348 0.15500 -0.0271 0.00000 -0.3286 0.0072 0.1092 0.0501
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CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=35%, W/L=1.67, H/h=1.0

80 ~ocr 8'0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Wacos8' Dfsin8' 2Fnetsin8' Nfnet Bfnet

15 7 12 0.00867 -0.0000 0.00000 -0.0063 0.01400 -0.0020 -0.0002 0.0141 -0.017

20 9 29 0.02580 -0.0029 0.00155 -0.0021 0.01360 -0.0129 0.0000 0.0230 -0.020
25 10 35 0.04400 -0.0035 0.00205 -0.0029 0.01310 -0.0158 0.0000 0.0369 -0.026
30 14 34 0.07141 -0.0055 0.00294 -0.0036 0.00734 -0.0159 0.0000 0.0566 -0.035

45 15 60 0.11357 -0.0075 0.00782 -0.0059 0.01025 -0.0531 0.0000 0.0650 -0.028
60 16 76 0.17545 -0.0092 0.00475 -0.0106 0.00714 -0.0927 0.0000 0.0747 -0.009
90 17 107 0.20930 -0.0138 0.04690 -0.0109 0.00000 -0.1320 0.0000 0.0995 0.0460

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=75% , W/L=1.67, H/h=1.0

80 ~'cr 8'0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 t..tacos8' DfsinO' ~FaSino Nfnet Bfnet

15 7 22 0.01741 -0.0000 10.00000 -0.0009 10.01400 -0.0106 -0.00025 ~l.0197 -0.010
20 9 29 p.039S0 -0.0047 p.00192 -0.0047 10.01360 -0.0135 10.000000 10.0321 -0.025
25 10 35 iD.070n -0.0052 10.00257 -0.0050 0.01310 -0.0168 ~.OOOOOO ~.0593 -0.042
30 14 44 10.08241 -0.0062 ~.00328 -0.0052 p.00734 -0.0189 p.OOOOOO p.0626 -0.039
45 15 60 10.12934 -0.0113 ~00570 -0.0089 0.01025 -0.0550 0.000000 b.0700 -0.030
60 16 76 10.19045 -0.0135 10.00682 -0.0108 0.00714 -0.1083 10.000000 0.0717 -0.007
90 17 107 10·23930 -0.0138 ~.05690 -0.0159 10.00000 0.1790 0.000000 0.0875 0.0400

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=35%, W/L=2.5, H/h=1.0

80 ~ocr 8'0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 ~acos8' Dfsino' 2Fnetsino' Nfnet Bfnet

15 6 21 10.00310 10.00000 10.00000 -0.0028 0.01270 0.0002 -0.00003 p.0128 -0.010
20 7 27 p.00790 p.OOOOO p.OOOOO -0.0030 p.01193 -0.0003 -0.00007 10·0165 -0.012

25 9 34 10.01160 10·00000 10·00000 -0.0020 10.01151 -0.0005 0.00008 10.0206 -0.026

30 10 40 10.01651 10.00000 10.00000 -0.0010 10.01234 -0.0070 -0.00010 10.0207 -0.014
45 12 47 0.04067 0.00000 p.OOOoO -0.0012 10.00895 -0.0019 0.00019 0.0463 -0.018
60 13 73 0.08395 0.00000 p.OOOOO -0.0012 0.00635 -0.0370 -0.00028 0.0518 -0.005
90 15 105 0.14510 0.00000 10·00000 -0.0016 10.00000 -0.0620 -0.00038 0.0812 0.0370
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CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE Nfnet AND BURIAL FORCE Bfnet for
RD=75%, W/L=2.5, H/h=1.0

eo ~ocr e'o Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 ~acose' Dfsine' 2Fnetsine' Nfnet Bfnet

15 6 21 0.00518 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0002 0.01270 -0.0002 0.00003 0.0174 -0.008
20 7 27 0.01089 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0005 0.01193 -0.0003 -0.00008 0.0219 -0.020
25 9 36 0.01355 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0006 0.01151 -0.0005 -0.00009 0.0239 -0.017

30 10 40 0.01214 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0008 0.01234 -0.0075 -0.00011 0.0160 -0.016

45 12 57 0.05127 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0012 0.00895 -0.0215 -0.00021 0.0372 -0.014
60 13 73 0.08315 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0017 0.00635 -0.0430 -0.00031 0.0444 -0.004
90 15 105 0.15360 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0023 0.00000 -0.0670 -0.00043 0.0839 ~.0470

NOTE:
Nf t = Nfpl-Nfp2+Nf~1-Nfa2 + wcose' -Dfsine' + 2Fnetsine'Bf

ne
t = Nf t [ sIn 6 tan 0 - cos e' ]

un~i of fo?~es are kN
Nf 1 = Normal passive force in front of the anchor fluke
NfP2 = Normal passive force at the back of the anchor fluke
N p = Normal active force in front of the anchor fluke
N~a1 = Normal active force at the back of the anchor fluke
Nf

a t = Normal net force on the anchor fluke
B ne = The anchor burial force
D;n~tThe anchor drag force burial force
F t = The anchor side frictional force
~ne= rotational angle
eC~ Shank to fluke angle
e'= (e+~cr)
RD= Relative density of sand
H/h = Embedment ratio
W/L = Aspect ratio
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATION OF THE NET ~L FORCE COEFFICIENT Nc=NfnetNyhll

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/Wyhz
RD=371 Loose sand, Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=l.o, H/h=1.0

e 0 t w h Wh2y Nfnet Nc

15 14.5 0.175 0.04529 0.0052 0.0380 7.31
25 14.5 0.175 0.0739 0.0139 0.0490 3.53
30 14.5 0.175 0.0875 0.0194 0.0579 2.98
35 14.5 0.175 0.1004 0.0256 0.0697 2.72
45 14.5 0.175 0.1237 0.0388 0.0883 2.28
60 14.5 0.175 0.15155 0.0582 0.0866 1.49
90 14.5 0.175 0.1750 o.om 0.1100 1.42

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/Wyhz
RD=7s'Y. Dense sand, Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0, H/h=1.0

e 0 y w h Wh2y Nr...... Nc
15 16.5 0.175 0.04529 0.0059 0.0458 7.76
25 16.5 0.175 0.0739 0.0158 0.0550 3.48
30 16.5 0.175 0.0875 0.0221 0.0760 3.44
35 16.5 0.175 0.1004 0.0291 0.0927 3.19
45 16.5 0.175 0.1237 0.0442 0.0982 2.22
60 16.5 0.175 0.1515 0.0663 0.1365 2.06
90 16.5 0.175 0.1750 0.0884 0.1700 1.92

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/wyhZ
RD=37'Y.Loose sand, Anchor fluke A2.2 W/L=1.25, H/h=1.0

e 0 y w h Wh2y Nr...,. Nc
15 14.5 0.175 0.03620 0.0033 0.0275 8.33
25 14.5 0.175 0.0512 0.0067 0.0388 5.79
30 14.5 0.175 0.0700 0.0124 0.0577 4.65
35 14.5 0.175 0.0803 0.0164 0.0606 3.70
45 14.5 0.175 0.0989 0.0248 0.0712 2.87
60 14.5 0.175 0.1212 0.0373 0.0850 2.28
90 14.5 0.175 0.1400 0.0497 0.0990 ,.99
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CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/WyhZ
RD=75'X Dense sand, Anchor fluke A2.2 W/L=1.25, H/h=1.0

8 0 y W h WhZy N.. Nc
15 16.5 0.175 0.0362 0.0038 0.0352 9.26
25 16.5 0.175 0.0592 0.0101 0.0588 5.82
30 16.5 0.175 0.0700 0.0141 0.0680 4.82
35 16.5 0.175 0.0803 0.0186 0.0688 3.70
45 16.5 0.175 0.0980 0.0277 0.0845 3.05
60 16.5 0.175 0.1212 0.0424 0.0958 2.26
90 16.5 0.175 0.1400 0.0566 0.1092 1.93

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/WyhZ
RD=37'X Loose sand ,Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67, H/h=1.0

8 0 y W h WhZy N(na~ Nc
15 14.5 0.175 0.0271 0.0019 0.0170 8.95
20 14.5 0.175 0.0358 0.0033 0.0230 6.97
25 14.5 0.175 0.0442 0.0050 0.0310 6.20
30 14.5 0.175 0.0525 0.0070 0.0419 5.99
45 14.5 0.175 0.0741 0.0139 0.0550 3.96
60 14.5 0.175 0.0908 0.0209 0.0747 3.57
90 14.5 0.175 0.1048 0.0279 0.0950 3.41

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL fORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/WyhZ
RD=75'X Dense sand, Anchor fluke A2.3 W/L=1.67, H/h=1.0

e 0 y W h WhZy N(na~ Nc
15 16.5 0.175 0.0272 0.0021 0.0197 9.38
20 16.5 0.175 0.0358 0.0037 0.0312 8.43
25 16.5 0.175 0.0442 0.0056 0.0451 8.05
30 16.5 0.175 0.0524 0.0079 0.0600 7.59
45 16.5 0.175 0.0752 0.0163 0.0700 4.29
60 16.5 0.175 0.0907 0.0238 0.0717 3.01
90 16.5 0.175 0.1048 0.0317 0.0875 2.76
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CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/Wyhz
RD=37l Loose sand , Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.50, H/h=1.0

e 0 y w h Whly Nf"na. Nc
15 14.5 0.175 0.0181 0.0008 0.0101 12.63
20 14.5 0.175 0.0239 0.0014 0.0140 10.00
25 14.5 0.175 0.0295 0.0022 0.0220 10.00
30 14.5 0.175 0.0351 0.0031 0.0300 9.68
45 14.5 0.175 0.0495 0.0062 0.0550 8.87
60 14.5 0.175 0.0606 0.0093 0.0747 8.03
90 14.5 0.175 0.0708 0.0127 0.0950 7.48

CALCULATION OF THE NET NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT NC=Nfnet/Wyhz
RD=75~ Dense sand, Anchor fluke A2.4 W/L=2.5, H/h=1.0

eo y W h Whly Nf"nft. Nc
15 16.5 0.175 0.0182 0.0010 0.0150 15.00
20 16.5 0.175 0.0242 0.0017 0.0219 12.88
25 16.5 0.175 0.0295 0.0025 0.0210 8.40
30 16.5 0.175 0.0350 0.0035 0.0249 7.11
45 16.5 0.175 0.0495 0.0071 0.0370 5.21
60 16.5 0.175 0.0606 0.0106 0.0444 4.19
90 16.5 0.175 0.0700 0.0141 0.on5 5.50

NOTE:
Unit of force is kN
N = Normal net force on the anchor fluke
Dfn~tThe anchor drag force burial forceef• Shank to fluke angle, y • Sand unit weight
H/h 3 Embedment ratio, W/L~Aspect ratio
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APPENDIX E
CAlQJL\TION Of THE RATIOS

Nfpl/Nfnet· Nfp2/Nfnet· Nfp2/Nfnet· Nfa2 INfnet

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
Nfpl/Nfnet· Nfp2/N~net.
Nfp2/Nfnet· Nfa2 I fnetfor

RD=351 Loose sand, Anchor fluke A2.1 W/L=1.0, H/h=1.0

e 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nf~1 Nf~2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

15 0.02615 -0.0062 0.00715 -0.0005 p.65 -0.15 p.18 0.0403 -0.01
25 0.08500 -0.0100 0.0082 -0.0091 1.59 -0.19 p.15 0.0536 -0.17
30 0.09820 -0.0130 p.01566 -0.0100 1.70 -0.22 p.27 0.0579 -0.17
35 0.13500 -0.0185 p_.01750 -0.0150 1.94 -0.27 p.25 p.0697 -0.22
45 0.20929 -0.0380 p.08990 -0.0251 2.61 -0.47 1. 12 P.0803 -0.31
60 0.31045 -0.0381 p.14725 -0.0301 ~.58 -0.44 1.70 p.0866 -0.35
90 p.50930 -0.0430 p.02170 -0.0340 4.63 -0.39 p.20 p.l100 -0.31

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
Nf9,/Nfnet. Nfp~/Nfnet·NfRa NAnet, Nff2 NA2ef for

H/h=1.0RD=75% Dense sa , ncnor uke . W/L=1.0,
Et 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfp1/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfa1/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2 INfnet

15 0.03026 -0.0073 0.00370 -0.0037 0.86 -0.21 0.11 0.0350 -0.11
25 0.08500 -0.0150 0.0125 -0.0155 1.83 -0.32 0.27 0.0465 -0.33
30 0.10430 0.0279 0.01407 -0.0220 1.37 0.37 0.18 0.0763 -0.29
35 0.15500 -0.0305 0.04050 -0.0230 1.67 -0.33 0.44 0.0927 -0.25
45 0.25638 -0.0333 0.07100 -0.0262 2.69 -0.35 0.75 0.0952 -0.28
60 0.48178 -0.0609 0.12276 -0.0480 3.53 -0.45 0.90 0.1365 -0.35
90 0.72960 -0.0724 0.15650 -0.0571 4.19 -0.42 0.90 0.1743 -0.33

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
Nfpl/Nfnet' Nfp2/N~net·
Nfp2/NfRe~. Nf~2 I f2e~ H/h"'1.0for RD=371 Loose sana, Anc 0 flu e A2. IL-l.25,

Et 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfal/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

15 0.0123 -0.0043 0.0022 -0.0034 0.41 -0.14 0.07 p.0301 -0.11
25 0.05010 -0.0064 0.0035 -0.0055 1.29 -0.16 0.09 0.0388 -0.14
30 0.08546 -0.0080 0.00409 -0.0064 1.48 -0.14 0.07 0.0577 -0.11
35 0.09870 -0.0095 0.01750 -0.0071 1.63 -0.16 0.29 0.0606 -0.12
45 0.13200 -0.0143 0.04290 -0.0113 1.85 -0.20 0.60 0.0712 -0.16
60 0.17734 -0.0201 0.06587 -0.0159 2.00 -0.23 0.74 0.0886 -0.18
90 0.28750 -0.0268 0.13500 -0.0211 2.90 -0.27 1.36 0.0990 -0.21



CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
Nfpl/Nfnet' NfP2/N~net'
NfR~/NAnet' Nf?2 I A2e~ H/h=1.0for RD=75~ Dense sa , ncnor uke . W/L=1.25,

e 0 Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet

15 0.02905 -0.006 0.00413 -0.0047 0.82 -0.17 0.12 p.0352 -0.13

25 0.07810 -0.0075 0.0083 -0.0082 1.38 -0.13 0.15 0.0568 -0.14
30 0.08976 -0.0116 0.00920 -0.0091 1.55 -0.20 0.16 0.0579 -0.16

35 0.09980 -0.0135 0.03540 -0.0139 1.70 -0.23 0.60 0.0588 -0.24
45 0.14200 -0.0197 0.06922 -0.0155 1.68 -0.23 0.82 0.0845 -0.18
60 0.26881 -0.0241 0.06215 -0.0190 2.81 -0.25 0.65 0.0958 -0.20
90 0.33750 -0.0348 0.15500 -0.0271 3.09 -0.32 1.42 0.1092 -0.25

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
Nfpl/Nfnet' Nfp2/N~net'
Nfs2/NAnet' Nf?2 I A2e! H/h"'1.0for RD=3~ Loose san , ncnor uke . W/L=1.67,

eo Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfal/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

15 0.00867 -0.0000 0.00000 -0.0063 0.61 0.00 0.00 0.0141 -0.45
20 0.02580 -0.0029 0.00155 -0.0021 1.12 -0.13 0.07 0.0230 -0.09
25 0.04400 -0.0035 0.00205 -0.0029 1.19 -0.09 0.05 0.0369 -0.08
30 0.07141 -0.0055 0.00294 -0.0036 1.26 -0.10 0.05 0.0566 -0.06
45 0.11357 -0.0075 0.00782 -0.0059 1.75 -0.12 0.12 0.0650 -0.09
60 0.17545 -0.0092 0.00475 -0.0106 2.35 -0.12 0.06 0.0747 -0.14
90 0.20930 -0.0138 0.04690 -0.0109 2.10 -0.14 0.47 0.0995 -0.11

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
NfP~Nfnet' Nfp2/Nfnet'

~ 21 f et' Nf 2 1Nl. ~ forRD=75~ Dense san ~ Anc~or flu~e A .~ IL=1.67, H/h=1.0
eo Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfal/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

15 0.01741 -0.0000 0.00000 -0.0009 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.0197 -0.05
20 0.03950 -0.0047 0.00192 -0.0047 1.23 -0.15 0.06 0.0321 -0.15
25 0.07077 -0.0052 0.00257 -0.0050 1.19 -0.09 0.04 0.0593 -0.08
30 0.08241 -0.0062 0.00328 -0.0052 1.32 -0.10 0.05 0.0626 -0.08
45 0.12934 -0.0113 0.00570 -0.0089 1.85 -0.16 0.08 0.0700 -0.13
60 0.19045 -0.0135 0.00682 -0.0108 2.66 -0.19 0.09 0.0717 -0.15

90 0.23930 -0.0138 0.05690 -0.0159 2.73 -0.16 0.65 0.0875 -0.18
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CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
NfP~Nfnet· Nfp2/Nfnet·

Nf 27 Anet• Nf~2 7NA~e! forRD=371 Loose sanS. ncnor uke . W/L=2.5. H/h"'1.0
8° Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfp1/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfa1/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nrnet

15 0.00310 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0028 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.0128 -0.22
20 0.00790 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0030 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.0165 -0.18
25 0.01160 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0020 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.0206 -0.10
30 0.01651 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0010 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.0207 -0.05
45 0.04067 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0012 O.BB 0.00 0.00 0.0463 -0.03
60 0.08395 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0012 1.62 0.00 0.00 0.0518 -0.02
90 0.14510 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0016 1.79 0.00 0.00 0.0812 -0.02

CALCULATION OF THE RATIOS
NfP~Nfnet' Nfp2/Nfnet'

Nf 27 f et' Nf 2 7Nfne~forRD=75% Dense sand~ AncRor flu~e A2.4 IL~2.5, H/h=1.0
8° Nfp1 Nfp2 Nfa1 Nfa2 Nfpl/Nfnet Nfp2/Nfnet Nfa1/Nfnet Nfnet Nfa2/Nfnet

15 0.00518 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0002 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.0174 -0.01
20 0.01089 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0005 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.0219 -0.02
25 0.01355 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0006 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.0239 -0.03
30 0.01214 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0008 0.76 0.00 0.00 0.0160 -0.05
45 0.05127 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0012 1.38 0.00 0.00 0.0372 -0.03
60 0.08315 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0017 1.87 0.00 0.00 0.0444 -0.04
90 O. '5360 0.00000 0.00000 -0.0023 1.83 0.00 0.00 0.0839 -0.03

NOTE:
Nt· Nf I-Nf 2+Nfat-Nfa2 + Wcos8 -Orsin8 + 2Fasin8Nfn~ = Norm~ pa~sive force in front of the anchor fluke
N;P2 & Normal passive force at the back of the anchor fluke
NfP, = Normal active force in front of the anchor fluke
Nf

a
2 = Normal active force at the back of the anchor fluke

Nf~et = Normal net force on the anchor fluke
8 = Shank to fluke angle
y = Sand unit weight
H/h - Embedment ratio
W/L - Aspect ratio
unit of force is kN
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APPENDIX F

XYMATH

XYMATH is a PC computer software that gives solution to most common x.y math problems which use an
equation of the form: y = f(x).

ITS MAIN FEATURES ARE AS FOLLClolS:

Equations:
Fits data to virtually any y=f(x) equation (linear or non-linear)
Selects best equation for data fit from thousands of candidate equation forms
Uses least squares methods to fit curves with minimum total error or minimum percent error at

each data point
Key data points may be weighted to give them more or less impact on the curve fit
Provides correLation coefficients and standard deviation for curve fits
Performs a variety of spline fit options including tensioned splines and natural cubic splines
Takes user defined equations as input

Math Functions:
Integrates any of the above equations over a definate interval (selected curve fit equation.

spline curve. or user defined equation)
Solves roots of the above equations over a defined interval
CalcuLates first derivatives of the above equations at a point or many points over a defined

interval
locates minimum and maximum equation values for any of the above
equations over a defined interval

Interpolates between data points based on any of the above equations
Extrapolates data based on any of the above equations

Data:
Creates data tables from any of the above equations(y or dy/dx)
Allows data transpositions prior to curve fitting(eg. x·(x-1) )
Supports data Import option to and from lotus 123
Supplies a Spreadsheet-like environment in which to edit data

Envi ronment:
Fully menu driven. user-friendly environment
PLots data and/or any of the above equations in linear. logarithmic.
or semi-Logarithmic format with many options to customize the display
Supports all common graphic hardware devices(Hercules.CGA.EGA ••.• )
Makes use of floating point co-processor (If available)
15 significant digits carried for internal calculations

APPLICATIONS:

Some typical applications for XYmath follow
A) Plot an Equation
B) Integrate an Equation
C) Find the Maximum Value of an Equation
D) Solve the Roots of an Equation
E) Estimate Values Between Data Points
F) Search Common Equation Forms for Best Fit
Gl Estimate Values Outside Data Points
Hl Perform an Exhaustive Search for Best Equation Fit
I) Change an Equation y=f(x) into xzf(yl
In the following Applications. Numbered items indicate Menu Choices.
A) Plot an Equation

From the top menu choose
1)Equations
2lInput Equation and enter: Y ~ 50 + 2*x-Z -0.Z5*x-3 -hit <esc> to exit
3)Graphics
4lDisplay Plot

-the plot is displayed
-hit any key to return to top menu
-the graph may be customized under the Graphics menu
for example:

S)Graphics
6lAxes
7)X Axis Plot Range
8llow X Value

-input: -Z.O
9)Display Graph

-hit any key to return to top menu
Bl Integrate an Equation

Use the equation and setup from Application A
Starting at top menu:

llMath Operation
2) Integrate
3)low X limit -input: 0.0
4)Upper X limit



-input: 10.0
5)Integrate Function

-the intregal = 541.667
-the analytical solution = 50x + (2/3)xA3 - (.25/4)xA4
which agrees with the above numerical result

-hit Return to see the Graph
-hit any key to return to top menu

C) Find the Maximum Value of an Equation
Use the equation and setup from Application A
Starting at top menu:

1)Math Operat ion
2)Minimum/Maximum
3)Lower X Range

-enter: 0.0
4)Upper X Range

-enter: 10.0
5)Calculate MinIMax

-minimum is at upper X value (ie. a trivial result)
-maximum is at X a 5.333
-the analytical maximum z 16/3 = 5.333

D) Solve the Roots of an Equation
Use the equation and setup from Application A
Starting at top menu:

1)Math Operation
2)Root Solve
3)Lower X Range

-enter: 0.0
4)Upper X Range

-enter: 10.0
5)Y input

-enter: 60.0
-2 roots found for Y=60 between x=O and x=10
x=2.7639 and x=7.2361

-after first root is displayed, hit return to see second
-hit (esc> to return to top menu

E) Estimate Values Between Data Points
Before entering a data set, we will clear memory of previous tasks

1)Fi les
2)Options
3)Reinitialize All Memory

-ansewer Yes to warning message
4)Oata
5)Data SpreadSheet

-enter the following data set
(each number may be followed by a carriage return)
(the arrow keys may also be used to move and enter)

X Y
1 1
2 2.5
3 3.5
4 3.75
5 3.5
6 3.0

-hit (esc> to return to top menu
6)Math Operation
7lCurvefi t
8)Spl ine Curve
9)Cubic Spline (natural)

-graph is displayed
-hit any key to return to top menu

10)Math Operation
11)Evaluate
12)X input

-enter: 1.5
program shows y=1.7573 at x=1.5

-hit (esc> to return to top menu

F) Search Common Equation Forms for Best Fit
Use the data set from Application E
From the top menu

l)Math Operation
2)Curvefit
3)Fit Curves to Common Equation Forms
4)Fit Curves Using Total Error Minimization

-results in: In(y)'' cl + c2x + c3ln(x)
-hit any key to see graph
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-hit any key to return to top menu

G) Estimate Values Outside Data Points
Use the data set from Application E
Perform Application F (search of common equation forms)
From the top menu

1)Math Operation
2)Evaluate
3)X input

-enter: 11.0
-results in: y=0.73781 at x=11.0

Use the methods of Application A to plot from x=l to x=12
Notice that the curve looks "REASONABLE" in extrapolation
Perform Application E (fit points to spline curve)
Notice that the result look.s "UNREASONABLE" in extrapolation

H) Perform an Exhaustive Search for Best Equation Fit
Use the data set from Application E
From the top menu

l)Math Operation
2)Curvefit
3)Exhaustive Search
4)Begin Curve Fit

-resul ts in:
l/y = cl + c2 x~2 + c3 exp(l/x)

This operation may take a few minutes to search all the equations
Systems with a math co-processor will show much better performance

I) Change an Equation y=f(x) into x=f(y)
Before beginning, clear memory as in Application E
Given the equation y • x~2 + sin(x)/exp(x) + cos(x)~2/3 ,

our task. is to find an equation for x = fey)
1)Enter the above equation as shown in Application A

From the top menu
first fill the data table from the equation

2)Data
3)Fill Data From Equation
4)Y vs. X
5)Lower X Value

-enter: 0.0
6)Upper X Value

-enter: 2.0
7)Increment of X

-enter: 0.1
8)Fill Data Table

-hit <esc> to return to top menu
next make the y data the independent variable

9)Data
10)Select Independent
ll)y data

now fit the data with y as the independent variable
l2)Math Operation
l3lCurvefit
l4)Fit to Common Equation Forms
l5)Fit Curves Using Total Error

-results in: x = cl + c2 (1/y)~2 + c3 In(y)
as the best curve fit

-an exhaustive search would reveal an even better fit

GLOSSARY OF TERMS:
Although most of XYmath conforms to standard mathematical
nomenclature, some clarification may be required. The following definitions
will address both terms unique to XYmath, as well as terms common to
mathematics in general.

CURVE FIT
For the purposes of XYmath, curve fitting is the process of finding

the "best" equation which pases through or near each point of a data set.
Because there are an infinite number of curves which pass through a given set
of data points, the choice of "best" curve will often be a matter of judgement
(technical, artistic, or arbitrary). It is not uncommon to select a curve
which rates lower on its correlation coefficient simply because it is better
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behaved as it goes to infinity or passes through zero. Common technical
measures of "best" curve are least squares, standard deviation, or correlation
coeff icient.

LINEAR EQUATION
XYmath considers a linear equation to be one which is linear in its

real constants. Examples include:
y = c1 + c2 x
y = c1 sin(x) + c2 In(x) + c3 x-D.S
1/ln(y) = c1 sin(1/x) + c2 cos(x-2)

because all of the constants in the above equations are in separate terms of
the equation and are not raised to any power or operated upon by Cl function
such as sin, exp, or In.

Linear equations can be fitted to data directly using matrix solution
methods with a least squares criterion. These equations are therefore the
least time consuming and least trouble to curve fit using XYmath.
NON-LINEAR EOUATION

Non-linear equations can not be fitted directly to data using matrix
methods but must use iterative approximation methods. Such equations have
real constants which are products of each other, are exponents, or are
operated upon by functions such as sin, exp, or In. common equations which
are non-linear in their real constants include power curves, exponential
equations, and S-curves.

y " cl x·c2
y = cl exp(c2 xl
y = 1 / (c1 + c2 exp(-xl)

Notice, however, that all of the above equations can be "linearized" by
appropriately taking the logarithm or inverse of both sides. The power curve,
for example can be expressed as

In(yl " In(c1) + c2 In(x)
and in this form can be directly fitted to data with matrix methods.

There are some subtleties in this approach of which the reader should
be aware. Fitting this "l inearized" power curve with a conventional least
squares criterion will result in a minimum percent error at each data point
instead of the expected minimum total error which is typical of the method.
There is nothing at all wrong with this difference and, in fact, for data
which spans several orders of magnitude, this is often preferable. Because it
provides a philosophically different approach to curve fitting, it should be
noted and considered at the start of each curve fitting task.

Non-linear equations are easily fitted by XYmath but do require an
initial guess at any real constants in the equation. Often a linearized
equation solution can give guidance in making those initial guesses.
LINEAR COMBINATION OF STANDARD FORMS

XYmath provides matrix solution methods for all equations which are
linear combinations of standard forms. These equations are linear by the
above definition, and are constructed as the sum of standard functions of x
multiplied by real constants (the determination of the constants is the curve
fitting task). The standard forms of x are those which appear under the
"Exhaustive Search" menu option of curve fitting in XYmath. These standard
forms consist of a basic function of x, and a transform of x. If the function
of x was l/x and the transform was x=ln(x) then the standard form would be
1/ln(x). If the function and transform were reversed, then the standard form
would be In(1/xl.

Using this approach to defining equation forms, thousands of linear
equations can be investigated for any set of data which needs to be fitted.

EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH
An exhaustive search In XYmath is the process by which literally

thousands of equations can be fitted to a data set and screened for "goodness"
of fit. Using the exhaustive search definition(defined below), XYmath
generates equation forms and, using matrix solution methods, fits each one to
the data. The sum of the errors squared, or the sum of the percent error
squared is used to select the "best" curve. The 6D highest ranking equations
are saved during the search and anyone of them may be selected as the "best"
by the user under the "Choose Equation" option of the "Equation" main menu
opt ion.

EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH DEFINITION
The exhaustive search definition(ESDI tells XYmath which functions of
x, x transforms, and y transforms may be used in constructing linear equation
candidates for a curve fitting task. The ESD also defines the minimum and
maximum number of terms which can occur in the equation as well as the "best"
fit selection criterion (total or percent error). The ESC may be read from a
disk file or defined manually during an exhaustive search. Several ESDs are
provided with XYmath to select such common searches as straight lines,
quadratic equations, cubics, hyperbolas, etc.
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TRANSFORM OF X AND Y I TRANSPOSE OF DATA
The term transform will be distinguished from the term transpose
within XYmath to identify two similar operations. Transforms are the
operations performed upon x or y for each "individual term" of an equation of
linear combination of standard forms. A different transform may be applied to
each term of that equation. A transpose of data changes the data set itself.
Any and all curve fitting, graphing, etc. is done with the transposed data and
NOT the original data.
It is often the case that curve fitting a given equation directly
y ie lds poor resu Lts, whereas fit ting a "trans formed" equat ion work.s very we Ll.
For example fitting a line (y = c1 + c2 x) to data may be unsatisfactory when
the equation (l/y = c1 + c2 x) may give extremely good resuLts. The
difference between the two equations is the transformation of y to l/y.

It is aLso common to transpose data from its raw form into one more
suitable or more convenient. For example some temperature data may exist in
units of degrees Fahrenheit when degrees KeLvin may be required. Under such
conditions the data shouLd be transposed as (x = (x + 459.67) I 1.8).

The available transforms are controLLed by the user when the
exhaustive search definition is seLected. Data transpose equations may be
input by the user within the data spreadsheet or under the "Data" option of
the main menu. Both the raw data and the transposed data are dispLayed in the
data spreadsheet.

LEAST SQUARES METHOD (Gauss' PrincipLe)
In the least squares curve fitting method, the curve fit's error at
each data point is squared and the sum of those squared errors is minimized to
give the "best" fit. In other words, the method finds the unique constants in
a Linear equation which minimizes the sum of the square of the difference
between the curve's prediction of y at each x data value and the y data
itseL f.
There are statisticaL reasons for using the Least squares method. If
the y vaLues foLLow a normaL distribution (belL-shaped curve), then the
resulting curve can be shown to be the most probable soLution. The "linear
regression" is the most common application of this method.

STANDARD DEVIATION
The standard deviation represents the totaL variation in the data
which is not accounted for by the fitted equation. Data, for exampLe, which
follows a basically Linear trend may have "noise" in it about the fitted line.
That variation about the line is described by its standard deviation.
Approximately 95% of the equation's prediction errors wiLL Lie within 2
standard deviations of the curve (assuming a normal distribution for that
error) .
Any noise about the equation prediction will usually be rendered
meaningLess if the number of terms in the equation is the same as the number
of data points. This is because an equation can usually be forced through
each data point when the number of terms and data points are equal. Any
errors are therefore hidden through the use of too many constants in the
equation (le. the more complex equation does not show the "true" character of
the x,y reLationship).
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
The correlation coefficient represents the fraction of the total
variation in the data which is accounted for by the fitted equation. A vaLue
of 1.0 is the most desirable, 0.0 is the least desirabLe.

Correlation coefficients are intended to be guides as to how
appLicable an equation form is to a data set. It is possibLe, however, that
choosing an equation with a lower correlation coefficient may be a better
choice for a given appLication due to other characteristics of the equations
(eg. behavior at infinity or unwanted inflection points).
A perfect correlation coefficient can usualLy be obtained if the
number of terms in the equation is set equal to the number of data points.
This can be a misLeading resuLt and shouLd therefore be viewed with caution.

SPLINE CURVE (Natural Spline)
A natural spLine curve passes through each point of a data set and has
a "naturaL" smooth curvature. The name derives from a draftsman's tool, a
spline, which is a flexible strip that can be held by weights so that It
passes through each desired point on the draftsman's table. A mathematical
procedure is used to mimic these laws of beam flexture which the draftsman
employs.
A requirement of spLine curves is that each data point be "singLe
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valued". If there is more than one y value at a given x value, then XYmath
wiLL give the option of using the minimum, maximum, or average vaLue of the
multipLe y data points for creating a spLine.
TENSIONED SPLINE CURVE (TENSION FACTOR)
A naturaL spLine curve can sometimes give a curve shape which is
unsatisfactory. Typically the undesirable features invoLve exagerated
transitions from one point to another. This problem can often be solved by
placing the curve under "tension". The tension factor is used to express the
fraction of the spLine which is Like a straight Line, point-to-point curve
verses a natural spline. A tension factor of zero, for example, is exactly
equivaLent to a naturaL spLine. A factor of 1.0 is a straight Line from point
to point.
INTEGRA TION
Integration is the finding of the area underneath a curve. There are
many numericaL methods avaiLabLe to perform this caLcuLation. The method used
by XYmath is the Simpson 1/3 rule. It invoLves breaking the total area up
into many smalL sections and summing the estimated areas of each section in
order to approximate the totaL area under the curve.
The equation to be integrated can be 1) input directLy, or 2) the
result of a curve fitting operation.

DERIVATIVE (slope, dy/dx)
The first derivative of a curve is equal to the slope of that curve.
XYmath calculates the sLope of the curve at a given point or for many points
over a range of x vaLues. It is therefore possibLe to create graphs and/or
data tabLes of y vs. x, as welL as dy/dx vs. x.
The equation to be operated upon can be 1) input directLy, or 2) the
result of a curve fitting operation.

ROOT SOLVING
Given an equation y=f(x), it is often required to know the vaLue of x
for which y has some desired vaLue. This is caLled root solving. XYmath wiLL
search a given interval of x for the vaLue of y desired and will display all
roots found.
The equation may be 1) input directly, or 2) the result of a curve
fitting operation.
MINIMA/MAXIMA
Finding the x value for which y is a mlnlmum or maximum is a very
common probLem with an equation y=f(x). XYmath wilL find both the maximum and
minimum over a given interval of x. Some care shouLd be used when performing
this task since "locaL optima" can sometimes be found instead of the reaL
optimum. Examining a pLot of the equation and doing min/max searches in smaLL
sub-regions can sometimes yieLd more accurate results when the equation is
very complicated (many inflection and zero derivative points).
As with the above operations, the equation may be 1) input directly,
or 2) the result of a curve fitting operation.

INTERPOLATE/EXTRAPOLATE
EvaLuating a fitted equation between data points or outside of data

points is probably the most common reason to fit data. Interpolating between
points usually gives a higher confidence answer than extrapoLating outside of
the data points. Interpolation is well performed by spline curves and, in
general, is the best approach to take. Extrapolation can be very dangerous
with spline curves(splines often turn pathological outside their applicable
data range) and therefore splines are not usually recommended for
extrapolation.

For any evaluation of an equation, it is highly recommended that a
graph of the data and equation be viewed. In generaL, when predicting values
by fitted equation, THERE IS NO SINGLE CORRECT ANSWER. Always look at the
graph to insure that the predicted value is "reasonable".

SIMULTAN
A program to

SOLVE SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
DESCRIPTION

SIMULTAN is an improved method for solving simultaneous linear
algebraic equations. This method avoids loss of accuracy when
small diagonal elements are encountered. SIMULTAN will solve up
to twenty equations containing 420 constants.
A number of methods are available for solving simultaneous linear
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aLgebraic equations. Gaussian eLimination and Gauss-SeideL
iteration are methods wideLy used in the finite difference or
finite element solution of differential equations. A major
difficulty with these methods is that small diagonal eLements in
a matrix (in comparison to other elements) can cause significant
loss of accuracy. In extreme cases, an incorrect solution will
result when diagonaL elements become too smaLL.
The key to high accuracy in solving simultaneous linear algebraic
equations is to use the largest pivotal element in each
elimination or iteration step. The Gauss-Jordan elimination is
based on this principle. This method, a modification of the
Gaussian elimination method, searches for the largest element in
the matrix to serve as the pivot in each elimination step. This
method is particularly important if a large number of aLgebraic
equations is involved.
The program was written in TI 99/4A Basic and is
easily adaptable to other machines. To run the program, the
number of equations to be solved is entered in addition to the
constant coefficients of each equation including the constant on
the right side.
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